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WELCOME ADDRESS

Frank W. R. Hubert

"What a great timpLin the field of education
to face the tremendous challenge and promise
of rearranging_our lives and the houses we
live in so that all people will be able to
profit:Jully from the character and personality
of our:institutional programs."

Teacher education has been an active part of Texas
A&M Universitz'q_work for -mare than half a_centUry." And
even though oar College of Education is_only,ten.years.
old, we in the College have approximately-10% of the
Univertity's enrollment; 'in fact, one of our depart- ,/

ments, Curriculumand Instruction, is the largest
single department on this campus..

Alust recently'r.had the oPportUnity to review some
of the statistics froM the State Coordinating Board. In

vethe Unirsity, instead of having.a4era§e -daily a't'tend-+(
ance-as the .basis for establishing a foundation program,,
we have that precious little unit commodity called' the
student credit hour. We're reimbursed for instructional-
salaries and for Otber expenses according to that,un$t.

,

The top two-institutions in Texas' foreproducing..
semester credit hours at the undergraduate level are
within 25" miles &reach Other. The first of thesei.p:t -
San Marcos, is Southwest Texas State'University.
the 1978-79 academic year it is'the highest-prOducer'of
semester credit hours "et the undergraduate level ip_
teacher education.- 'A few milti north. along Interstate 435
stands the Univeriity of Texas tht second'largest
prbducer of semester-credit,h4rs ai the undergraduate.
level.. Texas A&M Uiliversity is third for undergraduate
semester hourt.., At the doctoral level, we'resedond.:
In the past several years,'and even_ more ,n the_futVre,

Frank)W: R.
Hubert is
Dean of ;the

-College of
Educatton,
TexasA&M
`Uni'versity.
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our_emphasis_has beencingraduate education, although not
at -any sacrifice_to_the_respurces which our University
allocates to undergraduate instruction.

We _re eiated_atit4opportunity to host this conference-
..

againi_and_werepleas0 with our cooperative relationship
with the:Texas. Education'Agenejover the Pas.tseyeral years.

rtly roleover_the_past eighteen months as a Member_of the
state. Advisory Councili_Iveibecome tremendousffimpressed
wittuthe_great:volume_of work.which;:not only the staff
of the. Texas-EducationAgency; butalso-_the:staff of the
Advitory_Counciliperforms in.your_40balf and that of the_ _

people in education; industry, and government all over this
state

.It :is aj'astinating period in which:we find-ourselves
in vocational Education._ I. was:at:ameeting_in.St. Louis-
recently;_where:I.found out what 94-142 really means. This
meeting_was of_deans of:teacher eduCation institutions which.
have Dean'_s Grants. With these:grants the_ttiaWr education
sectors:ofcolleges and universities:redesign their
preservicelprogramsito.accommodate- theinew:knowledge.base,
tkills; and capabilities required,for teachers today in
mainstreaming situations.- At that meeting a representative
fromtke:Bureau'of Education-of the Handicapped said that
he hadrdiscovered-what-94-142 meant. The. 142 represented
the average mean- IQ Which;Deans of Education have, and the
94 represented the real world.

But what a great time in the field of education to---
face:this tremendous challenge and,promise of rearranging_
.our lives'and the houses-we live in so that all people will
be able to-profit fully from-the-character and personality .

of our. institutional programs. Let's rule the entire
educational spectrum. At AM were-delighted to be_a part
of this effort-and are sopleased_that you're here to
share this conference with us,- -Please remember_ that you're
welcome here;- that we're delighted that you're here; and
you honor us with your presence.

13
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KEYNOTE ADDRESS

Marc HUll

"Even though-we have made tremendous Strides toward
imOoving the education of handicapped youth, we
can't hop on one of those white:horses and ride off
into never-ending meadows. Instead we should-put
ourselves on the. sure- footed mule; hitch up the
plow, and go for another'furrow:"

The theme -of this-year's conference -is team work;
and-I can say:in complete honesty; that -the only way -the
yoUth-of-Texas:is going -to- receive adequate- career and
vocational-preparation is- through a_team_effort. Even
.though we had-the full support and almost complete
funding from the vocational division, when we had our
first vocational education conference for- special -needs
learners-, we-had very few - participants from vocational
education_; From a-show of hands_todayiyou_can see there.
is-- a-major- difference. It's_beginning to show that the
team spirit is having its place and is being felt;

tast_year; at_our_second_conference; we made-,another
innovation important. We finally -began to
involve handicapped and disabled persons in the_con=
-ference. This year- -I am ,delighted to see -that we_are-_
continuing that trend; can only say that in the future
not only_must_we have_them in our statewide_ conferences
and An_our_local conferencesi_but I--think- that we_are
goingito_see.that we_need_input from_haridicapped_persOns
and_cittzens:all along,the way. We need your input'in
terms of building the right programs; in giving us
assistance at_the local school level, assistance at_the_
advisory board level; at the state level and the federal
level.

I am delighted that-this is being reflected in this
year's commitments- We have made a lot of progress; byt

14
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let--me just say _that we are only getting underway._ We have
some-exemplary programs; some excellent examples .of vocational
education for the handicappedi.,someexcellent job:placement
programs. You are going,to see some Of_these...You are_also

'going_to hear from people who have_really_understood that
key need -for vocational:guidance for .the adolescent_ youth,
and especially the adolescent youth who haveexperienced
learning problems throughout theireducation4 career.

But_even though weave certain elements ih place, very
few -of us would_be so bold as to say we have the entire
system .of..cdrriculum materials in place that takes_the_child
through early education,. into "thelower gradesithrough
elementary school, junior high school; an-dion into -high _

school. Even. tiloughwe have some vell-packagedand some_high
priced assessmentisystems_in place,. we have hardly:even begun
to get the kind_of monitoring systems that can_tell_us who

lly needs what .assistance_and_when_they need_that assis-_
nce We_do_havea. way of labeling.handicapped persons -and

'gettingthefederaligovernmentflow7through dollars. BUt
Pm not really talking about thatikindof identification. I

am talking about the_dynamic identification system that tells
us from day to day what support a:child needs.

We-also need an assessment system that is far more
responsive to the4ynamics of-employment I could name
syStems that could give you lots vrinformation about small
motor coordination, large motor coordination, career interest,
career aptitudes, and all those kinds of things. But there
are very few systems -that can honestly provide information
that you can - -use in'terms of- placing a child in a loOal job;
a systeM that -is responsive to the many, many:variables that.
are going to determine the job a student will be in, a system
responsive-to an economy that varies from regioh to region,
from time to time, and even from industry to industry.

We can point with pride to this conference_as an example
of inservice and preservice 'personnel development, And yet
L don't think that many school districts could honestly_say
that they have put-in-place a personnel development system
that gives on-going support;_that_helps_to keep. each person
in-thes tem fully abreast of promising practices; that has
suffic incentives. to make it both possible to enroll in
universi courses and:to participate freely_and actively
in the locally required inservice training activities that
are taking place; Even when we do have incentive systems:
they are-not the kind thathelp the reluctant learners
among us'learn about working with handicapped persons.

What Pm trying to say is nmply this; Even though_we
have made tremendous strides toward improving the education
of handicapped youths, even though we have involved
vocational education, career education.and special editation,
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we still have miles to go. Up my' way where people talk in
simple ways, they might say.we'can't hop on one of those
white horses and_ride off into never-ending green meadows.
Instead, we shouy-51itourselves on the sure- footed mule,:
hitch up the plow, and go for another furrow. I hope that
each one of you here today will seipyourrole in that way.
Not that the job could be done as long as you had the
money, the personnel, and the people that they have in
larger cities, but that each exemplary program has to
begin with very small beginnings, with'a great promise
a great hope, and a great commitment tds-imply make things
work.

__The schools really doing something for handicapped
youth have made the system work. :That's the center of
my presentation today. To make a system work-here are
some of the things that I consider to be of greafAmpor-
tante:

'First of all, let me be a little more specific'in '-

terms of team work and cooperation at various levels,
Since leaving the university sector, . I have gotten a good
perspective on what's'going on in our local schools. In

fact, tft:ier working in the state department of such a
small to I could tell you by name every superintendent
in the state of Vermont, _I am on a first-name basis with
every director of special education in Vermont, and on a
first-name basis with all fifteen vocational directors
in Vermont. With that kind of a system one really sees
the hard-core reality of what is going on in public
education. I can honestly say that whether students
receive appropriate vocational education experiqnces
depends on whether the special education director, the
vocational education director, and the various staffs that
they represent, actually get together and work together.

If -I were a vocational teacher asked to have a handi-
capped person placed in my class, I would be very tempted
to say this: "Yes, I will give full consideration to that
placement. But I'll do it in the context of an IEP meeting
at which I'm present and at which my vocational director,
or my counselor or someone else from the vocational staff
will take part. And I will consider it if I can be
guaranteed all the support from special education that the
student needs_" If you vocational teachers are not given
full assurance that the special education support system
is going to be right there with you all the way, I would
say, "No!"

Why is it-that we have special education certifica-
tion standards? Why is it that we require even a VAC*

*Vocational Adjustment Coordinator
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to be:a special educator? _Why is it that_we_think_that
special education needs a preservice and an_inservice, and
a post service; and a masters and a doctoral:level program
if we can't get the full support of_alliaf:that_training in
specialization? It is very true that the:law,__PUblt,c_Law
94-482; says that, we_are going to:extend 10% of the basic
grant to setup a system_which will give genuine opportunities
to:41andicapped persons ta_participate ini_vocationaLaducation.
That's good; There is- nothing wrong;with hay.ing 10% of that

money. But frankly what_I am beginning.to see in.many parts
of the-cd'untry is that specialieducation departments are
relying on that. They are saying vocational education's_got.
the money for it, so let's let vocational education create
the system.

I'sayjt can't be done that way. For one thing 10% is
an absolUte pittance; and'at_the_very best the 10% funds

were a license to make vocational education do anything:

no longer think that; In:my role as assistant directdr
of special_educationi I_have come to realize that it's got

to be a team effort.: And that'the_real bucks for handicapped
persons:are in special education; The problem is that too many

of-us -in- special education have created our own_prograMs
instead of really being a support_system toihandicapped
persons placed in the,least ,restrictive environment.:

As,you start out to become a real team _I woUlci-like to

suggest that eact_of you take the time ta think aboutwhat
your goals are; Vocational education andopecial education'
have almost diametrically_ opposing goals. Let me clarify

what I mean. When your vocational educator comes-out of an
advisory, council meeting; or his trade committee meetings,
that guy has_been with. prestigious leaders in the. community.
He's been with people like the mayor or the president of the
1 rgest_corporation in his town, people who live and who'.

w rkand who are-a vital part of that community; When those
pr stigious_people say to him, "John, I tell you-what. _I
hi ed one of your graduates getting out of ag; and he acted
li e:an Aggie --or,whatever else his 'handicap was." The

vo ational educator can't ignore what this individual says.
The vocational educator has a very deep commitment to the
employers in his community.

Special education people have the same kind of commit-

ment to parents. They respond to individual children. As a

Special educator, the pressure that I get doesn't come from
corporate presidents or from personnel managers -- it comes
from moms and dads. It comes from advocacy groups. It

comes from a whole different system and a different source.
The special educators who want to do the best they can for
handicapped students and for parents and for advocacy groups
that can be very influential behind that child, will have to

1'7
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remember,tnatpleYpc #1 educator is. being told in no
uncertain'tert. x'doilars going into his
program are.,t0tUrnou _peo§:lewho_can go right.into
-emPloyment. ve,,gOtto-be-Oble to come together and
ctalk about tai- e twodi,ff ^001 thrusts that we have,
'these two ditr lelt.mind-setSI.

BrinningAbut CO0Peratio0hd team worklis not just
a local-pro#16m. Let meANeiyou- some real live examples
.Irom my own.state. This year I met with the director
of vocational education and Mytiboss, the director of
spec al education. We were,talking about what we can do
to adaquately provide programs for handicapped persons.
In the course of the conversation _I kept feeling a real
sense of resistance from the vocational educator. I

learned from him that he -had gone to the Vermont General
Assembly_just a fewAaysibefore and, presented a bill; for
a special allocation of state monies to match his funds.
There's a requirement\Which says when_you put money into
the handicapped and disadvantaged you've got to match
it on,a 50750 basis withltate and local money. Our local
people had no way of raising their 50%, 56 the direCtOr
of vocational education went to the legislature and asked
for a special apprOpriatian so he could free'_up a lot of
money for disadvantaged persons. He was pleased to
report the legislature had understood the need and agreed.
I told the director that it was _a great idea:. I asked
hith if he had considered doing the same thing for the
10%,set aside for_the handicapped? He looked at me and
said,- "What are.yOu_talking about? You_guys in special
ed..get:all.the_money in the 'state.'" He thought of us
as-these big fat rich people;' -with all the money,_ He
didn't need to match the 10% set.aside. Had he sought
matching funds_for_the handicapped, we could-have easily
pulled back the money_wemere using for the match, We
could have done prevocational programs, career education
programs to the earlier levels, all kinds_of things-
support vocational education for the handicapped.

All -I'm- saying by this'example is that if we -are not
cooperating atthe_statelevel, if_we are -not really
talking to each other andinteratting with eachlother, .

ndt too much is going to happen; especially in the area
of money. We can cooperate and we often do in some ways.
We might send ourstate;plan to vocational_education and
vice versa. But let_ me say that the real touchy thing
is money. The realhonest contribution and the real _

hang -up in -the way things- get -going at -the state level
is where thebucks are. And Ihaveseldom seen a
vocational director and a special educator get together
and say, "Listen, I'm going for this many million dollars
and you go for that many million dollars and this is how

18
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those dollars are going to totally intbrmesh so that ,

everything you do;I can augment.' I call_give you exaMPles

here in Texas where there are programs that are being dUPli-

are we havtpg duplication in terms of seCial educatio0_and
cated. I can give_yo4 examples here in Texas where

_

vocational (education, we are also having duplication

only

are

rehabilitation_commission. If we really Want a lasting_
impact it's going to come about when all of the agencies that

are teying to provide services at the state level get
together in building budgets,

A few weeks ago there was a conference in Washington
-which brought together state vocational directors, State
special education ditectors, arid state rehabilitation
directors. It was great to Aar-the natiOnal leaders make
a firm commitment; saying, "Yes,we will cooperate. ye Will
try to do our thing through team work." ,ttfter these_mesages
about what they were going to do at the l!deral level in
order to cooperate, we broke up into small groups in which
thestate directors of vocational education and special

at
education were together. My director of vocationWeduc ion

and special_education and rehabilitatio0.were the'moSt

a plan, do all these great
agreeable folks you ever saw in your entire life. "-YoU

bet

we'll cooperate, come up with
thihgs." And, when they got back to Verniont, the first thin

they did was to assign the "you bets" to all of their under-

lings. And believe it or not I was the 9,;le who was told,

"You're going to be the one to pull it 011 together."

After trying,. I wanted to cry. 1'01 36 years aid, I

,

Ve

of kids and a wife and everything to maK! me happy, but I

ust wanted to cry because all these PeOP'e at the high
level were saying, "Hey, we're going to have a great marriage
take place and marvelous things are goirig to happen," and all

the people down there in the trenches were carrying on
an

and said, "You guys in special education really -do have
absolute war. The people from rehabilitation looked at :at

quite

a lot of money. Do you know if there woUild be sozleasN
you could set up a training program for these ret -e
We've got to work with now? We can't f104 jobs. EmplaY'Ps
demand people who work. Can't you help Ps get those retarded

people into something?" Every five minutes they came right

back to that: "Can't you givexus 0 little, money to get
something going?" One guy had a brainstorM and said; "1
know what we can do. We'v got this big- government here`

Let's see if we can get the governor to Vt'e a bunch of
retarded people and set the program off. And honestlY
wanted to cry. Our mission was to develPO a-cooperative,
agreement, to'lay right out there in 5OMe new, innovaLlit rive
and creative way to. honestly Work togethr pooling our
bucks and pooling'our resources and pooll_fig our commitments
to help the handicapped persons get better access to
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vocational training.
.

Mell;:let me_leave cooperation and interagency
planning alone and talk for:a moment aboutlong-range
planning.' If you really want to make the system work for
youi_you need 'Wig-range planning:- Let me give you three
examples. Four or five years ago I: met with a group -of
very special educators working at the secohdary_leveli:
trying to do what they could to_insure,that handicapped
adolescents get into some meaningful ions; get some - _

vocational training._ But we_knew many things would impede
our_ progress: _One of those, barriers.,was .that these _

dediCated special_educators were just that -- special,
educatorS._ Many had_come up:through_elementary grades
or had atipest_come through,junior high school _programs.
Now they weneljeing cast into,a new role called a
vocationalladjustMent_coordinator.' VAC's are an
Important ingredient in education, Onthe-job training
is perhaps the_best way to get individualized training
for handitahed persons. I wourttnq do anything to hurt
theVAC program. But, five years a§o,when the VAC'S.
were getting started, they -said; "Would someone help us
get some special certification so that 0e,can be legiti=.
mate and:so that we can ask East Texas and Texas A&M and
UT and otheruniversittes to give.us the kind of ,training
that we really need? How do we go out there andAevelOp
jobs for handicapped people and how do ye Work with all
of -the concerns that er140 0Yers have?" The VAC's wanted
relevance in their tr ini g.

:

Here's what happ ned. one developed'a long -
range plan. If five years ago we could have gone to
Don Partridge and whoever was then director of vocational
education and simply-said, "Look,_were not going to
pressure you, we aren't really going to tryto pull
anything off thAt_would make you nervous; but we would
like to have a long-term plan. We_wOuld_like to know
that five_years from now our people are-going to be
people_who know what- their -job isi_areAffectively
trainecLfor doing_thati and have opportunities to- honestly
gain the competence for doing that role,'" all iof,that
would have happened; But there-wasn't -any planning and
five years laterj think we are justAbout Where we were
five years a0.

We'-have- another problem': aides for he vibe tional
education classroom; Three years ago at our statewide
conference, -the house almost came dowr, hen some ne from
vocational e6cation_said they were going to start-_
putting money into aides that can go in the vocational

Thenclassroom and give you,honest- -goodness_support.
Then we got together the next year and.so one asked
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where.t se aides were. -111e_money hadn't come through that
Agaim,,here is an example of needing a long4range plan.

Don't buy-into task forces, either. Studies and task forces
are important but when. their outcome is simply postponing
the decision; rather than solving the problem,_there will be
few positivetenefits, And not only_do-we need long -range
planning but we need to take a strong look at systems
development.

I'm no!; talking_about_just_supporting'the system behind
the vocational special needs'learner. Fm talking about being
Ole to look_.at an entire-network of agencies, curricyl
.and departments within a:_school__system to somehow hrzfig
them together so they_intertwine_and_intermesh in an:effective
way and lead -to some positive results on_behalf Of:kidS; I'M

not here to_give you a good_lecture on how to develop systems,
But I__want to give_every word of reinforcement thatA possibly
can to the great need that we haVe for putting total systems
into place.

I want .to talk for a moment abOUt_ the individualized'
education plan.. A think the IEP and the opportunity__to___
develoolErs. has become the very heart and soul of 944142.
I want to-raisesome_grave concerns to you. _I am_seeing in
my own state, that_theilahhing that goes.behind'the IEP

is not being done cooperatvely. hen_the conference is

14;

held, the IEP_ has already been. pre aced by_individuals_on
their own-. Nine out often- parents _reisimply_told what is
going toihappenAd_their child. Pa ents should -be brought
inJor ideas:and thoUghtS an&infOrmation:that the IEP is
going_to_influence what program their child_is placed in._
Pm afraid that=the_IEP_iS rgOing tO_be_little more -than a
piece -of paper If theplanning_iS all done -by people
individually rather than as a team cooperatively.

__ ______
_I -have seen some cases that really make_menervous.

Special educators get together and design the_program and
even d7cide that_a child should be placed in vocational

-i

edUCaton without a representative from vocational education
094 oing present. That just won't work. I give you full
support in that process of working together as you develop
a program for handicapped persons.

Another concerti inVolVes an:oppbkimity_Wecan take
better advantage of: If-you will_look_in the fine.print of
Public Law 94 -142, it says tNat,parebts can be represented by
an advocate When they come for-a meeting about the IEP,
someone the parents want to represent them, or someone the
schoolAistrict suggests. When -you come to a particularly
difficult problem; when you have a yOuthAn:which there are
many exceptionally_ difficult factors to deal-with, I woul
invite you to bring in advocotes on behalf of that parent.
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-Bring in people who have walked ih thOse steps and have
seen those barriers before in their own li'Ves. .You
couldn't do better than to bring in handicapped citizens
from your own community.

Let me tell you something that we are almOstready,I2.;,/
do in Vermont. We:are:getting. ready to .developian exten-.
sion to_the_individualized_education:prOgramwhiehyou.
might want to consider. We will call- it an individualized
employability program. You -are required_to monitor.
whether_or not IEP's are being carried out_in the way in
-which they are - written. What-we_found_in Vermont,was._that
most of_our_IEP's tpoke:,to_the disability-`If -you had a
speech_handicap_you might find_that the IEP_only dealt
with speech If you had a_particular learning. handicap
your.IEP only dealt_ with that_area of learning. I began
to say to'people,-"Look, that's. neat, but if you are
.handicapped and of you are down and in_need_of full _

continuous support services then I. feel itlis absolutely
crucial that_you_inCorporate career;educationand
vocational education into that IEP, even if the onl
problem is_severe stuttering_. You_can't tell me t
severe stuttering problem will .not become a barrier t
employment. If you don't thintOt is, try _stuttering-
the nex time you go to a_superintendent-of schools and-
ask for a _job. I say that an individualized:employability.
plan cou d become a natural extension of an individualized
educati program.

I hope that at some point in time, either through
literature or through some workshops,we will be able to
demonstrate to you what the impact of that long-range
plan has been. What we envisioned in our individualized
employability plan is simply an extension too the 1EP so
that in every handicapped child's record not only is there
on an IEP but a'llco on an individualized employability
program input fr m vocational educators, from vocational
guidance counselors, from general-,guidancecounselors,
from-psychologists, from the community, for whoever else
we think must be there. In that employability plan, we
will have a permanent; ongoing record, one that is not
destroyed and renewed each year, but rather one thatolooks
at all strengths that that child must achieve to be truely
employable at the end of a program. I recommend that,as
an idea.

People are talking aelot about mainstreaming. I'm
all for mainstreaming. 've seen great results. But I
have some real'worries. Two years_ago I stood in this
very room-- speaking to a group of vocational educators.
And I really tried to lay it on them about 'their need

0!)
Av.
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to incorporate handicapped persons into the Mainstream.
I gUess everyone has the right to change'their minds. Now,
don't think I'm going to say I'm not for mainstreaming. But
I am genuinely and deeplycconcernedAbout some things that
I have seen going on the the name of mainstr;eaming, in the
name of least restrictive, environment, in th e name of so-called
progress in special education; I_have seen mbthers so brain-
washed about_the great benefits of social integration that
'they would allow their child to be pulled out of _a compre-
hensive.program with vocational education, functional math
and functional read4ng, social skill development, recreational
development, pulled out of 'this comprehensive high school and
put i_ o the school that is closest to their home, a school

W
with 3 0 students, whose on option for the sophomore year
was orld History, English Earth Science, and Business'
Math. \

If mainstreaming means giving the student less than the
.
student has already/then we had better forget it. Main-
streaming is fine. I'm for mainstreaming as much as any
person in =here but, folks, it's a one-to-one case. It's an
obOortunity to look at every child and have everybddy who
is going to be part of that mainstreaming come together and
discuss the support systenl, the duration, and the outcome;
and the balance. If you don't.have that balance, I say
forget_it.

.

One thing I have learned about myself, about the people
have loved and cared for is that there are many things
t put quality into life. One day .I sat down and listed

series of things that I have found in my own 36 years of
walking through life; that really added quality. I listed ,

things like friends, a 'meaningful hobby, the love IA nature,
a family that you love and care for and feel comfortable with;
things like music, sports; watching the Dallas Cowboys; going
for a walk in the evening, watching television; sitting down
to a nice meal.' And then I began to think: What are we
doing ta children'when we stop thinking about the quality of
life and start thinking about rights as a principle? I invite
you for the remainder of this confer ce.and the remainder of
your lives to think about life's qua ty, and make that your
higheSt priority for your students. J
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THE TEAM APPROACH: IT WORKS
FOP TWO SCHOOLS rN TEXAS

Linda H. Parrish, Moderator'

"In the long run, what makes our program.
work is coweration among the teachers.
It just cafit_work unless you have that
going." Pat Ownby, Plano ISD.

Parrish': The_theMe of our conference is Team
Leadership. In 1976, -there was a--National Conference:
with a_theme design like -ours today._ It was designed
for vocational teachers; speciaheducatiop teachers,
and adminittrators_tOlteeti gettO .knoW each othe, and
share-some ideasabOut strategies; teaching,cohc'efots.
and content-within votatiOnal education Their aim was
not merely,to comply with -the laws we hear about, but to
appropriately_Orepare handicapped youths for employment.
That's- =exactly-what we're trying to do,. We're trying to
give people_a chapce for employment. That major
conference--in -1976 has,had a doMino effeCt on us-. States
as progressive as-Texas have taken- thatdomino and mad
It apply statewide, because it is a very good_idea.
Many7lOc#1_school-districts haVe takenitheconcept even
farther_and_gotten_their vocational and special
education people together.: SO Wfthink_that the Texas
Education Agentyi,specifically_the OCCupationalil__
EdUcation and Technology__DivisiOn. thoUld be commended-_
for fundingsuckian=activity as thit. so that vocational
education:and special_ education people in Texas can get
together_and ishare_these-common_goals._ 'We think. Texas
A&M_Stiould becommended_for having such a tOecific
emphasis in;their graduate_programs in"Vodat4onal
education for special- needs students._ MOtt.of all we
thank you_for having the interest to take time from a
busy schedule to attend this workshop, the day after

Linda Parrish is
coordinator of the
Vocational Special
Needs Program at
TAMU.
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Leland Dysart
is Vocational
Director at
Plano ISD.

Eatier; a time hith. r .know -took' extra planning on:your

part. r

),

Today, we're going to discuss issues. Tomorrow, we

il fit ypu to have all types of interactions:anddiscussions
with very ,god& people in the field: There:are manY ; :,.'il. :.

sessions. On the third day, we want you 'til work together

to develop someforward plans. This interdisciplinary,team
approach is most effectivein_sproviding appropHati 01,

education. When we got together to, decide' how.we should`'

Start this conference, we decided -to have People in Toxas

Who are really working with vocational educatidln for'
handicap* students tell us how it's done Well,, (Air _

steering' committee met last fall to-try to chobse a -school

district. ..- There are several in -Texas, who are .doing that
big schools, little schobls, all ,types of':'sciloolt in TexaS.

'So we decided to get one large.and one smallf,: That _Way, if
. there are some protedaeal difterencbs, based-on.seilool .size,

we hope to hear of-thigpr1/4
:.,..- ___.

.
Representing .fhe lot* school; we thave Plano, Texas. _.

Now how large is Piano, Yexa's? I've been assured that its
very big and still-growing. From Plano, we haveleland -.
Dysart, Vocational AdmInistratori Pat Ownby, Special_
Education Uirector;,- and Ron Pavageau, Auto' Paint and Body

teacher. They will speak for approximately 30 minutes to
tell you some things they are doing in Nano.

When they're through, we're gbing to haa _
representatives ftom Brenham School District. Brenham was *'
the first -public school in Texap,' and thesy had 'the first
accredited high SchOol in :Texas; so they've been around a
good time.= From Brenham, we have Ed Casburn, the
Superintendent; Jim- Tom House, the Vocational Director and
Jerry McCasland, the Vocational Adjustment Coordinator; and
Susie Seidel, Heal4h,Occdpation teacher. So before You, we
have two 'different types of schoolt" sending representatives
from vocational, Special education; and administration:
Right now, I'll turn it over to the representatives from
Plano.

Dysart; Fiest, I ,want to give you sort _of an overview
Of What our programs are like. Then Dr. Ownliy will tell_
y0U something about our special education program; We have

abOut 20 industrial programs in Plano; including Auto Paint
and.Body and Auto Mechanics. We also have nine_
ptograms, and both useful and gainful homemaking. The
students we're talking about would fit into all these
programs. We have about 1200 students in all our Vocational
programs in Plano. Our senior high school houses only the
eleventh and twelfth, grades; so most of Our vocational
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program's and our shop programs are loCatedin_our_senior
high school: We have aboUt 50;000:people,in the%tity:Of
Plano, and about 20;000 students- in our 'schobltistriCt.
We have one pfthe best superintendents in- -the state; Y,

hel.t.behihd us 100.74..; If it weren't for him; we wouldn't :

.,,be..here,today. NOW4r,,Dwhbi:will tell you something
1-00

. ,
4t the spec `a1 eiweatidr:( program we bave::4n4Pland.'._

f- .. . 'L,.. I

:you

..

4 PyrIW'I ...think_mos ofyall knoW enough about.
Special education-programs.: I'd like t,(:_)talkabout:hOtil
we';started working together-,-w.special edkation and
,vocational education: About four and-one-half years ,

ag00-;::.was-=,VerY.. frigilyened,',brandl,neW. at My job; trying'

to:fihd ...out what 'a,,:tpecial -edUtatibn direcpr is:-,:-,
sOpposed:, to t:10.,.-10,1:thati.we needed some kind tpf!:.

vocationaltrainIngibut Udidn't kno54:_whatrkept
eating thOte:jitagica'y nitials ,_ VEH, lso. welit, , to see:

ee4ocatiohal:edUtatlOn director:;_ Yyden,$CDaniewhO
-;k:fii,e to 4isit,s:everVEH'program ;, the vocational
a.,tion.:Oograq, 0.nd_,Plabo.,High:Sc ooL:Botb_of us
=-to the,:same'cOncliition;thaV speOal .educatioh

co , not come up-with a vocationaUraining,program for
0K andicapped_ OAS that - would: compare to theex'-sting:
vocational=educatibb,,prOgralm.-iniPlatkiligh school. :' 5,k)

Hayden. suggested ,..t ia- w_gb :41ead_and' putt 4Lr:Special -.1
education Id ds i h .bls, vocatithial. educatibn.prOgilimi He
suggested that °we start back the!next_falli?telect our.
students very taref011yi.,and:see 'Now it progressed.

.

. : . ,

He said. he.wbuld take: it-Upon- himself to Work with
his 'staff members to_.getthem used Aqiithe idea. If-,had

him come talk to-my : special educat.ionisupportstaff
several times,:so_thatLthey could begin to uriderttaiidr
,what vocational education. is all abdut._,A think thit'
is really where we had Our' greatesti)rohlems. He _ _

atWays. accused-me of having_more initials than anybody
else, but I thifik:Vdcational eddcation has as many_
initials as special edUcatioThdoes.:_ And:none:of them
make:any,t4nse,uhless you'e Trained: at_it. So one of
the harrierwe had:was iintilearning to -talk to each
other: 'I :have taken a vocational education course,, so
I do understand a little bit of it now.

That fall we started on a very small scale.
Because Mr. McDaniel was so willing to work with us, I

gave him a special education aide, unassigned, and told
him to hire somebody he felt would fit in with vocational
education tofloat' and be assigned full 'time to vocational
education at the senior high school. ,This person ,would
work with the vocational education teachers, helping
them modify the program,to meet the needs of our special

-Pat Ownby, s

Special Education-
Director at Plano
ISD.
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Oucation kids. This aide is still with us; and I would
likeJorleland to tell you just:a little about how he's
Working now;

Dysart: We really couldn't do without this aide.
He works with all our vocational students; not just the
special education ones; Mr; Beavers is a unique persOn;.
he'd -be -very hard to replace; He had retired from his
own business in Plano; He said he didn't want to make a
lot of money; but_he'd be glad to work.on sort of atrial
basis for a half- day; His-real livelihood was a small
engine repair_business; Now; he goes from one shop to
the other; -all day long; working with these special -

education students in all programs _ 'Auto Paint and Body;
Auto Mechanicsi Printing; Electronics; Radio-Television;
Cosmetology; and so on; He "- helps--students -with problems
in reading'or with some phase of content;'Or whatever is
giving them trouble; _He-really_knows what he's doing;.
and can work with those students; At -the end of every
week; he fills out a report on every- single special
'education student we have i'riAhe vocational department;
This report goes into the special education department:
The students require a lot of individual attention; and
he's very capable at this; He has a tremendOus amount
Of freedomi_but he -uses his time wisely; rbelieve that
everydistricticould find a. man like this; Mr: Beavers
just- happened to fit into our school district this way;
bUt_I_gelieve there's a man like Mr. Beavers in every
district.

OWnby:_ From our slow start, -we now have -29 special
education students participating in vocational education
this yeariat PlanO_Senior_High SthOtil. That is 36% of the
students in special education.

Basically,:tastart our team effOrti_the_VOtational
education director and I_ met and exchanged-a lOt_of ideas
and we tried to wdrk.With our staff. Now, he_and I_
continue working together; but we feel that the real
emphaSis needSto_be_placed_on the teaching level.
Whenever new forms_have_to_be developed, fg.g.instance, for
vocational education; special education,_or ARD meetings,
orwhen we have anew- procedure we want to set up,- Leland.
and I_will get together and discuss it We're right down
the_halljrOw:each other; so it's no big.problem. The _

Vocational counselor hasbeen real9p terrific in helping
us_get our kids in,the right classes, and heis very
interested in working with our kids. In the long_run,
what makes our program work is cooperation among the
teachers; It just can't work unlessyou have that going.
So we try to keep lines of communication open.
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Prior to placing a special education child. a.

vocational- education program, we have a meetinv 6etween
the special education lead teacher on that campus and
the prospective vocational education teacher. 'We
discuss at least four things -at this meeting: the
student's ability to profit from the program, the thild's
handicapping condition, the academic level that this
child is functioning on, and the ways we ha've found__
best to handle this student, academically, emotionally,
and socially._ If the child does go into the clast, the
teacher will be well prepared to work with this student.
Then it's up to the,teacher to say, yes or no, on whether

,,he feels the-child can participate in the program with
Inodiffcations. Now I know this goes against what'Or.
Hull said about group decision, but we want.to be very
fair to vocational education personnel from the start.
Then, of course, we do have the placement meeting. The
traditional one, of course, is chaired by the principal.
The parents are there, or they sign a waiver, and the
person who evaluated the child. The special education
teacher is there; and from vocational education we have ,

the director or his supervisor, the vocational counselor,
And the student's prospective vocational teacher. At
this meeting, the IEP is developed for the student for
that year in vocational education.

We have had a blind student in commercial foods.'
We have not been able to do any follow-up on this
student, because immediately after graduation his family
moved to Georgia. This, I thought, was 'a real- challenge
for vocational education. The boy moved to Plano.as a
senior from the State School for the Blind. He was a
fine student and had good mobility skills; He had all of
his academics out'of the way, and he had two interests:
wrestling and cooking; He wanted very much to be in the
cooking class. So the commercial foods teacher took him
in her class and worked with him all yew'. At'the end of
the year, she made a statement thafshe felt that his
being blind did not detract from,his learning in the
program.

A mentally retarded student that we .have now, in her
junior year was placed in the child-development block.
She also participates in the VAC program, working in a
day-care facility in the afternoon. Alice_is retarded;'
she:has difficulty understanding Ostract Piagetian
concepts, but the teacher says she's the best one in the
class at actually using the ideas with the kids in the
lab. At thisloint, I'd like to ask Ron to cube up and,
tell about some of the special education students he's
wit-king with.

2S
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RiWPavageau
teaches AUto;
Paihtand
Body at
Plano ISD.

Pavagean: ,Being prepared forthese'students:is one. of_
the best Ways we can help them; and working with the special
education teacbers;'we can be preparkkforproblems we have
tom copewith.- One'of_our-stUdents is Frank; with :a learning
and language disability._. He's also a VAC student!' He:has_
a-secon&gade reading level; a fourth-grade speilingAevel,
and a fourth-grade math level; Youcan see that -in the
Auto Paint and Body field that I teach; this would give
him some problems_with_reading directions; so being
prepared for his particular problemsgives_me an edge in
helping him._ At_the_beginning of_Frank'S first year, -he
got very upset at the- simplest instructions; :He:couldn't=
follow through on instructions because he couldn't. read
directions; This caused problems:in the class:_
started working with lift; and right now he is one -of my_ ;_

best students; He's:a senior; and he works painting deisel
trucks; and taking re of the maintenance on them.

Another stud nt;'Donnie; has a_learning_and languag
disability. HO brain injured, -and has a fifth.rgrade
reading level; fourth - grade spelling level, and third -grade
math level. Donnie also has a_problem because he is
hyperactive, which; as you could imagineiill give you a
lot of problems in the shop._ He:can't concentrate -over 15
minutes on a project. Then he_starts playingi_botheringi
other- students. Being prepared -for ,-student -like this is
one:of the biggest ways we can help him. Iigive Donnie
small projects to Work on, where his attention span won't
drift away. -"-I have placed Donnie in a worki3rogram now,
workingonfiberglass boats. .He fixes small cracks and
dihgt in-the- fiberglass boats, -which follows this training;
because he'll work on small_jobs. I think we have put_him
in a field where he can probably_progres$_at his own speed;
and I think that Donnie and Frank .both are successes
because we:educators cooperated to workout the problems
We were confronted with Had we not_shared_the problems;
some of us probably would have labeled_these two students
as mean or discipline problems; because of the way they
acted.

Ownbyl I'd like to mention some, advantages vocational
teachers get from this=cooperation.__fhey are :beginning to
identify- some of the regular students as handicapped or
requiring special services; -As a_result; I hope we ean_giVe
them somohelp, modifying programs to meet the students'
needs; Finally; our kids; in most_cases; are going to
stay in the profession in which they have been trained;
which helps in that five-year follow-up.

We would like to end now with Leland talking about
two more of our kids, The first is Jerry. He's also
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learning disabled, and he's reading on the beginning fifth-
grade level; spelling on middle second grade, and math
abilities; middle sixth grade.

Dysart,: I'm talking about Jerry from the instructor's
point of view. The instructor is in the machine shop,
and I talked with him for a long time. He said; this
boy is here every day, he is never late, and he doesn't
ever put anything up until the end of the class period.
If he takes a break, it's a minimal break. He never gives
any problem in the classroom; he works all the time. He's
very receptive to anything the instructor asks him to do.
The michine shop instructor, told me that he feels like
the Plan A* students really work harder than the average,
ones. He's very proud of Jerry. He takes a personal
interest in this student, partly because he has to.
Vocational education is a little different from other
_types of.education. We have to give so much personal
instruction, most of it individualized instruction. When '

the teacher works with a student as much as he does, he
becomes' proud of him and knows hip quite well.

Now_this particular teach& wash ery skeptical about
Wing Plan A students.__Most vocational teachers are
skeptical,about taking Plan :A students, and you can
understand why. In a machine shop class, his math needs
to be pretty good, because they do a lot of technical
measurements with micrometers in ten thousandths of,an
inch. They add and subtract those measurements. And
this boy's math was -all right. Now he fit into this
program. Vocational directors and administrators are a
little skeptical about taking some of these students, but
you need to talk to the teachers and work with them,
alwaysArying to fit the right student into the right
Oogram. That's very important. In this case, this boy's
problem was reading. His math was fine, so he would fit
into the machine shop program. Cosmetology is a very
difficplt program in which to place a P1= A student,
because they have to have a state licen,, t and they have
to pass the state board exam at the end 4 .he year..You
do the student a disservice if you put _. -_y_ tudent in the
wrong program. Even as a vocational Course, technical
electronics is probably one of the hardest courses in odr
high school; it's much more like a high-level physics
course. It is a lot of theory, a tremendous amount of
math, algebra, trigonometry; and so forth. The teacher is
very particular. -He is on a daily schedule; everything
has to run exactly 'so; or he can't operate. The teacher

*Mainstreamed special education
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took this studept because his math was good, but the teacher

knew that he was a Plan A student; so he was very skeptical

about taking him in. Once he got him in the program, he
found out hp had to prepare this boy's papers. The boy

would tell him what he wanted, and Mr. Hall; the instructor,
mould help him work the papers. Then the boy would go home
at night, and his mother would type up the papers with the
boy dictating.' The next day, John Hall would get the
papers and grade 'them, and that's the way this boy took this

course. He couldn't reaCereally, and he couldn't write.
Butieverything else he did; all his handwork; was just
perfect. Now this is about two years ago. He entered our
VICA contest, and won the district. He deserved it; no one

had a better_ project than this boy did. That just goes to
shoW you what another one of these students can do if you
fit the right,student into the right programs.

ti

, hear
off?

Parrish: Thank you very much; Plano. Now we:
from Brenham. Mr. Casburn, would you like to star

_ Casburn:. I too would_like to say how_plia civie are

to be a part of,the program todayi. I don't k_n ,hoW

familiar you are with Brenham; We are a co pity of about
10,000 people, almost a *One-county school; bOUt:50%;:of our

students ride a bus, The school district=:,
43,600. I think the.key to ourrogram both in special

education and in vocational is commitment, so I'd like_to
give you just a briefilackground to.help.you understand our
system; We have a full-day kindergarten program, and a
very strong early childhood program,:which starts _

identifying some handicapping conditions. _ We run_a motor.
development program, and an L/LD program connected with
that This idea of sharing starts there. Brenham has a
very strong_Title I program, team- teaching with the
regular teacher coordinated_ with the Title I-Aeachers. We
have_a trainable unit starting -in -the elementary_grades:
There are five schools,;:and all of our students in one
gradeao_toithe same school. :K-l_and 2 are an elementary
school of about_800.-±,The next school houses grades 3 and
4; middle:school is Sand 6;.junior high is 7 and.8. Each

of_thesefhas about 600, and our high school, 9=12, houses
about_14100. In our_junior high,.we have EMR, L/LD, VEH,
and CVAE programs. From the VEH program come most of the
VAC:students in high school. ,High school continues a
CVAE-program,.continues some of those students in the VEH
program,:_and_adds the VAC_program. 'It takes a large amount
of:coordination, so that the child is not lost in there with
all the_guidelines of the programs. The secret is cOMmitment

and administrative clarity. You can't -work two bosses, so
the teacher_hasIto be responsible ultimately to the special

education director or the vocational director. The duties'
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must be separated and the teachers must understand' what
they.are; ACi as_you know, is,special education; but: _

me .do something different which gets it into_theivocational
realm; Our_teacher who is.here.today is housed in the
'vocational bUilding and really. associates more .with the
vocational teachers and .students than with special
education in the high school; We:do the opRosite with
VEH;:which is more of a vocational program than:a
special education program; even though they both:go.
throu0 the ARD.co ittee. That's because:the:shops are
locate d! on a differehtcampus than th junior high or the
high:school;_and that ,s a facility Butcur_ .

special education director looks out . .the needs of
those youngsters, even: ugh our vocational dfteetOr
takes,careiofthe_fundingi-nd-paper work. .Sowe try to
bespreithat we understand: ho's:administratively

students are designated ;Th n:lOcally; we set up our..
responsible to the Agency:f1 which:reports and how the

guidelines of who works with pie_teachers And takes:care .

Of those needs; such thatwe_don'thave -two:people looking
at the same program. Basicapli that's what_I'm trying
to say to you_as_you set up our program._ Firsti_you
must be committed -to it; or/your_personnel won't be
dedicated-to the idea. :SeCOnd; you have to set up your
administrative guidelines:so that you have a clear set of
responsibilities_And now to carry our program furtheri.
I'd like toturn,it,overta Mt.. Jim Tom House; our
vocational director.v

House: Our part of the_presentation is going_to be
divided into two segments First, going to tell you
very briefly about our vocational department, and then
I'm going-tb talk about some coincidences. We have.18
teachers in our_ vocational department; 15.housed on a
high school campusiand three housed onkthe junior high
campus;- We have a vocational director;.'a vocational
counselor;_and two auxiliary personnel; Our only full-
ti9e shop program-is AutaMechanics. We have three home
economics teachers who'areAn useful.hoMemaking; We also\
have Home -and Emily Living; and Home Management; Then
-we have vocational office education; with a half-unit of
pre -lab- -and a half-unit of co -op. _Our vocational
agriculture department has_two production teachers and one
cO-op teacher; 41)Dr. Casburn told_you,_we have CVAE on
the junior high level: General_Construction Trades; Home
Economics; and Home and Community Service; We have two
VER programsi.ibeginning in the 8th or 9th gradei.and
continuing all the way through lZth; In high school.,;
:there's,aishop thatis also General Construction Trades;
and Vocational Education for the HandicapPed Homemaking,
in grades,8 through 12; Jhen,:we have all six co-op

-Jim Tom House
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programs: Vocational Wiculture, Distributive Education,
Home. Economics Cooperative Education (HECE), Industrial
Cooperative Training (1T)9 Vocational Office Education
(VOE), and then Health YtoUDations (NOCE). The. Health
Occupations teacher is .a half -unit of co-op and a half-

unit of pre-lab. she 'toadies health care sciencei a
sophomore; junior level CoUrse.

Susan Seidel
teaches Health
Occupations at
Brenham ISD.

Now for the coinci4nCe The whole thing has been

a bunch of happy coincinCet. I'd say one of the
happiest was in hieing PIV`s McCasland as the Vocational
Adjustment Coordinator._ shmrtly after she was hlred;
they were looking for 89 office for her and moved her
into one of the two offito in the Vocational Building.
When they hired a:bounsalori they moved her to'the office
of a VOE coordinator; So she is -in our building; which
makes it very good. MrS. McCasland is -our Mr. Beavers.
Not only dogs she -serve as Vocational Adjustment
Coordinator; she serves as the headiof_the _Special
Education Department 10,the_high school._ We have two
academic teachers, two !41 teachersi_and two_aidesi and
she serves as the coordinator; (hat's one of the happy

coincidences;

Another is the fact tPat, being a small school, we
have very little turn or We've had DE for 12 years
now, but we've only had two DE coordinators. I've been

the only director. We'v% only had two counselors. The

teachers become familiar with the school district and the
students. They are able to understand what's going on,
and we get along verY ell- Our newest teacher, another
happy coincidence, is Mrt. Seidel, in Health Occupations.
Health_Occugations is in its third year, and Mrs. Seidel
is an RN, and a6home-tollrl girl. She's going to take over
now and tell you same of hey' impressions as a Vocational
teacher, and some of the things she has done as a HOCE
Coordinator.

Seidel: I feel les a real privilege to be here to
share what I'mdoing 05 to learn from you. Now I'd like
to tell you about orie OT our very special students.
Laurie is a 19-yeai-,old fernale, and was classified .

academically as a soPhomdre. She enrolled in_my Health
Care.Science class in the fall of 1978. During the 14
weeks that she was to rarriain in my classroom, I became
aware of certain limitations Laurie was a very
cooperative.girl. she always seemed eager to please, and
this is one of the rea6ohs I became so concerned with her.
I felt-that her under-achievement in the classroom was
riot a result of lacy of Dersonal motivation; but
possibly from causes that she couldn't control. Laurie's

,,,"........,.;
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reading and comprehension abilities were considerably_ below

the rest o.th$ class. Latertesting scores ind4catedithat

Laurie'S teading and comprehenslon_abilities were at the

third- or fourth-gtade level. Laurie was linable to answer

questions or even discuss material that she..had read.

Realizing that she might-have a visual learning problem;

I bega to lecture .and use more class_discussionut
Laprie:continiled_to have problems. Even with combinations

of_visual and.auditory_ methods, Lauriel,s grades were
extremelylowalthbugh.at this time; the rest of the )

tclass:waeally_pulling along. Eight weeks into the

school yeai,'ii started a skills lab= portion ofAealtho

w
Care Science. This is a time when the_ a.students lern
prop i. hand washing techniques, and ho to take a pulse,

*odd pressure, and temperature., They learn how to make:a

hosOital bed; a9d_assist patients; and so forth. We would

nt
go over the tech ique in class and_LI would demonsthte:it.

Then -the students would praCtice,over and overuntil_they
could Ad it. -Suddenly, Laurie was achieving. AftetYb0PgH.

alloWed to repeatedly practice.:the simple tasks; hand. ._,:i,

washihgi_makihg_the bed, feeding the patient; she was able .

,Lt-ci demon rate these skills satisfactorily; :I went to -_

;Jetry_Maasland,our VAC.__ Jerry was_genuinely:interetted
in thit student and,told me all about the possibilitiet,

With tbiti hesitation_and lots of thought; I _dedided_tO:0;
a refere41 to the high school principal'soffite. Atth
taMe_time, I continued to work with Laurie:on het_SkillS

By this time; the Chtistmas hOlidays rolled around. Whin

We i'eturned to school:in Jantbry; Laurie came to repOrt_to

Us that she had foundh job in a local nursing home on her

own._ Within a few weeks, Laurie was,tested_i_an ARIA meeting'

was. held, and Laurie was accepted into the VAC_OrOgram,
Laurie will_graduate from Brenham High:Sthotil in may 1979.

She continues to receive excellent evaluatithit from her

employer at the nursing home. Laurie's= very happy; she

10ves her job; and. she likes ing-that she's a

productive member of society. She's 'one of ourreal

success stories.-

-Pm also the coordinator of Health Occupations. My

co-op studepts work in- various health care agencies in

the community) None of those students have obvious
'physical defects; or handicapping conditions. I felt it

might be benefidial to them to know in some way how
disabled a person feelsi so-each student in:marciassroom

was to spend a day in the_life of .a handicapped person.

The students chose their, handicaps at random. We simulated

blindness wiiii eye patches. We taped mouths; and that was

:really something_for high- school studentsI We wrapped

limbs in hopes of simulating a-loss of limb. -The students

rode around in wheel chairs as quadraplegics and
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paraplegics. The students were very hesitant, but they

went ahead with the program. The lessons they learned

remained long after the day was over. All of the students

now feel that they are better able to understand and to

meet the needs of a handicapped person. The rest of the

high school also benefitted. If you have no handicapped

students, it may be a worthWhile project for you. And

_now I'd like to share a poem written by one of the

students*Who Participated in the handicapped project:

See things that are not there,
Going places you don't know where, -
A darkness that comes, and demands to stay,

Not knowing the night from th day.

In a world where only one can live.,
Nothing butloneliness your poor heart give,
The message I'm trying'to get across in this

rhyme,
Is a handicap known by the name of blind.

.

McCasland:_ _As you mpy:guess; I am the VAC. Our

prOgraM at -the high school is a three-phase; program.

First,_We have -the academic skills. We have two special
education_teaChers that_give us the emphasis on- practical.

math, Ehglish and so on. Then we,have a vocational
program, Which has already been explained:to you, -the

VEH_OrOgram, Then there's my_program, which is the

)

rcombinatiOn of the whole thing.

Our students.in-high-chool are not placed just by

chance. Most of them come ur:cthrough the ranksi_but wa

also get some students from the other classes. We're

working with one student right now whb_is in_the regular

curriculum. He is a sophomore, with -about three hours

credit. He is very much interested in Auto Mechanics,
and we_are working -on placement for -him. We have
notified the 'parents and we have -had a meeting.. We

thought we were going to place this student, but out of

that meeting we decided we were -not going_to place him

right -now:- He said to US_that he_really_hadn't been

trying in_class.: He hadn't been trying to get along with

his teachers, hadn't been taking any books.home. We

decideto_make a deal With_hith, even though he qualifies
for our program; We are watching him the rest of this

year. We could_haVe given him the easy way out; but we

chose not_to, and.Ore enough, that student_is really
coming along. _PrObably we're going_to_place him next year,

a half, day in kith Mechanics and a half day on the job.

ButitAs not an automatic thing with us..
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I came to the concluSion a long time ago that, as a
VACial..YPAO:t_to communicate with parents, teachers, with
anybody who can_give me some help in knowing what to_d0

with and for there - students. I go to their houses, even
when we haveAbe ARD committee meetings and write the
IEP;' If that Orenti_chooSes not to be at that meeting,
I take that IEP:to that housei and I go over it with theM,

hoping they will _understand_what we are.talking_about.
Consequently, when my parents need something, they tend to'
call me. In other words, we communicate, and that's a lot
of what makes our program work.



EXPLORATION OF ISSUES

KatyGreenwood, Moderator

"The_broad topics of concern are personnel
development, accountability, communication,
cooperation and coordination. Several concerns
seem to fall into one topic called developing
and refining the delivery system."-

Greenwood: As members of the I ues Exploration
Panel we have individuals from the Teas Education Agency,
Texas Rehabilitation Commission,,a large school district,
a small school district and a community college. -From
the Texas Education Agency, we have Hayden McDaniel in
vocational education, Eleanor Mikulin in special education,
and Bill Grusy in.the post-secondary division.
Representing the Texas Rehabilitation Commission is Frank
Perdue. Representing a large school district, we have

'

Ronald Pressly, Vocational Counselor from Odessa, and ,

representing a small school, we have JoAnn Ford from
Georgetown. JoAnn is a former vocational director, and is
currently completing her doctorate in vocational education
and has just completed a very interesting internship on
how agencies interact and cooperate to provide services
for vocational education and the handicapped.
gepresenting a community college, we have Larry Bonner from
Richmond College, part of the Dallas Community College
District.

Last.night the project staff took the issues.
statements that you made and came up with the key issues
that you seem most concerned about. The broad topics are:
personnel:develop wt, accountability concerns,
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communication, cooperation and coordination; Several
concerns seem to fall into one topic called developing.and
refining the. delivery system in vocational education for
the' handicapped:

' - So, we'll focus first on personnel devefopment.. The
specific concern seems to relate to both cross-training
opportunities for various personnel and specific training
for VAC's (Vocational, Adjustment Coordinators). We'll.
direct our first questins,concerning personnel development
to the staff-at TEA.. Are you working on.certification
requirements which will provide cross-training for VEH and
VAC personnel? What new proviiions for.crosstraining do
you envision for vocational- unselors, vocational-71

supervisors, or administrator ?

McDaniel; At the present time, there's no cross-
trainingbut there' will be.

Greenwood: Okay,'ifie have other. concerns about the role
of the VAC. What plans are currently envisioned to establish
guidelines, curriculum, and accountability procedures for VAC
prograMs? I think Eleanor 4ikulin will answer that.

Mulin: I can address some of these issues._
Guidelines are in the process.of being developed for ime'
We are about 85% complete in developing -a job description
for VAC's. Again, as far as certification goes, special
-education certification will be the only requirement, but
training is planned in the future for VAC's. As for
curriculum, we are at present in the process of piloting a
plan for secondary programs for handicapped students._ It
is in the middle ot_the first year. Text year this plan will
go into effect in la school districts representing the entire
state. Every service center and 18 school districts from
the siee of Hamlin to Houston are involved in the project:
So, after next year, there win be a curriculum guide from
which school districts may work.

Greenwood: Thank you, Eleanor. Another question: Are
aides currently being providedto vocational teachers, and
to what extent, and what personnel development is provided
for these aides prior totheir entry?

McDaniel: There will be aides this year Mow, please
secondary people, don't write me'a letter and ask for them,
because we have to be sure it's legal and how to do it It's
cleared and there will be aides; you will receive a letter
on hoW to get them and so forth. We haven't done any
training at this time; we have not had them yet. We have to
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. be careful becauSe if one_schoOf doesn't get them,; they
cause trouble so we haven_'_t been_able to put them out .until
we cam serve everybody: We thihk that funds Will be
available now. _ Wait :for that letter and when it comes put
'in for your aides for the coming year.

Greenwood: Thank you very much. We also'have a
concern regarding post-secondary inservice training. TEA
is providing inservice for secondary programs._' To what
extent is_inservice being provided for community college,
personriel?

Grusy: I think it would be in order, first, to make
a comment that in the post-secondary division we-here-to-for
have had very little involvement in the pl'ograms for the
handicapped. We have had handicapped in our programs ever
since we have had post-secondary institutions, 4t wp have
just accommodated through the regular routine hrough
mainstreaming, but we did not identify a pra am fat the
handicapped. 'So-live have not had specific t aining for
post-secondary teachers.

Greenwood: Thank you Another issue wasaccouhtability.
In vocational education particularly,,accountability
questions_ have been with us for about five years. . Questions
of evaluation, of data collection, of management information
°gYstems, and so forth crept into your concerns yesterday:
questions like hoW do we count-people? How do we account
for money? How do we measure success? We will open this up
to the entire panel-, but we would like to ask the local
'level people specifically, how do you determine the present.
level 6f performance,of handicapped students as required
on the IEP? Or how db you proceed in setting a vocational
assessment program for.these special students? Can either
JoAnn or Ron speak to that issue?

.ressly: e don't have anything specifically sp up
this timeAir accountability, We do try to take each
student wh is redbmmended to us by the special education
people, but we don't haveanything set up at this time

Ford: 'Fromia,smaller school district.thanyours, we.
certainly don't either. It is strictly on an individual
basis; utqlizing the personnel mat are available and,
attempting to make the best dtcision for each student as
they occur. No Yormal program ;IS actually established.

Greenwood: 'Okay, thank you. Another question regarding
funds in TEA-. Can the state set aside funds in vocational
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.,
.edijcation for-the handicapped students presently be tracked

for accountability purposes and evaluation of program

effectiveness? -

McDaniel. don't-know exactly what you mean by program
effectiveness, but, yes, funds can be tratked down to the
last dime.-We donq know exactly what's going to happen
'when we allocate funds, because those funds belong to you
until you' drop them back. and you.drop back millions every

-year.. That's something we have to-guess on, so it iv very
dlfficult for me to give an answer as to where we stand..'
Now, for the handicapped itself, there Are funds Available.

11 don't see any problem with'it. They do a good job in
financing, matching these up to-Where we can spend as much
as possible. Unfortunately,. we can't outguess or even get

a patter6 from what happenfrd at the local level from the
previous,year or two or three years, so we can't make finm.
plans for the future. .

. . 4 ' I.

Greenwood: Another question had to do with enrollment

data. To what extent are figures available on how.many
handicapped students, by condition. are currently in

vocational clastes by program area?

liteltr

.

McDaniel: guess that's mine again. We now have a new

el°

secondary form for organization report, Form 103, which s

the breakdown, of students as td-their handicapping Cond tion

and where they are. This can be put on computer and w can

break this out now. We started this about a year ago, as you

remember, and so we will have a tab on that.
,

Greenwood: Another question regarding evaluation- and

accountability criteria was how can success be measured-in'
vocational education for the handicapped? Will the same
accountability criteria apply for handicapped students as
for regular vocational education students? In other words,

will placement on the job be the criteria for success? Has

this question been addressed at TEA or in the local schools

or anywhere else? I'd like to leave that question open for
the pan41,.for anyone who would like to address it.'

Pressly: The only criteria for success in vocational

education is placement in a job. This may occur right after
graduation, it might occur before graduation; or it may be

several.years after graduation, but, if we have succeeded
in teaching these youngsters a skill that they can sell,
then they can go out and sell it. Of course, even with our

regular students; we n't bite a 100% there, sii.we don't
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expect to place 100%"of-these handicapped youngsters either.
But when we do, we know we have succeeded.

GreenwOod:Okay,another broad issue -that was defined
had to do with_all_kinds_Of communication linkages,
cooperationi_and_toordination._ We had questionS_-concernIn
how_weican communicate. better betWeen_agencies4 how we Zan
communicate better to_ourcommunity, how we can_coMmunicate
better to parentsiihow-we can-increase cooperation in_a
regulatory:Way,_and_an attitudinal Way. WeAlavequestfons
thatreveal to us many concerns_, about how thit whole system
can work_imatmodther manner, how it can _begin to
cooperate, col;kturte, andcoordinate. SO, in the
beginningiof this let's ask JoAnn Ford to respond to
'the question as to -what extent there is duplicationsf
effort or cooperation_ among agencies_servingthe hadfficapped.
What.ttrategies_do you-envision Would improve communication,
cooperation, and coordination?'

-Ford;. done.4 needs assessment with the
school:districts in the state, and I-certainly think your.
concern about communication is one felt kcivss;the state of'
Texas.- It showed up -again and again.on fhis instrument.
There is a_real_problem*.as you are well aware, in-
coMmunication within the school.di/trict and the agencies
that serve these students within the community.- The cry
seems to_be:overwhelminT.in the state for son sort of =

uniformity to be developed that would allow.tchools to.be- .

ableito deal With an intermediate source, 'perhaps, or at
least some direct source. As ',see the-issue at this time,
if the situation is to improve, we're going to have to .

continue to.litce our problem and-our concern because it's
the same.proMm that these agencies seem to be facing too,
in trying to communicate with us out in the field; It's a

very real one that we're facing locally as we'work_with our
parents more closely for the first time: We're realizing:
the need-for a better channel for communication. If I had
the solutiOn for this problem I'd- bottle it, capit and
sell-it-and retire tomorrow; but it is something that we all
are going to have to work on;_ A .good relationship is just.
a matter of improving the system so that we can better serve
the yokingsters4

Greenwood:- Cal:ahyone else speakto this- particular
-question, what evidence do you have that communication is
inOteasing, cooperation is improving; Anyone else;

Mikulin: It is often said that Texas Education Agency
lives in a building to themselves and does not even

44
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communicate between floors. I would like to tell you that

this is not 100%_true. I live on'.the third flooe myself,
Hayden and Bill live on the fourth floor and the fifth floor
is above that. James Cogdell is also on the fourth-floor.

,We communicate rather readily. Down to specifics, I
mentioned.a plan for tecondaty programming for handicapped
students -a moment ago. This plan has bee- ndeveloped
originally by an interagency committee comOosed of members
from.regular education which are in a.different building.
So, we even Went acrOss the alley to join the regular
educatoi.s to work on4the plan; the committee was composed
of people that are in Dr.Davison's shop in academic
education,,or general education, and persons in secondary
education and vocational education. In addition, special.
education had a few things to do with developing the plan;

so we are coordinating from that standpoint. I'm sure that

there will be continued_coordination.between both vocational
education and sPecial education.

Greenwood: Thank you. Another similar question and
one well explore a little bit further whatevidehce
do_we'have, oit what plans are in the mill for,cooperative__-
planning_td Vehefit the handicapPed studept;joint meetings
ofyocational_edUtatiOn, administrators and:special
education administrators, _joint planningsessions:at_TEA,
school _Superintendents with other vocational education
geoups'be special education groups, school counselors with
other groups? Can you giVe-testimony on this effect?

Mikulin:' It may seem to you that the plan for
secondary programming is the only thing happening at the
agency,tut it is exciting to us and_tWe are using school
personnel to meet and work out problems to develop this plan.
The 18 school districts that I mentioned earlier have
representatives from.adminiStratioh. _We asked fora
building principal, a vocatibpal director, a special
'education_directoe and a perlon from regular 4ducation._
TheSe people make up the team from eachof, the 18 scho
districts, so this is one instance when all areas of,'_e 4.
education are communicating and working together totplail for
educating the handicapped student.

Geeenwood: Any other comments on-this particular
estibtrt How n TAC* make sure that public schools know
t sirvices are

ca
available? Will services continue at

,"bopAs6condary and post-secondary levels?

*Texas Rehabilitation Commission.
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Perdue: First of all, yes, services will continue.
But could I back up just a minute and add a testimony to
what was said earlier? Another evidence of cooperative
endeavors among educators and particularly special
education, vocational education, regular education, and
community, state, and federal agencies, goes something like
this. The Schools are realizing that they have a number of
severely handicapped youngsters who need sheltered workshop
training which may enable the youngster to become
vocationally independent some day. They're looking toward
developing sheltered workshops on campus for school age and
above school age youngsters, and I think it's great. I

personally have been in several planning Meetings. Now, we
go to meetings all of the time, and not all of them are
happy, joyful kind of meetings where we get a lot
accomplished, but in these meetings a great deal has been
accomplished and as a matter of fact the people go forward
by saying, "We are going'to do this," or "We are going to do
that." They haye set dates for accomplishing their goals.
I think this is evidence that there's a great deal of
cooperation going on. People want to do it and have a goal
in mind.

Back'to the question here on the sheet.' How can you
make sure the public schools know what services are .

available? Now from TRC's standpoint, we have done several
things in the past year in trying to acquaint people, school
people and others what services are available. I'd like to
indicate that our services cut across special education,
regular eflucation, vocational education, and post-secondary
education. We'are allowed to come and work cooperatively
with students in all of these areas. Even school drop outs
or potential school drop,outs may be eligible for our
services.

One of the things we've done in the last year is to :

encourage and_even_require:supervisors and counselors working
with public schools to have meetings with special education
directors; vocational adjustment coordinators, high school
counselorsi_school nurses, physical education teachers,:
Counselors (special educatiori; or whatever). We want them-
to meet: with anyone who comes across handicapped students
who might:be served by our program._ I've personally been_
involved in some of these meetings in -the southern part of
the state. I:know that as a result of those:meetings we have
better communication because people know what services our
agency can provide.. Naturallyi_when_we get into these
meetings, we get into tpecific individuals who might need
our services and sometimes we work it out right there on

4 3
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the spot who may be eligible, when to refer to those
youngsters, and so forth.

We're also working cooperatively with Texas Tech
Research and Training Center on Mental Retardation and
having statewide conferences where we are inviting school
representatives from regular education; special education,
vocational education, and so on We are also developing,
or revising a brochure that we developed-for high school
counselors to know what services are available through the
Texas Rehabilitation Commission. This gives the breakdown
of all the services that we provide and how they may be
provided.

In spite of all these things; I want to encourage
whoever may be responsible at your school for making referrals
to the agency. We're not getting a fraction of the
appropriate referrals from regular education, payticularly
in the 11th and 12th grades, that we should be getting for
youngsters who need vocational training or whatever after
high school graduation. These are some of the thingsurat
we've been trying to do over the past year, but we wo d

certainly. be open for ideas about how we might communicate
the services available through the agency.

Our services are still available. Our funding has been
cut, and cut, and cut, to the extent that we are having a
difficult time, financially speaking, but' we_are still
hanging iwthere trying to serve students. _I might encourage
you to refer youngsters to us in spite of all the cuts in
funding, because we're still out to make overrides or
exceptions to policy where individual students'need our
Services. We want you to_be very strongly encouraged to
work with the more severely handicapped.

Greenwood: Thank you very much, Mr. Perdue. Another
question dealt with educating the community, letting parents
know. The question is, whose responsibility is this? Is

it the local school? Is it also the state agency? Who is
doing what to educate community and parents concerning
vocational opportunities for the handicapped?

Pressly: Well, I certainly feel at the local level that
this responsibility is the school district's. I think the
various agencies give us the support information we need. We
at the local level are able to communicate better
individually within our own communities and our own districts:
I think this is definitely our responsibility at that level.

14
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Audience:_ In- our-system, we don't have any set plan;
but_the VAC and the vocational counselors_do_work_pretty
closely -in trying to get out information to the various
handicappecLstudents;:_The VAC's do a_whole lot more than
we do; but they come to us and want to.know where they_can
put a particular_student We're. usually able to show -them
where; Sometimes- there are personalities involved that we
wouldn't waneto place a partiCular student with a
particular teacher; After a while we know which teachers
we-can work with and so forth;

Greenwood:__Anyone:else?_ Thank you very much; _Another'

concern had to do with putting:the:whole system:together;
We -have had twolaws within the last_two years that are
creating new systems of_delivery; lie've.had other forces
that impact on those systems; and these -have led. to concerns
as to how this whole system is put together; There were
questions about funding; questions about at what level funds
will comei articulation questions; pre-vocational; post-
secondary; and -so on; so we grouped this under a category
called developing and refining the delivery system in
vocational education for the handicapped: - One question was;
what is currently being done in career orientation or
pre-vocational education in Texas for the handicapped?

McDaniel: we have occupational orientation and we
encourage -the handicapped to get into this, and we -have _

industrial arts, which welare_having problems getting:fUnded
under the_vocational funding part of it.; They'restill
doing their part and Lthink-becoming closer to_the_
handicapped student. They are putting out an effort to
bring -them in to handle them:in smaller classes whenever
necessary.:-

=

Bonner:' The- community colleges and also some of the
other four -year colleges are providing career planning
courses which are credit and non-credit. TRC is sponsoring
several -job readinets and career planning courses throughout'
the state.

Greenwood: Thank you, Larry. What provisions are
available to make sure articulation regarding_the
handicapped occurs between the secondary and post-secondary
levels?

McDaniel: We'll say there's not much more than for a
regularstudents; _It's a difficult thing to do because these
two types of agencies have to do it themselves local,ly; All
we can-do is encourage.

Larry Bonner is
Coordinator for
the Handicapped
at Richland College
in Dallas.
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Greenwood: Thank you. we had several questions
concerning opportunities for the handicapped at the post-

Secondary level. Is there an equivalent to the IEP? Who

signs it, and so forth?

Grusy: On the question of who funds, _I suppose that
you all know that there is set aside 10% of the federal

monies, which has gone into the state for the handicapped
and this is in turn matched by the state. Through a meeting
of the minds, we decide who gets what in the secondary and
post-secondary institutions. This is accomplished at this

level. The law further states, as we've mentioned earlier,
that the primary way in which these persons would be handled
is through mainstreaming in their regular programs and then
it continues to say that the federal monies will be used for
support services in those programs, not for their so-called
regular program cost. This of course applies to post-
secondary, as well as secondary. I mentioned earlier that
we have-gone through the schools wit the guidelines and
we've told them to mainstream whene4r possible and advise
us of those support services which are called "excess cost'

in the law. These could be funded with the handicapped
monies. With our regular state appropriations, we will fund
the base cost for the program.

Bonner: A person with a disability-can enter our
college. We are. not aware that a person has a disability
until after admission, and as for opportunities, if they
have the essential mental and physical traits to complete
the course requirements they can'achieve as a so-called
normal individual. Who pays,,at our college? The majority
of the individuals pay their own tuition, books, and special
fees. Some receive assistance from the Texas Commission
for the Blind, Texas Rehabilitation Commission, the BEOG*
grant, scholarships, and other awards. We do a degree plan
on all students coming in. The only additional thing for
handicapped students would be a list of the auxililary aids
needed. We do not have an individual education plan.

Perdue:': As Larry mentioned, the Texas Rehabilitation
Cbmmission sponsors a number of students in college_ programs
who are handtcapped.and eligible for our program. Funds
are available.' We also utilize other funds for our clients
that we pick up in the secondary program while they are
juniors and seniors in high school. As far as an equivalent
to the IEP, we have what is called an IWRP (an individualized
written rehabilitation program) which corresponds somewhat

*Basic Education Opportunity Grant.
til) z
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to other program plans. This calls frn" developing a

vocational objective; -a vocational goal; determining what

will be done in the way of trainiog, Or counseling
guidance, or placement; how it will Otte, by whom, and the

cost and even the commitment on the MI Of the client
(what they will do, how they will be lhvolv01. It is

.done in conjunction with the client Os your IEP is done in

conjunction with the student and the Nrents.l

Greenwood: Thank you. We have w al questionsse -r

concerning the ARD committees and the,19's. There are
several questions dealing with.hoo this-process can be
shortened, how it can be- streamlined, Do You have any
suggestions on that?

McDaniel: I don't think you're going to get any
suggestions on it. It's a very difficult thing to do and
I have all the symOathy in the world with Dallas, Ft. Worth,
Houston and El Paso. How are we going tO do this and do it
right? If you on the local level, When you understand one
another, something can be done. 'fhe vocational ARD

committee wasn't set up by the ageheY- It wa%oput into
effect by the agency and the vetatiohel directors themselves

are the ones that decided on it, Oith4,Zleanor and some

others in on it. This whole thifig wi,1 not be successful

overnight. I want to say this, th0Ugn, have fouhd in
local school systems that superv15or5 of Special education

44id not understand/vocational educati°O. You on the local
;level are not comwunicating as to whet_ each has and what's
going on. Vocational education doesn t particularly want to

turn students away, but vocational courses are specialized
and students shouldn't be in there un'es5 they actually have
a desire and a use for it. So, these 41.e things that we
would like for you to bring out at the meetings.

As to how we can streamline the Process, I'd ask,you to
think about What we can do and let me krioW. I'll 'call_ in

15 local directors sometime before SePtegiber and diS(Cilis

this whole thing. We've done this before and mot- of the

things you've asked for, you've gotten. I hope to continue
this, but we need some help from you,_Zo tell us how you
think the ARD committee can be improved. What can you do to

speed it up? How can we help? / assure You, if it will

help.you there,.we' goins to put into effect.

Greenwood: Thank you, Haydeo. The other questi-61
involving the IEP was, to what extent are students involved
in writing the IEP?

...7.-"'""°".% -"
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would imagine it's.different-for each
student.::_U:the_guidelines:for both special_ education and
vocation 1' education_say that_a_student maybe a member of
the ARD c ittee,:_if:appropriate, then certainly if you
are .planni g:for the:student's future, we_ would hope the
student wo ld Ise included in developing the educational
plan;

.greenwood: Are .funds_stilliavailable from_the Texas
.Rehabilitation Commission for building construction anti .

renovation? If soi.how can these be obtained?

Perdue; . The .deadlineifor_applying for establishment
grants from the Texas Rehabilitation Commission was February
15; So, for this year_thearlswer is no,. But next year is

.-another.story,. 'We:don't know_ what next_year'..s_g6ing, to -hold,

but krp:iftimind that_whenever'anyirehabilitationiacilities
or se ol :districts want to -apply for a grant, the deadline
fer.Writinpyourletter of_intentto-apOly isFebruarythe
15th. .We have.the_state_divided into seven:regions. If

yoU're:.going:to make' application fOran:establishment grant,
be surd to communicate carefully with the director of the
region you live_in. _Let theAireetOr know whatyour plans
are, get support in determining that your need is a .great
need, becausg he_has_to prioritiie all the letters and all
therequestscoming into his region. When grants are funded
or_awardedi- they are.awarded on the last day of September;
Whi-01S the ..end of our fiscal year.

Greenwood:_ Thank_you very much. The project staff
wanted your analysis of issues early in the workshop. We

did not think all your concerns would.b.e.tolved-by ten
_o'clock this morning, but the panel has'given-:,someinsight
and some thought to your questions and-will continue to do
so throughout the workshop. This-will be-evident in the
mini- sessions and the planning session tombrrow; PUyou_will
jot down your continued-questions; particularly 'in .these.
fourareas, and either give -them to me now or give. them -to
Tico)tomorrow,--we will- continue to focus on these particular
issues.. We want to thank the panel for their participation,
we appreciate their efforts, individually and cooperatively
in providing quality vocational education for the
handicapped.



THE VOCATIONAL PREPARATION OF

THE SEVERELY DISABLED
-

ToM Bellamy

13,

"-As people become productive, competent

people, they tend to be perceived as

less deviant and more competent and '

more socially acceptable 'by the people

around them."

One -is

I'd likt_tO do- -three _things the_time that we have.

to_addrett the questt n of whether vocational pre-

paration should be_a part o the educational Process in

serving the_severelY,_Pro pdly handicapped Student.

Nexti:I want to ask -what p.should teach if we_have

vocational preparation. d then I wantite_address how

we are -going to do it, given that_we're jUSt now_ in the

beginning. processes -of extending those services to

People considered mildly handicapped.

At a foundation for addressing those three questiOnsi

I'd like to talk to you about the work we are doing at___

the University -of Oregoniand the_kind of- services. are

providing.: j invite you to step betk_a little bit from

those day-to,day hassels_in'vocatidhal_preparation for
handicapped individuals and think about some broader

long-termiissuesi-a0out what role_thd public school

system_should be Aying:An thk_liVet of severely .

handicapped people, about long -term projections of work

opportunities for severely'handitapped people.

fit I,will startmith an overview _of what we're doing

right,now.in adult.serViCeti In 1972, I started work at
the_University:Of Oregon._ At we projected community

services for handicapped indiViduals, looked at_popula-:

;don trends, and tried_te_figure out what services we

were providing and would be asked to provideover the" r

Tom BellaMy
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next fAw years, the_geoup that seemed to be cared for the_.

least in the_present system were the severely or- profoundly

retarded. The average age of developmentally disabled

people is increasing,_so that the_long-termifocus will be

more and more on adult services, rather than on school-age

servitei_ _As a result of mandated public school education

for all_thildren, a.lotof individuals ages 20_and 21 are

expecting -
services in the community which typically have

not been:there. _Some planners say that-Texas needs a lot

more Sheltered workshops. But_do sheltered workshopsi a

they are currently designed, really meet the needs of

teverel handicapped:people? _Let's take_a community study-

to find ut what_procedures,will be necessary; what_We will

in-.fact -eed to do, what communities will have toikhoW,

What mec anisms will need to exist and howthat:kind of

program will be structured. .

At Oregon, We did that. All of you have seen a loo-

of university showcase programs, I suspect, and as you look

at them, you know and they know that you really couldn't do

that with adults if you_have a community setting. We.hope

our success as a university-based research program will

always be Measured by the overall quality of services in

the region'in which we are trying to have an impact.

First, I need to discuss some_value itidgements we made

in providing community services. It appeared to us that it

is impossible to talk about a normal lifestyle in, the United
States without focusing on work as a central:element. I

suspect that as regional vocational educators you will agree

with that much more readily than other audiences I have

addressed. You would be surprised at the number of people

ol

mho are willing o say that work is important for most

people, but if y u score low on an IQ test, it's not
important for y . So weimade a value judgementthat work
is.an important element of any community lifestyle, for

just about any person in our society, regardless of the

degree of disability.

That led us to figure out how to provide work for

someone with severe language deficits or no language at all,
,with IQ's ranging from "I can't test this person; they

don't pass any items," to an IQ of 20, 25, 40, 30. How do

you provide realistic opportunities in communities for

people like that? We starteeby teaching the students,
designing tasks so they can be accomplished. Then we
figured out the kinds of environments, the kinds of E

social structures where the, handicapped people can work

in our society. And then, after all that, we came back to
asking.what happened to the people's lifestyle. What other

things do people have that relate to quality of life?

Those are the three issues our research group is workingwith.

0 0
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Westarted by creating a smalLsub-contract assembly

shop at the University of Oregon. And,serving_in that
shop; selected as randomly as this sort of syStem would

allow *us to select'them, are people who were labeled

severely retardedi but withOut_any major additional
physical disabilities. Thit last -was a_limitation we,'

imposed. Whether it was a good limitation I dolt know,
but it focused our attention more,on issues of training

than on issues Of engineering.

We looked for people who live in the community who

met our criteria.. l'hen_me went to the state institutions
and-looked for people WhO were adults and met our criteria,
and_randoMly seletted.people_toleave the institutions..
We_ended up witha group of 15- people,- who ranged in age

from 19 to Theit average IQ was 18.: Threp_of them

had- some exprettiVelangUage, two others haci_epough

receptive language that theycould follow simple step

directions; _ftne_of them had skills that would allow
them to imitate the motor movements involved in these

vocational taski.

_:We then looked at our economic community and_tried

to figure out wriat_woek we should_do,in this vocational

pragraM. We made that decision_on an- economic rather
than a surface or research basis- There's always a

teMOtatitift in a university setting to work oft..taSks that.

are theOretiCallyiinterestingi which help you write

research publications. The entire economy in our area is
baSeditin the University of Oregon and a few wood products
industries that didh't lend themselves very well to sub-

contract Work in a small assemblyshopj so we found

ourselves looking at the broader economic markets in
Portland, Seattle,.and'the Bay area._ Because ofithe_
diStances'involved, we needed to get ,a lot of labor in
a small box that didn't weigh too.muCh so -we could_ship

it back to the customers. That led:us fairly luickly to
electronics and other kinds of small-parts assembly.
Over -the last six years, we've built cam switch actuators
for oscilliscopes_that function a:lot like yoUr television .

selector.- It is _a multiple switch ranging frO617 to 56

parts. We trained_one ifidividual to completerlhe_entiee
'product using tweezers, small pliers, and so forth. We
dofsome gross soddering Of circuit boards* but we've never
been very successful at_finesoddering. We -have major

contracts for-putting -,together:some sprockets for chain

saws._ So we combined people chosen bY7Service criteria

and tasks chosen througnetonothit criteria. Our next .

problem was to develop tkillS and to maintain those skills

once developed;
l'ete
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Vocational education for quite a long'time has been a
focus for techniques to analyze manual skills into ,

components, and to specify criteria and develop teaching

programs based on these criteria. These techniques were

developed in the vocationally oriented tasks long before
special education latched onto the terminology of task
analysis programming, so I suspect that you already
understand the teaching_ process. We start with the task,

we figure out the quality standards, we define the
behavioral elements to meet those quality standards, and
then we go about teaching those behavioral elements.
Probably the only distinqion in the way we did this is that
the steps we break things down into are much finer. In

fact, most tasks can be conceptualized as discrete chains
of respowses,,so that each time you do something you create
a certain situation to whidi you respond in a certain way
which breeds another situation, to Which you respond, and

on and on in a fairly chain-like fashion.

So the first_part of trying to match that group of
people with_that group of tasks was going batk to the
literature and-learning a whole lot of engineering about
task -analysis,:abOut job design and redesigni_abbUt a lot

of.the-things that_havebeervin themilitAry.indUttrial
-literature-far quite_a. long time._ We didnot invent -any

new pros for that; -we adaptedilt.to the_eXtent_that
fwe ended up with much finer:steps in theanalytit than we

would have_forteaching.workers in industry. In_fAct, we

had finer steps .than we -would have_had forteaching, mildly
handicapped people in eitherschool or work' hvironments..'
No new technology_ was necessary.

Training Was,vlittle_different for two or three
reasons;: Firsti we'e talking about_people with very _

limited language skills._ _We're_talking_about_people. who
probablY.coUldn't do_a,thing afterwe.stowed them shat to.-
do. .1kere talking about people who'preFably'cobldn't do
itAfter we. physically guided their hand around exactly
like -We wanted theM to do something. I think we've
deVeloped some:procedures that havefAirly wide;generality
for other populations. In a sense, after you've decided
WhAt.lt_it you're going to teach,,training only involves
three thingS: 1) Provide *some_assisiance, so the person
Will respond correctly, 2) _Reinforce or reward-correct
responding, and 3) :Nave very good assessment so.you can
.figure out exactly.how_MuchfasSistance and reinforcement
to provide as theperson_repeats the task. You're trying

to get independent correctperformance with the least
.possible amount,of help and the. least possible amount of
readjustment..

Over time, you're asking the person to perform more and
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more independently. You're making a guess every time ',,-e

exactly how little help they need. If you helped with
the hand last time, can you do it from the wrist this
time? If Siou said, "Turn it\over" last time, can you say,

"Try again," this time? If YOu provided a complete.model
(of the yhole thing one time, can yOu only model the first
step sir two the next- time? You're constantly trying to
.figure what least possible amount of help you-can provide
and still have the person respond correctly So you can -

reinforce the correct tXsponse. It's conceptually simple,
but practically very difficult.

TherC5 a great deal of wizardry in the_particular
ways you do assistance, assessment, and reinforcement,--as
you learn to develop your talents. 'Fading out assistance
is still an art; we don't have a cookbook to suggest that
this is'the way to train. What we have are some general
principlesand a -lot of responsibility for the person
who's right there doing the training. You're starting
with people where they.are, accommodating to individual
differences. You're not saying that everybody has to be
a certainiway, or that everybody has to respond to printed
materials in order to be in a vocational preparation
program. We have a system that's designed around some
generic concepts, systems of assistance, reinforcement,
and assessment. It's our job as people responsible for
direct service to figure out how to acco ,sdate the
individual"differences with which we're -4ked in applying
these major coticepts: Okay; so much for training.

As -a trainer works with ;an= indivisival student, he or
she will' allow the student to progress through the entire
task and will collect data on the specific responses in
the tasks that are performed correctly and incorrectly.
As a person makes a correct response to ane step of the
task, the trainer will make a slash mark on the numeral
opposite that step. After the person has completed the
entire assembly, the number of slash marks will be
counted and a circle or square is drawn around that
number, which gives yoU a graph .of,the progress overtime
of the number of steps perforfied independently by the
worker. It involyes a lot of data transcription. The
system was originally developed by Richard Saunders in
Kansas, ,Tor working -with special education kids and is
very, very useful to its in taking data on vocational
performance.

After a person has learned the task,- the next step
is maintaining performance on that task over extended
time periods. Most of you in eduCation havea very
pleasant luxury. After a person masters a task, you go
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on _to-another task_. -This, allows you tortake advantage of : .

the interest intrinsic 16_ gradually more difficult material.-
In adult servic environments, t t's less likely to

happen. Itst- lso less likely th case in our own working
environments' We have.an interes ing criteria for_adults:
in gur;socie y.- As adults, we!re not necessarily expected
to learn so thing new every_ daY the way'a 'child is. ':.

Instead, we' .eApected to'be -very good at _something and'do
that. oVer an liver again; _We.tend to value children in our,:.-

society and- aise them and attribute worth toithem when .:

theyat'e very-good-at. _acquiring new skills.' We tend to- _

-.praise adultsand value themin_our..society when they are
very-good at doing sOmething that we like _to have somebody
elsedo. .

. --7-.).
.

- .

. __By- any standard you mightimpose on sheltered work,- .i.
.shoPs) the tasks done in sheltered workshops_are interesting
and colorfuh- But I can tell you, both.thestaff and. the. ,.:-
workers still get bored; It_doesn't matter how interestihg
it is -- after you've_done it enough times it stops being"
interesting; _Then therissue becomes one of how to gd about

.

designing a work_environment so:that_ people can_do repetitive-
work over. extendedlaeriods of time and enjoy doingLit. The
problem_is not thatdifferent..from:what ajot_of the
management literature:inpusiness is. facing:right now.

.. -..We..lookid:at the_prOblem. in muChthe_same way_we _

looked_at the.issue.Of training:_ What's-in:the literature?
What can we take_that:other people haveAone?__Thejiterature

_is:full of studies-that 'say if_you.reinforce the. person with=
this and this and:this, every time they finish so many
productsi. the_work rate will go way_up and everybody Will be
happy. You-_figure. that what they_did:was- Measure performance,
dbring_ten five-dinute work periods: It's coniiderably ,_

different when you measure performance in an eight-hour day
five days.a week.

.

In our workshops, we can't_. Just tell someone with some
severe language deficits that there is a relationShip
between. what we do and what we get: We can't tell them
that we expect certain quality standards to be met ove
and over and over again Instead, we have -to commun ate
by contingency, by makiAg very sure that the worke
experiences something different-when things are done-right
versus when thingsare on wrong; We do.that.by
establishing a partial immediate payment Wtem that
functions a little like a token economy. People ;get

partial payment imcash immediately for products that are
completed- correctly; and they get to re-do products that:
are completed incorrectly. To get a handle on:teaching by
contingency, think of a simplegaMe with a deck of cards.
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You arbitrarily say that all ninesi_sevens,_an red_cards

are correct and everything else is incOrrect. You are

trying to communicate that ruleto_a friend without any
instruction at al, Out rather by having theM give you -a

card and say yes Or no; With:most:of us, it wouldn't take

too long to figure out_what the rule was. But think for_

& moment how hard it would be 'to figure out what the rule_

is if; about every fourth or fifth_timei the person trying

to teach felt sorry for us and decided to tell us
something-was righti_eVen if -it was wrong. So we manage

production_supervision by communicating through

contingency. _In facti;we differentially reward higher__

production rates by using this partial immediate_ payment =

as a consequence for work done correctly, accurately;

and quickly;

For those of you who are_interested in some of the

broader set-up questions, we have_people workingatL
individual work stations;'_conipleting a long_cycle-time

-product; We avoid assembly lines almost completely. Lin

balancing means that the work moves evenly down_the line

and you don't have some people- waiting on othersto
finish products. We've tried7t0 do line balancing, but .

it's a difficult_tatki_even_with normal workers. So

We've learned that efficient design -of the work itself
is one -of the most important aspects of behavior
management in the work environment. _It's certainly much
More pleasant to reward people for work accomplished well

than itlit.to punish somebody:for deviant_behavior which
occurred because they didn't have anything to do;

_We'Ve_alto used several smaller techniques, like
ettih-g_a kitChen=timer for_the person's average

Ortidiittitin rate during the patt:week. We provided an
Addititinal bOnUs in their partialimmediate payment for
working more rapidly than:they have in -the pest. That

tends to seta goal that_is easily attainable, and it
heads to gradual improvement in productivity and accuracy

We_khow how_to do,vocational training; we know how
to adapt some traditional analyses so that the more
Severely, profoundly_handicapped people can learn oete
tasks; we know how to supervise production so that_a
fairly high production rate maintains over time. Why is

it that nobody's doing this? For one thing, we Were
making a very different assumption from the one that was
being made in most community programs serving_ handicapped

adults. The assumptions we were making was that the .

person who was going to be right there eight hOurt a day

was a competent, skilled, professionalipersoni_WhO would
be'able to - figure out flow to apply training principles to



individuatWorkerti'bow tbapply production superViSion..
contingenciesite_indiVidual workers, who would have some

job desigh'skillSi.tatk analysis skills, who knew how to

do some measOreMentc.change_programs over time in- response

to data and that sort:Of_thing. And whatme found was =

that people who haVe that kind of education'and background

working incommunity facilities, worked in the front office

ivith=arugi. not back there-where the people were: The :

folks who were there eight hOors a day are usually seated
employees who were going to, be gone in two weeks.

We've got a lbtOf data that investing_ money in-

,program managers, COunselors,. and evaluators_ really _is a

very useful way of getting_a. lot,of- mildly. handicapped

people intojebs. We.dOn't have much data at all that
suggests that thtite strategies work for the severely

handicapped people: In fact, we've got a lot of data that

suggests that they don't. So the-strategy_wetook was to
make:thejObt all very differentin serving severely

handicapped_ people: Rather than ask a community facility

to liaVeibothprofessional support. service staff; and
profesSional direct service staff; we developed some

specialized models. Now the'people who__are.there eight
hours a:day are the professionals.: It's' turned_oUt

well:SO far. We have shops running irvEugene, Oregon.;

Seattle, Washington; Spokane; Washington;_Renbi_NOVada;
atitiBen Oregon. And-we're negotiating fromiAnthOrage
dOWn to West Tacoma right nowto=set up additiOnal _

programs. Each of these serves_severely and_profoundly
retarded people doing electronics =and cither_tMali=parts

assembly work. We're showing that, if We_tah_detign a
structure, severely and profbundly handicapped `people can

earn non=trivial wagescand can. participatein the economic

mainstream of their community.

Now a brief look at the en ire program:. The work

system is designed around whata y good-business would

have. We_get a task that is & p tential contract, such

as a 19-piece assembly of a printer for a desk-top

computer. We try to figure out exactly_ how we're going

to build it. We figure out exactly what kin00 offixtures
woulcksubstitute for someone's third hand when necessary,
and what the least expensive W.b, would be. We design

the work stations and make a task analysis with the stop

watch. We provide direct training to an individual worker

and fade out that trainer's assistance overAime until the

person is working independently in a production setting.
We coordinate that work with what other people are doing

on the same task and put that into the context of

organized materials.
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The organizational model we use is based On a __

consortium of workshops or a consortium of OograMS, all
df,WhiCh use fairly tightly defined operational procedures.
It's a bit like a franchise operation. We start out with
a program as a manual that specifies job descriptions,
data collection procedures; file content; and so on.
Those:programs then join into a business cooperative, so
that they share resources for computer, data processing,
sales, engineering; operations managements; and so'on.= -

We have one sales person working primarily out of POetland,
Seattle, sending industrial sub-contracts as much as 400
or 500 miles away, which is a fairly long-distance for
us. We think that kind of sales cooperative will worW-
because of the procedural standardization in the programs
we're working with We know a lot of sheltered
workshdps have tried to do that sort of joint contracting
before. Usually what happens is some conflict in the
system; because some workshop$ are better..able than

_ othek's to turn out higher quality products in time, so
they tend to get the better contracts. After three or
four years; tension builds within the system.

Our data system is -des=igned around a fairly simple
concept; people have to make decisions at all leyels.
There are some very important decisions made every day
on-the production floor; Others are made_every week or
month by the appropriate manager; and still others are
made every month or quarter or year by the state
ma-nagement. We try to use the_ data- system to get the
information td the people as they need the data. One

very obvious example; every sheltered workshop in the
country takes data on individual productivity and keeps;_

it on file as required by the Department of Lab r- for two
years. In visiting some 70 or eighty workshops_ over the
last' two or _three years, I've only seen two or three that
return the data solithe peoduction supervisor can see the
day -to -day variability and change in individual
productivity. Yet it's the supervisor whoss;rnaking most
°Utile decisions that will affect the individual
productivity!

We also asked, what happens as a function of.
providing work opportunities to severely and profoundly
retarded adults? Was that initial value judgement we
made; steessing the importance of work; really accurate?
Should we instead have been providing more activity-
oriented programs? It is hard to measure something like
that because in a sense what we're doing is asking; what
is the quality of life ?. What's a better .life style? Over
the past three or four years; we've-been-taking data on
such things as social behavior in an unstructured leisure
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time. I can give you a great deal of data to suggest that;

as peopie become_productive;
competent people; they tend to

be perceived as less deviant and more competent and more

socially acceptable by the people around them; There tendS

to be othersgeneralized:Skill acquisition and less

dissatisfaction in the liVing environment. Social behavior

tends to be more open; and on and on.

Let me tell lou about one gentleman;_36 years.old;

who entered our shop after:35_years insthe lowest level''

ambulatory ward_of the state-_institution. Now;'although

he still doesn't work at 100% productivity; he's competent

on about seven_different assembly tasks. So. he fits in. _

better within the university_ community. Another individual

is 32; His teeth were pulled in the institution because

he bit people as aldd. He now assembles; does :a lot of

component prep work for circuit_boards;_assembiles test

adapters; and has dOne some_wiring harness work; He jogs

four miles a day; attends_ church_ indepildently; goes_tO a

local spa twice:a:Week,: He still has_nalanguage..! The

third individual has spent one _year_in a public sthool

setting; befbre the_TMR class decided he wasn't smart

enough to attend. _Hespent about eight years in

institutions; on the lowest-level ambulatory ward: He

has no expreSSiVe_langua9e skills; but he's developed

fairly good receptive skills now First; .he learned_hOW

to put togethet a 25=piece print head assembly out of the

grocery store labeling gun. _Theh he learned howKtd build

a_cam switch attUator,:and to stuff circuit board

componentS Over the next -six months; he learned_hOW to

assemble 14. different kinds of_cam switches.' Right_nOW;

we'could probably bring- any cam assembly task into the

environment and in the course of an hour; have hilt working

fairlY competently at He has been averaging above
minimum wage.; Weve been able to keep him.busy for the

laSt43 1/2 years.

In the few minutes we have left; let me address the

question-of 'vocational preparation for severely and

profoundly handicapped students. Three_basic_qUestions

again: 1) Should we do it? 2) If were going_to do it,

What should be the content of vocational 'Preparation?

and 3): What are the-techniques we should be thinking

about?";

j think the "should we do it" question really involves

our prediction of what's going to happen over the next

few years. If you. think very broadly about education,

there are two strategies. One would be that what we are

doing is preparing people for competent living in the

environments we are projecting over the next 40-45 years.
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Especially for vocatfonal.preparation from a vocational
preparation-standpoint, we assume the person has_a work

life-of.about_40.year§': We're An the business:of
predicting what that work environment will bp like for
the net 40 years. Then .we-try to figureexactly what
skills-will maximize a person's independence, competence,
earnings,- and so forth in the predicted environment.
That's one strategy, and I think it is one that'most of
us have accepted;

The alternate would be based on something. like _

Postman and Weingartner's work; They're talking_about_
edutation_as_asubversive activity. You .can_project.that-
to:an.alternateway_of.thinking .abovteducation. YOU

can use the edutational process as .a: method for shaping'

the future into what you want:it:to:be._ American _

education has always been some combination. of those two
things. I suppose it would probably be_more:committed
to the former than to the latter in an institutional
sense._ That puts:us in the sitdation_oftrying to
predict vocational .environments, or whether vocational,
environments .will be available to people that are
labeled severely and profoundly handitapped in today's
public school programs..

There are a lot of ways to predict the future. The
first and most obvious way would be to say things are
going to stay pretty much the way they are over the next
40 years. If we're going to prepare people labeled
severely and profoundly retarded for the adult
environments they are in now, we should teach them to
sit quieIly by the television as it changes from program
to program without panicking too,much, to string beans,
cut out paper dolls, and enjoy the service club's sympathy
parties that come our way in the activity center._,,There'
are very few active creative things expected of adults
labeled severely and profoundly retarded in our society
right now So, if we're going to predict that tyings are
going to stay the way they are, then I guess we'd:have
to say, no, you shouldn't do vocational preparation.

Another way to predict the future IS to ask people
who arg directly involved in services what they think
should'happen, by projecting their values. People who
are in the process of doing adult services really think
that vocational opportunities should be provided. It is

simply a question how to do it. If'we project people's
value systems, ihen'.will be some major changes.

If we look at what's happening in the courts and in
Congress, we see that all the changes that occurred as a

.!
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--result of the political activism of women arid blacks over

thelast 20 years have been'extended to_bandica ped

individuals. All those changes ham -teen extended' in the

law to anyone who can either demonStrate that_a handicap

is-present or who can sho \social presum -that a

handicap is present. legal basis for ding "services;"

is there. There is increasingly less lega ifitatiO

for providing vocational oppOrtunities to' handicapped

'peoplai-but-not for other handicapped peop16.
_ .

In a sense, what hap happened is that, eople like me

and some others have generated the factual'basis for those

legal acti
,c

-ities, by showing that yes, severely handicapped

11V
.people learn; yes, they can be very productive. That's

all the nformation that's really needed for the court,

but it's not enough for you and me to go out and deliver '

the service. We don't know very much about the economic

and social impact. We don't know very much about the ideal

service structures. We don't know very much yet about the

administrative arrangements that will have to be developed

in order to really provide those structures: And we're

all likely to get caught in the middle. I understand that,

but I also think we're going_to be pushed by the courts

and by Congress, to.develop those administrative structures.

There are other reasons for predicting that vocational

opportunities will be provided to adults. In the last ten

years, there have been two very thorough economic studies

dealing with cost benefits: Both concluded almost the same

thing, that vocational Ikrvices were useful and cost
beneficial from about IQ 40 on up, and that for IQ-40 down,

people don't know how to do`that yet. And it certainly

wouldn't be cost beneficial. \

'
Unfortunately, they might have a5ked the right

question, but things are changing so quickly that I think

many over_
their answers are already out cr

the last three or
late. We have developed

any social service entitlement

four years. Ifyou look at what handicapped people are

entitled to under the welfare systems_we have, they are

entitled to SSIP, SSDIP, Title 19 or Title 20 benefits.

They are entitled to supportive residential options, and

'much more. The cost of not providing vocatiffal services

has skyrocketed over the last few years. The-cost of

maintaining individuals in institutions has,gone from an

average of $20 -a day not very long ago, to an average of

$70 or $80 a day now, and there are very few experts in

the field who believe it is possible to meet current,

federal guidelines for the Title 19 program, which is

funding most of the institutions right now, at less than

$80 to $100 a day. The state 'director of developmental
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disabilities in California estimates right now that from
the time a developmentally disabled person turns 21,
society as-a whole is looking at about a million dollers
per person of public support, during a person's projected
lifetime.

t

_So_the issue:is no longer what We've .been talking
about with rehabilitation fora long time. how much_taX
dollars doesiit take -to rehabilitate somebody and how
many tax dollars that persoh is going to return. to_
society. The real financial issue:that we've got to
face is- can providingsome kind of vocational
preparation,'_redUcethis immense social service

/consumption that we're projecting_for handicapped .

individuals? Each of those social service entitlements
are hard-won-polAtical battles. l3y the same tdken. I
think-It's encumbent on us to think financially and
economically abut the ultimate !benefit of what we are
Aojng, in terms of dollars. If you were in the Office
of:ManagethentlinOget, writing federal. policy, would.you
be supporting vocational preparation for severely
-handicapped peddler-14y prediction is that five years
from'now that answer will be yes, and perhaps it will be
sooner than that.

I was involved in the follow-up to the Philadelphia
PA.R.C.* case; that predated P.L; 94-142.. in :which the'
judge affirmed that all handicapped children haVe a
right to free public education as appropriate to their
needs; That went back to court with the Challenge from
one group of parents who had two severely handicapped
chilften. They were charging that_their children did
not receive appropriate education; and one of the major
things -they cited was that ther*.hadbeenno vocational
preparation for thete two_severely retarded multi-
handicapped children; The person who -was a director of
vocational education for the Philadelphia:. school
district in the deposition said., "Well, as a matter of
course,. we -have all these different vocational:preparation
programsiand about four or five of them are open to
mildly:handicapped people. and you know we even include
markedly handicapped people i,/ our sort and assembly
program, but_not in_the other i_and clearly:we:don't have
severely handicapped people -in -any of them." After
several of us'finished testifying, the judge said'. "What
you all are.- telling me is. that this is a ne derthal
document, right?"

Once again, we're going to be pu ed by the courts

*Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Citizens
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before we're readyt0 bepushed;_. We're going -to be pushed

by the courts beCaUS we're docdMenting individual potential,

not because we've deVeloped broadsysteMs of service._ And

Awe're going to be caught ih the middle trying=t6 develop a

system to service, simply because there is a lot of

discrepency_between what we know howto do and some

research-,based sense: _I think,you_and I understand a lot

of theireasons why.that discrepency is there, and it has

nothingto do,with.4eliciousnesS_._ Our court` system isn't

tuned in to responding in elpptly that way.; We'll be

asked to develop thOte_systems_aibit sooner than we wanted

to; But yes, we thoUldprovide the training.

Exactly what services should we be roviding? Most'of

this-will not be new-to those of you:inv lved in vocational

education, although I find it_often new to people involved

in special edutatiOn. What are the skills- that -are really_

going to help_ttiMebody_in the_30-year working- history we're

projecting? The day of a single work task, the day when the

single competence for the single task-akes you_Veityi

productive, are long gone; And you should not belffmpressed

any longer When somebody like me stands up and_says, "Gee

1ut
whiz, look what a wonderful tas I_ taught somebody how to

do.."__If you're going to surviv -Lin any sub-contract

facilityi_Or even in most product n environments right,

now, you'd better be able to change rapidly from task to

task -to task. You'd betterbe_ableito learn those tasks

rapidly, and so forth. Research going on now in Computer-

control robot assembly is'drastically changing -the economics

of automation -in production;_ As a result;_ instead of

having'a Million units per year over_a certain time frame,

yop_have_to have a plaM,that's cut _by atenth. The

tasks we've been seeing in sheltered_workshops =-.;. high-

volume, long -term tasks -- are vanishing rapidly, if they

haven't already done so.

The same thing is true on a broader scale when we talk

about placing moderately handicapped people in competitive

jobs. There's a great deal of data that, from the first

early wave of institutionalization in the '60's, even mildly

handicapped people brought out of the institution and

placed in community jobs seldom had stable jobs that lasted

over a long period of time._ Rather people got jobs, lost

jobs, got on welfare, got off welfare, were on food stamps

for a while, then to the sheltered workshops, got a new job,

and so forth. And activity in that work environment is

possible only if you have either skills that are generic

or across several job clusters or if you're very rapidly

able to acquire new skills.

A third projection argues for the flexibility of
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skills that we teach. Most analyses of future labor
markets suggest that the production component of the labor
market would be shrinking in size relative to service
'occupations. That's nothing new That's been around for
a long time. But one thing about service occupations I
think we should know. Service occupations, more often
than not, require performance of some definable set of
skills, across several somewhat different environments.
So you have to have skills that you can-perform, and
perform with a c tain level of competence, even though
you are perfo g in slightly different situations one
time after anot r.

All those- projections, -it seems to-me, add some very
interesting practical; technical problems-to the things
we've been doing research cl.:. Our:research started with
teaching singleLtasycS to individuals. After coming head
to head with solliedf the-real financial problems involved
in running a sub-contract assembly shop, we stopped
doing that and started trying-to teach strategies for
circuit hoard assembly; so_theperson could build.a:new
board._ We designed strategies_for_cable harness work;
so that we could match the sample cues to- reduce the.
training time, and we developed simple systems_so_that
the.people Whoilad no language. and couldn't read.could

.still acquire some of the .information required-for a
task; through symbols or pictures:. That's the vocational
preparation we all need to be thinking about. now, for the
moderately and severely .handicapped individuals.;

Row do we do it ?. ']think one of the.besticoncepts
I'veheard was theione_that Lou Brown ftom-Madison.
mentioned a-long:time ago:.. We can probably teachAny_
sort_of skill to just about anybody,-.as long-asithe IQ
Of the_trainer and the trainee add upto 200. The more
severely handicapped your studentsithe_more_tite; effort,
ingenuity, andsheer training_skill_will be demanded from
the.-tfliner.: The more severely handicapped the students;
the-more_you're going to have -to be precise about what
you teach, the -more you're_going_to have to be_precise
about how you teach it, and the less-you're going to be;
able .tOassume that the person will learn anything by
chance.
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.CAREER EDUCATION AND VOCATIONAL EDUCATION:_
NECESSARY PARTNERS IN LIFELONG CAREER DEVELOPMUT.

FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, YOUTH, AND ADULTS

JoAnn Sehoepke,;

"It is important to teach learning skills and
the attitude'of seeking information requii-ed to
meet cunrent needs throughout, life. It is
incorrect to think of the first years as those of
students, the middleiyears as work, and the last
as former worker."

Lifelong learning is perhaps 'first a philosophy that
assumes that both individuals and society are subject to,
change; individuals proceed through various stages of
development physiologically._emotionally, socially, and
intellectually, and have different learning needs at each
developmental level._ Changes areoccurrin, in society at
a pace tufficiently fast that it becomes In propriate to
attempt to feach individuals all th,4t they ne d to know
in their...lifetime; much of thelitta and proce ses taught
will become. obsolete and erroneous during that life e.

Hence, it is important to teach learning skills d .

attitude of seeking information requirdd to meet cur
needs throughout life. According to this philosolly
incorrect to think of the first-years as those offs
the middle years as -worker, And the last as former"yo
Public schools should not be 'planned to prepare-piop de.
a static job, buteould facilitate the learniAg atm
to present needs. The student will expect to return.t
educational agency whenever learning needs occut",1suchlA

remediating early educational deficits, upgraditigieufteb

vocational skills, acquiring new ones, acquiring. ...'

aVocational skills, and learEITyabout themseives4nd L.,-

society. Responsible government agencies would thpn%, "e'

provide learning programs for early childhood educa
elementary and secondary education, higher educatio
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adult .e ucation, and would also recognize learning
experiences outside of schools. Adults have and will
continue to have learning needs. In the United States the
increased enrollment in adult education as well as in
vocational, technical, community college, and university
programs- reflect unmet learning needs of adults. Public
LaW 94182, the lifelong learning legislation, was passed
becaust'so many uncoordinated

1
progras existed that Congress

felt.a need for assessing,adult lean ing needs and for
determining wAys federal resources an programs might best
be _used to help meet these needs. Specifically the
objectivet established by this legislation are to:

t, plan, assess, and coordinate projects related
to lifelong learning

. assist states to plan for and assess the status
of lifelong learning and

. improve a wide range of activities that affect
the availability of opportunities for lifelong

. learning.

CareerEducatul
. .

In the early days of vocational guidance, the.counselor
morked_ primarily with persons conside 4ngemployment.
Although sane of these individuals,w till enrolled in.
secondary School' programs,:amployMent as.an imMediate
;concern.. As the goals of-vocational g idance.,were:
incorporated_more extensively into sec ndary School .programs.
across the nation, the focus.btoadene Until,todattareer
education is. a concern i_ the_elementaryischool. Model
programs have been devel pediforithe various age groups.,
based on developmental. c pabilities of the stUdents_and are
being implemented.' Thusi.a philosophy compatible with
lifelong learning-.exists'in.. the career_ education programs
which. are based on_ developmental characteristits of the %

_learn r.. .UnfortunatelY these_prtgrams_are available to'the
'handl
often

apped, and especially the severely handicapped, less
than they are to the non:,,handicapped.

ur position is thatpao can be iiet"stood best by

viewing each as a whotle.perSonasith h ehotions and
goals. The definition prpposed trolq011978) is'our
working definition:

Career educati
oystematicAlly
family and com
to facilitate ea
for economic, .s1P
fulfillment (p

ocess 'of
alt scho0.1.:,

tints to ifier
Is,

'a1 s

ona ;"



LIFELONG CAREER DEVELOPMENT -.

Career: development is,thus_designed tp.further each

indiVidUaPt_ulife Careet_developmentuji'eflecting.toncern
for the:Whble individual in_the various roles played

many tettingt,_and_recognizing,that, as people develop,

they continue to thangeand_postess difftyent needs at__
diffeeent stages of their lives (Gysbers and Moore,J973),.

THE SPECIAL SITUATION. HANDICAPPED .

e

While lifelong learning and -the ideals it:fosters are

important to all, they are crucial in the -development of

the total life_roles of handicapped individuals. _These

individuals, because of the fragmentation, shOrt duration

and liMited focus of existing educational,
rehabilitation, and training programt,and the attitudinal

barriers erected by society, have not been_prepared'to
function ftillyihmany of the:roles ti): which theme aspire.

Thus, if and when they do enter the mainsteeaM.Of:Itociety,_

it ls often in a "one=domre position. Thit_latkA# training

and employment is:statistically:documented_by Halloran,

Levitan.and Taggarts. and-others, who attest to the fact that

employment_ rates for handicapped are far lOwee than:for =

non-Aandicapped. Full-time employment isitheilorm for the_
non-handicapped; but not -so for theilandicapped. The 4:

handicapped persons had less educatiOn. Compounding the

employment problem is memberthip. a mincieltY_status:,

Being black and, handicapped or b woMn and handicappei:

means extra disadvantages.

Th4 need for additional career education programs is

'documented by other' studies reporting evaluation results of

rehabilitation clients from a':varity of- settings; Only

,about 25% haVe:been employed in regulatompetitive jobs,
vvhile about half have become unemployed.

In studying the post-tecondary)sthool.adjus nt of -

educable-retarded students from ten Minneapolis high schools

dUrilig 1966 -1972, Brolin And his,colleagues-,(1975) found
that ttUdenttAn'a work-study group attained a. significantly

wetter- overall degree of 'vocational adjustmentjhan those

WhO followed a th4itional,academic curriculum; However,

even the ftek=study group had serious adjustment problems.

Feety=four percent of all the, students were unemployed at

foil-OW=4.: Speaking at_the:President's Committee on

Employment of the Handicapped; Vlscardi.(1976) has repotted

that -only four million'of_eleven*illion-employable;
handicapped individuals are actually employed. Hestates

eR
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that-factors contributing to -his situation include
inappropriate or inadequeite preparation by the schools and
inadequate .post-school services... In general; we may
describe the- severely handicappedi_the_population_of primary
'concern for lifelong learning_and_career_development needs;
as individuals who reside in_our_communitiesi who_mayormay
not have been previously institutionalized; and mayor may
not have participated in special education; rehabilitation
or training programs: Their major commonality.; regardless:
of handicapping tondition,;_is_thati. while they are:not in
an institutional settingi.neither have they -been prepared:
-to functioO:at..full_potential as activemembers.of society,
Left in a:vague:in-...between status; they often_lose_skillS,
they may have learned from - previous programs and may .not
haveccest to further. skill developmentA3rograml.and.an '
integrated system of:support'services, .YThusi their -state
ofobjective encapsulation- or- isolation-may be_attributed
to_1) lack of continuous lifelong programsto:deVelop the
-vast array of:roleskills; 2) the barriers Willingly -or
'unwittingly:placed before these individuals by society;
barriers: which. may:belattitudinal., or architectural;__
-and 3):the actual limitations imposed by the disability,
even with the progress made by medicine and technology.

-

Shrey'(197§) recognized the limitations of-vocational
ancrrehajailitation agencies. He suggested thatpost-
emp;Oyment serViceslare.necessary_to assist individuals

.with-personal-social. adjustment-athome,_et.work_,and in
the community. He-suggested classes dealing with social and
communication-skillg- and recreational activities-as needed
alternatives to typical rehabilitation approaches. The
Michigan Vocational Rehabilitation Service, after a.tWo-year
period,came to similar cone' signs. Both found a
substantial amount of unempTaiMent among former. clients; and
a sizeable-number of clients desired-post-closure services;
While post-employment services'are authorized in the 1973
Rehabilitation. Act, they are not being rendered in a quantity
sufficient topeet*the needs of all clients.- f

.

Appell'(1977). Stromw4y adVocates instructing handicapped
individuals in vocattonalloreparation programs in perSonal.
and social skills as 'vocational -failure- is not predicted on
lack.of vocational skills asinuches_the inability to acquire
and use social interaction skills" (p. 77); Barriers to .

vocational skilli,programs also need to be removed..

Brol in

.

..

(1978)- has developed: athree-way;classificattbn:
systeru within Project PRICE whichhe refers to as major:
domains; These are daily living skills; personal-social
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written in relationship_to these threesireaslInd form the

groundwork for the Lifelong Career Development Project.

Professional -Attitudes-and the Handicapped

'Phelps-(1976) has indicated that educators have
traditionally used definitions based on a mediCal model for

hatiditapped Such labeling works to the
detriment_of the individual. An alternative definition
proposed by Phelps refers toian individual with special
needs as someone who is:"

cedinghaving difficulty-succeeding in a regular
or speciah.carger-oriented,educational:_
program-due to, the 'effects of a disability,
disadvantage,_and/or_dysfunctional school
placement, and_who-pequires individually
prescribed; unNut andmore powerful
teaching techniques, supplemental or
supportive services -which vary:in-type_
and extent depending on individual need,
and additional resourcet=frowsccietV.
.for, his /her education and for hit/her.
acceptance' by society (pi 27),.

By_acceptingsucha definition, we are accepting_
responsibility for the_developmeht_of Opportunities and
programs that will fill these special needs. These
:programs must point to-cOmpetencies and skills that the

handicapped must attain.- The attitude involved in_the new
definition proposed -by Phelps -is bne cf hope and belief in
the:cepa-Cities of clients. It is consistent with those who
believe inlifelong education, who believe that prP9rams
can Make a difference, and who request positive programt
geared to ;achievable goalt.

DELIVERY SYSTEMS AND' CONSUMERISM

'Federal legislation providing-fop rehabilitation
services-for the physically disabTedlOas first passed
approximately sixty years ago.

y.

Since this _first federal law was/passed, the program

has broadened ,its scorn not only to `a wider variety of

clients such as the emotionally disturbed but also to those

uhose diabilities are more- severe. Hoehne (1977) has
expressed that the philosophy of this system is to provide
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services as "a matter of equity, enlightenment, justice and
basic individual right" (p. 373). He concludes that the
present delivery-system works well for those persons who
receive services but explains that there are many
handicapped individuals _who-do not meet eligibility criteria,
of the program or. whine problems are such that this delivery
system is. not responsive to them. Weaknesses seen by
consumers in most of our human service delivery systems
includt, large caseloads, inadequate funding, and
bureaucratic red tape.

There are weaknesses in the system, bit its strengths
are many. One reason why the rehabilitatitn program is
effective is that it is concerned solely with assisting ',
handicapped individuals. Managsinent Services Associates;
an independent (non7governmental) firm specializing in the.

studi the effectivendss of state-
planning and evaluation 4:4 government programs in the. field
of human services.,
federal programs for the blind in organizational structures
'jet' the states. They concluded that the same skills used in
management and program del ivery work well in tangible .
endeavors, such as materials procurement; but do not work
well in irit,Ogible fiels, such as human service.,delivery
systems .e 1.uccess can be attained in combined hilinan service
fields "only if the personal client thelat4op-shipi are
preserverand' the intensity of the relatio ships maintained.
The repdft claims that the failure of welfare_ programs to
meet nee& is due to the failure to resolve the_problems
that crew ettie.needs" (Hoehne, 1977; p. 379). TWo myths are
involve44n the. thinking of those management - oriented
personSlmho;:iish to develop "umbrella" agencie. The first
is that "teEause soing functions sound al ike they are alike.
The secipd:is "econ of_ scale4" implying that "more" is
of greatet'.'efficien When talking_of people problems,
neither -concept app;..,$,-, The "umbrella" agency philosophy
ignoresviital considetations, such as "differences in
approach, operational itrategyi clients being served, and
speci rized_traini ng of staff for effective client services"
(Marl 1975, 0 .10=-11 j. ''',

Consumer Involvement
. ,

less ofeNthether the agspsik ;
wea .1) both. program del. very an Ournin.:-r,efa

a
s wind

exi lcapped people have 1700 ,O.r,
bec re. a sserti ve , 1 i'ke
1960's. Prior to this ere t F ei g

.134Ie
*Or.

of brOteapped persons who Odf:t7 zed: afid; Pt "F'7.1'.'

requests to Congress. e of thIS:: ,4

- . --; ..,:i:itt :"
. r .
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diJObti helpful in bringing together persons with_all kinds
Of disabilities.- In addition _dissatisfactions_already
mentioned, Presidept Niion had vetoed two_rebabilitation
acts- passed by Congress. Their prOtests_to=the attention'
of their congressmenstrongly_enough to be heard, and they
were asked to testify about -the strengths, weaknesses, and
needed changesin'_the rehabilitation program prior to the
PASSage:Of_the 1973:Rehabilitation Act. As a result of
this_legislation, the myisumer and the provider of_
rehabilitation services are mandated to work'together.

.-J , 4:1°
_ _Specific consumer activities required_by_the 1973

Rehabilitation lct_inclUde advisory councils_for state
agencies; affirmative action personnel policies, client
assistance_projects to develop_a model of cli4nt advocacy,
indiVidUaliZed_Written rehabilitetion plans for-teach client
to -be- developed in 0 cooperative manner, partilgation in
training programs, and a reordering of prioritls in favor
Of the severely handicapped.

. .

Section V of .this-legislation is "civil rights
legislation" and is being sued by Congress to direct HEW
and the Office. of Civil Rights to_police pogramtl'for the
handicapped, as provided by the Rehabilitation Act; the
Education for all Handicapped Children Act; and the
Educational Amendments of 1976: New opportunities -and
proghmt should develop which will offset many of the
external discriminatory variables such as architectural
"barriers; hopefully these will lead to change in the
subjective state of maokof these.han icapped individuals.
Without these new programs; the obst 41les to overcoming.
feelings of anomie and entrapment m -be so_great and the
coping 'skills required so far beyond the resources
available in any one person's repertOire; that evenithote
who are highly motivated_to achieve may abandon their-plan.
These laws make it poSsible for -.consumers and.providerS to
focus on removal of physical and attitudinal barriert rather
than label. he restricted individualia "mental health"
case; one need not accept these:barriers as permanent-in
order -to accept his/her disabilitY.

It is important to emphasize at this point that the
success ofany program should be measured by the progress of
individual participants toward hOlistic develOpment, optimal
life adjustment, and a_positive_self concept. The initial
step to make these_goals a :reality is to offer opportunities
to_learn,life skills in_a manner most apprOpriate-to
Individual needt. In_the past,_speci,e1 needs persons other
have not been given these opportunities. Personal.

2 i -
.i
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A

productivity,motivati -self-esteem; improvement
quality:of life, and_an..in _ease:in_the number of apOofts__
available to the handicapped individual are but 'a few of the
by,prodUCtslon a continuum. of:Personal,groWth_possible_once
specific skill needs are assessed and -appropriate levning
opportunities and support. services offered'. _ Programs -will
be.successful_taAhe extent that_our.attitudes are. helpful
rather than harfful, we accept_the.handicapped_as.
individuals,mith varying personalities, potentials, and:
goals, and _accept:the- responsibility .to develop appropriate
processes_for implementing -these programs. Danielsj1976)
paints_out_tpat the_riseof, consumer. involvement reflects
apolitical and social maturation or the part ardisabled.
citizens and that the career_edYcitlon professional can now
develop .a more nearly_ equal ,to-egyirelationship_with_
clients. In the rehabilitatiop:pracess the client:must now
litreated as an adult caPabl_Olf_Making career decisions.
Tqeconsumer can be a rescurcOn:vanym4ys and both the
rehabilitation_prOteSt and.thensumee-will be strengthened.

LCD AND EGES

In order to implement li ,,oPg learning prograwfor low
the handicapped, we must, 100 '(agencies wilatd=erectors 25mr
recognize the need for learwinglopportunittei for Rersone:-
of diversified backgrounaS'. Whilwaclarge numbers ;fed
apd state agencies. are designed to alleviate a wideraemof
hyman needs, it is difficult to _conceive oriii agency ti

ng
vit

pravides for multi-learning needs to a greater extent than
does the community college.

The U iversity_af.2MistouriCoUrribia was awarded a three-
year Retear h.. aid_ Demonstration Grant from the_U; S; Office,,
ofEdtication't7'Bureau.of Education for the Handicapped (BEH)
for ,September -1, 1978 August 31, 1981, to design a
Lifelong,7Career Development Modelfor Severely Handicapped
Individuals:- The project; entitled the "Lifelong Career
Dev9lopment (LCD) Project," is an offshoot of a previous
BEH project (Project PRICE) which was conducted at this
'university from 1974-1977;

The LCD will focus on seven_major_handicapping
,;,Conditicirs: iblindness:and visual impairment; deafness and
hard of hearing; mental retardation; cerebral palsy; epilepsy;
arthopedicHhandicapped;_and multiple handicapped. LCD will
emphasize:the lifelong learning and guidance needs_of
individualt in these groups, as they relate primarily to the

t.

44?
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22 career development competencies identified from Project
PRICE as most critical for community functioning. Its

objective is to study the extent to which-community colleges
can become substantially involved in conteituting to the
lifelong career development needs of severely handicapped
individuals. The project is intended to:

develop.a conceptual career development prototype model
that can be implemented at a community college to assure
and coordinate continuous delivery of services to
severely handicapped.individuals throughOut their
lifetime; ._

k.

2. develop a staff deviltipment training program and
materials to train Various types of community personnel
to provide lifelong career development services to
severely handicapped individuals;

3. implement and field test the staff development. training
model to determine its applicability for community
settings; and 40

implement and field test the-comprehensive career,
development training program for- severely handicapped
individuals which will effectively meet their lifelong
learning needs.

'The fifial products of the LCD project will consist of:

1. A LifelongiCareer_Development_Iri'tervice Trainer's Guide.
For community_sdlleges to train their own staff, other
agency and schOol personnel, parents', and employers fo

provide career development services to various types of
severely handicapped individuals.

Career DeVelopment Program, Resource and Amentation
explaining technicipes and procedures to

teach, train, counsel and other4Wise assist handicapped
individuals to learn various career development
competencies. This_Guide will also contain.information
about instructional/guidance materials, 9quipment,
funding sources, support services, materials/development;
vocational _assetsment systems and procedures and other
pertinent data. Procedures for implementing the LIFELONG
CAREER DEVELOPMENT MODEL in community settings will be
contained in this Guide.

. Working- Papers on special topics related to career
development. These publications, will be available
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throughout the coutseyf the project by contacting the
project di rector.

4. Newsletters.

The initial field/pilot of the project is-currently underway
at 'three community colleges. The final field4esting;
however, will _be conducted at three new sites.- The three (3)
community colleges -have been selected as coordinating
agencies_ for the field-based model are very different from
one another; One is located in a rural area of north
central Mfnhesota. It has been very successful in
mobilizing the various community agencies in that city and
its area so that they are informed of the project ansl have
agree to participate. Television and radio publicity has
b cured and several local community_ornizations havegp

ered their services for the project a4tivities. The
community college represents amid -sl'zed geographical

and serves seven counties in north central Iowa; This
unity :F o 1 1 eg e has been engaging in an Experience Based

C eer Education (BCE) project for the handicapped
over the past two years; in which we also have been
involved. Thus;Ahe interest is very high from the =

community colt- standpoint for this project;' and they are
effectively gai T7ths7,qpoperation of a wide array _of
community and izattps that deal with handicappecr,
persons; The nityrfol lege represents the St.

CquiS'urban sett we myriad of agencies and othet
resources exist. I as just recently begun serving
handicapped students and has a wide array of staffmembers

:_available for project, use Cooperation ,from agencies in
!'this;.cqwmunityktollege district has alSo been eRcel lent.

Each oithe three community colleges_ has designated a
loc 1 -,coot inator to serve as_liaison with the_ project 'staff

,and _t ng e_ in the many activities me _request. They, have

iietn, ex tr y cooperativeand are spending a great deal of
tim arranging and Oltinizing their college:and community
for the various activities required fOr projeCt involvement.
We also ,have the support of four advisory committees to
provide consultation, evaluation, and review of materials,
and tO assist with cootdinating the project,: A UMC Advisory
Committee, a .CommunitY_ College Advisory Committee and
coordinator, a Community AdOsing Committee at each site
involving concerned citi*nS and agency representativeq

and a National AdviSOry.oinmtttee.
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Needs Assessment Survey

A comprehensive; field-based needs assessment -study
was:deVised during:the first'six months of the project to
determine the competency arkainment and learning needs of
disabled persons, and to get an indication of What_services
are not available to each disability group from community'_
agencies, thereby ..evealing the role'community college and
family will need to assumeAf all competencies are.to:be:
taught to severely handicapped persons; The_data.will also
serve as information for the community college -in a egferral
rale. A third major outcome of the datq will be the_ _

identification bf.training needs by arious personnel in .

meeting the needs of the severely ha icapped.

Individuals from:agenciesin the three community_
college areas; including those at the college and their
students; were_trained to conduct personal surveys of
disabled:perSons; relatives;:employers; and agency
personnel; General. information and -an explanatioh of the
project_were provided to all interviewers. Our samples
were drawn from caseloads of agency workers, from the
community College; and from -the community_at large. Four
surveynstrumentt_were devised and used to answer a series
of questions describe these instruments;_ our
samples, and:preliminary results. Final data analysis with
all'dt*rjindings_will be available in published form
from th.64 roi_c'..atrtfie end c)f, May.

..-fitjorm was the,DitaiIed Person Questionnaire
consisted o1 6l subjects distributed

acroSt:the*veb "Td1,Sability groOpSur survey was designed
to indipatei.

__;;,

The general_Coilt0EiliP4*%4f each disability group
by campus, thus'pinpointing learning needs;

If there was a significant difference in competency
level among the seven disability groups;

11A0 The employmedt status of each disability group
(competitive or sheltered; types of jobs held by each
group);

The proportion of subjects by disability and by- campus,
Who woul like to receive training from appropriate
community gencies.

Competencies. Of the 23compelencies those in which.

e
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each group did least well are as follows: (theit are not in
rank order)

nsuallY=Fiandicapped
buying and caring for clothing
acquiring self-confidence
mobility w1a
managing finances
maintaining employment
selecting and planning Occupational choices

Deaf
managing finances
seectingiimanaging and maintaining a ome
faMily living.1and raising:children
engaging in. civic activities
Acquiring Self-confidence- _ _ _

communicating Adequately with othett

Mentally - Retarded __

managing_family finances
family living -and raising- children
engaging in civic activities_-
knowing and exploring occupational possibilities
selecting and planning occupational choices_
seeking, securing and maintaining employment

Cerebral Palsied
managing family finances
selectimi_managing; and maintaining home
planniNi_buying and preparing food
buying",anticaring for clothing

.,;seeking, Securing and maintaining employment

Epilepsy
family-living and raising children
acqbiring self-confidence
knowing--and-exploring occupational possibilities
selecting and planning_ occupational choices
utilizing recreation and_leisure
possessing physical/manual. skills

'Orthopediaally:Handipped
selecting; managing and,maintaining a home
family living and raising children
buying and caring for clothing
mobility
acquiring self confidence
knowing and exploring occupational possibilities

75
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Multiple Handicapped
tianaging family finances t

-;* selecting, managing and maintaining a home
6m4ly living and raising children
buying and caring fer clothing
mobility

c,

kneleng and exploring occupational possibilities

Employment. Of the 161 subjects 55 (approximately
33%) are currently employed -(45 in competitive employment,

10 in sheltered settings). Eleven percent are currently

in school or training programs. We therefore have
approximately 56%;wPo are-spending their time in;other ways.

'One open=ended question posed to the disabled person
and relative concerned their perception of what barriers

prevent them from attaining desired career and personal

goals. The responses included:

handicapping coeidition
transportation
the attitudes of others
lack of training/skills/academic preparation/inadequate

education'al background
lack of self-confidence
the job market and lack of experience
lack of motivation

The Disabled Person's Relative_Questionnaire (Form-BY

was directly administered to 105 Kelatives, spread across P.

the seven disability groups. =It =was similar to the Cisabled

Person Questionnaire. The relativeS, as expected, were
primarily spouses or parents. We wanted to find out the ,

competency level,as perceived by a relative, as well as

their perception of barriers to goal attainment. In general,

an older relative's perception is more in agreement with
the disabled, person's score, whereas a younger relative

felt the disabled person was able to do more. Hard data

for this questionnaire is not yet available:

We gored- insight into family dynamics by interviewing

both the.dftdbled person and relative; in addition, we've

rece veel:etters of interest from several parents and hope

this ill; in the future, indicate a willingness to

participate in the program.

The Agency Questionnaire (Form. C) was administered to

40 agencies in the three sites to determine the number of

services available to'disabled persons through area agencies
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relative to the 22 competencies. A diverse variety of
agencies were prveyed representing rehabilitation,
employment, education; social services health care and
so on.

Specifically, by asking agency representatives to
respond to all 118 questions we will find out if services
are available relative to all competencies and for all
disability groups, if there is a significant difference
between needed services and available services, and what
types of assistance the agencies would need in providing
career development services. We found that less than half
of all agencies surveyed provided services related to
inhancial matters; housing; self-awareness and personality
development; family, marriage and housekeeping skills; legal
rights and rdsponsibilities, leisure time activities; and
transportation. After close perusal of remaining data we
will be able to match needs and services to determine where
gaps exist.

The last form used as the Attitudes Toward 1r
Persons Questionnaire (ATOP: Yuker, Block, and Young, 970)
Which is a measure.of perceived differences between disabled
and non-disabled persons. Scores fall on a continuum of
individualized versus stereotypical attitudes totliard
di,sabled, with stereotypical attitudes having a negative
.connotation. The scale was administered to 118,individuals
representing two groups.on-each-campus: community col ,ege

lipersbnnel ihcludinn"faculty and staff and a representa an
of area businesses and employth. The mean scores for he
two groups on each campus were statistically different on one
campus only, with the staff scoring in a more positive
direction. All mean scores fall within the SOth to 75th
percentile rank on test manual morals. HoWever, the standard
deviations for all groups were large, indicating a general-
need for workshops, presentations or educational materials
to engender.a more positive attitudinal shift.

The community college seems to be the ideal agency to
coordinate and provide services, offering

counseling
testing
career development servies=--
basic adult education programs
remedial programs in many areas of communication and

mathematical skills
vocational and technical programs of short-term duration

bi two-year transfer programs
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special short-term academic courses
non-credit popular interest Courses

As an agency or institution
it

it commands a positive image in the community
its doors are Open to both d and evening stydes.M,

full-time and- part -time students, students of-all
ages and of all backgrounds

vocational/technical programs offered in the community
college are generally based on needs assessment
surveys of immediate and surrounding communities
of which they are a part ,

many of the Student pers nel staff are highly visible

1
in that interact iththey local secondary students
and staff and assist tentIal students with
admission,_ advisement -a4d enrollment including
placement in appropriate level courses

many of the community colleges have developed wide-
ranging outreach programs including special programs
and personnel for the disadvantaged and handicapped

most of the community colleges are housed in fairly
new facilities with fewer architectural barriers
than older, more established facilitieS

monies are now avAilable through the Regional Education
Program for ggicapped Persons, administered by
the Bureau of;Educatjon for the Hanticappede to

.. adMinistrators4ho wish to provide their handicapped
students with spetial programming and other
assistance.

c The programs and services of the community college
referred to above are desighed to assist the handicapped
individual whose physical and intellectual abilities and
whose goals are in accord with college or vocational/
technical instruction. Some community colleges have already
extended their services to groups not usually served by
such. agencies of higher education.

1. Broward Community College has developed a program
offering practical continuing education courses,

panionship, and_social activities to mentally
rded young adults. Instruction is provided

`to h in old skills which have been lost through
lack Or use of lack of reinforcement and in new
skills needed for survival.

I
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2. The State of Was4in Communvt Co

offering a wide range of evening course
retarded = individuals. The_goal for t son

integration into regular Commuafty.cbl our

fOr the enrichment such experiences would'proyi

. Feather River Colle,ge has an "Enatiler p

provide services to all physical; developmental,
learning'disabTed and other health-impaired sudehts..
The major goal is to allomall disabled.stadents to.,
fully participate in all collede\prOgrams and
activities.. They provide mobility training,
counseling;liaison with other agencies, spfcjal

'equipment and facilities, and job prepvation an
placement.

, cir
4. -Aeynotd 'tyAkIllepe provides a

full range of special services for die deaf and ,

hathad recent expansion into services for the
visually impaired.

t ,

:In_ the course_of the LCD project we- Crave been in

touch with approximately 20'community colleges providing
special_programs across the nation. 'Whilig we believe that

the number of community college prograns designethfor -

various disability-groups is- small, their presence reflects

the richness and diversity of the community college.

We have taken the position that severely handicapped-

individuals face lifelong 'career education needs parallel
to non-handicapped persons and that programs to provide

these services do not now exist. Through the developmentt

and. implementation of the Lifelong Career Development
Project, if' will be possible for those.handicapped
individuals served, to find the supPort-and coordinated
services necessary to enable them to function at their

fullest potential and effectively meet their lifelong
arning needs.

7,
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THE CHALLENGE'
KEEPING THEFLAME,BURNING

Jane Razeghi

PAcFept that ultimate challenge, ptan aheal
towaraggil the resources you haven't tapped
yet, owl the challenges you haven't met."

In wrapping up this terrific conference, there are
just-three tqings:I'd_like to do, First, I want to
reiterate what I heard you saying as a summary, so you
can go from there, Then, I'd like to mention two things
I didn't hearyou saYi a minor thtng_and a major thing.
And then, I'd like to present yoU with just a few ideas.

:
There are a couple Of words or phrases I heard over

and over_again. just send them back to you,_so that

in this g:year, When yeti:hear one of these:words or
Rhasas say, "Ahhh4 Texas AM Conference, I.

rmeMb_ We haa-tuch great times." I heard "team=

work" _effort," I.liked it when Marcliull_said,

"You s'1_1 Se the vision." And of course, there were
words like -cooperation, " communication; commitment':

Those are all key= words. Marc Hull coined a new phrite"
when he -said "individualized employa011ity plan We'reWe're
just-getting the IEP under way,"iind Marc's already off in
another direction with another goal to aim for.

I.thought I heard you_say that you've:Jilade a lot of
progress, but you're just gettingunder way. There are

Still some things you want to accomplisK. You haVe,milet
and miles to go before you get there, before you find the
fight kind of assessment to take in handicapped needs and,
relate them. to employability, You asked repeatedly hOWto
make the system work; My interpretation of the system Is
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"interagency-cooperation." There's a whole big picture

out there, and there should be a spstematic way of doing

things. You're trying at one local level. You've got

some committed people.here and there. But you want to

kind of pull it all together. You're saying, "How do

wedo this; how do we really make it work?"
.

,

I heard you ask some interegirg questions of the

Issues Panel. You wanted to know about cross-training
between special educati& and vocatpnaleducation, and

you wanted career guidelines for that program. You

wanted vocational aides in the classroom, which is

understandable, and trained Rost- secud'a.ry teacher
You wanted to know how to put the whol'system to ther,

and how to get funds tb support the related servi es in

vocational education These are major issues.

r

Now about-the things I didn't hear you -say. One is

a minor concern; maybe it's:picky, but I'd like to think

it has some pretty broad applieations. In everything I

heard about Public Law 94-142, never did anyone define

special education as specially designed vocational educa-
tion for handicapped students. This is tritical,
because this is part of the definition as written in

P. L. 94-142 and can be used .for funding. Someone said
they needed special driver-education handbooks for han-

dicapped kids. Well, the funds can be covered through
P. L94-142. The people. at the Bureau of Education
for -the Handicapped are veryresponsive, and if you
wanted to, spend funds that way, you could.

The second thing _I didn't hear you say was in
response to the recent national conference Marc men-
tioned in his presentation, the interagen0 conference .

for all state directors in vocational education, special
education, and vocational rehabilitation. . These peoz
pie were invited to Washington to start plannin l_nter,
agency cooperation, to make'a commitment, to st

writing their action plans for interagency coop
on beftalf.of the handicapped. Wouldn't it have been'
terrific if you had invited here, to this statewide
sheeting, your state.directori of vocational education,
special education, and vocational rehabilitation, or
#at least their4Oesignees, so they could say, "Hey,
we're at least_ 'committed to try interagency coopera-

tion." It would have been inspiring for you, I'm sure,
because then you could have gone ahead and worked with
all the problems that would come because of that tom=
mitment. It seems to me thdt you're c9mmitted from the
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I know some of you are'FtgOlIY excited witft,
and interagency and that you're_gding to con-

, fk toward it for a goal. .But what is it going to
I:: 01-06t the people together who can really do something,

that commitment, to interact, tcPcoordinate efforts,
0, atleast designate someone wlioican really make this hap-
pen and stand behind that commi0ent and support it?'

I'm really thrilled that yOU-have involved handicapped
people in your conference. Keep it up; it's critical,.
because when you have the disabled with you, you can really

,..7 begin to assess or measure your goals. The fact -I that
_parents, advocates, and consumers can often provi* pres

..

-
,

,. hire within a state, and within -a_ nation, even within ,a local
sc6o01 district, tbat you as a professional can't, because
you want to maintain your job. That doesn't mean you can't

..., rovide the input to these people. Consumers have a very,
strong advocacy role now, and people expect them t&-stand ,
up, and be noticed and to take the lead. Disabled people
look to, education as a way to eliminate dependency cost, so

'-k: they have a great stake in it, and will support you.

I want,to share my commitment to-coordinating services
and focusing on employment. I know some of you have many
problems, but there's no reason why you can't set a specific

',igoal. We put a man on the moon by setting a specific goal.
You can say to yourselves, by next April, 1980, well have
those three state directors here, and they'll either speak
to interagency cooperation of their commitment, or they'll
have it in writing, or they'll have their designees here._..
That's a small goal, but it coold prove to be a major goal-.

.

,
%

-There's -a tremendous potential here, and it's up'to
you to make it happen. .You don't want to be next yearkihere,
your are this year; you want to keep moving- ahead. toetie.
.gotten where you are from a codple of years of planning and
talking, interacting.ancl'communicating. You've, ha4 to build,

ir--- you've had to set-goals, and you'll have to keep doing the
same to move forward. And'from what I've seen at-this con-
'ference, you've_got what it takes.

.. .

.

In'closing, I'm just going to ask you to accept that-
ultimate'challenge, to think about planning ahead,'-toward
all the resources that.yoU haven't tapped yet or all the'

llenges you havenrt met. Keep alive that hope, keep the
Tam alive! .

dY
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Randy' Gallaway

!Itere sO. much' to like;'amotionally,

PklYs IY; spiritually, and:weAleed
to .h ,peoplefind themost andnot
let "'opie settle for seconCbest; or
third'beSibut 'to really make -the
most out '011 fe. "

I'm going to put my watch here the pOdium. It's

still set on California time so I I1ave exect4 tstwo hou

and thirty minutes forte AF.message. Of coufte, you know
what it means when a predEher takes his watch off and lays
it on the podium -- nothing, absolutely noth ng.

II mi glad to be here today. I know tha the results
of this conference and what ,You've learned and what is
going to be accomplished out there in our stata*in the
-next year is going to be done by'you, not by'me. You're
the experts, I'm' just' here as a guest. I hope that what I
have to share with youirin the next few nilinutes will be
hilpful.and will motivate you to go back and help your
goals and ideals come to pass. My presentation:today is
going to be Mbrd of a story than a, message or a
documentary, oranything 1 ke that. I 'd ke to just share
wfth ypu 'some experiences that _I haye had in going from
beiqg an average person-just like ydu, to being
handicapped, Of course some of you a-req't too average . .

Now, it's okay -to laugh: We need, fo get that straight
right now because 4,want to have a good time, and it will
help me if yOu just go a d and laugh. And if you want to
raise your hand, or sa men!" you just go right ahead,
because that' wi)1 help feel right at 'home.

0

O
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I bega lif average kid on the block.
rode my lxicyclelltofqhrew rocks at windows and = did

everything that all _the ether kids 04. I had trif'hands
and I could SWIM and just ao everyterng. I was,a real
active kid: I birated to do thin6so and so when was 111
I got a part._-time Job V*, ichool,and I worked in a gas

-'station.- I:learnedamgto fa,Stlethig old tires acrid hew to
pump gas and_g-rease cars .',..rrodei'a motor scooter and'
everything, else a4sealthradblescent d do. When I was
16 I got a part-time:10 at a construerTon company and I
learned how to build,sWimming, pools and sand list and gun
out. and do all kinds Of-construction. When I was 17 I got-
a Job in a factory." My' 18th_ birthday came in September when
'I was ,working to a factory that, had.."grown'from about .300
-PrnPloyees to over 3,000 employees in about two 9ears.,k,
lindOstandably:141e management was kind of shaky. They
hired-just about anyone they could find for rnanAenterit,-
cOmmunication was bad. One group would ;be working' over
and riti't knowing what the other was day..

. Now I had a job in the electrical departmeat of this
factory.-- I started off as a help& and then becamea Class
B eleetrician and one day, in March, afteP I'd beenv'
about 10 months they asked-a senior electrician and rtr
go uip'on top of a building arid do some work on a transf rmer

. bank.- They promised us that the electricity would all be
turned off, that everything would be safe, that a contra"ctor"
would come ill and disconnect the high voltage lines way up L^
the road and we wouldn't have anything to worrfabotit..,So
We went up and- performed the tests that we quid to niake.*
sure that it, safe, and it was. Everything chfeked out.
We began,wor itif( o'clock in tthe morning. At "about nine
o'clock som ade'a mistake,. Someone was Eareless.
Someone noti __electricity was off and, without asking,
tarred it bond 13,500 volts'went Arough me arid
throtigh my, partner. Ge - was killed iffiltantly4 just
incinerated yike a mate. ek. We wereArking on:top of
tile trantformers';_tight 'ing the final connections when the
eleetri eitY.. came .on. George' Was blown over the side of the
building and lairded three stories below oy the gto'und. I
was blown at a slightly different angle ai4.1anded on the
edge of the roof. When I came to; a fp/ 'minutes later, the .
electricity that had passed through me had destroyed "my
right arm, and my left handloit had melted the steel tools

- in my tool kit, destroyed two ribs and set my clothes Ion
fire. Some men were'pounding on me trying to.put the fire
out, because my clothes were still smoldering. I came to and
said, "Lord, please save me!"
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lAiieve I survived that morning as an answer to that
pr The fire department came and got me down of the
building. Usually the f*e_department's great,. Well .

they. almost killedune_getting me down. They got. ,frt the
stretcher and it -had too much slack in the fopes and' they
dropped it. I fel;like a yo-yo .at the end of that- rope,
brat they finally got me down)* to the emergency, room where
tree people recognized thaIwait in desperate shape, and
that I would need the besi doctor money could buy if I. were
going- to survive. They called a little. Spanish man from
Old Mexico, Dr. Valentine Gracia, tremendous plastic surgeon,
a burn specialist, who Was working in Fort Worth iihere the
accident happened. -By the time Orb .Gracia had ruihed to the
hospital, I was already going into convulsions and on the
verge pf. death. He did the emergensy: procedures, a
tracheotomy and all the other tieatrnents- to try.to keep me
al ive. ,

By now my parents had come,-tb the hospital ,_with
friends and my pastor and Others: Dr; Gracia told-my
parents after that if I ,could ive 48, hours ',might have a
chance, but: he didn't think I'd mate iti Well, people began
to pray, and I--lived the 48 `hours, atld.,then another 24

'hours, and then it lookeid_ lik'edeath had cOme., They took me

to the operating room and Dr. Gracia _called in five other
special ists to help. He_ knew he'd havt.' to amputate.
angtg,-,ne had set in and.__ I was in deep; shock. The

..anesthtsielogist Grati,a, there's -nothing we can
...,,do,t Anesthetics ,alone willt kill Mint_ There's nothing.we

But this little Spanish doctor had .a tremendous dr"i*ite
and "fight to sage my life._; He believed he could save my ti
He hlii_an argument with the anetthestologist agd with the
other doctors. The anethesiologist tolt1 me alrahOlit

Rater, so = I know this is true. They had such a heat
argument that Dr. Gracia grabbed the other doctor and beganil
to shake him and then hit him and threw him down and all

--the:A.imethey'rein-- little green suits, little green hat's.
The,other_gt.ly finally said, "Okay, okay, I'll .putiphim to
sleep." They tell me that just in the nick of, time they
completed the surgery and vy vital signs began to get
stronger and.I began to perk up. That was 'the first of 38
surgeries, getting patched up, skin grafts and a tendon
graft to hook my elbow back up. The biceps muscle.was
burned 4n two at the elbow, and they got that hooked back up,
After a year and a_half in the hospital, I had just about
wasted away. /1-weighed 89 pounds when I got out, and I was
six feet tall. Now that is the definition of skinny.
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1 had a dream of gettiu some artificial arms. Texas
law on13,,required thtlinsurane company that Was responsible
for the'medical bills to pay: I350 toward the purchase of
artificial arms. Those of yoti familiar with Purchasing
prosthetics know that's a joke: So I went to the Texas
Rehabilitation Commission and they paid the rest and got my
first set for me. 1

f'-'

Now,, this was just when Ple rontc 'arms were
to be invented and I expected to b ,,,A Six' Mi 1 ion Dollar,

Man. -I mean, I ekPectedbatteriei'and motor and all kinds
of things. I fOund out.thitt *hose electroniC arms were
still exPetimen'tar arid they didn't .wogi.Lvery well back then.
If I were to 20,one it would work abktM a w ek and it would
break, and I would hare to ma.k1 it to "Chicag to get it

'fixed. So, they gave tie an old tried and £rue:~ Let me
icdescribe it for_you. Right here in the 20th century, the

most reliable artificial arm sill has a hoo with rubber
bands' and straps ;around my back to hold it on. When I
reach' out the hooks open and when I relax they close. So %
they gave me that and a mechanical arm for my right side' \c.

and I began to pradtice with them, and _I di all the things,-3
that you're supposed to do. I was laughing abeut these,
goblets here today. In all <the old movies, amputees htilie
to use goblets which are so hard to usel-and the amputees
always spill their drinks. -I ,poured my ice tea in my
coffee cup today because I dian't want. to t ke any chases.

,t...

But when I_wat starting out I constant y spilled my'
/Arid made all the other predictable clum y moves.' I,
ritually-learned how to *rite, though, wi h a big oldi-

crayon , and I learned hew. to drive. al. car ag in, and I
learned hoW to take my glasses on and' off, ut my therapist
made one mistake., She was too kind. She n ver forced mp
to so ahead andfight-the Might to earn ho to get drdssed.
It was time 1-.k.,sw.'ba.ck tigmei '

but
s 'should ave made me stay

and tough it on to I could essbecause without
begin able to dregt4 and without b in abl. = to qet my aprms

..t.en and off by rrk9self,A ',could not be indep ndent.' But she
ased me, _anylvay, and I went back home o a 1pving- family

6 continued to
-care

4or me and button my shirr mid -ao
some things likethat. It was several more years,' before 1J -

made the t_r ition t independence. One summera 4
vol untee d to be .a su er missionary and work with some
foreign students,, and ile I was there I realized that I
had to master th4s. I invented some ways o get into a
shirt by pu:tritai-Ahe collar of a shirt in a clip board and
hanging it .oit)a nail on the wall awl backillig up to ir and
getting this arm in and this arm and wiggling down into the
end of the shirt. And I got some velcro s wed under the
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buttons so I could just rip it off and stick it back on. I

,weArto another limb shop and got them to make the arms where
I Could put them en and off. All this to say that it would
have been better if -I had been forced to do these things
early in my rehabilitation. If you're workinguwith
handicapped people, help them, drive them to go ahead and
become indepenant, if possible, because it's a great
feelineafter Ming.trapped for three -or four years and
dependffig on others. I became free after-three years of
college. 1)

I haven't-told you about college yet. When I got my
new arms and I could barely write, I was tremendously self-
conscious. See, even Jin iiith school before I got hurt, I
would take-in "F" rather than stand up in front of a group.
I wailkthatehy: That has changed,a lot! Three years ago
got to speak to a group of 14,60b young people in one

meeting, and didn't mind it a bit. But back then Iwasvery
.self-conscious. I walked on that college campus of"11,000
and ,a student who wae' active in one.'of the Christian groups
on campus found-me and introduced himself to me and took me
over to the.Baptist Student Union Center I became wt.of
a support group, a fellowship on that campus.. They took 'Me
op trips. They took me,everywnere they went and helped me
get over my self-consciousness and my embarrassment about my

AW spillingartificial arms ... d things.

There were some veri, interesting people in th gr;oup.

One was Wayne Ashlock One..night when welWere on a trip, we
werehaving.dinner with Wee girls and tHree guys. One was_
a Very pretty.girl:.,Ipp know, even amputees like pre

Scr;Ijos reaTTy trying to be on my P's .

not get anylfflashed potatoes in my ear; or accidenta
green beans-all over ,the table. I was being very- ea
"About ha4fway through dinn& Wayne get me aside and-sa
'"Randy, everybody's scared they're going to hurt your

j feelings, so tonight at supper I'm going toemharrgss you
real good andlbst laugh, and tIlen everybodytwi-11 know they
don't have to.be nervoUg: It'jlTe okay." So here I Was,,,, -

. trying to be real cool, apd"c!FA%.alooks up and says, llandy,
I Sint thought of somethfing " "W t's that, Wayne?" I

ask. He come back with, "I bet it's really hard to pick
your nose with those things." And of course, I wasn't ready
for that! I gaspe everybody else at the table gasped
with me, and then ed at me real closely. Then I
remembered, "Laugh dummy," so _I started laughing, and wh
I laughed it bro the ice. They realized that'I was hum
top. They didn' have to be afraid about mentioninglny hand,
or making some boo-boo like Suggesting baseball.

88
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And from that experience began to le:hhow to help
people relax a little bit. ItAlglps people when I use a

little bit of humor. I'll shake hands with someone, you
know, and I'll ;ay, "If I squeeze too tight, jus scream."
A little quip like that helps people_ elax and ts them
know that. I'm at peace with,mys , I'm okay, and they can
relax, too. Then we can talk h nestly about it. I don't
call it a handicap; Icãl1 it a onvenience. The
difference between me and you is it takes me 'a little, bit
longer to get my snow skis on andIt's a little bit harder
for me to get out of the water and back in the boat when I
ski. _And while there are some things I cannot 'd6, I just
sacrifice those and I major on the things that I can, do

When my wife and I go to' a restaurant now I Mid it
interestihg to watch the different peoples' reaction to
someone who's had some difficulty. Half the people In the
restaurant will get uptight; especially people_ with little
kids. These little kids will look at me and their eyes
will get as big as pancakes, and they'll say, "Mominy, Mommy,
look." Well, half the Parents will' get uptight. "Shut up.
Don't look," they say. And the.; of course the kid wants
to look twice as .bad. And then other parents will say,
"That man' lost his arm, and that's a metal hand." And if
I can get the parent's attention I say, "Send him on over,
I'll ihOwbtlim how it works." and the kic0. cane OVer and I
say, "ft'opens and it closes and I can pick up my pen and
I can pick up my spoon." And they saY, ,"Oh, wow, that's
neat," and then they'll go back and it down and .finish
their supper.-,

I think people in general dcs that': _41lien we see someone
who's got a difficulty we feel empathy, we feel pain foOki
the, we feel fear. What if !that ever,happened to ,me? If .
we could t rn to talk to. people and l'say, tell
me t :How did you get hurt? _,What':happetied?

46 shelesy" 4'ou know, just honestly
e about the gut-igvel things in Aife, we.11 be a

big ptowa,rds being a dry, being togehter.

Well, I enjoyed learningthow to relate to people. My
.

college career-included engineering. I'd ,always wanted to
be an engineer, studied engineering, in engineering,
but I was beginning to develop an inter oWn people. I

know many of you are here today because you care;about
helping people become all that they coit1P,be. i.Apgan to
care about Oat, and I began to get invnlVed in different
ministry projects, working in povdrty communities, working
in.convalescent homes, and other ministries. And I began
to feel a call towards Chrilien,work, so when I graduated

no

A"

- P'
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I took a job-as a Christian-worker on a college campus.

, During the year _I was out of college, the dream of
getting married was becoming a definite possibility for my
Life=. When I wag a freShman I said, "Oh Lord, let it be
this year, let me meet he k." Then the sophomore year, the
same thing, and all five gears in my engineering curricu,lum.
You knew. "Hurry,ppi When will I ever irfeet some one that
could love me?" During the year I had this -job working on
different campuses around that state for a year,_I met
Maryann and wefell in love and later were married, and have
been married almost four years. now.

As you counsel handicapped people, they will wonder;
"Will I ever be able to marry? 'Couldxanyone ever love m?"
You know there's about twojallion men out there in the
world and about two billignNomen,-and of gorse, some of
them are ma d, and spme are too old and Tome of them. are
too young. out of that 'two billion there is someone who
could love you and share their life kith you and enjoy doing
'it and after all youAnlkneed one! found my one. Sure

ye iome extra hassles because I've ,ost two hands, but
rk on that; -we talk ablOuetpat and we're committO to

maki g i t work.

There's -$0 muchAo:life,temotionally,
Spiritually, and we me04 to htlp people find the most and not
let,pepOle sett ", for second bets, or thirdbest, ,Put to

`challen0 people to be all that they,san 6e:40.th-real
make the very most of life. _I _work now with bout
college students directlyOlid indirectly. It',$

see college stud-et-its who are 'drifting; to find °-°a

and a purpose in their life. Something
that will make a-d4fference. - I believe there-Ala
.out,there for every peRon, whether they have arms or.
whether they have ears or eyes. There is something
meaningful and impertant that every one of us cari do, and-
we need to_do whatever we can to help our students or clients
become all-they-can become. ;,

I am wheft I am today becauSe I was thrust out into
society and forced to compete, forced to function in a normal
Cociety. In college, I had to get qut there and.do,my best.
I was very careful not use my handicap as a clutch. I would
not even introduce myself tahe teachersiuKtil after the
first exam, so that there would be no question about my
wanting special favors. After the first exam, if I had done
well, I'd go up and introduce myself; and if not, well I'd
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wait until-pie second exam;. We need to help'people fight
their way t64 e 00 and

Before
Olance to ask
school kids
just 'ask. `.They.

adults were more
about= my rehabilitaA,
to ask, how I comb My,
give you a demonstrafi
let's be friends herefo

.0,49me what they cp become_

tp give you a
:do this with elementary

y inhibitions_they
-4V really -wish

Offik iVOStion.
u wand

pick4my11
!just rese your hand and

eW minutes.

Audience: What kind of pqsical barriers in the
environment haveyou ,had;themost difficulty with?

. -

Gallaway: I 'hate greasy doorknobs.--I. really do.
Some guy's been using Brill Cream, you know, and after he
walks out. I just stand there- I can't get any traction.
I'll-be glad when we go to European doorknobs, and just
have the handle coming out and. anybody can use it. That's

one of the main things.

1
I was coming out of the t. A. airport the other day,

and I got my hand hung in the door. I pulled it open and
the wind kind of grabbed it and bent it arou4d,and it got
a really'strong_leverage point on my hook and broke my hook,
right there in the L. A. airport. I went to a pay phone :' 1
had a fflignd with me and he had to dial because my hand was
broken. .11K finally found a place that would fix it. It cost

me $260.jdst be-cause of that door.

Audience: I'd love to know about your electronic arm.
,

Gallaway: 'Okay. My right one is the eltctronic one,
"and because it's noisy; I sometimes leave.At shut off when
I'm speaking. Also, when I get excited sometimes it _

Ir

twitches and hits me. ItiLis called. the Boston arm. It-was

made and developed by theliberty Mutual Insurance- :Company.
They spent .about 15 years in research and development. 'It
has -a battery pack right below the elbow, and electronics

the lower forearm. When I twitch a muscle in the front

ef my shoulder, this arm comes up. When I twitch one in
-the,back it goes down. It has speed control and position .

control, and some eleatronWeedback in the elbow. If I

twitch very gently, it comei up very slowly. So it's given

me a tremendous increase ifunction with this right arm.
Before, if I tried to use my.right hand, I'd drop what I
was holding in my left hand, because the same strap that
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pulled the right hand open s connected to the left hand by
a:figure _eight-strap -So' I w s a_ one-horse person. I could
cio one thing,,:;:this new arm. has given me areal big
advantage.' want to open)the hand _my shoulders
forward and it opens, and when I waiit to apse I pull my, _-
shoulders backwarAmid.it closes,_"Tike this, and if_ I want'
to open it wider-where I_ can _hold_a glkss or a Dr. Pepper =
can or somethimiLlike _that, it will open. I can also
squ#eie, of cougtTiand_ ithas a two - position thumb, It.
works:pretty well ,and has given me tremendously more
functioning abipty,

This electronic arm was a gift from nkyr church in. Dallas.
They heard about it and surprised me:with 8 gift for the,
funds to_get it._ At the _time I was in -seminary and there
was no way_ Lcoiati affOra it The first time I went to
church with it, I siva hands with this sweet little old
lady; She.'must have been at least 80. I said, "I hope
I'm not squeezing. too hard," and she gasped, "Hard enough!"

It's
_ .

been fun to learni,how people react. Once in the
-hospital right after the amputation,. and I was laying there
and_ they put a big sheet up, over me. What was left of my
left arm was in. a cast ,all.fthe way up to my shoulder because
Of_the tendon graft, and rffy" right side was completely gone;
This_ precious little nurse' s wide hadn't _been informed what
had happened .and she came in to take my blood pressure,
She 'came over to this side and she pulled the sheet down
saw I was in a cast so she couldn't take the_blood pressure
over. there. Wel 1 she just: kept her _cciECI: and walked around
to .the.other side and pulled the sheet down over thereorandx...6-::
there wasn't. anything,there;-. All 'she cowl
"Where do we.'take your, blood pressure? 'Or dome: just ferget

-it?" So t re,.07q*Ibt. of funny Oings that Ifiapplp al so.!--.4!
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A FUNCTIONAL `APPROACH TO .DE
BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS IN VOCATIONAL

"The essential Characteristics for keeping
job slay not necessarily be the actual job
skills, themselves as : much as they may be

' some ki6d of personality or social factort;"

Marty Abramson

. bver4the years, wave learned a great d1 about
whatAKtermines vocational success versus wha e e = -'nes
failt.itt in -certain sittings or in certain .fc.i'n
environments. We know what contributes to the' S ss of
handicapped pettgons in a vocational setting; and,we also
know, perhaps Wen better than we know the successes,
those things that account for failure. Things that .
account for success are otten unrelated to _the,perforrr nce
of job-related'skills. Tgat probably souftds a little bit"
strange, but if you look, at your own lives, af the kinds
of,people whom you asdeal,with °n day-to-day 6isis, you-
recognize that there areAndividuals who tend, o be

_incomFietent. YQt when we look at them,,they re often the
.people who e: been around the longest T y ve often
the individ l s:whom we like the most B even though
they are- people, they don't- necessa ly pe orm
their jobs erg well. So the essitrk4a1 hara stics
for keeping a job may not necessarily be th:-F.Fa ob
skills.-themselves, as much as they may be Acme ind of
personality or social factors.

If that= is indeed case, then perhaps we've been,
46_ wrong in emphasizineje ills as opposed to social
,//lr behaVioral skills. -I want. to give you some way of

looking at behaviors that are both socialland emotlnal

-tfat ,

, "1:14;_
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that are personal in natair, and then give some job-related

skills as well.

There are certain things, then, that are considered to

be rather important to vocational opportunity, and you can

break Ahem down into these factors. Let's take- the job-
related skills that are considered important in terms of
job performance first. One must be able to communicate,
to be: able to understand 'or to express job concerns. It's

necessary to be punctual, to be reliable, to be flexible

in the jobs that we are capable- of doing, to retain and

recall infwmation related to the job. How quickly we

learh a new task important, as is the quality of the
work we turn out, aqd the level of productivity.

There is another whole area of skills that could be
considered social behavioral or social emotional aspects.

One i's appearance, which is partly physical appearance, but
more often just Appearance in terms o.f overall interest in
a job. Behavioral characteristics include peer
relationships = how we get along; ii supervisors, how we
get along with our fellow w kers ow we get along with
other handicapped individ

grls,. an o on. There is the
abilitksto ask for help _w en it'a eeded. .If you're stuck.
on a particular task and you can o any further,do you

have the necessary social._ skill re-orient yourself and
say, "Hey, I don't "know how Ah gett attaches-to the
wadgett," or "What Wit that I d to know. _ o you know
how to-rgo out and ask for the ections or the nstruction
as to how to put something_tog e'er? If the mac "ne breaks
down, man I go an& ask somebod -Then there's resp nse to
criticism. All of us are cri. cited at some point ;in -our
1 tVeS. Most of us don 't .like 4,1 but our response to. it
-,not necessarily inappropriate.; That comes back o

ial- emotional attitudes towards supervision. Ot. r
ings include Motivation, fruStratibn,.. tolerance, safety ,
.itudes, and all thoseintangritle thitrgs that are so ..`

:important to the job. What I'm suggesting to you 'is that
these variables are :at least as important if not more
important than is the actual job itself.,,.

There was a survey done some place in Texas, in which
.6Tployers wer&Asked-to give a dumber of reasons why they
rejected job licants, and also why they would hire one
appliCatrt over another. If you'll look at some of these
elements, they don'.t tend to be related to job performance.
"Little interest" or "poor reasons for wanting a job"
probably have very little to do with the applicant'sactual; I

j
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erformance of the job. "Apolicant haS a past history of
jpb-.,,fidpoing,_ fs: unableto persevere, is not able to
ccintinve at ,a' particura'n job," again, may not bekne rily related the jobs of
tfriplic t to communi t-" is probably xi at job related:
"Health_record,.imm -Y,11- probably again, not related--
to.4the job itself. . k of job-related skills falls.,_waY
down on the list. T. e ements that are reallrcritical
or are important. per onal ity characteristics 'far 'More
than the jOb=rel ted skills._ How can you get a student to
demonstrate interest in a job? Basically, at some point
in working with handicapped_students, it het-comes, at least

, partly, a con job. _Andit_may well be that indeed what
you have to do is develop in that person an enthusiasm, an
interest to tell them, "Hey, go in there and tell them_
You're really excited abo4rt,kh job. Maybe, you won't like
it but at least show him that you thillk you will like it,
okay?" s-

Employers were also asked ent that .
they felt was= needed in 'a vari r repare
handkappej persons for entry u1 1 1 . What
are those bssential aspects th d greater paratim --
on the part of the teachers or tr tiers toArepare .

handidopped perSons to enter the work environment? Jhose '

listed. included: "concern for productiity," (not, actual-
productivity, but concern for that productivity); some real
effort, real :interest on the part of -the handicapped persolL
in performing better, in- turning out more, and being 'more '7
consci,entious "Pride of _craftsmanship" and "qualitrof
Avokk",,robably are not directly tied to the job; but_again,

tt one of those. intangibl e constructs important to -a employer..
"Dependability, work babitsF attitudes toward compan and.,

,employer." -, Do you as teachers and trainer of the
handicapper try to insti 11 positive attitudes _toward ithe
'coepanylar the employer? "The 'ability to write,,ad to
:speaVeffeceively, the ability to f011ow instruction," and '
otherS. These are the factors that seem to be most
.impiktant. How is it then that yotiAtii,,,look`ar-the
behaviors oft;,Y,pr students and begiv1.7to prepare them_ror-a "4
job? There's &f that I find, to be eitremelr useful.,
because it's .e fOrteachers to .use. All behavior is
characterized as pnt of two functions: any behavior is
.either.in excess, or-in short *supPlp, Okay?_ All of the
kids that you deal with either, do tOo.mirch of_s6methin
they don't do enough of it.- If ou hava a child t
have a skill, you try to teach im thg ski
kidliho'-deals in a lat'of inapp prie*.-b
doing too much of itV,scr ybo try, to rethic_ .

a
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whole variety of techniques
restrict excess beliavior.
have another whole series
of management techniques t.
behavior', or to get it to'
So when I make that first
deficit, it begins.to lead
serves'as an organizer for

But.a further breakdo
number of different kinds
behavior that I want may n
'a lack of opportunity to ]

a student; and it's, time f
fOrm, and you stick the ap

-to reduce, to eliminate, or to
If I have a deficit behavior,
f little tricks, a whole series-
at-can be used to increase
ccur in another kind of setting.
iscrimination,between excess and
to possible approaches.- It
my thoughts.

n is essential.' There are a
f deficits that could exist. The
t be pr sent at -tall because of
am it. 'If_youre sitting with
rliim fill out an application
licatiO form.in front of him

and he just looks at it may be that you never taught
him how to fill out the a
behavioral deficit -- he
the form .1-- butit is rea
situation. Or the defici
educational. Or the oppo
appropriate to learn, eve
be that, the desired behav
but i t doesnt occur consistently. There may be a,student,
for example,lwho knows h w to be quiet, who knows how to

'Hello, how are you? It's a
does so. The behavior is present,
d, he has or she has the potential
does. So again,-you have a type
ram the first one, where the

plication form.- You have a
an't perform the filling out of
ly just a simpjp teacher
may be environmental rather than
tunity might not have been
though it was present. It may

or is the'individual's repertoire,

-oreet you inIthe morning
nice day," but 'Ma, never
is _accessiblg to the -a
to use it, bUt he selgom

deficit that differs
e avior isinot actuall present at all.

!

Lt may;-also be the the desired behavior occurs but
and r restricted condit'ons, only in certain environments,
on at certain times, nd only with certain people. All
of you,who 'have worked in an educational setting are
f mi'ljar with this H ve you ever prepared; a_ child in the

assroom, taken him i to the job setting'i asked him to
- perform the same job at he did in the classroom, and he
won't do anything? I s as though youshadn't taught him
at all And you know he probably didn't forget. Instead,
he's having problems .aking the transfer from the

tyenvironment in which he was taught into t e new environment.
While the behavior a tually can occur, it will only do so
under certain restri ted situations. It rilay,also be that
the desired behavio occurs, but in an inappropriate form.
If you're on the fl R1 campus, it's probably okay to say
"Howdy." If you're almost anywhere but College; Station and
Bryan it's probabl not nearly as appropriate to say-,

ti
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"Howdy." People say "Hi or "Hello%" The behavior occurs,
but it may occur inappropriately.

There are a number f areas in which behavior deficits,
can occur. 'Often, depen ing on how severely handidapped
the population is,_ther are deficits' in_ terms of self-care

and self-help skills. f any of you work in sheltered
workshop environments, or for the Association for Retarded
Children, you -are probably very famil4ar with this. A
number of children, particularly with severe handicaps tend
to have difficulties in-toileting, dressing, and other
self=help skills. Language and cognitive deficits also are
fairly common among the handicapped. ,They tend to. exhibit
deficits in terms of language functioning, :inappropriate
language, language that is non-functiopai in use, and
other cognitive behavior. They may have difficulties in

-terms_ of -memory; they may not have a normal memory span.
Many times, What ye learn is a result of imitation,
watching other people. For some handicapped children, the
inability to imitate, becomes a deficit. They don't
necessarily have the capability to imitate others in their
environment.

So handicapped students could'haVe a number of language
and cognitive behavior deficits. They could alSo_have some
academic behavioridefidits-..- Here-now, you talk about
deficits that can either be general or tbecifici_SUCh_AS
deficits of reading; writing, spelling,:arithmetic:__ThPY
may also:-have- difficulties in manual skillsi_priMarilyY
gross and fine motor activities; The inability to -_

coordinate ones actions; to coordinate large and_fine
motor'musole systemsialsoican_be_considered deficit forms
of behaviors; You will-find deficits-in taskrrelated _

prerequisite-skillSi_and_most Of these are rather_importaot.'
Often kids we deal with have tremendous problems in terms
of attentionot onlyido_they not pay much attention, but
they_often don't persist at-_a tatk,for along enough period
of Iime_to be_successfUl;__You_may also find Anterpersonal
and_social:behavior defititS,_leisure or social interaction
tkillt, = SOMO students can't interact well with others,they
dOO't_baVetheir own_l_eisure activities. You haveemotional
behavi_of- deficits, kids.who lack emotional capability.
They don't get_upset where gettingupset might:be:_
appropriate. You have motivational deficits; in which
individuals are:not sufficientlymotivatedtOave
reasonable involvement in the situation they're dealing
With.- And -then lastly, you have some age relevant personal
deficit. We most often tend to think of those as beina
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immature behaviors; .:Those_younger forms of behaviors in
some sense are competing_ with the more appropriate -forms of
behavior. Okay, so you have a whole series of_different
behavior deficits that kids often get.

The excess model; the other half of this; is not
nearly as complicated as the deficit model is; Behaviors
that are in excess are considered relative to some
other kinds of behaviors; There is not one single
behavior that is unusual for any_ handicapped child; There
is'not one excess behavior in itself that is any different
than the behaviors all of us engage in; The only
difference in an excess behavior is in the intensity of the
behavior; the frequency of that behavior; or perhaps where
that behaviorocours.: It occurs too frequently or it_:
occurs with a too high of a rate_of intensity :- =One of _

those things we are considering in relation to -job settings
is the ability to_ask for help_ When needed. That'S'a
legitimate of concern: The machine breaks_down and
you ask,. "Could somebody ptit_a new belt on?!1_ That's okay.
Buivhathappens if you ask:for that_same thing twenty
times; thirty times, forty times?, It's_not the behavior
_itSelf_that is wrong, -it's the amount of that behavior;
'The.only time we really need to:be__concerned with_a
-particular excess is when it interferes_witb_a behaVior
that is considered -to be moreappropriate,:that cannot, in
some sense, be performed because of the excess behavior.

Okay, jut as there were- types of deficit" behavior;
there are_alsO a number of behavioral, excesses. Some
people exhibit verbal or physical agression. The word we
often :use fo- this is non-compliance._ There is Also
socially_ina propriate behavior, usually labelled
delinquent. Truancy', lying; Stealing, fire setting;
property dam ge: all are considered inappropriate forms
of behavior; There are excessive non4unctional; competing
behaviors: xcessive eating; excessive day dreaming; hand
flapping; f nger twirling; playing; manipulati*objects
and so on There are also'extessive embtionalt_behaviors;
Some kids r Spond to certain kinds of reprimand or :

adversive ituations inapproOriately; That is where
started._ lot of people don't 'Like criticism; but not
everyone b ows up;_ Excessive motor behaviors include
hyperactivity; distrattability; stuttering; talking too
loudly; and so on; They're excesSive; beyond what is
called for; what is required;

And then_you have. the last two: excessive avoidance
of tasks activities; Softie folks,don't like to -work:

And hot on do they not like to work; but they like to
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avoid any task bi- ectivity that they possibly can. They
don't'persiSt_itthings±lpng enough to derive some _

enjoyment front-'them. Also_soMe people IsolateLthemselves.
They can't get -along with other_peoplei and end-up doing_
them by themselves. In most job settings it AS diffiCUlt
to avoid people.

Once_you have decided that you_have certain excesses
and deficitsi there are a whole_ series of techniques.thet
you can use You can begin to:,b6Cpme prOficient and to
develop skills in these techniques, I encourage you to
learn some of these: behavior management and behavior
Modification techniques and use them in yoUr classrooms
for your, students who may. have inappropriate behavior
deficits -and excesses,

4



MODIFYING VOCATIONAL CURRICULUM
FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

r Betty Anderson'
Rita Bryant

"You want them to use things that they
1

know already; The transfer of learning.
from the classroom to the work training

.

situation; and then into the world is
extremely important." Betty Anderson

_ __Bryant: There is &career education learning system
in the state of Texas,_ which; if it were ever implemented
from grade one; would help eliminate many of thes.problems
thOt are_now facing secondary educators. There would not

-bea need for._ occupational orientation, which is really
a stop-gap thing. The basic learner outcomes for this
system are an outgrowth of interviews with 6;000 people
across the state. They repretent_what the _people of Texas
want 17-year-olds to be.ab to do. Th y're not very
grandiose, and they're not legantly ated; but they are
the very same things that a 1 of you reworking- toward
4_
in vocational programs ands ecial_ &cation progr :

mental"
pride in work;'an honest day' wor for a day's p y; the
ability to get atong with othe ople; very fund
things. The materials and the training programs are
tavailable in the education service centers throughout the
state.

Anderson: One problem_I see with a vocational
curriculum;At that -we're asking handicapped kids to _ _

begin making decisions about their lives when they reach
about 14, 15; or 16; and yet we have given them no
awareness of what. they do; what tasks- they can:
accomplishi'what each job'requiree. They have no orien-
tation to the whole world of work.-

Bryant: How does that differ from other kids?
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Anderson: Really, very little is different, because we
don't do that very often, except perhaps with our brighter
students. With a comprehensive vocational training program
we have allowed our non-handicapped youngsters to bloom and
grow. The handicapped youngster, however, usually gets what
we call a watered down curriculum. I go into special
.edueWtion classes, and I see a 6th or 7th grade youngster
who is in a 3rd or 4th grade book -- math, reading,'spelling.
And the same thing happens in vocational education. We're
still trying to conthe academics into this kid when he is
15 or 16 years of age, and it's just not going to work.. So

we water down the curriculum and only give h m part of it, or

give him what we think he can handle. We're eginning to

find out that we haven't been giving him en What he
needs is a program structured to meet his s ecific needs.

Bryant: Some of us tend to think about stereotypes for
these youngsters. We slot them into things without consider-
ing the students themselves. Yet we can always generate'
so many more ideas that are possibilities for these young
people. That's a good reason that we all need to talk
together. What other teachers talk about might never occur
to me in working with special education students.

Anderson: I think we ought to look at commerical
products. You can see some of those if you attend the CEC
conference, or if you go to your regional service centers.
Most of them have instructional materials there. There are
some excellent products on the market that are sequentially
developed. They hit decision making, hit values clarifica-
tion, positive attitudes toward works and awareness of
available jobs.

Audience: These materials that you say are available,
are they written on the handicapped student's level?

Anderson: Yes; sir. They are graded with readability
levels. Some of them have been field tested with handi-.
capped youngsters.

Audience.: I haven't tlad any experience with handicapped'
students, but reports that I've had indicate that handicapped
students cannot handle the written words, so you're telling
us that we need to illustrate rather than write;.

Anderson: Well, that may be, if that's the way the
student -has to go; If you're teaching Whereto put things,
an illustration of the item on the wall ,Where_it goes will
show the student where to put it He needs pictures to
illustrate some of the activities4that he's going:to be
doing; You have to get down to theNe6f.basic things..

102
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Audience: You also have to have words with some of
these illustrations.

Anderson: When we do that; then we're going to use
Abe's, because most. handicapped ds can develop a sight-
word-vocabulary.

OyOu're

going to teach some of the
survival words, you-know;,so they know "men's" from
"women'W they know i."exit;" "poison;" and so bri If
they are working with 'equipment; or tools; wny pot just
label them? It's rather simple to put a on a_machine.
A student will gradually learn to recogniz ; through the
visual. presentation. He may neverte able to spell it,
but that isn't important. The important thing is that
he can visually recognize it.

Bryant: The vocational teacher and the special
education or the remedial reading teacher working to
:gether can do a lot One suggestiOn'has been made that
instead of just puttingtheone-gbrd label; you put,
"Thisis a ." He canAdentify the word with the
object, but if yow.realty want to help him learn to read;
give him something to.putvith "this is" or "that is" or
"here is," because those are the intangibles;_the
abstract things that he can't learn to readi. and yet
that's what ycrui.said.!_ To meiothatis where the other
people have to help the vocational teacher. Working
together; teachers can decide what step -by -step sequential
developmental materials can be placed there; the_sizei_
the:labels that would be moSteffective; what'Color_coding
could be used; the key;_and whetheVor not_you_woUld_need
audio materials with thisi_too. Whave all kinds of
parent groups; civic organizations, student_groups who are_
looking.fOr'projects.. Betty works with a student CEC
group that would be_available_to help_public school
teachers by making the audio tapes. Give them a service
project. :Now were back to the communicating aspect. The
more people know about w/iat we're trying to do, the more
effective and more supportive the effort will be.

Anderson: I think the special education teachers
should be a resource to other teachers in the school. In

times when I was able to work with principals to put-over
that idea,-We had some very. effective communications and
exchange of ideas between regular classroom teachers and
special education. Sure, -they were out in that building;
out in the backyard, but;when Oeir kids had to leave early
because they-were bussed bither_and yon; that teacher
could come in and provide a resource to other teachers.
For example; if Johnny was having trouble in-second grade
and I just didn't know what to do with' him; a special
education teacher: could come in and make suggestions.

10
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The same thing can happen at the secondary level. It's just

that we've got to get our differentpeople, with all our

different skills together, to provide the services that are

available within our school.

We mentioned color coding. This is one simp.le thing

that can be done in.the classroom to help the kids. Don't

we all use color coding?

Bryant: You can't get through an airport if it's not

color coded. We all rely on that`. Did you have a comment?

Audience: Some of the vocational shops can'use colon

'coding also to indicate dangerous parts of machines. Handi-

.capped kids could learn just as rapidly as regular students.

Anderson: You want them to use things that they know

already. The transfer oftraining from the classroom to the

work training siutation, and then into the world, is

extremely important. It's one of the hardest steps to

accomplish. Task analysis is what we've been talking about.

LOok at the task, whether it be elementary ,or secondary

level, whether you're talking about academics or vocational,

then break it down to the point where yo' can sequence your

steps. The child will achieve the ultimate goal.
1

Bryant: For task analysis, it would be so helpful to

have a cooperative effort as you develop curriculum to

analyze the steps inherent in-performance of a certain task.

Many of us give two or three steps of instruction, without

realizing how complicated that is for that student who is

not functioning at`that particular level. Getting it down,

on paper is extremely helpful in,analyzing the task to be

performed, the prerequisite knowledge and skills.that are

required. How about your other information?

Anderson: Safety rules are extremely important in any

shop; you mentioned.some things that you could do such as

color coding and- so on. Then there are survival skills.

What do you dclif there's a fire 'in the plant, or if

there's an explosion? All this needs to be taught so that

the students can transfer the learning from.the classroom

to the job. This is where the handicapped kids have the

greatest problem:

One day, I was in a state school close to -a highway.

When I got there, an emergency unit and the police were

there, and I thought there had been an accident. So, I

went on to the state school and I found out one of the

residents loves to get out and directtraffjc. And,,-he was

in the middle of this four-lane highway directing traffic.

He's 45, 50 years old, and they've beer telling him for years

1 04%
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he_couldWt do that; but every once in a while 'he gets_
out and where does he go? They know he's going to head
right down the expressway; and he's_ ing to be on it
directing traffic. He cannot transfe the training that
they taught him. This happens often.

-

Bryant: We were talking about how to_handle team-
work among students. If we can get_that situation going;'
. we could alleviate some of the problems.

Anderson: Student teachers tell me; "I've_told ra3i
kid a fiundred times how to do that; and he still comes -

up_and asks me." What she'S saying is; "I told hiM the_
same_way over -and overeagain;_andihe's not learning that ,

way." So find another way. Sometimes his buddy can teach
him better_tha4_Iyou can, Why not_pair off two of your_
bnighter kids with -one of_your handicapped kids, and let

othem take over? That'_s_ where your_team work -is. One of
the things-that should be taught, formiample, is inter-
dependenee_of workers. If youre notTunctual, what
happens? The other-guy can't dO_hfs. work.- If you can't
pick him up on time to gAto work; that's a problem.
Everybody_hasto_work together. One of the biggest
reasons why dicapped_kids lOse,jobs_is_that they do
not have'the ocial or interpersonal skills to stay in
the job. I__emember'one youngster had s-x,jobs in about
asi many months. He was not by today's.Aandards eligible
for special education. He was over the 70 /Q,.and he was
vervpersonable; but he couldn'A take dirdctions. He

would_get_in a huff-once in a while and .storm off the job.
Finally -the rehabilitation counselor said, "Lgpk I've
.gotten him_isix_jobs; I've got to pay attentioto-other
people." So this is one of the importantthings that you
have to do for youngsters. Help them deii7 p _social

skills. , i,.- ,: d

ti
7';:

Bryant: We have found that school "Tiqo.- outside of
the vocational teachers, are extremely naive about what
goes on in the world'of work. You people whWknow what_.
employers expect could heTp'plan staff develOOment. One
time, we had a man who had charge of wiring the buildings
for security systems; and a teacher aged him;:"Nowi what
if a student was tardy; late to work?" -4::aid; "I'd fire
him. Why; he'd just fall off the turnip tr ; of course
I'd fire him." And she said; "Oh; I mean he' just late

l lc

I

N
for the first time." And the employer said; "I'd fire
h' for the first time. I've got_four people sitting
t re waiting for his job. I've got plenty of young
pe ple who are willing to get there and go to work on:
ti e." Well; teachers can talk forever about punct4ality;
but let that man stand there and spy, "You're latei-you're
fired,"'and it does communicate.
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_I think that it would make much more interesting staff

development sessions if we had some of these people come in

and telk_to all_faculty members about what the world of

work is like. Each person has a fascinating story. And

having employers talk to the academic teachers who can
support vocational training, will help these teachers know

what employers think is 'mportant.

Anderson: Now, we -went to tie it all together We've

been, talking about some of the expected learner outcomes.

There should be a continuum from primary all through
secondary; because you can't all of a sudden start career
education at the secondary level. We must 'develop positive .

attitudes towards pride in accomplishment, the dignity of

Work arid the self worth in all pupils. All school subjects
Should be linked together in the mind of the students to

make education personally and professionally useful to them.

In other words, it shouldnYt be academic here and vocational

there. There's no reason whyvou(Can't have a reading lesson
of vocational career materials.

Bryant: We have, in every education service center,
samples of lessons in which the learner outcomes adhere to

the subject areas. It doesn't mean stretching a curriculum
completely out of shape to cover a learner outcome,. if it

r--"Occurs naturally in your area There'i no Nhole Earth
Catalog" of activities, but there are starter sets. It would

be helpful to get some lessons on attitude toward self,

toward work. Does society really hold with the work ethic?
What .are my responsibilities to myself, to my fellow workers,

and as a citizen? That's what we're talking about in
vocational education; special education, for all these people;

burit has to start early and be supported in the home as
well as the school and community, and it has to be a

continuous kind of developmental program.

Anderon: We also want to prepare the student with
some of the basic coping skills, And we want to createa
knowledge of career opportunities.

Byrant: We have to-look at these youngsters individuilly.
Instead of. the Three R'Ilat never did cover the area, would
you consider the Three C's: communication, computation,

and coping. Communication is a lot'broader than just reading.
Unless you incomqrate the listening and speaking and writing

with reading, tfie ;eading is not going to be effective.

Reading is only a foprth of -the communication scene.
We can give students those Three C's by working together.

V
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'SPECIAL EDUCATORS: A RESOURCE

Carol Anderson

"Special education is new territory for ma vocational
teachers, but there.Are excellent mays a :liable,

some of which may evert help us becothe more-famiLiar
with our own home teaching territory."

'Recent legilation bringing handicapped 4students into
the mainstream of education) has given vocational teachers
some new problems: Along with the problems,however,
come resources.-to help solve them. One of these is a
human.resource: the special.educatbrt He or she'maY give
you expert assistance in

1). learning the student's capabilities, -skills, and
background;

2) determining the instructional level (readability,
"do-ability") of any or all,Materials you use to
teach; and

3) adapting those materials to the needs of the
Special student. without infringing onAhe rights
of the other learners in the class.

When a student is referred to special educators as
handicapped, they are required to give him many tests and
to interview him, his parents, past and present teachers,
doctors, and others; to put together a clear picture of
his strengths, weaknesses, abilities, ideosyncrasies, and
so'on._ If_you ask, the special educators can proiide a
fat fiTe of information, and various_ experts to interpret
it and answer your questions about the person it descrIbes.
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The file includeS the student's performance level in various
academic subjects, his specific learning competencies, and
the services he needs. It also includes a description of
his handicap, his language history, his psychomotor
abilities, and his.behaviors and attitudes in or out of
school. Thus, before yo ever meet the special student, you
can find out exactly how to make your teaching environment
safe and useftil to him.

Now well aware are you of the level of diffiCulty of
your text, supplementarytexts, workbooks, dittoed handouts,
.exercises,and so forth? What reading level are they written
for? How good is their vocabulary for a novice in the field?
The special educator knows of several readability formulas
and can quickly tell-you about the "dp-abiIity" of your,
teaching materials. Ask about this while you're gding over
the new student's folder.

The special educator has al's° absorbed a lot of. theory
and practice on adapting material to the needs of special
learners. Materials canbe taped, pictured,oVideo taped,
demonstrated, or self-demonstrated with signs. It can ,be
put,togeher to repeat once or a thousand-times. WhateVer
problem a student may have in vision, hearing; comprehension,
retention,-on motor sqlls, material; can beAadapted to his
needs, without slighting the needs.of other.students.

Take advantage of the human resource offered you by
special education, and See_how much easier it can make your
teaching. If your particular question isn't answered by
'someone in yoic own school, ask your special education
director t o g t a consultant from -nother school to assist_
ydU. Failing this, call and ask for help.

Special.education.is new territory for_many.vocationaI
.-teachers; but there are excellent maps available, toMe.Of
which may even help us became more familiar with our own::
Home teaching territory.'

ft



'bit SAFETY OF SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS

F -elenn E. Baker

F

"Probably the most extensqe and most vital modification.,--
of any human behavior or physical facilities is simply
the attitude of the teacher."

a

L.am going to approach this topic from a generic
viewpoint rather than dealing with specific vocational
areas. And I will base whatever I say on several
presumptions. The first i5 that in many cases absolutely
notmodifications are needed for these children.
Mddifications must be determined individually. Second,

any student can experience success and achievement if: you

deal with the student as though he or she can Third,
you may be required to make some special adjustments.
we'll talk more about the different kinds a little later
on

Now,, in any physical _setting there: re two- basic
epproachet to making something_safe Th s holds true
whether you are dealing with the-laboratory, a shop, a
factory; a kitchen; a housei_pr,an autqmobile._ The_firtt
'approach-deals-with the mechanical aspect._ This--includes
guards, markings -in aisles,_signs;_differentiatingicolor
codes,Jor any_other_physical_adjustmenti_manipulation,
change or element that- you do -in' order to make_the place
safe. :The- second approach- -deals with the human -mind.
In n-terMs of_total:accidents only about 25% of 611: :_

Anjurtes_occur becauie:Of a mechanical aspect. The:tither

75%_elate to the human Mind; The second:approach has
something to do_with_education.And_attttudes_and_requires_
preventive maintenance;
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__Most_teachersi_When you say they:_are going to have

special kids in their program envision a shop or lab _

replete_with gadgetrY._ Their response is; "We dont knOW

how to deal with.-the- students." So in terms of the__

educational imPliCatiOnS;_a lot of:theeducation will __

probably be done thrOUgh the instructor; Not necessarily

by the instructor; to the instructor.

In terms of edikating the Oecial needs_student _there

is_probably_only one_faCtOr that should be considered

vitally important and probably is forall kids; If:-

students_are using_Mathinery and tools and sharp. objects

and:things of this nature;- studentsmust be_taughtto:USe

them correctly; beeAUSe ifyou: teach them -to do thei_jdb

correctly; you will teach them tojio_it safely._. safety

is the_most basic Part Of your instruction. Never

distinguish between tafetyand workmanship. Now;_Many.kids

will think that:they already know:_how to doisomething

because_theyithink Dad; out in the garagei_did it:the

right_way;_ FirSt and foremost when teaching safety; -teach

your students to dO everything_ way; Then establish -:

a hard andifastrUlt;_"Don't=woikWitb:anything_unless you

are authorized_tO work with it." And don't authorize_ them'

until:they dO it your way. Make sure the kids understand-

this; no matter what else they understandi

The second_ important thing when working with'special

needs studentS is that youi_must_build positive thinking and

positive feedback into your_program._ For this you must,

planyour instruction for each indiVidual. Teach so that

eachstudept can succeed; rather than going_so fast that

.the:_slow_oneS fail every day._ AdjUSt your teaching to

each student's_ ability to accomplish. That doesn't mean

that you_haVe to-sit down every_night:and make out 32'

different lesson plans; If you've got a group of students;-

use the group process; Start off with the basic-lecture

and_demonstration forthat;groU0_, then allow enough

modification to occur individually so that the_good___

students can add more and the slower students_can_add less;

Allow it to be Modified in terms of size and:strength;

as well, so that those people Who lack coordfnation or

muscular strength_need not be involved An something they

can't physically do.. In this way you can break_your

instruction down into increments and small pieces; Nost

students:are going to be able to succeed with_your_groUp

instructiom; but some of your_more capable_kidsmaP-become

important and want to add to -it; and,_some of your studentS

may lose track and need special attention on a one-to=One

basis.
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Breaking your instruction into_small segments allows
even your slowest students to succeed: Imagine what it is

like for a kid; who has not been succeeding inia regular
school situation for quite-some time; to come into your
facility and have you smile at him; accept himiigive him
something that he can do; and when he is doing it, gets a
pat on the baCk from you If you use this approach,iyou

'really won't need to be .overly concerned about special
adaptation for the student;

Thus; probably the most extensive and Mott_Vital
modification -of human behavior or physical facilitieS_iS
simply-the attitude of the teacher. Most of our studies
show that kids with special needs are as_safe as any -other
type ofjid. Most of out studies show_that the phoical*
facilities need fewi,if any, major modification. Attitudes

do require changeithough.

Letting teachers know what to expect is extremely
important; Most coloon.Classroom teacherS are going to
react negatively out any preparation for special needs
students; If th , arein a_crowded situation with lots of
activity and physical- hazards, they will be very concerned.
If you are a: classroom teacher and someone_sends you a_
student and labels_that_student as being slow, would you
have any - specific techniques that you would use-to teach
that - kid? Or if_the_StUdent is an epileptic,_or_blind; or
deaf? Most regula=r teachers haven't thei.slightest_idea of
what to do. _If you are an administrator and*are_seeing_
students with special needs going to regular classes; by
all_MeanS give -the teacher a crash course in how to work
With_thete'StUdehtS. There are materials available. Let

the teacher know what to expect.

If there are some physical considerations in terms,of
modification. or machines, listen to the teacher I think

the student should probably be aware of these concerns as
well. If modifications are necessary, and they might be,
I would like to-throw out a suggestion. If, in the best
professional judgment of the teacher or person in charge,
the physical facilities require some modification, teachers
shobld give this statement in writing to the administrators,
complete with description of the modification and tome
cost estimates. Then the teacher will not be liable in
case of accidents. If the teacher in the classroom has
done everything morally and legally required, has made an
individual assessment of the student's limitation and of
the physical facilities; and has..made a formal request in
writing, the teacher will no longer be liable in case of
accident.
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-Audience: Do you mean in case the administration_,
doesn't follow through with the modification?

Baker: Right. If you as a teacher say it is totally
unsafe for the-student and you give a reason and the
administeation keeps the student in there anyway, if the

student is hurt, it will be the administrator's fault.

Audience: Suppose the administration agrees but the

parent doesn't?

In that case, if you were -an administrator,
I think Lwould put it in.writing and send it registered

,mail to the parents. I think I would probably talk to
someone beyond the educational scenei._such as ailaWyeri
lcitaljudge.orHsomeone of that nature;., This' situation
WOUldbe extremely rare. Usually, you seek to compromise.

Audience: What about driver's education #ieCifitally?

Baker: In terms of modification there, if you -are not
equipped to -rig a van for a paraplegici if yon; simply don't

have the money, then you are not legally reqUired_tO
provide that instruction; That may startle you, but -it_

is true. You are not required legally tO_proVide_a full

range of instruction for every student. HAI* student
cannot perform and the_modifications are not _possible

within your budget or the parent's income and there are no

support monies from state or 'federal resources;__ you are

not legally required to provide that prograM. _You could

not deny students_access to classroom_ instruction but you

can legally deny them involvement in thdte activities for

which they are not prepared or cannot perform safely.

Audience: If you can't teath_a_thild behind the
wheel you might send hid to a spetial rehabilitation
school.

Audience: I was in a school district where we had
to pay for special education students at a special school

but in that case TEA gave us money to pay it. We had an

autistic child who needed spedal facilities set up. TEA

helped us do it.

Baker: In terms of the vocational training, if jou

are going to train students to perform a job you should

use tools and facilities they will encounterlon the job.
You still have some leeway, though. First of all, you__

might not have to prepare for the entire occupation. if

you have an automotive prbgram and you have a student who
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is not physically-strong enough AD do all of the operations
that an automotive mechanic might encounter (such as
_pulling an engine out of a car using a chain hoist) the
student might be'fully-capable of doing specialized jobs;
You all seen the houses that specialize in bumpers;
brakes; tune-ups; , If.there is legitimate oppOrtunity in
your neighborhood for this type of employment then you can
take_a student into your automotive program and modify
the contentof that program for a student's:career
potential. You-are not obligated to provide everything.
You are obligated to provide what the student can
successfully complete.

Other types of content modification would include
modifying the structure of your training program; In

woodworking class a student_can make small objects with
less detail rather than large olljects'. But don't,_deny.
access to the facility if there-seems to be:a legitimate
claim for_it. The denial of legitiMate access-Causes a
lot of legal action. The best attitude is probably. to
let any- student-take any part of your program to_the limit
of_his_abilities. This-means:looking at people as
individuals rather than as groups that must conform. And
then you can make modifications;to fit the student.

= You may not have-to modify the actual faciltiy. I'll
give you an example. Suppose you have a student in a
theelchair, who has .almost normal arm strength. There are
two ways that you can -deal with a-student in a woodshopi _

or:home economics facility.- The first would be to provide
a lap boardfacross_the:wheelchair with a large smooth
surface, This could clamp across the arms so -that it won't
fall- off and could be -the work station. Another
modification is to make_a ramp. I had_a situation -once-
where the teacher thought they were going to have to cut
the legs -off all the tables just for -one student in a
wheelchair. That's not necessary. After all, in
modifying equipment you cannot deny the use of that_
equipment to the_regular kids. The solution is to:build
a small ramp, which costs about four dollars,_butjust be
careful to cog he-ramp so the wheelchair won't_roll _off
it._ SomettMes students will bring their own modified
tools with them, tools which.they can reach a littler
farther with; a hook or clip that they can reach switches
With; a rubber hose that they can clip over the handles
of other tools, to compensate for the loss of hand strength.

113



0 in. y there,are only three things to be

re ;about-in ,terms of safety:

, .'.. '''.., '. 1,, . N.
. *1. pcate the student as an individual;

,tj.i

2.- Have some idea of how to cope in terms of
4 .' y , l'

",:r instruction 1 content and instructional

, .. .

.., technique-4 iow to modify or how to teach
a student who isa little slow or ahead;

, a

3 Have antopen, responsive line of communication
with'your administration.

With these three, you will have a safe program.

ie
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CURRENT LITIGATION CONCERNING HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Catherine Dayle Bebeel

In order for us to understan4 litigations concerning
handicapped children, we haye to understand
the basic laws giving and recognizing the right

to education for these' children:"

Sinte the United States Supreme Court and the United

States Ctingrets have now come to recognize thatihandi

capped_ children_ are citizens just like you and I are, and

that -they are therefore entitled to a freesappropriate
public education in the public school system as are non-

handita0Ped children, there has beenia virtual explosion

of new laWS. In order for us to understand litigations__
concerning handicapped children, we have -to understand the

basi-c_laivS giving and recognizing the -right to-education

for these children. It will be impossible to do more ;than

introduce you to the basic concept today,:but we will

briefly- examine P.L. 94-142'and Section 504, and some of

the problems and solutions arising from them.°

The first significant developmentAn.edUtating
handicappedchildren did not occur iwthe United States
until 1972. Every, time I give this- talk, I am amazed to

think that in the linited,States_of AmeriCa handicapped
children'were not entitled to education in the public

schotll system until 1972; An_early case was the Pennsyl-

vania Association for RetardediCtpizens versus the State

of Pennsylvania; The federal judges held that mentally

retarded children could'be educated,_ could benefit from

education; I think this case_was_extremely important,

because up until thattiMe, educators and society -in-

general had assumed that handicapped-children, particu4

.larly mentally retarded children, -could not be educated;

could not benefit from edUcational services. Therefore;
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they_were denied educational programs. SOMe school
districts provided education to handicapped children; but
only if they had extra funds, orhad some:special interest
in educating them; Until this=early court case- said -that
mentally retarded children could be educated_and could--
benefit from education; it was not recognized as a handi=
capped student's right.

The landmark case was Mills vs. Board of_EdUcatiOn.
That was decided in 1972, the first time the:federal CbUrts
in our nation recognized that all handicapped children
could benefit from special education; This was a class
action case, brought in the:District Of_COlUMbia, to
challenge the fact that handicapped children were regularly
excluded from publicly,supported educational services. The

court held that the handicapped children did have_the. right

to -an- appropriate educatipni or(the_basis_Of'the United
States Constitution, and on. the basis of due .process: So_

thecourt set out a number of very specific steps that_the

.1)

schoolAistrict must followand._a number of protections that

must b given to handicapped children in the process-of-

dec:- ng whether or- not -they would receive an education and

what kind of education they would receive. Congress -then_

took the casei:Mills vs._Bdard_of Iducation, and enacted it

into law; Public LaW 94 142 "The Equal Education for All
Handicapped Children Act."

A number of the due'process protections that the judge

set out have been modified in the law. We will just take

a very brief overview of it. Basically, Public Law 94-142

is a funding statute. It says'to the state, "If you will

agree to abide by a number of due_process protections for

handicapped children, then we will agree to fund you." So
94=142 is a funding statute.

Texas did submit a plan, did have it approved, and did

therefore receive funds from HEW to provide educational

services. The important thing about P.L. 94-142 is that it
does codify a lot of the due process protections for the

handicapped children_inthe educational process. The

purpose of the act is to ensure that all handicapped child=
ren have available to_thema free, appropriate, public
education -- "free" meaning at no cost to the parents,
"appropriate" meaning that the child has been evaluated by
a team of professionals and that an ioidividualized education

plan has been written for him. It also means that a team_ of
professionals and, the parents have sat down together, looked
at the evaluations'conducted on that child, determined the
child's needs, and what kind of educational services that
child is going to receive. Those are then *mitten into an
individual education plan. "Public" means that the service
is to be provided by the public schools. by the state
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educational agency, or.by the local ifidefiendentischckil
districts, or whatever public agency is responsible fOr _
providing that education, and it will be supervised by theite
public agencies.

So now, under 94-142 and under Texas Law, all_children
between the ages of_three and twenty -one areentitled to,a
free, appropriate, public education. For children who are.
blind, visually or auditorially impaired; it applies to,
ages zepo to twenty-tclio. P.L. 94-142 specifically definet
what special education is: specially dWgfted instruction,
at no cost to the Parent; tu:meet.the unTqueineeds of the
handicapped child.' So that's what:we're looking at now in
the:area of educating handicapped children:--
the needs of each individual child. What:does_that child
need in order to receive:an appropriate education? It may

include classrobm instruction, OhysicaT educationi_home
instruction; -or instruction, intospitals and institutions.
Let's examine a few important aspects of special education'
and of related services.: Related services are defined as
developmental, corrective, and other_supportive.services:
required to assist the handicapped child to:beriefit from

special education. A handicapped child must receive_
special education and those related services needed to
assist him to benefit from thateducation.

There is a process for identifying the handicapped
child. The parent may bring the child in and say, "MY
child is handicapped and we need special services. "" The

regular education teacher may see a child in the classroom
AO needs to be evaluated. A very important point: Once

the child is identified_as possihly needing special ed-
ucation, before any evaluations are conducted, notice must
go out to the parents. Written notice must be sent to ithe
parents about all the steps that the school will take in
order to determine whether or not the child needs special
education, and -if so, what services will be provided.
Before the child can be evaluated, the parents must give
written, informed consent. Then, throughbut the process, if
the school Wants to change placement or change the services
in any way,_ notice_ must again go out to the parents about
the proposal for change, the reason for that change. And

the parents must again give written consent. If the change
was bated on evaluations or test results, it must say what

those tests were, and'why the sChool district proposes to
Change the child's placement. If the parents refuse to
give their consent, the school district can ask for a
hearing. If the hearing officer determines that the child
oshould be evaluated without parental consent, then the
school can evaluate the handicapped child.

Themext-t:tw in-Texas is_called_the_c_opprehensive.
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individual assessment in school policy. The important
thing to remember is that thissasSessment must be done

by-a_team. No:longer can'one person determine what a
handicapped -child's_needs are and what kind of services
Will he provided:_ Special, education policy describes who
must_serye on that team, the Admission, Review; and
Dismissal (ARD) Committee. Based on the results:of this
evaluation, and the test results, the committee Meets with
the parents to write the individualized education plan (IE,P)
This:plan is_a statement of the special education and
related services that the:school will provide to t

it

he handi-

capped child. In Texas, t includes a statement of the
Services, the nature of those services:, who will: be provid-
ing_theiservices, when they will start,' what are the
evaluation criteria, and timelines for the. delivery of
services. This IEP must be signed by all the committee
members. The school district must document in the child's
folder all the attempts that were made to ensure that the
parents attend' the IEP meeting. The law says the meeting
must take place at a time and place mutually convenient to
the parents and the school system; an the parents must be
given enough' notice to ensure that th will be able to

attend the meeting

One of the most important parts written into theilEP
the decision as to the placement of the child. Thit is

where we get into all the confusion about mainstreaming;
and least restrictive alternative,_- and such - terms Firtti-

the handicapped child has-te right to be.educated as_ much
as possible with children who are not handicapped. This is

not only in the law; there have already been federal court
cases saying, "It is imperative that every child_be educated
with -his /her peers insofar as it_is:at all possible."
Handicapped children need the socialization_experiences of
being in situations with non-handicapPed children..

The law does not say that every handicapped child must
be mainstreamed.- Wit it does say is_that thehandicapped
child rust be placed in the regular Clasiroomwith non7
handicapped children if,his educational nesds Cakbe met
therei-with or without the useof supplementary aids;
equipment, materials, and services. :,You start with the
presumption:that:every handicapped child can be educated
in the regular classroom situation. If, however, that:, .
child's needs are so great, or he is so disruptive to the
classroom situation as tointerfere with.theeducation of
the other children in thaticlass, then that is not an
apPropriate plateMent fOr him. So it is not a mandate that
every handicapped child -must be educated in the regular
clasSrOOM. itis_a mandate thatou look at the individual
needs'of each handicapped. child.
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Responsibility for the costofialternate_placementis
an -area of great controversy. The laws says that in

writing. the IEP...the ARD committee 011 make the
determinationsi will make theAecisions.aboutthe IEP,
including placement;:_Ifithe ARD committee decides th4t_the,
independent.school:district cannotprovide_an appropr-Nte.
education to that:handicapped childi_and. that the child
needs±toibe_placed iH a residential program, then.the
school_district is. responsible for theicost of that
residential program, including non,mediCal care an room
and board; NoW, if the ARD Committee determines_that the

.1j

schocil.distric can provide_amappropriate education within
the:system and rites that into:the !EP, and,the parents
decide that- t - -.is_.is not what their childAeeds, or the
parents decide_they_want to place_thechild in a public
or private residential programi-.then the- schoOl district is
not responsible for_the_cost of...that placement:_ _The key -

question_here_is,"Can_the.schbol_district.provide an
appropriate education for the handicapped child within the
system?'!

Regardless of where the handicapped child is placed,
he has a right to participate in extracurricular activities.
They have a right to be in school dubs or other school
Activities, musical groups, cafeteria, recess, etc., on the
same basis as non-handicapped children. This means.that the
school cannot have a poliEy, for example, that no
handicapped_ child can be in the marching band. We feel that,
the appropriate policy would be, "If the child can march,
and meet the other eligibility criteria that every other
child must meet to be in the marching band, that child
should be given the opportunity to be in the band."

AsAI've already mentioned, parents must give written
consent to whatever placement is offered the child. In a

number of situations, the parents will disaOsee with the
ARD committee and refuse to sign the IEP. So the statute
says that the parents can ask for an impartiil due-process

ck

hearing at a number of stages along the way, f they do not
believe that their child is receiving appropri te education.
Hearings are conducted at the lotal school board level;
when the parents ask for one, the Commissioner of the Texas
Education Agency sends a hearing officer to the school
distrlct. .The hearing officer Conducts the hearing and
Submits a p,roposal for a decision to the school board. The
school board can agree with that decispn or disagree and
issue their own decision; If the parnts disagred at that
level, they can apoeal.to,the Commissioner. Also, the
parties can appeal from the Commissioner to the State
Board of Education.

,',.

. .

There are a number of parent groups and,advocacy.grou s
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that believe that-te-Texas Hearing amd Appeals ProcedureS

are'not in compliance with 94-142. P.L. 94-142 says that

the hearing will be conducted by an impartial hearing

officer. It'S not'our position that allowing the school

board to make the final decision-is eillowing the school

board tobe the hearing officer.' All the hearing officer?:

does in_TexaS is listen to the evidence and submit_a,

proposal for decision. There,have been a couple of federal

court cases already,.andan interpretation by the Office

for CivilRights that says the,:local school boards cannot

be the impartial hearing officer.

NQW, let's = discuss Section 504 of the Vocational.

Rehabilitation Act of-1973. As I mentioned earlier, this

is a civil ' rights legislation. This is not a funding

statute; it has no money along with it. It says, in.part,

"No otherwiSe qualified handicapped individual in the.

United_StateS. . ..shall, solely by reason of his handicap,

be-excluded from the participation in, be denied the''

benefits of,-or be subjected to discrimination_under any

program or activity receiving federal financial assistance."

This is a "thou shalt not discriminate against a
handicapped person solely on the basis of_the handicapping

condition" Statute. coday, we're just talking about the

Section 504 regulations as they relate to education. A

number of other areas are covered; such as employment

discrimination and program accessibility; but today we'll

lust focus on the right to education. Section 504 and P.L.

94=142 are yery closely related. Section 504 says", in many

situations, that by complying with 94-142 the-recipient of

federal funds may also be in compliance with Section 504.

We've discussed some of -tile related areas, such. as the fact-

that handicapped children must be educated_with non-

hapdicappedchildren, to the maximum extent appropriate to

their needs; that-handicapped- children, regaragess of the

nature or severity of their handicap, must be provided a

'free, appropriate education. There are also ,a couple of

major differences between Section 504 and-P.L. 94-142, and

this is the one I want to emphasize. You will remember

94-142 says the child is-'entitled to special education and

related service; to enable that child to benefit from

Special education. Section 504.has a different standard;

it says each school district muitIproxide appropriate
educational services designed to meet that child's individual

educational needsoas adequately as the needs of non-

handicapped children are met. The standard here is that the

educational needs of handicapped children must be met as

adequately, as the needs of po.n.handicapped children are met.

Section 504 does not tie the need for related services to

.special education. It does not say that the child must

be receiving special education in order to get

N.:
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.

the_related Services; "Lee give you an example._ You may.
have an orthopedically :impaired student in regular_.math,-.
readin'gi_and spellingi_who needs adaptive PE or some type
of phystcal'therapy; Section 504 would: say: whether
or.notithathandicapped:child is Jn.sPecial-educition, he
mUst:recaiVe thoSe related services; if)thaf_Wouldltieet
hiseddeational needs as adequatelyas the needs Ora-
non-handicapped child are met'.. . ..,

:

I alsO calT'yOur attention to thefact-that:Saction
.

4 covers a broader rangeof handicapping conditions. It

protects-thet handicapped child as long as he or she has
tht handicap,' or' has-,a record of. the' Is

arded as having thehandicap, regardless of Whether or,
of he zneeds;or recievesspecial-IducationOri:related---
services;, for example; in'One_situation we dealt-witiv
a young man who was allergtobee stings;_.jhe:SChool
district said, "We cannot Oduclfrhis young, .man,
if Fie ge stung by.a, bee le m hava.a.shot within five.:

Or
minutesi and we cannot provide those services, so_ the
mother s-tO come to the school ariffit there all day
long, just to be -ready to give him theshotiif:he does_get
stung; We make the argument that:the school district 1S:
treating that young man as though he were handicapped. _He

really_does not have'...a;handicapping.condition as defined
under the law, Ot hes beihg tre#ted by the sehopl .

district as though he did have one; and he_is being
effectively excluded from educational services. That_

raises another point: theschool:distriet cannot condition
the delivery-of services on whether or not:the parent can
be therei'or whether or not the_parent can- provide
transportation services.- P.E. 947142 anc[Section,504 bOth
make,it clear that this is special education to be provided
at no cost to the parents.

.

There has' been a major case that,1think all of you
needto be aware Of_in_thearea of expulsion, of handicapped
Children._ Very basically, the Stewart B. Nappy case held
that the ARD committee process, Which_determines the IEP and
the placementof_the-childi'is the only method now by,which
placement of_handicaPped children can be chilnged. .Therefore,
expelling a handicapped_chid is an_inappropriate change in
,their placement. What ft says is -the child, if he's a
danger to himself or others, can be suspended for a-very
short time, probably no more than ten days. During that
suspension, the ARD-committee must meet and look at the IEP
and at the placement of that-child, to determine whether or
not that placement needs to be changed.

If you have further questions about how the laws
relating to the.handicapped work,- what they mean; and, how.,
you need to respond,to them, please contactme at Advocacy,
Inc. ..
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HANDICAPPED STUDENTS IN CHILD, OftiLOPMg-NT

Bratishaw:

:4146nY:of our ed that they are limited
human 4ingit ;What'wehave to do .first of all'is-let them
appreciate that they are not-limitedo,let them expand
and small thetr opportunities. "'`

, 5

lei me just' share With you on'4,personal level what
I have encountered with therStudent who'.' had. visual
problems or hearing probleiiis. Our average age in the
community college is28. In fikyclaisrodms they will

-rdnge enyWhere from 18 to 60., In other words, I deal
with mature adults, I ilve foundsthat many handicapped
students have led deprived Childhoods probably. because

their parents have been over -protective. Some of the
older adults epecially did not have t e opportunity to
be in wfth tlitilainstream. They were ut in seprate
schools or kepeat home. They were f ced to lead, very
limited chtldhoods", particularly in their social
relationshipi

So..I find -that ;in Child DeveloPment we do a lot of
work onllife skills, how we can live together, how I
can feel "Vie strengths that I haveend also appreciate
-the strengths in, other people, we can blend our talents.
Many or ours students have decided that they are limited.
human beings. What we haveto'do first of all is let
them 'appreciate that,they are ndt limited, to let them
expand and see all their'opportunities.

KY 'students, learn that all the children he special
needs. I guess that's She advantage that People in early
childhood have.. We have always looked at people's
-individual needs: *We.have not put people in groups
and said everybody 'can do the same thing. We have

Patti Bradshaw
teaches Child
Development at
Eastfield College

4,in Dallas.
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always individualized; It's been part of our_philOSOphy to

reach but- t0 those individual needs rather_thari saying;

You are different; " or you can't fit in there.",,

In_thepasttherehave been some limits,pUt on people

who work with young children. We have said if- you can't_

hear -or see or walk or move your arms right; then I don't

think you can work with children: Yet we:are_looking now )

a wide range of children and_We are also looking at a_wide

range of careers related to children.; We are_seeing_that
thildrentave many needs; and that if you really want to

work_ with_ children;:there is an appropriate slcit for you,;.

You just ha(e toAevelop the skillsj so that_yOu a

qualified for that jobisand if you havethe driVe to

it yOu can. _At the community college we haVe an open docir

policy; Anybody can come. The peoPle who choose to stay

are the ones who are really excited:aboUt learning.

I'd liketoshare a little:bit about the community

icollege I teach nLEastfield is one of seven community
colleges in the Dallas district. Only two have Child

Development programs; Whave had_thit peogram7for nine
years now.____We have one two handicapped - students in each

class. Many of the wheelchair students come in vans.
4

You might remember from your education .courses that

this is how-we-learn: 1%:throUghtastes 1 1/2% through

touch; 2 1/2% through smell;_11% theough hearing; 83%

through sight; 'As.a facilitator_WOrking with adults; I

need to be aware of this; so I will mix my instructional

techniques. I need.to have enough variety so that the

student who is-Tearning strictly by- touch has something

to work With; I need_to lodk at other ways for a student

who has a hearjng problem.

As for retention, we_ktiOw that students retain: 10%

by-reading arid-10% by what_they,hear. Sometimes I think we

-overwhelm children with all of our talk before, we stop and

realize that:they really learn very little or retain very:

little:. Students, retain 30% of what they see demonstrated

and 50%-.0 what they see demonstrated andtear discussed
sfMultaneoUSly;_ They retain 70% of what they; themselves,

say. If students can_ralk about what they are learning;

and:talk_about what they are doing;.then.this increases

theiLtaPacy for retaining. _Finally; students retain

,90% Of,What.they-say.about something as they demonstrate

it theMselVet. This is why hands-on activities are so,__

'important for_sloWlearners.: This goes back to the students

actually working with the children; I think that any -time

they can. be actively involved with the children it will

increase their learning.



HANDICAPPED STUDENTS IN CHILD DEVELOPMENT

When you have a variety of adult learnets, you need
to design a variety of learning experiences, .qnd those
experiences need to have a wide range of peeceptual
experiences. Let's face it, adults still learn best by
doing. If you have a group of adults who can only listen
all day, they go out holding onto very little of ,what was
said.

Here are two examples of how you can help adults be
actively involved in their learning; One of my favorites'
is to have students look in their pocket or purse and .

:actually design a learning experience for. children; This
is a carry-dyer from World War Hi when teachers,in
England had-to :take:the children down in the bomb
shelters on shoft notice:. Sometimes they would be in_
there two:or three liours.,tOto keep children,occubied..
and be sure that they were actively keeping up with their
studies; they depended.on ordinary things that you have
In your purse. And you'd be surprised. Another activity
deals with choices; and lhaven'tJound,aWadult yet who
doetn't laVe this Take peanut butter and jelly and
pineapple; cheese and marshmallow, whipped cream and
graham crackers and have them decide what they;are
going° to put -on -their cracker; From thisiistudents can
learn how important it is for children to be involved
in making choices. These are some lessons:that allow,
Child Development students to learn through.doing.

= It is important that adults who are going to_ work
with children have three skills. First of all, they-need
an*understanding of themselves. They_need a good -self=
concept: The second ability is the_skill of working
with:children. :How:am Iigoing to effectively work with
children with all the skills that go alon§_ with_that?.
Pve always said:that if you knew Iwo_or three finger-
plays and a.cpuple.of songs, and you_kneW- what to 'do with
paper, you- could probably teach all day long. You could
be respondingto individual_needs.__TRied it that
extremely- important skill, being able to relate to othei"
adults. I find that_many young people who think they
want to work with children forget that they also' will
frequently be parents4 other
teachersi_an'd administative staff. To'work with
Children lou need _skills _in uhderstanding-Yourself,
working with children and in working with other adults,
and these are the most important skills you can pass'
on to your handicapped students.



LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES:FOR TEACHERSALOFT):
CREATING AWARENESS OF OPTIONS IN MAINSTREAMING

Sutan D011ar

-"As you move, down the management systems, you
can see the differences. You'll learn content
as well as experience how a student might
feel in that kind of classroom organization."

My materials have been developed over the past eight
or nine years, with their main purpose being to create an
awareness of a need for change in educational policies.
While working with teachers, we have learned that many
teachers just wouldn't deal with .the handicapped children
in the mainstream. Teachers didn't want to change their
practices in the classroom; they preferred to push the
students away into the special class. So one of the main
purposes of the program that you'll be going through
today-is to create an awareness in teachers of the need
to change. That's what I think bakes this program a
little different from others. Another aspect of this
course is the content, mostly how to manage behavior,
how to individualize prbgrams, and how to accommodate
children in the classroom.

First of'all, let me focus on management system.
Creating awareness is accomplished by taking teachers
through a series of management systems. As they go
through' each one, the management varies. The first
management system is more directive. We'll be doing this
one for the first thirty minutes; just to orient you to
the process. The tasks are the same for everyone, and
you will all be learning the same skill. Then, as you
move down the management systems, 9oing to the most
individualized and most imcommodative, you can see the'

Susan Dollar has .
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differences. You'll be learning content as well as
experiencing how a student might feel in that kind of
classroom organization._ That's really what it's all

about. The curriculum In this program has been developed
in such a way that it can be_delivered in a variety of
different ways to each school system.

NoW, the first management system that the_teachers go
through is a three=hour direct instruction presentation.
Since you've -been sitting in chairs all day long, you know
what that's like. We introduce the content, then the
teachers and_adMinistrators are asked how they fe3t during

that time, Teachers will say things like, "Well, I was
bored, I'd already heard that before," or "It,was new. I

really enjoyed it." Some of them will say, "Well, boy,

this is terrific." During this first system I pick out
somebody in the group whom I will reinforce, and somebody
in the group that I will punish -- I'll ignore their
questions, sort of shuffle them off to the side, rebuff
them.

.-.

In the second management system, the teachers get a w

card with a time schedule on it. Then 'they're divided

into groups and they cycle through the various centers.
Some of you may have been in classrooms where the teacher

has a fixed time schedule and the kids rotate through it.

In this particular instance, they would be going to the.

heart center, the direct instruction area. Then they

would go to the game center, which would be the game area,

and then to the reading center, then to the problem

solving center. And they would move every time the bells
ring, about every five or ten, minutes. Then at the end
of that particular three-hour rotation, we would evaluate

that system. One teacher said that she ended up hating
the reading center, because every time she got interested

in something, she had to stop reading and rotate to the
next thing. That happens to kids sometimes.in school.
This afternoon, we'll experience this management system,
becuase it's an easy way for you to look at all new
materials.

At the end of this particular management system, the

teachers are given a placement test, I say ilo them

something like, "This is just a test to figdre out how
,much you know and how much you don't know, so that when

you come back we'll be able to place you accord'ngly."
I don't analyze -the- results very carefully. S etimes I

put the ones that fIlled in all of the answer in the top

group, but it depends upon what effect I want. Often in
the schools, minority students and boys or men get placed
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in special education classes; so when using this program
with school personneli_I deliberately place minority
students and men in the lower groups; The next day when
they cone back; I give them a form that reflects their work.
They are allowed to skip any area that has an "X" next to
it on this form; Any area that has a check they are
required to do; When they go through all :of the centers;
they will take a posttest; and if all of their groups pass
the test, then they get to go on Co the next lot.
Everyone has to pass the test; beOapse we so often do that
in school; ,We -have everybody Pass something before we
allow anyone to go on to the next thing;

I chocise three grOups; The top group I call the
"Star Group;" The middle group have a few more centers to
visit than the Star Group. Now the low group I schedule
for direct instructioni since I've heard low groups - always
have more time with teachers. Of course everybody looks
around: to see who has what on -their folders. Even if -you

call -them yellow; blue; and silver teams; they know what _\
level they're in and; believe mei they get pretty excited
about being:in:_the low group;: Sometimes when I'mrotating
them through the centers on the previous management sys.7_
tem.; I pull - somebody -out and_put them in special education.
I dust -put them over here at the side_f the room colOring
or- working a puzzle. When it comes time far grouping_I
put that person -into the Tow group. It's amazing what:
happens! The whole group shuns that person,_ because they
know that person must -have beendoing something wrong,_and
they are already feeling badly enough about being in the
low group. One teacher was really upset about it. Several
teachers had to go to her house after class that day to
convince_her that_she should come back. Afterwe went
through this particular management system; she said she
would never again put a. child in special-eduCation after
having had the experience of being isolated from the group.

And then there's always the anxiety that goes along'
With just having to take a test. Usually it takes about
an : hour to convince the group to take the test; They
don't really even know what they're supposed to be learning;
They don't know what it is they're supposed to be finding
in all of these centers. They end up working like crazy
on the test. This just shows how -tough we Take it on kids
when we don't let them know what is expected of them;
This management system; I think; is the strongest in terms
of duplicating the feelings children have in school. At
the end of it; you've usually changed some.- I've had
teachers spend the whole afternoon in the bathroom; just
to get away from a low group. Sometimes the low group

12'7
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N really_works hay , to catch up, while the high group feels
so confident,that they dan't do very much.

--

After this managemeni system, teachers are allowed to
take out a pretest card f r the individualized system, and
check to see if they undestand_the concept at each
center. Then they enter the prig ram where they feel they
should be placed. Generalqy the pretagA has statements
of the_concept and the tes itself. The answers are on the
back of the card so they ca enter where they want to.
I have them select at least two resources to go to, but
just being able to choo0\10 a change. Until now, they.
have-had to do the activitt'es that I wanted them to do.
After they take.their posttest, they have to come to me
and get it checked.

There's almost always long line of people waiting
to be checked. I don't know if you've ever been in
classrooms where that has qcurred, but that seems to be
the common problem. At the end of this fystem, we discuss
the problems in beginning an individualized system, and
what sorts of' options teachers have so they aren't always
checking the kids' progress. Usually we institute a peer
tutoring arcross check system in which theW.re still
marking off on their old growth chart. Now the checks
just say to them what, areas that they can use to learn a
particular conaept. This would be, in the fifth management
system.

This management system really runs pretty- smoothly;
everybody's doing their own thing. Direct instruction
groups are called up occasiohally for certain centers.
The only problem with this system is that it's not very
specific. If4,ou want to learn about-rate differences,
you -don't really know whereto go. So; we added another
resource card so it tells y u a. little_bit more
specifically:where to go t get the information that you
need on a particular concep If I just wanted to.focUs
on rate, I would.know e actly:where to go.to get the_-
prob%ms.1-5. This more specific system-is number six.

Thoseare the ma gement systems that we- take -the
teadhers through. requently, at the end of thetiXth
manalethentmstem, teachers are realIy_excited about doing
something different, and that's the intention of the wkple
program.

Teachers often try to do too much when theyifirst
begin teaching, then burn themselves out about a month
later. So we developed a.package where teachers can
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assess what they are currently doing in their classrooms.
It's all set up in incremental steps. If teachers want to
focus on a certain area, the they can. That's the strength
in the program, I think, having-and providing individual
choice for the teachers. That gives them a starting point
and the steps to follow.

You may be surprised at some of the other problems.
For one thing, when you start moving out those desks,
and those nice straight rows, the custodians don't have any
way to sweep. 'So you have to let them know why you're doing,
it and, of course, once you start having rate difference
you start getting different report cards. You're not
looking at a bell shaped curve anymore; there's just not
so many A's and F's. Then what will mother and daddy think?
So you have to show the need for many kinds of grading
systems. So, in working with teachers, I often consider
where they are poin9 back to. what resources they have, ant:
what support they will get, what kind of follow -up -I_ can
provide. After all , it's better not to initiate anything at '
all, than to initiate something and then have them punished
for trying it.

Theinaster learning -model provides, then, for a lot
of differences. First of all, there are a_set_Of concepts
identifiedi.some sequence, then a_pretest is given. If

the student passes the_pretesti_then they can take the
posttest; If they don't pass the pretest, there are
multiple resources that can be used before taking- the
posttest and_before going onto_the second concept. You

can accommodate for content differences, Aifferent concept
sequencesiAnd style differences. It!t an individualized
system that works very -well. Ideally, the 'plate to start =

is to -get your adMinistration really behind:you. Then they
can divide the material support that you need for the
teachers. However, that's not always true. I guess what
I'm saying is I think that most people would say. the middle
management group is your key group.

3.



TEACHING DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION TO HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Bobbie Douglas

The main ingredient of good teachiqg is a concern for the
students whether they're average, above average, or below
average, mentally or physically."

Distributive education (DE) is working with studen)
in the field of markepng distribution. My experience Os
been with the minimally handicapped. I would briefly like

to tell you about three techniques which f have found to

be important. The main ingredient Of good teaching is a
concern for the students whether they're average, above
average, or below average, mentally, or physically.

The first handicapped student I had was a young lady

with severe epilepsy. The parents did not really want to
recognize the situation and triad to cover it up. The

young lady had an excellent average. Most of her grades

Were A's. Shedd wanted to sell on the floor and go into
the fashion business someday. 'When I talked with her to
find out where she wanted to go, her biggest problem was
deciding whereto work. That seemed very natural. I

knew nothing about her epilepsy. She was a very attrac-
tive young lady, very sweet, and would really bend over
backwards to help, so I was extremely surprised that
within four days her employer called to say he had fired
her. I absolutely could not imagine why he would fire
her from the store. The parents quickly got in on the
situation, had more or less threatened the manager for
firing this young lady without talking to them.

O
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But, you see, the young lady couldn't handle theL
pressure. .It wasn't that she had a seizure. She would
just block out everything when she got under any pressure.
Some customer had been screaming at her, hollering to get
waited on, and the little young lady had rolled the cash
register tape all over the floor. She just couldn't cope.

And when she would start blocking everything dut, the
customers and the manager would get even angrier, because
they tbougOt she was just turning them off. My biggest
regret is that she had to go through all that. 'After
that, we placed her in a very low-key situation, where she
never had to wait on more than -one person at a time and.'

she did very well. (c

Unfortuhately,She still saw the first job:as a:
failure. Many handicapped students have low self-contepts.
You can probably all remember.your.f*st job-. It was a'

very important step, Welli were the ones who place
-students._ We have to be doubly careful to place the_
handicapped where they will succeed; This student should

not ave had to go through that failure.

Another case is exactly like thati :where the parent'
did:not tell me about the handicap until:iLmas too late,
This-is a good example of the information we need from
special education. The student 'had severe dyslexia.. The
young man was a very attractive persoh_who seemed

extremely confident. It.wasn't until later that_I_found
out he was overcompensating fOr his problem, Originally,
I placed him in a formal men's wear shop. Tuxedo,

weddings, everything; Sint-6 I did_thiS in the first two
weeks of school, I didn't haVe much time to -find out about
writing ability; ThiSYOung man impressed the employers_-_
so much that they hired -him as a salesman, -but also planned
to put him in some_fashioh_thows modeling their tuxedos.

They planned to take hiM all thrOUgh their training so_t4pt
eventually he could move to a more responsible position in
another store. Soi you see, he really was impressive,

Well, it all lasted two weeks. The manager called

me in to see him. He was furious. He threw a piece of
paper at me, and said, "What do I have here, an L/LD

student?" He happened to be an ex-guidance counselor from
the East-so he knew more about the handicap than I did.
He showed me a basic time schedule for the young man
signing in and out. It was written at probably the second

or third level. A few days earlier.the student had totally
messed up a wedding order. He couldn't write down
measurements or dates or sizes or anything. And yet he

was extremely confident, -very personable.

o
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Finally we decided to put him in food marketingl,
because that requires very little writing abil -ity. So far
he's doing great, yet the whole problem could have been
alleviated if _I had known about the.dyslexia. It certainly
taught me to have them fill'out applications before I
placed them.

I'm very proud of another young lady I have this year.
She co erve as a good example of how special education
can Vietplus. She has a very low I.Q. . I think her mental
age is 11 years old. My VAC (Vocational Adjustment

-Coordinator) and I worked very carefully with her when she!
first joined my class. She's in my class because it was
felt she needed a regular environment. She fit in
beautifully. The students have no idea that she has any
learhing problems at all. Her papers show it, very much
so, but when she does poorly I work with her alone. She
comes to class early every day to work in the school store.
When I see her in there, and I know that there's something
that she absolutely didn't catch in class; we go over it
very quickly, so I don't have to call her out individually
in the classroom. The rest of the students accept,her.

Even though she is _ partially blind, she refuses pa
sit in front of the room. Even though.it makes things a
little harder for her, she's more comfortable and I think
that's important. So I leave her alohe. I have placed
her in a. bakery. In order to be sure that she!s okay I've
placed two other students with hgr so that she doesn't
have to ring the register. All she has to do'is package
the goods, put a price on the bag, and then it goes to the
front register to check. I have trouble with other
students because of their attitudes, but not with this
little girl. The fact that she wants to please her
manager so much and gets along with the other,; workers has
helped her a lot. She. was very worried when another girl
from my class was laid off, but I think it was good for
her to learh that she had succeeded in something when
another young lady had not.

_ Of course, her manager knowt about. her, problems. ThiS
manager_happens_to_have a sod who_was a:slow learner; so
the manager probably gave her a_little bit of extra care.
She put up a special list of prices for my StUdent and-is.
veryipatient_with her,_ Look for employers like that, when
you hat a slow student.

I wOuldlike_to share some materials. .World of Work
iS_a bOOk_I know Icould,_use. It has some yiry_basi
things'iike social security problems, teaching them' some
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4

very simple chapters that Distrib tive Education (DE)

materials don't always clarify. is particular book is

for special needs students. It's ing to be excellent.

-It will reallYhelp.me individualiz , so that the special
education student could be working on some specific

assignment that they missed.

Audience: Bobbie, would you have any suggestions for

getting teachers to accept handicapped students?

Douglas: In DE, we're especially bad about that We.

say we have to have students with "C" or above, and that's

just not right. Our job is. to place them in marketing and
distribution and hope that they succeed. If they.'re 6

special, does that mean they can't succeed? NO! They can

succeed and I've seen it myself. Perhaps some of you Mave

some suggestions for encouraging teachers.

'Audience: We had one boy who was born without a part

of his hands. He had plastic surgery and repaired it, but

his motor skills were affected. Even though he has no
trouble thinking and doing his work, they didn't want to

take him on the job. Fortunately we were able to put him

in a lumber company, inside the store for just keeping the

stock in order, and it gave him corfftdence in himself.. I.

think your secret there is the employer. We had a very
obese girl six years ago and _I really had no confidence in

latrying to place her But even though I sent two girls to
apply at a store, this one was hired and She's still there.

So a lot depends on the employer.

Audience: There is a niche for, everyone% You fines

that out very quickly. And even when you think an
interview is going to be a total disaster, you're often

surprised. It might.just be the right student for the
job and he stays twp or three years. I guess,we just need

to think positive and hope for the best. Being a VOE
counselor, you know what I mean when I say, we're in it

with the students. .If we can build their confidence and
teach them to look beyond their defect, then they feel

like they succeed and they do.

Audience: Our auto mechanics department also had a

handicapped student. His specialty is in the tool r00111.

That's where he wants to be. He organizes the tooldThe
checks them out to the kids, and he goes out and''
supervises, or helps them. He thinks he's nalloing to be
able to get into the car business, but there will always

be a place forshim in the tool room.-
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:.. -Douglas: When you talk about the:kids hiving a
problem with handicapped students'ilt Just isn't'often the
:case: .More.ofteni. it's the:parents_worried_about having
their- children in with the handicapped; Kids -just don't
'feel- like. that; that's a fallacy from somewhere w4k back;

. ,

Audience:. About three years ago, we had a special
education student who was recommended for o4of purAoto
mechanics programs; He was not able to-accomplish the
book work, tests, and the .other classroom work ig. well as
the teacher would have liked; ,But_the teacher, knew the
capabilities of the student: : The boy was in the program
two - years:- During his secoad_ye ;lie was still in a._:_
self - contained. projrampart:of_the_Aay;_ Then he worked
the:other .half;: They placed:himiwith aparAealer_and the
dealer_wasScrpleased- he said,. "I'_ =1 takeall_of the
handicapped kids' that you _can send me.';.The same auto_..
mechanics teacher has had:special education_students_for -

the past-three_years; Welhad,a.new teacherthat_ttarted
this year:who wouldn't take alhandicapped Student, so

'thiS.teachermho has:had special education students_fn the
past said, "Well, if you won't take him,i'll take_hiMi
bUt let_Mt tell you .whatyouicould haveAdne with him."
SO 4dWithis new teacher_has_been convinced to Work with
students from special education.

Douglas: _It's so easy_to place an average student.
There's no challenge to that. If you can find something
for someone who has a weakness or a. handicap, then you've_
met the challenge. You've done something special. Maybe
that's the approach to take.

I



NINE SPECIAL TECHNIQUES FOR THE INSTRUCTION OF THE HANDICAPPED
IN VOCATIONAL EDUCATION CLASSES

George Fair

"We can no longer use the same teaching nethodi or
procedures.".. One method, one technique, one procedure
is not going to get the job donerif we have to work
with children who hae different levels of
competenties and different learning styles."

We are going to try to look at some ways to work with
handicapped children in vocational education classes or
programs. I want to make this a participatory session.

I'll present nine special techniques, nine ways of
looking at teaching. Then we'll come up with an example
from your own,vocational background and apply it to the
tethniques.

Once weShav'e all that Itraight, we'll put fiJina
grid. axis is_knowledge and this represents,:how much

knowedge this techpique requires. If teachers
use the technique all the time, knoi, all about it, wetd
plot it to the far left on the horizontal. If teachers
don't know anything about the technique, we'd put it over
to the right. The other axis shows how much extra money
the technique. requires:

a
.

George Fair is
a faculty member
at the University
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Then we can begin to come up with some kind of graphic
illustration of these techniques and how they rela ,. I

could probably draw a third axis representing tim but that
might become a little complicated for our purpa s.. Instead,
we'll just say that if we had the money we could buy the
time.

. .

techniques_So let me briefly go through these nine techniques
that can be used in vocational education programs to help
accommodate the handicapped.

Utilize_a varietyof teaching methods and procedures.
Vocationareducators, in general, tend to teach a particular
skill or concept using one method teat they are familiar
with, one method that they feel is successful. But we can
no longer think of the class'as a homogeneous gi'oup; with
all the same characteristics. We can no longer use the same,
teaching.methoos oi,'procedures. One method, one technique,
one procedure is not going to,get the job done if we have to
work with c ildreh who have differeht levels of competences
and different learning styles,

,a
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Modify the occupational objective. As we begin to work
with handicapped studentt, we_have to_change our minds about
what they will -be. We may onlY_be:able_td train this
individual to become competent iJi_a particular'aspect of
an- occupation, to change tires rather than to do a complete

motor-job;

Develop flexible4time limits: _Some r'ules and
regulations_._restrict the amount -of time a student munt be in
a_program in order to get credit. 'Others restrict the

length of timea student-can take to finish A prdgram. This

inflexibilityneeds_to change. Some students may_only need
to be in a program_for a week before they find out a program
is not for them. And some students need a year and-a half:
or two years to_complete a one-;year program. So we'need

flexible'schedules.

!:Analyze the task. -in accordance with the Student's
skills. For a long time,,vdcational education has been
taking a particular skill and breaking it. down into its
component Skillt. But for handitappecistudents, we, need to
think.abdUt the component skills in relation to the student,
not component skills in relation to the actual. task itself.
We_haVe to lOOk for teachable components. Td teach the
child hOW to jack:the car up, for instance'., may take 20
different tatks within itself.:

Translate stateme =l and sensory:.

liMitations into statements of-instructional significante.i:
Too'Often when we begin to_talk about working with :

handicapped children, we try td classify them according to

global to a to instruction; What we need is:_evaluation
Oisability_ categories. Those classifications are much too.

inforthation'on the specific characteristics of that child,
characteristics related to the task that we are helping that
child develop. Then we need to look at those
characteristics, those limitations, and ask:1k* we analyze
that in relation to...Instruction.: :It's tough bUt we have,td

be more specific tha simply talking about qategofiet, like
mental retardation an emotional disturbantt.

4c Select,- adapt or develop instructional materials.
Wan important_component:in the educational process. Of

course; there,is no way:thatyou are going to adapt_yout
Curriculimifor all handicapped students. One visually__

icapped student needs something different from another
filially handicapped student. Nevertheless, instructional

material's are an important part of the instructional
process;
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Emphasize job-seekinnjab-getting and job-keeping
skill§. it has been demonstrated that handicapped students
have difficulty with the personal, social skills necessary
for lob seeking, getting and keeping: how to find a job,
maintain -a job, be productive, and stay on task. These
skills haVe to be a part of any realistic educational
program for handicapped students..

Utilize basic prijic4ples of learning. r mean here,
things.ltke reward and,conditioning,and punishment and
baiting -- all of the things tnat can be done to bettef
motivate students. They must become much' more explicit for
students with learning problems.

Secure related services,. As occupational educators we
cannot do the job_ourselves. In some situations students
may, need some related services, such .as outside tutoring, .a

reader, an interpreter, occupational therapy, or medical
treatment.. While we, the vocational educators, do not
necessarily deliver the services, we are at least in some
sense resOonsible for identifying that the service is
needed. This includes coordinating academic work with
occupational pork. 4

'Those are nine techniqueS I think are important. Now I
want us to go back over them to make them 0 little more real.
Let's iantify a situation in which we might apply one or
_more of these techniques. Then let's identify what each
-would'cost in term's of additional dollars, oN in excess cost
(anything over. what it costs to educate A non-handicapped_
student). not looking for dollar amounts; I'm talking
about relative costs. After we get ittplotted we can
readjust. Finally, let's think about whether or not the .

majority of vocational educators have the knowledgeneeded
to use the technique. ,4

Let 1ive you- an examplei:. vocational as§e§sment.'i/
People say if_we had better vocational assessment we wourdn'!ft-
have these problems tn determining what is appropriatefOg-a
child. 'Unfortunately, we don't know enough about assetgmeht
of individual children. We don't have the in"struments;to
tell es whatdobs a student will do well or how a student
will learnt' So it will.tequire a lot of investment and not
wyppeopje.have the knowledge so we plot,it like this:

-
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A Little

KNOWLEDGE
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Let's try to develop an example around another.
technique.

Audience: What if some students have grasped _a
competency and others haven't? We could let the first ones
go over it again.

Fair: 'Let's be-even more concrete. Give me an
occUpatio0a1 area such as-electrical trades. What might be
an objective that you would teach in electrical trades?

Audience: Wiring for a room.

Fair: Okay, room wiring. We are working in the
general area of electrical trades and the objective is room
wiring. Some students accomplished the basic skills and
principles within the first week. Another smaller group of
students didn't. So we are going to Iet some of the
students that had accomplished the task work with the other
students, peer tutoring.

Let's plot that example on our ability to implement.'
Because we are -not going to pay the peer tutors the cost is
practically nil.: But how about knowledge? Do we need a
lot Of Additional knowledge to be able to do that?

Audience: Let roe tell You what.I've found out along
this same line.. Students learn more from each other than

39
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you or I will ever teach them. They all want to help each
other succeed. If you are careful with your pairing, peer
tutoring will work.

Fair: Do you think that the majority of vocational
educators have the knowledge to do that?

Audience: Many educators feel so responsible that they
wouldn't want to delegate teaching duties.

Audience: But think of it this way. There are three
levels of learning: (1) being able to understand something,
(2).being able to perform it and (3) being able to teach
someone else how to do it. With this technique students who
didn't learn it the first time can get reinforcement from
others. What is taught once is retaught many, many times,
each time a little bit differently, and each time from a
student's viewpoint.

Audience: We're talking about a peer group situation,
formal'teaching. Anyone who's been in a graduate course

knows you learn, as much from your fellow students as you do
from the teacher, usually far more

Audience: Anygne who+has been in the field is familiar
with learning from other workers. We do that in our homes
and everything else. It is not a special technique, that
needs to be learned.

fair: I agree that we use it -- no question. But do
teachers recognize it as.an instructional technique and then
set up situations so that it can be implemented?

Audience: If the instructor doesn't, the student_will.
They will develop their own.

Fair: Okay, we will put it low, on the money axis, but
it will require a little knowledge. Now we've talked about
one teaching method or procedure that we might be using in
addition to our standard ones. Let's take another one.

Audience: Let me toss one out. You've got a man in
a wheelchair with average userof hands and arms. He wants
to be in auto mechanics and specialize in carburetors,
generators, and that kind of thing. Normally he couldn't be
an auto mechanic because he can't get down under the vehicle,
but if he specialized he.could work alongside team members.

Fair: I think the technique he 'is referring to here is
modifying an occupational objective. This person is confined
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to a wheelchair' has some use of lower extremities but has

pretty good_opper extremity use_and a normal amount of
cognitive ability: That:would be a good example of how we
might modify occupational objectives.

Audience: Even though he can't put an alternator on
or off he could rebuild it.

Fair: Okay, we will train this boy to be a generator/
alternator specialist.

Audience: (JI agree with the gentleman but why make him
a generator /alternator specialist? Let's teach him a lot.
He might be able to handle transmissions, carburetors or
other jobs.

Audience: Train him for a bench job.

Fair: This is another term, bench repairs, meaning
that he will be especially proficient in tasks that can be
done at the bench level.

Audience: Couldn't a person get out of a wheelchair
onto those dollies?

Audience: Again, it would depend on his ability, upon
the individual. But I think you brought up a good point;
As' vocational educators we need to be sure we are not
limiting:these students by.oUr own artificial measures like
saying just because you-arein a wheelchair you -are required
to do bench work and nothing' else; We need to let the
..studOpt do .anything.heiS capable of doing;

Fair _That's_a point I want to reinforce. I think
we'e:sien_that modifying occupational objectives- requires
:some real-expertise, some analysis of the occupation_ and_ Of
the individual to get a proper fit__between_them. Otherwise,
as we've just shown, we might modify the objective too much.'

Audience: Isn't the- purpose -of the individualized
education plan to plan objectives?

Fair: _Yes'it is. The purpose of the IEP is -to- have an
interdisciplineryteam_of knowledgeable people sit down_and
dedide what_the edUcational objectives for a_person would
be. I,__think, however, that we aren't doing the IEP as
expertly as we would want.
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Audience: No one knows whatObjectives will work.
Only after a person gets in a classroom will anyone know.

Fair: Maybe students need a trial period to see wtot
they can do; There really is no_assessment that will show
what a person can do in any particular occupation. SO

we've decidedithis_student will become extremely competent
in bench repair and _other related activities. Can we.
implement thiS:modified occupational objective? Would this'
objective inhibit the instruction that goes on in a class?

±AUdiente:_ YOu would have to make sure you have repairs .

available -which the:student _can help on. The student needs
to WOrk_With the_others even_if just to observe. Otherwise,
they will just sit over 15 the corner.

___4[

:_Audience:_ You will probably have to design a work
ttatioh_that the wheelchair would move under, where tools
are within reach. YOu_may need several work stations. So

it's going to cost a little extra money.

Audience: Let's go back to modifying the abjectly.
That doesn't take any money.

Fair: Okay, let's just evaluate setting the objective.
We decided this student would have instruction on bench
repairs. Would the majority of auto mechanics have the
competence or the knowledge to be'able to do that?

Audience: Maybe the knowledge but not the attitude.

Audience: Even with_the knowledge it would require
additional thought and attention;

Fair: Okay, they wouldn't have -to learn how to_do the

technique; Would the technique require .a lot_of additional

time? Remember we're just talking about modifying the _

objective, not putting ina whole newitystem. This member
of our_gropp said yesi.they have_the knowledge,_but they
would' probablY.need additional time to modify the_technique.
If we're going to buy time with money, this technique will
require a-little extra money.

Let's use this same situation and:jump dawn to number
six; selectingi:adapting_or developing instructional
materials for thit indiVidUal.

Audience: It needs to go in the far right hand corner
because it takes a lot of time and a lot of money a1d a lot
of knowledge.
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Fair: Does everyone agree with that?

.Audience: I disagree; If you wanted to spend, you
could; But you could build a station that hooks onto the
wheelchair without spending a lot of money

Fair: All right. Now, we're talking_ab9ut selecting,
adapting and developing - instructional materiais. Does that
regbire alot of knowledge? 'Would there be things -that
would need a high level of knowledge to be adapted?

..: Audience: Why would it -take any more:knowledge to
teach:a person in vwheelchair hoW to.repair an alternator
than-it _would the normal student? What you are talking
about adapting ts.the fatility.

Audience: But you could be talking about_develOping
job sheets, task sheets., self - instructional- materials,
possibly someaudip,visualS,:maybe _even a video tape. So;
depending on the situation it could require adapting your
teaching as well.:

_Audience: NOw, wait. He canmove_around
f

in his
wheelchair. He will_be taught_in the classroom-with:the
'Other Students, so -all you need is some place for him to

work.

)1Audience: E ,fe-innovating requires time and money.
Let me give you -stone examples. When I was teaching machine
tool technology I had some students who couldn't reach the
on/off switch so I designed extensions. Then when I had
new classes with students who didn't need the extensions;
they were a hindrance so I had to remove them. Designing
and making them took hours. Adapting usually does. And
usually it's the instructor who has to do the job because
everyone else is too busy. It would be nice to have
someone in the school system, who does the work after.,--
teachers determined what is needed and designed tt:

Audignce: Isn't there a resource at the University of
Texas that will do this for a student?

Audience: They'll give you assistance, though, and
that's what you need.

think' they will do' for tothing.
fair: They caiiitit bio-engineering, but I don't
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Audience: I would qdistion any severe modification of
the equipment or materials within the training,_situation.
An employer is not likely to spend that kind of money
adapting their shop for this individual.

Audience: It depends on the student. I know some
employers who would build a new shop if they could get a
trained worker.

Audience: Legally, the employer can be asked to make a
reasonable modification under Section 504. They are being
asked how to do it

Audience: Do they get any tax credit for that?

Audience: They do.

,Fait/: Now, get back to this knowledge question.
We've agreed, it's going to take some additional time, so it
will cost A little additional money. Probably no more than

we, could obtain. But how about knowledge? Do you think the
majority of vocational educators or occupational educators
would know how to design these modifications so the student
could get underway?

Audience: I think it would be unfair to ask them to
You need to bring in a resource person who has worked with
this kind of youngster in the past.

Fair: How many people have this kind of experience?

Audience: Not many.

Audience: This student has no intellectual _

disabilities, no learning disabilities. That's what's
expensive, having a student who can'tirearAWtrying to
teach from technical manuals; For this, I_think it's fair
to request a consultant, even if special education hat to go
to Dr; Fair;

_ Fair: Yeti intellectual _problems_are a big part of
this. Yet there are many students without any intellectual
problems who.haveibeen:.unable to take advantage ofreqular
vocational education classes._ Before we -move on, however;
llioplot this:situation. It will require a_iittle bit of
ad onallknoWledge and some money. Now let's get into a.

new situation;

Audience: Perhaps we could see what would be required
in modifying instruction for another situation.
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Fair: Good,

-Audience: Okay, let's take a girl who has no physical
disabilities. but only_has a 4.5- reading level._ Cosmetology

,people- won't even look at:anything below an -8.O because_of
State Boards. Let'me tell you what it's going to -take just
to get her through that_coursei_forgettingiabout:State
Boards. A special education_teacherior aide will have -to
spend at least_3 to 4_hours:a week either_recording that
awful text book, rewriting_it on.a lower- level, or reading
it to the_student. And that's_not counting the time her
family will have_to spend so she can learn-the anatomy_of_
the facial structure. Why can't_vocational education find
.textbookS or:materials that aren't_so difficult or_pUt the
information on tapes? Then special education could work
With the student more efficiently.

Audience: They,should dosOmething about that at the
state level.

Audience: I have a cosmetology teacher now who has a
blind student. She has tapes available and is doing
beautifully. She will' be_ limited to doing shampoo work but
she knows this I work at a commercial school but we're
contracting with the public school district for around 150
hours.

Fair: Using tapes is a good suggestion but I don't
think that's the only modification we could make. The book
could be rewritten on a fourth grade reading level.

Audience: But what about employability? When we
suggested cosmetology the teacher said; "I can't project
any employability for this student because no one will read
the State Boards to her." Should we put her through two
years and 1500 practical hours and then have her unable to .0
pass the State Boards?

Audience: The teacher has no right to make that
decision. How does she know that the student couldn't pass
State Boards after 1500 hours?

Audience:: Past experience with other students who had
allow reading level.,

Fair: There's something illegal about this situation.
Section 504 says that no one can discriminate against an
individual based solely on. handicap. So she should not fail
the state board because she has a low reading level. She
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should fail because she doesn't know the informanIn.or have
the competencies to pass the exam: The state.board has an

obligation to modify the examination.

Audience: The teacher is objecting because cosmetology
teachers have to have a pretty high percentage of students
pass the state board.

Audience: That's one of those built-in accountabilitY
requireme is that cause so many problems.

Audie ce: I took a student to State Boards but they

Would not ive the test orally. They give all the time the
students need to read any question ttudents have trouble

with That's how they accommodate the handicapped.' So '\

they are not diSciiminating.

Fair: We'e running out of time One reason I did this

was to show that when we really get down and evaluate '.

specific cases they are not as overwhelming as we might

think. We need'to look at things individually. Some

techniques are not all that complicated, but will enable

more special education children to take adVantage of
vocational education prog.rams. That's what'it's all about.



INSERVICE.PROGRAMS.

Tico Foley

"Getting teachers involved in planning can strengthen
their motivation to attend inservice programs and par-
ticipate."

, _

'
I:haie:tome choices about what to in this session;

LOOUld:tell you all the things we've done_, and all the
thingt_WVe seen other_people do;:or I could call in some-

one else-and MVO them do .this presentation; or I could'

letyOU dci the presentatiOnyourselves_through activities.

When you get out there working on,inservice; you have the

same threOithOiCOS'that I have here._ You can do it your-.

Self; tOloolng on the wisdom of_YoUr years; your experience

and yourttiff; or you can_bring inoutside_tonsultants; '

outside help.; or you can -go to yodrteachers; ask them to
pool their wisdom,_to take what they know and to implement

that._ I think that the Tatter is probably the best avenue
to take; but_I wouldn't want to ignore the other two.

.

I_want_you especially,to.beaware of thej.esourcet
available through-handicapped individualt and employers.
Donna:Williamsi forexample4. has cerebral palty;:she is
onoof.rour most,valuable assets 1n inservice workshopt.
NO matter whatwe'try:in_ourpresentations.--._adtiVitieS;
games,-simulation; .roleplaying she always'iqeceives

the highest praise_on,the evaluationt. She_comes across

with something that really. makes people listen, Understand'

feel; and change their attitudes:. -She- communicates the

knowledge necessary to include social- features in_a g004*°
comprehensive vocational_programt0.that the han lopped_
individual is notisolated.according to the -pre diees of

the teachers or other students'. Ute thete hand capped. .;

1 1
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individuals in your inservice!

If you have a university in the school area, call on

them. They might have faculty willing to come out for an

afternoon without a consultant's fee, or supported by a

project such as ours. Contact the state vocational research

coordinating unit for other projects or,for Wist of the

people who have money for inservice and preservice teacher

preparation.

Now, I would like to use the third technique -- grouO

participation -- to give you an opportunity to pool your

knowledge and skill. You can take this model to work with

your classroom :teachers.' It takes thirty minutes.

I'd like you to form groups, about seven people in each

group. Now write down some problems,_needs, barriers that

prevent your conducting a good inservice program at your

location. What prevents inservice fram occurring or from

Working smoothly? What are some of the problems you see?

With these, develop a summary statement for each re-

sulting group of problems. What do we see here that goes

together? What are some patterns? This first pattern

includes :if

1. Diversity of programmatic areas

2. Good consultants, unbiased

3. Language confusion'between Vocational Educators,

and Spetial Educators
e,

o

Audience: Looks to me like the problem here is co-

ordination of the two different programs.

Foley: Okay. On the second grqupi94g of, problems we

came up with this pattern:

1. Lack of interest
2. Teacher attitudes
3. Identifying entry level of participants and their

needs
Preconceived ideas 1

_ 1

5. Lack of teacher participation in planning

Can we just call that motivation? We need something

motivate these people to come, to attend and learn, and fo

change their behayior.

A third group of problems includes:

1. Time
2. Priority bf p"anners

1 18
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3. Release time
4. Getting vocational and special educators together

at the same time \\

r Shall we just call theS&mechanids? A fourth pattern
of probl emS.that we have dome up with is

1. Red tape
ti

2. Funds

.
. ..-

In step, three we want to decide what barriers are pre-,
. enttng.the acpievement of each of these goals.

PROBLEM -

Motivation

BARRIER

People have other, things to do and
don't have time for inservice.

Mechanics It takes time to set this up.

Coordination If we're vocational education people,
of we don't understand all there is to

Contents know about the handicapped student.
If we're special educators, we don't
know the vocational content area.

Red Tape Too much red tape is required and,not
. and Money, enough , money iS. available.

4_

Let.; s' take the first problem -;-,motivation --
some solutions. What are some things we can do to
What motivates you? I.

Audience: Find asubjectiarea:I'm interested
want to learn more about, and I'll pay attention

and find
motivate?

in, that

Audience: I think to create interest with the teacher,
you could demonstrate ,not only 'a process but also the end
result.

Foley: Just like the_Agricultural Extension people do.
They go out and refit_a- field from the farmer and put out
their hybrilis or fertilizer. Then the next-door neighbor
looks at the product and 'says, "Hey, that's working." What

are other suggestions' for raising interest?

Amdience: Time off for spending so much time.

Audience: For years, _I never had a choice on inservice.
If we would let teachers choose the inservice they want to
attend, the season to attend it, and then give them credit
for going, it would work. If they go in the summer to a

41110..4....
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week's workshop where they feel they can benefit; then give
them a week off during the year;

Audience: I'd like to get one more up there. I think

recognition Of achievement is something-that motivates .a lot

of people.

Foley: HOW many of ydu want me ib. send a_press release

to your hometOWn newspaper saying_that you attended 4abon.,':

f&ence at TekaS AWon_vocatibnal special needs?. Is that

the,kind of thing yoU like? ..That would be an example.

-AUdienCe: I'm not asking for that, but Iithink your

pointiS WelliMadd If _a press release- were made and just
one_perton walked up and said, "Hey, I saw where you.went

to A&M," then you'rd stand about two feet:taller.

Foley: So, if we can get a teacher motivated' enough':

to go out and do the things they need to do to be a more

effective teacher, then we've got the problem licked.

All right, "let's Just take this one area, raising

motivation, and decide who, where, when, bow, and what can

achieve it --the tactical steps for each goal statement.

Which suggestion should we analyze?

Audience: Subject area

Foley: Okay, subject area of interest. Who would you

have do this? Would you call in an outside consultant or
would you train someone from your school?

Audience: In terms of vocational education for the
handicapped, we have no program, so no one could really

be'recognized in our district; but a neighboring district

could demonstrate their.program, or our teachers could visit,

the program.

Foley: Right. You could also trade_off. While some,

one is coming to your'school district; doing a_demonstration,

one of your people couTO'go.overAhere. :The classes would

still be covered for the other schboli and you wouldn't

have any expenses involVed. And people would, get recog-

nition.

Where. This is a tactical detail you have to solve.

When. This is one of our most difficult problems.

How. For this you have to tie in some of the other

things -- the mechanisms. Your organizer person can brain-

4stom that with elements of your staff.
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What. Nov, here's where we come into content area.
What 3674i want to teach? You can go through the same
brainstorming process for that.

Let me wrap this up by reinforcing how important
local program planning is for successful inservice. Getting
teachers involved in planning can strengthen their moti-
vation to attend and participate. Involve your teachers
using this technique to help you:

1. List problems regarding inservice.
2. Group the problems according to" similarities,
3. Develop a summary statement for each resulting

group or pattern of problems.
Describe a goal for solving each problem.
Decide what barriers are, preventing the achieve-
ment of these goal's.
Outline tactical steps for achieving each goal
and overcoming the barriers.-- who, what, where,
when, and how.
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Tito Foley, Moderator

"This panel discussien was designed to allow
'you an opportunity to ask questions that might.
pin -point a single answer_from different
areas =--=- curriculum, teacher training;
community colleges, and special serviCes'.."

Foley: On our panel we have four individuals from
the Texas Education Agency: James COgdell, chief
consultant for industrial education; Eleanor Mikulin, chief

276
consultant for special education; Carol Park r, chief
consult for the post-secondary programs; a d Leo
Schretn ' oordinator for vocational person 1 developMent
at Texas ducation Agency. Thespanel discus ion was
designed'to allow you an opportunity to ask q estions that
might pin-point a single answer from these four different
areas -- curriculum, teacher training, continuation into
community colleges, and iPecial services. Often we find

.

that-the/design of a vocational program, for example, is
diffe \ ent from the design that has been implemented for
specs, edUcation. I have a stack of questions I want to
ask th ie people, but let me first give them,an_opportunity
tb say a few words^of introduction to where they feel
vocational education for handicapped individuals is going
in Texas. Eleanor, would you-like to,start?

,

Mikulin: I'am-positive that-someday soon all
handicapped students will have benefit of access to
vocational education.

Cogdell: There is a coordination between vocational
education and special education. f hear rumors quite often

152
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that there is none, bUt I can assure you that we certainly
have been working together. We think that vocational
education for the handicapped is vital. Mainstreaming is
on us now, and I am certainly pleased to see workshops like
this being held;

Schreiner: I would reiterate what has.Oeen said. I

think there is more coordination going on within the
various divisions of the agency. This is a very difficult
task, for the simple reason that we're split apart hy
funding factors; This is one of the big problems. I think
the only way public schools are going to wins throUgh the
individualized programs' and taking these students into
"regular" programs as they can succeed. I do not-see a
blanket putting all types of handicapped students into all
types of regular programs; It's loin to be through
individual assessment that you are going to be.

_ _
able

_ to take
these students and do something with them. I like to use
this example: If I were an elementary teacher and you put
three students ip my classroom who cannot speak any English,
will be in a heap of trouble real quick; By-the same

token, if you put three handicapped students with varying
degrees of handicaps in my program; I will be in a lot'of
trouble; Fine, we'll take those students; but where is the
support.theY_need? Where are the resource people? Where
are the afdet? -Where are the materials? Where is the
backup for these-programs? Then I think handicapped,
Studentscan succeed in vocational education;

. _

Parker: : You that were in the session -just. previous.
to this heard Dr. Grusy say that, at the post-tecondary
level,_ we are getting inta.funding for kogramS or excess
cost for mainstreaming handicapped. In the past.we have had
only a_very small,amount of money -that would go out to our
community colleges, We hadtectually only four programs;_
two of_those were for special groups and two of them were
for mainstreaming._ We have seven now that have been funded
this year, and we hope that next year-we will be able:to.get
more funds out to the different schools; I am very_hopeful
thit'me will see a great_increase in the number of:colleges
that 'are going:to apply for these funds;

: Audience: What kind of programs are we talking about?

Parker: We have seven projects that have been funded.
In the_past, Lee College had. interpreters for the deaf;
San Antonio College had-a_piano_tuning program_for the blind,
then Dallas-CoMmunity_C011ege District has a mainstreaming ...

type of program, the largesrprogramhthat we have funded.
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We_had a little ey_left overso McLennan Community
College_came in wth the same type of mainstreaming; Then
during this_year, Melinda McKee from TSTI had a proposal
funded for a facilitator to work between the vocational
instructor and the_interpreter: Then we had Lamar
University, which has a technical section that grants
baccaleamreate degrees. They requested money for equipment;
Then_theotherprogram-was Houston Community Collgge with
the Lighthouse for the Blind.

Foley: :What rights does the cl sroom teacher have to
appeal the placement of a student in hjs clasS, if-the
teacher feels that the student placement was not.appropriate
bUt the ARD/IEP committee has out voted him?

_ MikUlin: I would say that if an ARD committee met with
a_teacher:and is goingtoiput thatstudent in her_class;and
the teacher saysNo, Icannot work -with thai:studentin I
thiWthet the ARD committee would be at fault in olacino_the
student in that class. As far as appeal, I don't know that
there would be a system, but I think it should go back to
the original ARD committee. -4

Foley: Thi's is one of the issues that I have seen
coming out of the National Education Association,'talking
about the parents' right_to appeal; the student's right to .

appeal, the school boards right. Where does this leave
the individual teacher? What do the vocational people feel?
What recourse do you think should be available?

Cogdell: ItwoMid be just the normal recourse, Tico;
First you would have to appeal to the superintendent, the
school board; and on down the line.. Unless the, local
district has establithed some procedure for this, I_knOw of
no other course tp-go. The ARD committee would certainly
have a problem if they plated a student over strenuous
objections;

Foley: _Classrooth teache'rS)need to know both the TEA
regulations -such as the special education guidelines, and
vocational education guidelines; 'Oblides and procedures;
but they-also need to know the rationale. :Why -are these
regulations being implemented? What is being:done for the
classroomteacher? The administrators generally -come to_-
conferences.like this one but how can TEA help insure that
the classroom teacher Is aware of what is going on_and why
it is happening? What is the thinking going on behind the
regulations?

154
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Schreiner:,,'Wt are hoping they will find out through
the consultants''that we-have in the field, the chief
consultants and the - staff that we have atthe agency, and

through inservice education. .

Cogdell: :Let me comment just a little bit further;
at the industrial workshop have sessions on improving

relations and coordination with the 'academic instructor.
This is the only means that we as vocational people have

for getting to the academic.

:Foley: Although the guidelines have encouraged the
involvement_of vocational ed&cation personnel in the
placement of special- education Students in regular vocational

education=programsiiin many schools vocational personnel
have little or nothing to -say concerning that student's
withdrawal and_placement_in a job. In other words the
student might be placed in a regular vocational program and

be=trained fora year_or a year and a half; Then he.gets

pulled out again, without completing his training; and gets

put -on a workstudyi3Osition, which-is often not concurrent

with the training that he has received. What do the

guidelines say about this fragmentation of effort? .

Cogdell_:_ I_ understand that this is a widespread
problemi_and_I object Atia_student being placed in something

that -is totally unrelated to what he has.been trained for..

.Lthink this_is_something that we all need to work toward;

in assuring_that the student is placed in something that

they'Ve at least had some training in I don't know:whether
this WOuld be through education of our VAC's or a full fledge

ce -op or What have you, but,..we do need to work in that area.

Mikulin: We have no written_gutdelinesilor VAC's on
placement, but believe the subject is addressed in the VEH

handbook; the student should be.placed_on he job in the'.._

area in which he is ,trained_. _I know that* every workshop
we try to,stress the fact that:students who have vocational
training, eitherin regular vocational education or in VEH
classesi_should_be placediby_the-VAC in a job in the area
for WhiCh he has been. trained:_ Again, we have no control
over that, because there are about 550 VAC's.

Audience: What is the possibility of having a VEH
coordinator funded?

Schreiner: Very good, at the state level.

Air 155
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Audience:. What would be the possibility of someday
having the VAC coordinator placed within the vocational.,'
`programs?

Mikulin: The VAC's are required to be certified
special education. At this point and time there is nq
other requirement. We have discussed whether a VAC be
required to be a secondary teacher.' Our guidelines say& t
any special education teacher needs special educatfon 10,
certification. There is no requirementas to what level.
So we can't do that More or less all we can say is that
they .are certified in special education.- There has been
discusstort ai to whether it is more appropriate for the
VAC to be placed with vocational education. There have
been discussions about just letting vocational education
fund and handle the whole situation concerning,the VAC. But
you get to, certification again. This is a vocationally
certified teacher, and then you have the question, is it
more appropriate that a VAC be special education, or
vocational education certified? We need a combination but
at this time we have no combination. It has been discussed,
but no answer has been given.

Cogdell: You can't teach it unless you've been there.
I don't think that vocational education would be receptive
to taking within the umbrella persons who do not have that

\

work experience; If this could be worked out some way or
another, then perhaps this could comPabout.

Foley: In terms of certification o tile VAC or the
generic certification for the special education teachers,
is theeki,49 inclusion or a monitoring to make sure that
secon tOecial education concepts and skills are included?

Mikulin: To the bestof my knowledge the e is none.

Foley: Okay, so the schools set up a, pro ram for the
special education certification-and are just including
elementary concepts and not fealy giving the potential
VAC's the competencies and skills that they need. Is that
correct?

Mikulin: Thats correct._ Some of you may be familiar
with CPPHirCouncil for the_Personnel:Preparation for the
Handicapped. The council has said that as soon as the plan
for secondary programming for:handicapped students gets more
or less in placethey_would like to:be included so that
they can provide training at the college level for teachers

r"
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to work in thiteirea; As we look atthis_plan_we hope_ it

will not only inClude career orientedinstruction_at the

secondary leveli butoilte,atjunier high school and

elementary; But that's in the future)

Foley: In the fail 1979 all Texas teacher education
institutions are required to infuse informationon the

handicapped in teacher education_courses.. What basis will

be used to evaluate the success of this 'infusion?

Schreiner:. That's a tough question at this point in

time; We think we have:a handle_cin it as far as vocational

is concerned; in that the ttate_bOard of examiners have:some

things on_the drawing board vight_now in the generic

certification; I'm not sure I believe that this will not
affect the vocational program.

Cogdell: I'm going to ask.Bob Wagner to give a

response.

Wagner: We've been doing teacher education for the
handicapped and the disadvantaged instructors for a number

of years now, and there has been quite a bit of mail on this.

We're quite happy with what has been happening.

Foley: The question was directed at the regular'
vocational teacher. the regular clasSroom teachers will be

receiving handicapped students in the least restrictive

environment concept.-

Audience: We have infused into our teacher
certification courses,howtto work with the ARD Committee,

what IEP is, and modifications that could be made to shop

facilities to accommodate handicapped people. So we are

working in that direction.

Schreiner: Tico, a little further response to that.
I think there are some exciting things going 411 in vocational

teacher education, as f4r as the handicapped are concerned.

But that is not really pie question you asked. I have no

earthly idea at this point what the certification total

'package is going'to look like.

Foley: Part of the question c. from my understanding

that, if you infuse say 10or 15% o the content of the

course and have it deal with the andiCapped, the %tudent can

zip out on that and still get and become certified and
not have any of the knowle4 , skills, or competOncies

related to the handicapped.
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Audience: Tico, I would like'to say this also. About
yearly we get together with the approVed teacher education
institutions and go over the curriculum and talk about
changes that need'to be made and things we need to 'update.
I suspect that this will be one of the major issues for this
next go around.

Foley: Have there been any attempts to regulate'the
class size with the introduction of handicapped students
or to introduce aides? How cad -Islet an aide to help the
'handicapped students in my regular vocational class?

Cog4e11: At_this point in a regular VEH class I
believe 16 students make an acceptable class load for _

requests for teacher aid s. For:students being mainstreamed
with the regular_progr there has been no limitations as
far as total_tlasssize concerned; We Still maintain in
our particular -field tha you shouldn't have more students
than you have training stations; andl think thatithere.iS
going to have tci_be quite a lot ofidiscretion used in the

Liks
placement of handicapped studentt in a reg ar_vocational
education program._ I failto see -how a pro am -could _
productively operate -with 5O% handicapped and .0% regular.
At this point we don't have the_ facilitiesi_the_materials,
the instructors, the aides; to handle all of this type of
situation

.-

Foley:.L.What has been done in vocational counseling
, for the handicapped? What do you -see beingdone_inthe
future to- assess the needt fOr matOtalS and staff for
vocational counseling?

Schreiner: A- very impottant part -of the summer
inservice program-for -the guidance division has_been
dedicated to -the handicapped._in fact I think Tico was on
a couple of these programs. So other than infusing these
types of activities into_that Inservice I see very little
being done on the inservice bolt at this point and time.

Foley: What is the future of CVAE programs in Texas?

Schreiner and Cogdell: It's great.

Foley: So you say it will continue and that handicapped
students who are also disadvantaged will be able to enter
those claSses. They have in some places.

Audience: This CS a specific sort of question, but I
don't know where the buck finally ends up in a situation
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like this. What do_you do in a situation where CVAE fs
offered in the eighth and ninth grade; but not at the high

school level? The:reason-it's not there is that the local
administrator-doesn't want to do the-work or take on the
responsibility involved with implementing CVAE at.that level.
It makes it very_difficult for any kind of continuum for
students that enter CVAE when they are 14; When they go to
the high school, they don't have any program there; I have--.
another question related to this -What do you do when/ a'

special educator_ can't convince regular educators that they
should open regular Classes-to-handicapped students;
particularly vocational classes? And the vocational
educators are not willing-to make adaptations and the regular
administrators are'baCking the vocational educators and
saying that they shouldn't have to make it because special
education gets all the money anyway; I hear this all the
time. I know that in a typical situation like that, a
parent might want to-make-an-appeal; but what if you are
dealing withstudents 'whose parents don't knowwhere. they are
most of the time? What if you are dealing with students-
whose parents are not interested in their kids?

Cogdell: Let's back up the first question.now, It Was

related to CVAE in the seventh and eighth grades and nothing
above.-- My-opinion is that the.administration_wanted to
solve an immediate problem where they had the greatest. _

pinch at-that time, but my opinion is also that they started
at the-wrong end; Start up -at the top and come back dowiti.
because nine times out of ten this program is put.in. at the
seventh and eighth'grade level -and they don't have anywhere
to go; Provisions are not made to continue this_program_on_
into the higher grades; therefore, I think they should start.
at grades ll'and 12 one year and the next year pull it bat k
down to another leVel until you get baCk down It_takes_ _

abodt three or four years to doithat.but that is the logical
sequence in. whichAo put in a disadvantaged program. It'S

much more successful that way, much.more successful.

Schreiner: Let me respond to what you have sal Really

if you look at the history of CVAE, the original 'intent was
to help solve that dropout rate, because you had over-aged
students in same, grade levels. _If you could get them in a
program at 14 and keep them in_for tWo years, they were gone
when they were -16. If you could put them in a skills
situation wher ? they could at least get some entry level
employment at he end of that, then you won. Buta very
interesting thing happened about that time We found out
that by offering these students some different types of
academics that applied to what they were really doing, then
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they go ae, little more turned `on in school .and they ,started

staying in school; Theewe had a problem.: What_were we
going to do with them? But I think James is right - -_some

people started on the wrong end. They- wanted to solve -an

immediate-problem, but once they got it solved, they didn't
go on; Now about your other problem, about one more_law
suit up in that area is going to solve that problem for
your That's going to get the attention of some
administrators and teachers real quick; I happen to,know
where yOu are coming from. .

Audience: I don't know that there is anything anyone
can do to solve. I'm talking Oput an attitude that is
widespread among regular educatdtp. I don't know if it is
just the area that I come from or not but ',really don't
know what the roots of the whole problem are.

Schreiner: BAs I indicated in my opening remarks, the
way you are going to win is to get the special educators and
the vocational educators together and let them figure out
what -they can do and what support they need'to do something
for this individual. You are not going to win with groups,
you are going to win with individuals. Don't trY to take
on the whole world.

Mikulin: It's known that the principal is going to
carry the key for the whole school district. If the
principal has the idea that teachers will educate the
handicapped students, a teacher wig not say, "I will not
have that student because he is handicapped."2\lf your
principal can convince the special educator and\the regular
educator that tfiey are going.to work together, tfiVn if .

special education bends over backwards vocational)education
might role along. But it's going to take a Tong'time to*
change the attitudes.

Audience; If you have a CVAE vocational prograni.0
are going to_limit that vocational program to thirty
students. If yolit have forty studen#.signed. up for t44
program, and ten students have to be.eliminated from
one of those forty stqflents that made application is a.
special education student,,is there any priority.of.agy. la
that says that those students have to be given priority gri
are they just put in the hopper with the other studdnts,
and selected on their ability? .

vt.

Mikulin: Section 504 mandates. equal access to tiv
program; it doesn't say priority. Sut just collecting
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best students and making the program available 40 to them

that's discrimination.

Foley:. 'Some vocational programs.have time lines:
prescribed by TEA guidelines, certain -time frames- within-
which course requirements must be _completed; In light of
these ragaireMents-how cam the open-entry/open-exit concept
be encouraged for speCial education strents;in.regular_.
vocational programs? Basically, how c n'students move from
a.CVAE program, into a VEH or,a regular program?

Cogdell:_ Tico,'first would say that's not a logical
sequence' v;ally to begin with., If the school has.the ,
'facilities for the disadvantaged, the'regular, and the
handicapped, they.should be placed in thehandicaPped first
rather than a sequential type activity;

Foley: Basically it's the question of open-entry/open-
exit. I didn't mean to imply the CVAE had to be first.

Cogdell: I think that that student -needs and mOst,
attend that course:long enough:to have ben exposed to-
skills or training that would be of benefit to_him. : If the

student is in there a couple of weeks and_hasn't.had time to
experience the skills necessary,to do OW is going to be
,required-,of him, :he'll have to be ih th re a year.

Mikulin: Tico, are you referring o'open-entry/open-
exit in time line or in'the abiltty?

Foley: In the_ability. _I think that, motonly might
a student be considered fdr placement for leSt than_a full

year, but -also for more than a full_yeari'irvorder to achieve
the competencies that the student might want'before exiting
the program;

S hreiner: .I think that.based.on the assessment of the
studen and on theAesign of theiprogram involved; then
thati7e omes an ARD sitUation.__Ithink:weiare talkingabout

CoOrdi tion and what As:.best.101fthat_indUidual..-

Audience_: Are yd., talking
a single skill, or a clu
competency is a certain
goes witivit where a sut
students Id be able to wo

Foley: The concern iS
of time but also for the

t competgriCY,
ls? kip seems that the :y
lsortheattltude that
fate. tlithOther-
ing.envirohMent.

or the shdker-periad
tt'ir xtf$6-we
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look at a student and say, "This student js handicapped
60d the logical inclination is that fit just might -take the

Student longer to pick up the skills; So ratherAhan plade
the studentlorthree quarters, maybe it will take him four
Or five_quartert to get that same content and then move to

the next year's curriculum; We don't limit this student to
a rigid four=year graudation contract; we.have until the-

student is 21, and let's make full use of our educatiOnal
dollar to put this student out in the job market wherw:hei
can:haVe'enttylevel skills and also have the potential
for advancement.

Audience:, I have a question that bothers me quite a
bit: In a. 101-year-old institution such as Prairie View:
we are mandated by the'agencies;_legislated by the federal

government, to serve the handicapped.- .
Now how do we take

these 100=year-old buildings and convert them- into
accessible bUildings? What do, we do? _Where are:the_funds

available? Are there funds available to make ourluilitiet
livable for the handicapped? Right nowi I'm sorry to say,
we have,updated only 1/10 of 1% of the buildingsto -handle,
the handicapped. And this bothers me., ,

.

Mikulin: I don't'believe the law says_that_you have
to.restore every building. It says you haveito.make
programs accessible to the handicapped. If it .takes moving

claSses to those bUildings Where:the students, can have
access, then.I think you 'can. work-0' some of those.

Audience: I doubt that we have.endugh'iAlildings tb _

be accessible to tfiemijust to take math, English, and what
have you.

Mikulin:, I've beemihan_inttitution where they moved
an English class:to another building for 6-studeht_whowas
scheduled for this.classiand.could notget to the-third
floor; They moved the whole class. It can be 08

.
Audience: _So what you are suggesting at this point is

that we reschedUle Clattet to other buildings?

Ibleyl_ I thiqk that if I were faced-with this problem,
I would talk_to:tht people in rehabilitation agencies and
perhaps see if they -have funds for community colleges.
Another thing, I think in the,older federal architectural
barrier_aetsi_there weresothe appropriationsmade available
then. I:don't know if you've_mis*kthe boat and not done
it when the money was available, butt there 'should be-'
_technical assistance at;the federal-level, perhaps for

,..
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studying that kind of things And we do have some resources
here at our library on campus for_some of the physical
barriers. We don't have money but we have ideas.

Thank you, panel, for being here today and for fielding
these very difficult qUestions. And thank you, group, for
being here.



IF YOU DON'T KNOW WHERE THEY ARE,
YOU SN'.T PLAN FOR WHERE THEY'RE GOING

Jane Francis

"In order for us to be accountable
(and at the secondally level that's
primarily what our obligation is),
we must be accountable for what
happens to students."

There are not many criteria for a selecting students for
vocational courses. Over ,the years I have seen students
being placed arbitrarily in vocational education programs,
and I" feel like that sometimes this is not in their best
interest, or the teachers'. Certainly, it's not preparing
them for a skill that they intend to continue. so I think
there must be -a_ better way. In order for us to be
accountable (and-at the secondary level that's primarily
whatiodr obligation is), we must be accountable for what
happens to students. This is the last big stand, so to
speak, before they leave the structure situation of -a
secOndary school and go out in the cruet, cruel world of
work.

Ai a secondary teacher. I was tol by -the Texas, _

Education Agency to take my childrenyq of the vocational
programs because they.were not eligible because of double
funding (this was_Wor to-the Vocational Education
Amendments of 1968). I told thegroup'at that time, "It's
difficult enough for regular Stydents_to make the _

transition from schoollo.the world of work. You wouldn't
exPect handicapped students to.make it from, self-
contained classrooms where_we teach juSt academic things."
The Vocational Adjustment Coordinator (VAC) picked them up

Jane Francis
works at the
Educational
Service
Center in
San Antonio.
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and placed them in the world of work , _and '_they had _no
opportunity for training, no opportunity for experience,
and that's tough.

Many' doors_ have opened for handicapped_ students then,
but even now; is choosing a:career. getting a chance?__
Perhaps; for a lot of normal people -there -was some element
Of chance _involved._ Being in_ the _right place at thez right
time has afforded us _job opportunities:. _- Many_ of _us have:
aceepterrjobs for which_ we were_.not_ ful ly qualified at that
time, because we knew that we had -the capabi we knew
that -we had the -academic and - cognitive skill to 'acquire_
qualifications -.for _that _particular' -job. We ijould take it
wjth. some_ degree of self-confidenco,,_ saying; "I may not be
fully qualified. on paper, I_ may 'Rot have it_all right .noW,
but I can get It I have the capabi 1 i ti et. "

This is not always tr of handicappedindiVi duals.
ManY_times _the _employers have higher expectations for
handicapped individual s ;_ they want them to come to the job
with skills_ already developed. They_ don 't have tiMe,
real ly, to take a handicapped student and do a lot of
training_ on job. It therefore behoove's us. in the public
schools to p vide some major training...

Recently we have seen laws come into being. This isj.ust a brie- review of these laws.: P. L. 94-142, passed
.1-n 1975, *Ores development and implementation of the IEP
for everyhOdidapped student. They must be placed in a
regular edustational envionment.' They must have equal
opportuni-'4i' 4?... L. 94-482 includes in the Vocational
Educatione Ace' Amendments , that handicapped students must be ,

prepai-ed fp), jobs in t , least restrictive environment;
and the vocatIOnal pr ms must confden to the student 's
IEP is. This must be i 1 ) y developed; under- the Texas
guidelines:, Bulletin AD8i'$71.001. P. L. 93-112; the
Rehabilitation Act of 197S, is civil rights legislation.
It is mo it6red by the Offite for civil Rights, and requires
that ha apped students must be edkated with non-
handl ca 0. ltudents' o:the maximum extent possible. I 'm
not adv ng, and none of these *Taws advocate:ttiat every
handl d student b placed in _ a° vapation_41 ;elaSs_.,
certai r. :regun r studerit is .13pty:fila4edl ilititif.,,-:

.voc,ati .. r ningi but this- inak;hot'be::
that t re irikappropri ate programs -7t,i3-F:

itCai $; I, t would be, ni:-, if °
7 A

...

to be pl a d, in, but we need to- .-it.,:;'''-';',,:e.
raisol As, It you don' t know Writ* -- Student' `. At,.

di ffialt to try to plfirl:.iiiiittil:4W 5: going N-:

:':fi*Yf
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How do you determine thORresent level of performance
that's required on the IEPt There are any number of ways
to_do this .A handicappedituder)t ls an individual,
different from other'students with handicaps, just like
we're all individuals in' this room and we have differences.
We have a sum total of traits, characteristics, habits,
beliefs, interests, experiences, strengths, and weaknesses;
and all of these Athings have a direct bearing on how well we
do our job. The same thing- true with handicapped. We
need to find out more about the student, to understand him,
so we need to start with some appraisal,- some assessment.
I don't think that any one person has -primary responsibility
for this assessment, because there are a lot of people who
interact-with this child. Certainly through a period of
time and obsefvation or' even during the instruction that
goes on in the classroom, the teacher can prepare this
student vo4ationally,

the
frreyocationally, if you plea e, and

bring' information to the dev.elopment of the IEP on w ere he
is right now. These are the kinds of things that we want to
*now.

.

We're not talking_ about just training for a specific
skill; at most, any jpb_repuires these vocational- abilities.
There ii an -awful lot ,of information on a handicapped
student. If he has been in special education since. he has
been inyschoOl Land many have been), he has tests running
out himears. He has been given all kinds of tests, but
a-lot df" the information- thAt's .contained from the
psychometricinstrumentsohes, been given does not really
convey what this stvlentican :do.; There's not a lot of
correlation between test's' 4nd That he is going to be able .

to. 'do, in _a vocational shbp: _Yet there -are pieces of all of
'this information in the student's record that are going to
be a part of the total vocational assessment,: sq all of this
needs to bye scrutinized very carefully.

The vocational interest assessment can be a valuable
:tool, not only fOr_vocational training; but to coordinate
the instructional -program.. .How better can you individualize
a_program. or-meet. a : student's needs ; than_ by having,'
instructional materials about the kinds -qf_ things he wants
to read? Thit could be written into the IEP as part_of his
reading assignment, on the basis_bf his vocational interest.
inventory. There_ are many vocational_ interest assessment
devices .now .that_have been normed on handicapped populations.
There are many picture interest inventories. The_PIES,_the
Picture Interest_ Exploration Survey, is 'a carousel of slides
that shows just hands. The occupations,of the VPII, the
Vocational PictureInterett- Inventory, have been nonmed on

,:,.
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the retarded- population; -These are _real istic; because =they
give the options retarded students can achieve in.' The

.ftGEIST gives very highly technical jobs that perhaps a 4 .

retarded child would not shave the capabilities of going into,
but the pictures require no reading; Those could be used
with 4D students. -Using this information; incorporating it
into the IEP and using it in the instructional program,
could make that program relevant, and the child would see
some reason _for_reading about these things; There are many
things now to measure work tolerance; The VIEWS was one of
the vocational _evaluation systems that we selected and
purchased at Region XX to use for training; This was
developed by the JEVS* in Philadelphla; and has been_normed
on a 26 to 70 IQ. It is correlated*, the,DOT**; and is
broad-based in giving worker-trade _fictort clusters of
occupations;

'.There are a lot of systemsnoviA0 measure the work
tolerance assessment; In perforiiatde, there are many kinds
of evaluation instruments, ,soke_Of WhicK4Ore not named on
handicapped ,popul ations bur to give some major
manual dexterity, motor coordiri f ger_ dexterity, etc.
We've purchased Project_Disebv: , 'tt:tuatiOnal assessmer4,
that measures hands-on _things:1
you really work on_a fender.

td' paint and body,here
'fiave masonary,

construction, horticulture, wa teriwe4tress, ;,and Many other,
things. This gives studentri opportunity to pel4font 0
explore and gives the people 'Working With them the
opportunity to assess their present level of.performAnce.'-4

All these people ought to be involyed. We've heard 41,
lot about coordination, communication, cooperation. It's .'

going to have to come; people are, going to have to talk to
one another. At,best,deVeloping'an IEP is a very laborious
process: When we come to the IEP, people have talked back
and..'forth to one another. The!), all have different pieces,
different kinds of information.

When I put my students o into vocational education, I
put them out there for that vocational teacher to evaluate '

for me. It was very difficult for me to make that judgment
as a classroom teacher. If you give a student a
mimeographed piece of paper, or a workbook, and if you set
him down id say, "Do this exercise," he's going to do it

*Jewish Employment and Vocational Service. 100

**Dictionary of Occupational Titles.
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because I am the teacher and he is the'student; In the
vocational shops it's a little different; Those vocational
shops are set up like businesses; with eyery4pdy doing their
own thing; They'r -lover here working on'genOators, over
there working on ca uretorsi or other things. Can this
student perform with ut somebody standing over him?

_We've done a lot of talking about-putting kids into
'ideational education programs,. I've got more hours in

''vocational education than I do in special education; and I
realize_there_are certairr.Oiteria; there are certain program
standards, there are certain.guideTines. Let's take a "for
instance;" If you put .10.ut in auto mechanicSi MY
contention is that he maylot.be able to -be a shade tree 4
mechanic: We don't.have much demand for those any more
anyWay. Once they` go out. into the world of work; they
tijecialize, so there's a:great deal. of_flexibility and.
specialization within the field. A_lot of vocational
teachers say_ EMR's are hazardous; dangerous. They're really
not; We put a lot of EMR's in.the vocational programs in ilk

the high school where I taught They can learn brakes,
Which_are relatively simple and very repetitive; And
there's not that:much difference between Pontiaes and
Chevrolets, _I -did some _surveying and found"-that there_are
127 places of bUsiness in- San-Antonio that:dealspecifitally
in_brakes only, _I felt-like if a_student had thattkill, the
WCC could. take thatstudent and place_him_and say, "I know
he can do this, he has had_this training." No, we:have not
confused this with the whole course. We've _not tried to
give him the whole course, but_we have homed in on_a special
area'where there is a job out there in the job market. .,

Will he be'able.to follow directions? I'M not talking
about the'vocational directions. Many times there are given
verbally, "Go. Do,"

. Will he Mvable to interact with This is so
impor ant to me as a classroom teacher, because what we did
in th classroom_ was a little different from what went±on
in\the vocational shop. The vocational teacher many times
used vocabulary that I did not use in the classroom. I-felt
like it sometimes, but I didn't use it. "He talked to the
kids man=to-man. They learned to interact, not only with

.the boys who were in that course; but with the man; with the
teacher, and they needed that. They needed that opportunity
to hear somebody really blow their stack; really say; "That
was the most stupid thing I have ever seen anybody do."
They learn through this experience; they have the opportunity
to grow; It was different from being put out on a job and

. ,
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having a boss blow up. Then they would quit, they would
walk off_the_job, and never go back; and nobody would have
ever really known why, because they won't tell you why.

All of .these things are brought together and the ARD
committee evaluates all the data. We review those IEP's
every three months* and then have an annual update4

So after assessment, you're makiftg an intelligent guess
based on sufficient data, based on the present leVel of
performance and.all of the things that you're tried to get.
Now you get to the point of developing an IEP. The first
thing we have to do is to write a goal, and a goal is a
pretty broad statement. It's not something that somebody's
going to hold you to and say you have to accomplish this or
else ye going to fire you, but it should be listic and

ob- s.; e. It should reflect the student's s ngths and
AA T.

?" h a balance between them.

'spend a lot of time in special education working on
the heeds, on thedisability. At the secondary level, many
times; We might as wq01 forget about what the disability ts.
We need :to home,in on-what-the student's strengths.ire, He

needs *to learn how cope- with the disability, to circumvent
it, and he needs use what he's - strong in and

not worry .about th moh, We need to, be out and

about the4businessktheLlfig7 paMOtg him for the -world of
ha4e7certainidisabillties, We-

have deficits, but we've 'learned. to cope with them; we -don't

let theastand lh _our way, and that's what we need to do to
help the sPeciaLeducation studbnt,

;Ahe IEP iheitild_be written in positive terms,:then,
within a developmental sequence, You start with the present
level rfo and you work developmentally. If we

start in t rade, then we can move-the student through
the process. Hes not rOdy_for vocational education
training yet we're lookthg for that around the 11th or 12th
grade, But_we can work through a four-year program within' a
developmentil sequence,

:The parents need_to be a part of it.' One thing we're
finding through vocational assesSient is that many parents
ofisecondary students have,very_unrealistic expectations; I

thidr they can understand vocational assessment better than
they can psychometrics, An -IQ scare doesn't really mean a.
thing to a parent; it doesn't mean a thing to me; Vocational

assessment shows us a lot of things that the psychometrics
denqii so We can- select those goals which are suitable for
an IEPand-rewrite the unsuitable goals:

'169
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t. Keep the student from breaking things,
2. Teach proper interview behavior,
3. Eliminate inappropriate gestures,
4. Teach the student not to curse, or teach how to

curse appropriately, and when to curse,
5. Improve ability to manage money,
6. Stop the student-from embracing all members of

the opposite sex,
7. Teach appropriate dress,
8. Develop employable work skills.
9. Eliminate pouting,

19,w Prevent the student from picking on classmates.

Okky, if we look at these, some use negative language,
so we should rewrite them in positive to . We're not
going to keep the student from breaking t ings, but how are
we going to rewrite that as a goal we want the student to
attain?

If 'we. look at his :Strengths ; the next - thine! that' we
do is to set down and develop . a strengths list -and a needs
Fitt. What could..a.student.do7.._What .does:he__like_to do?
Who-are pie.people whoLare willing to help? Just_j:Ot all
of these things_:downi."and then_ the needs are what:you and the
student woaldil_ke ttiLaccouplish. _ How do you .determine
strengths.-iand .needs? .Ask the.student. Re_ can_ tell you a_
lot about T"Oli4t,..he Can Lott of_ times_ the student_ can tell
you more thlik.,the choMetrit. tests and .all of__ the things
that you'Vei V.,"1 to learn, you
know he"s Ate,g17 to. learn._ _At. the:, w on da ry level,
motivation iitiatlab)y one. of the key .in learning.
Even._ i f the: s t$Ont.'; nonverbal, he_ -4aii'Ltel 1 _you a lot
alPout.himsVf, Ask other people:
family and friendS','Vagie"rs, -,anct..CuunsAloes . They al 1 have
important information-ifiatYdU.Marthiti far more useful than
test scores when youi_reideveloping an IEP._ observe the
student over a period of time. Your own observation should
p ide some information: about his strengths and needs, but
siggi atone time. Observation should be systematic and
lopLitudinal, with some recording system, so that when you
gel an IEP meeting and a parent says; "What makes you
think this?"-you're not-talking in generalities. You can
say, On these occasions I have observed this kind of
behavior," and read times, places; dates, circumstances,
and descriptions-- Behavior checklists are valuable for
this kind of thiP and are acceptable under the law.

Objectives and goals provi de_ di fferent kiPcIs of
guidelines for the teacher 2nd student._ The goals just

G?!
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ttate in genetal terms where you are going),Objectlives tell
in behavioral term_dkaCtlY_What you want-the student to do
when hecompletes the training. _These are discrete
Observoble actions, and you don t need a lot of objectives;
An objeCtive is behavioral. I is outcome_oriented, and it
is time liiiketh It is one of he eight th
the IEP under P. L. 94=142,

How long will it take
behavior, and what is the
example, the student will
That's pretty broad, but i
could not stay within his
for this year. Then your)
the student will state the
minute when asked, because
This.is what we're talking
a developmenpl sequence.
perhaps telling time 'Might
take four years to get him
schedule, but you're going
you can measure.

for the student to learn the k

criteria? For a broad goal, fork
be able to adhere to a schedule.
f he has no time concept and he
schedule, that might be a goal
objective is that within six weeks
time of day correctly, to-AM
this is begfilning in small steps.
about when we talk within
If he can't adhere to a schedule
be one of the factors. It might
to really operate within a
to start with an objective that

The behavioral approach is_uSpful because it allows us
to_not_just_diagnose, but to- prescribe. Before we can
actually help a_person meet -his needs we must define his
problem. SPecifYing behAVioral_aspects of that_goal is
part of thetptal plan, breaking it down into parts; Define

a discrete behavior and state it in measurable terms; Then
frame your object*Ves and your.IEP around this discrete
behavior that youihsave pinpointed;

Goals show the neral intent; This is in the affective
area and sometimes it's very difficult to state, measurably.
"The student will show more consideration for others," is a
goaT. "Withintwo weeks_the student will_alloW ClASSMates
to complete their assigned work each day," _meant that at

pcitat in time he willbe showingiconsideration by
allowingothers to do what's expected ofithem without _

interrupting and bothering; So, it's - written in positive
term. The student will become more independent; he'll be
abIeto ride the bus; ,This is something -we could measure_
and observe; ObjectiVes are generally different from_goals.
They describe observableimajar behaviorsThey're outcome
oriented;_they're time.linkediTheyre like goalS_in that
they emphasize competencies. They reflect sequential_and
progressivebehaVfor.__They are realistic and they are
understandable by staff and students.
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PROJECT FIT: A UNIQUE APPROACH TO VOCATIONAL
LEARNING FOR PUBLIC SCHOOL HANDICAPPED

a

Harry Fullwood

"We had a dream ... that we could match
industrial knowledge, what industry
knows about the people they hire, with
the public schooll'curriculum."

-_I'm a teacher.trainer and I've been doing that for 4

about 12 years. Today I want to talk to yOu a little
about omplOing_Significantly-different youths in rural,
sparsely populated areas.., That's a different lifestyle
than you find in urban environments.

.
.

Well, here. was my problem. How do we break out a
philosophy that will do ecompetentjobifor retarded_
people? I think they need a different curriculum; One

of my great pet peeves in public school is_the_curricu-
lum, the content.- You-take a bunch of good teachers
and a good administrator and .a good-facility and you
do kind of a shotgun approach called a little shoe
tying, a little form:filling out, a little on-the,
job training, _a little interview techniques; but do we
give them what they need on the job? .If you don't have
an organized, structured management system, then you are
in danger"lar-Osing:the shotgun approach;

4ow In 'Oral east Texal where I come from, our work
force includes, amonTothers, college students, regular
vocational kids; We have nine industriet. Tell me, if
you're running:a_Dairy Queen, which would you prefer: a

mentally retarded 16 year old male or a junior in col-
lege? ;

4%
Audience: The junior in college.

Harry Fullwood is
a faculty member
at East Texas
ctate University.
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Fullwood: _Okay; so you can see our problems; Number

one; no curriculum; number two, employment feasibility in

a rural, sparselyrpopulated area without many industries;

and an ample work force._ But -we had a dream. The dream

was that we could match industrial knowledge; what industry

knows about_the people they hire, with- public school cur -

riculum: That was ourdream. For five years we searched

forsomeone who might believe that. You_know;_I_couldn't

find people :whoiwould_believethNt retarded, developmen-
tally disabled individuals could be matched 4ith_entry-
level skills -from- industry and be trained to_go out in

competitive job Placement. Is he handicapped? _Well; what
can I say but yes? So, he was placedona non-competitive
jolo

_
_We -have a.lot of people who fail in jobs; but when you

examine those people;, what do you find? Is it a skill

defiCit? In some cases, perhaps, but a lot of times it's'

asocial adjustment phenomenon. How do they get along on

the job?

I khOW a kid who't ally sharp; But you know tHOE
some- people_ are sharp in their own stuff but might not be

in th6 stuff they need to be sharp in; This boy had never
been around a_female in his life.- We taught him-a. job
OPMOOtetityskill, and we put him out in industry working
in A'Tine with about 30 young ladies; and he went; "Oh,
bOy," He moved right_over next:U__ttle yqung lady; and

csaid, "Get out.ofhere. You can't hustle on he_job.
satd;,:"Hil How are you?. Ilk name is Joe." ,e foreman .

YoU're sppposed to do that-after_work-."' Sepiiwe-forgot

that skill. We didn't even identify that skill; That was

not a relevant process for us. We were doing the atadeMiC

thing. So we went back lnd.did some evaluation.

Do you understand what we were trying to make happen?'
We were trying to match kids and jobs.- I think our pro=

gram can make some practical contributions.

_Okay; if you wanted to set up a curritulUMtd train
youngsters; would it be right to .go -to industry and say,
"What do you want these folks to do?"_ Or would it be

.
brighter for the school teacher to guess?'

We decided it might be bil)"hIbr if :we asked,_towe
.

went out there, hat in hand; and said, "Hey, you're run-
ning thit show. You're hiring these folks. What do you

want theM to be able to do?"
kiL
They didn't bel. ieve U6. "Get out of here; No school

teacher it interested in what we want. You'll do your

thing. When you get through, well retrain the kids."

I 3
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Now they didn't necessarily knOW that:44e were talkine'about
,handicapped youngsters. They thought: we_were_jutt talking
/about youngsters in general; And we really didn't stress
the point we were training handicapped individuals. We

began by listing all the businesses iniaour three-county,
area:. We did have some employers say to us, "We are -
ciate the interest; b4t this cleaner'sbelongedto the
Coumbs for years past and it's Onnalielong-tothe-CooMBV
for years to come; So, we're not goingito need anybody."
Oe dropped out these businesses, whiCh left in with some-
thing called a cluster, a group of buSinesset that employ
young people; 16 years of ageand older;

Then'we set up a data bank of related employment_infor=
oration, with identificationiof_e try level_tkills in five

1
primary areas: health and_hygie ei socialization; commu-
nication skills; basic fUndaMent latademit:tkills, and
vocationally related hands-on ski14.

We found that mostemplOyers are perfetOy willing_to
train employees. They have_absolutely_no false__hopmthat
folks will come to them readY_td work for Bell Systems,
McDonald's; or LTV in:Greenville. They have_training man-
uals; They have people on staff that_tay, "Hey, you Want
to work here, lady? You're going to be in sewing. You're
going to cuff rubber -glow s._ You start here atthis model.
I need about one week to ! rain you, and then ell put you
on the line. Rightq", _,A ;surprisingly enough, we fpund
out that most people:thaework start at the bottom and
move UP;

( Our biggest industry is a medical=surgical rubber
glove manufacturer. It manufactures most of the surgical
rubber gloves_used in the United States. Because of tech-
nical difficulties, they've never been able to find _°
machine that cuffs those gloves. This involves folding
back the cuff for each glove. They have to be done by

hand. They hire people at about $4.36 an hour to do that.
So we said, "What are we looking for? High-interest,,low-
skill=level jobs. Jobs that don't require a lot of Eng-
lish, math, social studies, science, accounting, The
Gettysburg Address, but jobs that pay competitive wages."4

'442

Th4Kwe went out and ran our sample and asked indus-
try, "What do people do when they cuff rubber gloves?
What do people do when they work at McDonald's?" McDon-

ald's produced.a three-volume text demonstrating entry-
level skills to be employed at McDonald's.

Then we ran a data bank on worker perfrilOceskills.
That's just a fancy word for'saying, "Okay,,tet's find out
what types of strengths and weaknesses our kids have."

1 74
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On one hand, we're going to1hve a data bank

indus*y needs; on the other hand, we're 'goip

bank that talks about our youngsters:, Some'

and strong and burly and can lift; some of th

So of them have good language skills,C-some-

have good academic skills; some do, not Some i vi good t=g!,'

hygi e skills; some do not. Now we hdve two dt

ofda.datademonstratingthethild,dAta d
a set f jobs. a ,

Our purpose in mind is to see if_ we canmatch kids and

jobs. We've received tome criticism ftt bectyse we '

are not supposed to kle making these deditionsfor kids. You,

really have to have your act,together to do assessment. We

did assessment, but they 'didn't seemAo,be helpineug wrek

eMployment_in rural east Iexas. So we decide to_ do a '-'-

localizedAlob sampling 141ed out What each of these .

businesseFthat we target -quire. Out of that came an

assessment battery, formal' and informal, and the skills

required Obr modular instruction,

I'm a nut about modules. That's agnew word for an old

concept;.we used ,to call them units.',0 think,it's a viable

way to teach developmentally disabled folks: So we

developed some modules.

(The following is taken frcim a slide/tape presentation) _

"Project FIT's' approach to training is' unique. First

indUttry, through a cooperative effort, provides the

information_ needed to determille-ekactly,what skills and

requirements are heeded for each .specific job._ Second,- the

student- is evaluatedi, and it_it determined what strengths

or weaknesses he hat, and which job would -be most suitable

for his skill. Nexti he receives pre-vocational training

through classroom instruction., This will consist of batic

reading and mathi,and other_skills needed to work,:but_this

will be taught:ine=manner that is'relevant to work. He '

will learn pradtical application of math and reading as it

applies to hit job. StUdents will. also learn abOut_proper

shopping;_budgeting:their pay check, and why=a portion of

their check is withheld for taxes. 'They will understand the

necessity for rules_and regulations on the job. They will

know the value and importance of being on time and depend-

able attendance at -work. Tfley_will learn the social skills

necessary for getting along with theirmbOttet and cowq,rkers.

"After1the student_ has demonstrated=that_hepossesses

these basic COnCOOtS,'he receives actual training at__

simulated work stations calledtrainiAg modules._ Jhese wili-

give the student an opportunity to practice for the job he

will be applying for. Aftenthe student deMonstra"es the
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ability to perform the job adequately, and the technical
skills arelpeveloped, he is entouraged to seed actual
employment

"After the student is ewilloyed, project FIT will
remain in contact with-the mployee, the purpose of the
following is to determine if the employee is making
satisfactory adjustment to work,-orif he experiencing
any specific difficulties or)problems at work. '

70 overall look at Project FIT again reviews the
following goals:

"1, Provide an education experience that is valid to
the needs of the-handicapped student.

"2.' Enable school districts to assume joint respon-
sibility with industry in providing job training for
students. /

"3. Develop student work-related skills, so that
rehabilitation services are not required later.

"4.= Enable handicapped students to obtain meaningful
.employment in their home community, instead of routine,
non-competitive jobs that'have been the traditional
opportunity for them.

"These goals cannot begin to.be matched without the
cooperation and.efforts of local businesses. Local
industry can Contribute to the training by providing the
informatjon concerning each job to Project FIT. These
businesses do'hot mind donating their time, because they
realize that the'Program is benefiting them and the
community." .

That's a tdef overview of the general cOncept,-
'which certainly has been-no panacea. We've had lots of.
problems and lots of Interesting issues come up as some
,of our students have tried to work the modules. The
students say they're too hard, 6o we refine them and
change them. The employers' haVe come to us and saidi
"You're not doing it right; you need to make changes in
the modules." But at least we are beginning to communi-
cate with employers.

If iyou're interested in the program, it's available
'through Texas'Rehabilltation Commission. Write Mr. Milton,
Lege in. Austin. If you demonstrate aniinterest in using
the material, I'm sure the Commission will be happy to

-help you.

ij
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Audience: Was, some of this done through the

Vocational Department? Were they working through some of

the modules that you all developed?

Fullwood: Yes, to .some regard. Now we have very
limiteclyvocational education in our sparsely populated

school districts. That's not a criticism; it's a fact.
Butthe vocationalppople have worked,with-us,e and then

also'used some of this information in preer-education.

Audience: Have you ever had any conflictbetween a
vocational department and special education department on

their job placement?

Fullwood: Well no, hot really, because their kids

are so much more capable than some of the kids we have.

There hasn't really been any direct competition.

Audience: How would you deal with jt if it did?

Millwood: I'd try to sit down and talk about it, see
if we couldn't square off and decide which industrial

match would be reasonable. Not everyone wants the jobs our

students quAlify for.

Audience: It's wonderful that you've done this for us.
I've bea to dozens of conferences, but there is rarely
anything directly pointed to the small school district,
seldom anything that can be applied to our situation.

r.

Fullwood: We didn't have anything either, so we

developed this.

O

1
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ALTERING ATTLTUDES TOWARD THE HANDICAPPED

Lila H rper

"We want to get to the point where you

forget we're in a wheelchair, where the

wheelchair or the crutches or the speechl,

impediment or the hearing aid or any of
these things lose importance. We want

you to think of us as people."

,Aggie jokes'are based on iciokingdOwn one's nose at

someone, thinking one is better -than the other one It's

a joke_ on humanity in a way, =but it's not a_joke you want

to tell on- yourself, it's a joke you want:to,poke fun at

someone else. That's why I haVe chosen an Aggie joke to

begin my presebtation.

Have you heard the one_ about_ the two Aggies in

wheelchairs? One Aggie said to the other; "How do you

like that new wheelchair you have ?"

.

The other sajd, l'Oh, it's pretty_good but the darn

thing's about to run -me down See'that sign?_ It said_

'elevator for wheelchairs' and so_I put the thing on the

elevator and punched the button and had to.run up the _

stags in double time to ltch the elevator at the next`

floor,"

Agge jokes; are an attitude towards others, a way of

poking fun at ourtelves. But attitudes can include looks

people give to each other, physical motions such as pulling

back from a_personi.Or wincing when -you see -that Orson,

or even making a fate. Those are negative attitudes..

Ppsiti-Ve attitudes could be coming towards_someone,

letting ,someone know they're welcome. Attitudes. canbe.

178
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d overtly or covertly; w o are in wh4lchairs
hat overt expressions are so -much more acceptable

m
than

Children, for example, ru-up to you and say, "Why
te you in that wheelcbaiii?' and it's easito explain.

;4Well, I'm in this whetichair.becaOse, I had an old bug called
polio years ago. Have yo4*J taken your sugar'ugar Cube with your
polio vacciber

Most of the time they. recognize what you're talking
-about and they say, "Oh, ya." and you say, "Well good, you
won't ever be in aiiheelchair,because of polio then." These
open attitudes you can accept more readily,tban the parent
'whp yanks the child awayssaying,-"Don't baffler them. '-,,

My husband, Don, and I have been in wheelchairs Since,
we were teenagers, which ii.'more years than I want o.admit
now. -We have been married 1.8 years now.: We,have raised a
family, we have a home in Denton, TexaS;'and we think of
ourselves, more or less, as normal people who happen to be
in wheelchairs. We do things that other people do -- church
work; housework now that.'s not one of my favorites, you
understand, but it does get done),and Don has a regular 8
to-5 job. We shop for groceries, help with the kids' school
work and scoot work, we're den members, band parents for our
older son, and lots of other good old American activities.
It takesa little more effort on our'patt; but we don't notice
that until someone drawsit to ourattettiOn.

Last year my mother was up visiting U5 for a couple of
weeks. She belongs to quite a smallohtirch, so she does, a_

lot of home visitation, trying to get tee meMbers out to the
sprvices. One member was saying, "Oh,_I-just'clan't,get up
On Sunday morning, it takes so.much effort tpigst ready and
get to church on time.- (rather sharit,.replied
to ber, "tffort! You don't know what effort ts: '1 was' up *
visiting-my daughter andlsop-in-law who hatpen to be in
wheelchairs: 'Sunday morning we all get up, 4m/. youngest
son has a paper routp, so they went on the paper route _

starting at-5:40 got through with that, tame back home,
flied breakfast for six of us, and we,cleared the breakfast
dishes-up and started doing. what we had to for lunch -to be
ready when we came' back' from church. We fried the'chicken;
and ffxed the rest'.Of the lunch and all got Off'to church by
9;d0. We got back home At noon and had 14 people for lunch
and all 'this was directed and mainly done,by a Woman in a
wheelchair.. Now if she got ready for church on time, you
can tpo."

.Bitt even though"my,motherlmight make an example of-me,
I don't wink of myselfeas any different :from anyone else,

i;
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because I been Aini._ wbieelchairc,28i ear &his.qune.,
Attitudes that pvpte,get ,abou.us.; think'; are..;a4:itudes,'-
that are picked,Wby osmosis- -=1"-itherrftj*-absorbed. If
you-iust meet me or someone els'wifol,-s handicapped, ,

don't know how to 'accept us; because we might' -make y feel:
ill at ease. We realize that this is a normal attitud _
Most of us whoi-are handicapped want to get over; thiS.4. "bial
period of; not- knowing each. other just -as much as sloy, doi,,,we
want to get to the point where_ you even forget we",-re'in a
wheel char. My, friends will often say; _`Hey;- lees go. down
to so- and -so rant." and I'll say, "Do they have any
steps?" They'll y; "I'' don't know, why?" without even'
thinking about -: wheelchair: That is' where we want to het
in a relationshi , where the wheelchair or the crutches or
the speech impedimenti,or the hearing aid, or any ofthese
things lose_ importance. We waA to get past `these. to- the
personal relationship. '''We want yOu to, think of us-aS people'. ,

J R
, - ,

As I said': '-and II_ have been marri4d 18 years.,, The
_.

ceremony was. 4 in a wh-Wchairchapel '-in Gonzales; where
we had met four years, earlier: In the!..interilit,period 'I-
lived in:Corpus Chrfsti, Texas, anthhe liyed in Selrger,
Texas; 439 miles - away. We_wrote a lot,of letters and saw

, each other periodically iduring summer vacations' and Christmas
vacations, but it was a time of jetting' ;W:know eacti;iether ,

and our handicaps. Neither of us had-been in wheelchairs-
for long._ Don had had polio a.couple of.,years when .I met
him; and I had had it only a little-bit 'liver a yeetx. It
takes time to ,know ,what you pa/A°, to. know what you can
accomplish. Having both of ui'in wheelchairs has been a
plus, _I think. He's showed me things like gqting in and
out of a car, that I never thougft I card do. If one of us
had been up walking, the other would have depended on that

'person more. Even noW I tend to 'depend upon the boys to
get my:chair in and out a lot more than I should. on is
a lot more 'independent.

Learning to live -With your handicap is an attitude that'
you project, so that other people can form attitudes- about
you. I once had a doctor who told me; "You know; Lila;
people like winners," and I think this,is- true in all areas
of life not just dealing with handicaps. Pedble do4like
winn , and people do like anyone who will try to the utmost
of is or her ability; If you succeed;Ihat's a real plus;
b I think there's also a plus in the trYipg. So we need to
f m positive patterns in our lives about the attitudes that
welhavq,; about our physical being and otir underlYing
spiritual beings that keep, u ing ;. the. attitude that says ,
"With the help of God, I wi ucceed." That affects non-
handiCapped people; ,

, a
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There are many Rronal -contacts in your life where
attitudes can `almost bethe turning point. One example,
our son'S -first grade teacher told us Oat he should not
be kept. in the firg.'grade, that Wshould go on and be i .

promoted. to the second grAAR' The_.secorid grade teacher who
had him started out with AEltry negative attitude. She

did not want any-child' ik her,room vfing'ilad skipped i gride.
I think almOst.immediately Orson pi ckeiLthis attitude up
from her. ''That teacher, probably never SIN, in so many
words, "I don't want you*In my room," but her atkitude
showed.' There were times when we all wondered if the right

- thing' had been done. -It wasn't until six weeks. later that -

the teacher finally came to=me and said she was.sorry for
her negative attitude, that in her,Mind now s e k1Rw that %

this bpyneeded t4,go on to second grade. He had: showethat
he was 'ready for this grade and he was cariabl ofqceeping .

up. _ So you see; this was one thing that we neegl_to:xememper:

in our- relationship. Someone's negatiie attitude:tan be
changed, but not necessarily immediately iiii", - '.,y,

I think knowing this has helpedemy husband succeed _in

the job Ile has had for the last 19 years. qg was 010
could have a job, but that he would have to manage to
in and out on his own:. There were six steps out front, _a
a wheelchair doesn't go up steps too well, but at the time
DOn could stand with crutches and braces. The company gave'
him the challepge, and since it was his only job offer he ',-
decided the fob was worth the challenge. With hia ottlar

applications it was always the same story: "Dop't caT1 Usto

we '1 1 cal 1 you. "_And there weren't any return *al 1 s. , So

he took the cha g Little by little, the compaily's

attitude hat ch ; we did find a way for himeto get i n :

without Navin_ -up, the steps and the bathroom facilities
in one_area haimpumnismade accessible.t The major bosses
I think, stilrnaVe An re n ative attttude4toward: , .

Jill

handicapped.peop}e; becau hey haven't associate- With him

to she that Reacan-accomp . frhis job just aswell as the

-a. walking person. But his trnmedliate supervisors have the right
attitudes; that -handicapped people are,pebple first,-and
handicapped second. g

*.

t!1

Even though someone may have,been bern with a handicap,
they are within themselves a pttson first, and theea
handicapped person second. WI having been born with .a
handicap, i can remember more than sixteen years of living
without a handicap, so I can look at this situation from

both sides of the fence. I can remember people who had
handicaps, and _I think this helped me when I had to be in a

wheelchair. The people I knew had a positive attitude
toward their handicap. They knew who they were and they
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knew could do. My music teacher happened to be
blind' eShe could do aRYthing. just getting froM-P

place O'another was ahindicance to her because of
)51indness, but she,igarned that she Could hold onto
omeone's arm, or sh0 used.her cane and in later years-
she had -a dog. Now Um happy to say that she is married
and has a husband wher'As alsbt.Pliftd. Their major problem
is Weping their s'eeing eye,**40art! So _I knew that -

,blindness was not the great-Handicap that other people think
thatit.would be. Many people gain positive attitudes in
just the way I did, through personal experiences.

TV shows such as tittle House on the Prairie, Wriere
Mary has,jpeen blind this past season, have helped.to dispell
the fright that people have towards haDdicaps and haVe
helped to showthat handicapped people-lie people first:
Also such.hooks as,Joni Ericson's. She.is a quadriplegic,
totally paralyzed with only a little use of her arm$. She

has such a positive-attitude toward-herself,,however, that
she can= projecthappiness and, encouragement to others-who,

pmay seem more fortunate thp she. ,Through_her handicap, she
t1

has worked- through and come to the point of realizing that
`the real person is that entity .rich exists almost apart ,

from this physical body- yet contained in 4t. .

I think the are.positive signs that tbese attitudes

,are bei changed, and by,law now, many of the physical
'4arrier''.arefloming down.* ftlieve it or not, attitudes can
ApAviged by law. When PhAlical baOriers' come down, people
06 Set, US handicaped people functioning more asinormar-
p 'I won't have ,to ask for help 0*a-curb-, as= I 'must
.09 'nearly all'thetime now, because el the major shopping
areas will be ramped. SCsitgaations Can be chan6ed by law,'
and - eventually the attitudes will also be changed. Now
thOse laws sometimes come into conflicewfth what'people
thlAk.

There have been numerous situations in Don's and my
,lite together where a sense of humor 'has had to play a major
part.e7* IThet"sense of humor can be a big plus in stressing
that you're .a person first, handicapped second. Onetime I
can think of in particular is when our-blder son was two
years old. We deci/ded on .a short trip to Colorado, but, made

short detour one afternoon .to visit-an aunt on a ranch in
_eastern Colorado. I don't think there's anything out.in'
that country except a cactus and maybe a roadrunner and .a
coyote. On our way backs, we had-a flat, and wouldn't you
know, after hauling everything out of the trunk piece by
piece, finally getting that spare tire out, we discovered

-
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that we couldn't get tiaflat. tire off the car. We just
decided outvbest choicMas to try and stop a car. Sure
enough, as we stationed ourselvegby the road, along came a
car.. Even our little two=yearzord,began to wave his hands
saying, "Stop, stop," I know there were at least 8 or 10
people in that car; as they passed they all stuck their,
heads out 'the. window and_ gazed at us 4,nd waved.

Now who would do that? You're -out ,f11..the middle of
nowhere, ,and-'you pas§ .a car 'with two ,:whielchairs and a
little baby boy and,you.canitellri,they're trying to fix the
tire, but yet yob-pass, on ,b-y. 0 .Now I ask you, what kind of
an attitude isw.that? -"IOU, I said ," Don said
We went back and tirted_tbe wheel again. *hen, a good while
later, a trucker went zooming by Vs, I began to feel really
discouraged, but just as we were giving up we realized by
the squeak of his brakes that ,he was trying to stop., He
stopped aui backed up to where we were and stuck his head

,-out the door and said, "Looks like ya'll need a little
help." What could we say? He started laughing and when he,
opened his door we could see why. His right leg had a cast:
on it! -As he hobb,led across the road, he grinned.- "Well,
I guess this is a good case of the blind leading the blip

His attitude was so great and helped er§. see the humor
in the situation: If,,we take Ourselvtes'too seriously,_we're
going to get down on ourselves and down on everybody else",
too. This'can easily:be done when you're in a situation_
that ,handicaps. you, physically or mentally. Lmet a girl -tn
.Abil#W.about. five years ago, who is what I call totally.
incaracitated:; She is -so spattic from her handicap, she
has such spasms that { ;he ht's to' be tied;bintO her wheelchair
so she doesn't throw - herself on thefloor, but yet She has
taught herself to type -.with one finger. Very much
concentration goes into_taking*.that ..'finger and making
it go' to the rich y- at the-ight, a And do you know
what she does3 ShrWmites beautifill etry:

*
'Q., . .

,

eSe are some.attitlas that You can encourage,-
ha .Pped students in your class to have Becaugrone:
thing is absortitelyrfar-sure. If people' s attittiMsAre-
going to change toward the handicapped, it's going to be
because the ji-eiapped plple have caused it. In the,AgOrds
of my favorite:034,1er, the 'r. attitude hps to be "HO ife
hands 'you lemans,, Ape 1 emonade. " ,

A:-
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TEACHING HANDICAPPEUSTUDENTS_IN

GENERAL MECHANICAL REPAIR

"I have chosen an icronym to designate my
particular program. I call it the MORE
system because you have to give more of
yourself to.teach this student, and you
have to teach this student more to get
him to learn."

Owen Mil

Most of my prsentation is going to deal with some of
my,methods of instruction and theAnstructipnal te 4ques
that6I use in my classrooprin El Paso. We have'th
authority -to set up the programs for the -handicapped sp
we go out and we grab some --..y from industty, throw them
in the classroom, give theWan emergency"teaching
certificate, give -the 'era class, and say, "Go to itt"._
That teacherilas little or no experience on how

knowledgWriOthj clasiroom setting, and no expel., V-1 z?;1

pn how to cope with thehandicapped student and the
m;;

problems'Ihat confront this student. VER teachers need
little more training than that.

We have abbbt twelve_VEM prwrams in El .Paso. We
have approximately_600-700 studepts in VEH. In the last,-

year,. I've_ had deaf studeOsli've also had students
with visual prOlems, and I've had students with mobility
problems. When I first get my students in the classroom,
I decide whether they are physically handicapped, mentally
handicapped, or emotionally handicapped.

For the physically disabled, I have to dedicle whether
I need to make any changes in the physical facilities in
my classroom.. I've designed my classroom so that I have
mostly roui4ed corners. As a safety factor we have
removed all the sharp corners. We do mostly small engine

Owen Hill
aches

General
Mechanical

Repair in
El Pso.
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repatr. I have students who are not very stron-CNThey
can't pull the starters on these engines. I've designed
an'electric starter so that all they have to do is attach
it to the engine and it will crank it for them. For my
mentally handicapped students I have_to decide whet to

change my curriculum to meet each student's needs.
Sometimes I can, sometimes.Lcan't. It depends on,the

students. The third kind., the emotionally disturbed
student, is usually hyperactive or a discipline problem.
Once they are out of the classroom setting and I get them
working with their hands, we don't seem to have many 2

problems.
,

I deal priMarily with three methods of instruction.--.
OneAs,oral where you lecture,or have a little questien/

answer ses;,fon. Another method is demonstration, Wiere
you show and tell. You tell the student how to do it- I

try to let the students perform the demonstratiov If my

other students see that one student can* it', then they'll
go ahead and'try it. The last method of instruction that
I use is hands-on instructfon, where,the student must
actually perform. I-set up situatAns where I demonstrate
a particular Job and,then 44fiave the student come 'Up one
by one and actually perfatm,the J6t).? Then I know they can
do it.

I use the four laws of memory to try to get this
student to retain what Ihave taught him.'

, 1. The law-of vividness, which makes something'

outstanding;

2. The law of frequency, which,is nothing but doing
it over and over and over again ;y

,

a'isOciation, which is assOciating.the

th e" is trying.to do'with something he has
itfoimed in the past;* or something ghat he 'knows

aboUt;

4. The laild'of primacy, whlch is remembering the, first
time" he has ever Gone anything successfully.

One of the first things that-we go in safety.

The VEH teacher must be conscious of Wet ecause-of the
'physical restriptions placed on these stiklepts. We.Are

so conscious oiTit that our accident record' is
than the regular trades and industry program. When I teach

,safety, I use the law of vividness, the shock treatment.
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I recently acquired a set of slides that were supposedly
taken from an emergency room in a hospital, which show the
results of industrial accidents. You might see a hand cut

half in.two with the blood4§till running out of it, or
fingers cut off. ?ou expfasin to the students what
accidents caused these injuries. . It really gets across to
them. They remember it. AU°, when 4 teach safety, I use..

a camera. I set upsertain hazardous situations that courd
lead to accidents, and'I take pictures of my students. The

students will remember them because they're in the picture.

When I get into teaching hand tools, the method of
instruction remains thg same': demonstration and then a
hands-on technique. _I may lay a drill out here and some
drill bits, a piece of metal, and,soMe.pts and holts.
have a student select place it in the drill,
drill a hole, find a nut antibojti'and use tlyg wrenches for
tightening itouiAnd then4f have everybody in clast do
the same tninyr:;You're wondering how I have all the
students at the same level of instructlon. I find that in

about two quarters I '.m-goinktNto have the.aster_ students
wolWaHiad of the slow ones. They'll complete their
pr d: s before the slower stpdent5.. By the end of the
secbnequarter, the fasterstudents go on to other
assigned duties and tAskelly themselVes with little or*
supervision, while I stay:hk with some of the slower '4

learners. also use :pep; group tutoring. I ilight assign -

one of mylfaster students to my tlawer studeAs and let them
'work together on a particular project, Then whvnthey,are
finished, they will both receive recognition 60 the
I think, this builds the selfesteem and self7confide
that all of my students need.--

.
Now, educators ziwaxs seem to need an acr

designate their programteto I have chosen an acronym
%designate my particular program. I call it the MORE system.
And why_do I call it MORE?-.You have to give.more Of
yourself to teach this student and you have to teach this
student more-to-get-him to learn.

The "M" is' from_ motivation. Now you can say what you
want to about student selection, student placement, but if
yo0 cannot, motivate this student in your classroom then

your student selection,processand all your curriculum
development is worthless. This%.,student'hatitd-havea desire

to learn. You have to show him a need to learn.

What do I do to mot'vate these ftudents? I use the old

monetary system. In my lass, I have a bunch Of storage
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iy .

bins in my room, that I use to store old parts, parts that

we've taken off. engines: ,Wo.have.them categorized
and separated and 1[:=
there and select.
enginelf;.that runs,.

you." Now you ha
got two oilwthree hurl
so they have to be pret
they know it's theirs _i
show this student some res
his respect., You are go:MI.4-
bit of affection. Some of t
on, the back. You may have 14
others and talk to them as e Ctal . Others might need a
little bit of discipline., I ;.you show these students that'
you mean business, yOu,'..11 motive them and they'll perform

for you.

you g

arid make yourself an
give it to

ti on that we've'

small engines,
.an

1 Y Ape to
But

Getarh .gaie
to shoW him a little

students just need a pat
down with some of the

We have two other ways to motivate. I said I used

the camera. If a student is taking a carburetor off an
engine , I'm there taking pictures. And all the time I'm
motivating them to work. My last method of motivation
involves sports. To explain the situation better, all of
our students are bussed from a home high school into our

central location. And we have all of our voCational
education fq the handicapped classrooms in one location.
We know that they do not get any sports activities batk
at their, home School so we try to provide it for them at
the technicaikcenter. We have volleyball , basketball ,

feetball, tat'7football,,ping pong, and other numerical or
card games., .

I think this allows them to get rid of some
Apf the frustration of sitting in a classroom. They look

forward to the sports. Knowing that it's coming helps them

work.
41'

he "O" in MORE is for organization. NoWL, -I have two

phases of organization in my program. First, I organize
the physical facilitie$ to h dle the handicapped students.
My classroom simulates' as cl a e as possible an actual
working Situation. I have all my tools on a shadow board;
.so that anybody can identify which tool is missing.

Jo.*-And I set up duty boards; we have a Shop foreman,
a400l man, a safety officer, and a fire marshall.
Every day I change these duties.,, , I used to change it once
a week, but I found that the jot got a little boring for

the students. Since I have fimgeen students in the
afternoon, they rotate quite rapidly, and some will not
have anything to do. I also have a progress chart
displayed on my wall , so at all times the student can

.4
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Check his progress against wbal\he should be doing. A lot
of them .will comeAlp to me and say, "Well, I'm supposed to
be over here, hoi4 come I'm not thelre?" This helps motivate
the student to do mare work, better work. --

.v, I have organ e y physical facilities so that I,cankir h

see all the studehts all the time. I haVe_placed the
tpdivlidual_work aunaes on the outside wall all around my ,,,,

room so that at any one time I can look out and I can see.
all of my studen orking. I can see those ho might be
getting frustrat and I can go help them before they have
to call me. 'That helps me control my class.

The second phase of organization is classroom
instruction. You have to be able to modify any textbooks
or information yoFeceive from any source to fit-the needs

of the studgnt. I've been with the school s,stem for ten
years, been teaching the same class for ter years, and I've
re-written my tourse of study seven times and am in the
process of re-writing itagain, because they want new goals-

and new objectives and new instructional objectives to fit
the individual planned instruction set down by Texas
EducatiOn'Agency,.I think . yOu almost have to do it for the
individualized educational planlanyway. If we want the '
federal money, we have to conform to the guidelines. ,

Organize your classroom_instruction so that even your slow
students cansuccessfully complete the task. I realized ?---',

that most of these students have a short attention span, so
I do not sit them down for over fifteen mfputes. As soon
as possible I have them up doing the tends-on work. w
Otherwise students will turn you off. I alp have a ljit.
of related projects in my desk. Studentsgdt bored doing.. ,7

the same job over,apdlpver again. So,somewherecialbpg, the

line you pull tilem_off'their kojec and.give them -1

Asomething new to do. Leave a.stud idle f e ten minus
and he creates problems in your o: r ooift "jy list might.

include making an ashtray, Whtire the student Fs to'bse-a
soldering gun aid the solderidg,iron. This hgepkthe 1;

student busy, Weeps him out of -(4,

Students like to fl Acu e. 'Avoid n changesA6
_, .,_ . .

in your program, egpe 'ally your instructign0 103O&m. t

iniPlement yoUr changes gradually, lead thek!siudlent in a
steli-by-stevchange, so that he becomes accustome0Ato ft
and he is secure. That's my "0" for organizatisp2'

Now nelatingto ;i7 Slpdeng Atiis t e R . To me,
rOating is .coAmunica 'ng.Of You cannot relate to ham

-
n it

student;.a 440e cadrint relate to you, then again their

t

S-j
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instructional part of your program will go down the drain.

I've hada studentwa up to me and say, "Hey, Mr. Hill,'

I ain't got no bolts." Now if _I stop and correct that

student right there o -the spot, I turn him off completely.

He's not even going to talk to me. $q I answer Without

correcting him. 'You probably have noticed that My

vocabulary is veryliMqted. That's because I've been in a

classropm wit kids for ten mrs, six hours a day and you

,forget all those ten dollar words. But you sure,learn to

communicate. .

One of the big things in relating to the-stu

being fair with them. You have to treat all of

students the same. You're goir9 to have one sl
that you might be partial to linkyour class, but

from it, because you must tteat
or them to relate to.you. You

have to play with WO+ you
not perfect, because

udent off. If you make a
it, show them that you'll go

going to 'have to back_aw
them allythe.samein-
have to laughlWith t
have toishoWitheM tha
perfection WilliUth
Mistake, so What?__Lau
back andcortt it:_and keep going; That's my

-relati,W
r-

td 6 £tudent.

Th Em-in MORE is for evaluation. Evaluation to me

is not a one time thing', it's a continuing operation.
Evaluation is not just checking to see that everyone has

learned everything in your program. Evaluation mug cover

all aspects, not only of teaching, but of learning. It

means evaluating that student under all types of working

conditions. Yqu will also have to evaluate your program

to see if you are meeting the needs of your student. You

have to evaluate your curriculum constantly. Make sure that

,istudent is learning from ,you. ite flexible. If you find that

the student is not learninq, then yau_must 40 able to %top,

back up and start over?again. In El Ptso if we have a

student for one quarter and that student cannot function

properly, then we can transfer him into the VS'. program.

'It has worked well. We don't do this in all cases; but we

dtry it in some. You may have to change your method of

teaching to get this student to learn. You're going to have

to evaluate_your curriculum constantly. Evaluating yourself

is one of the hardest things for any instructor to do. Is

the student receptive to your teaching? Is he learning

ythin Are you keeping your instructions simp enough?

I my program; everything is done in a step- by -ste method

that I know the student knows that step before we

gress. That's evaluation.
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Audigice: You mentioned you have
morning class and 15 in the-afternoon. T

lot of students when you have a handicapped
is your minimum to carry on the program ?'

Hill: You-need, ten to have an aide. Because I hav
fifteen; in both classes I have an aide. Every one-of o
VEH programs carries thirty students. We would prefer ess.

Audience: I can understand that With the wide ringq
of handicaps you're working with, even though you have an
aide, with what you are doing you need fewer students.

in the
ike a
hat

Hill: We don't have the
instruction they need, and we
We thin* eight in the morning
would-be a good maximum.

time to y'eally.givegbathe
don't have enough spiace,
and eight in the afternoon.

Thank you very much for your attention this afternoon
and I wish you all success in teaching the handicapped,

t--

A



CHALLENGING THE STATUS QUO:
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS'AND AUTO MECHANICS

John Hutton

"Who is the handicapped student? Someone,
unusual in certain areas and certain ways.
Generally, they suffer from educational
malnutrition.' They are underexposed to
meaningful and productive learning
experiences."

I never will forget the first day tha ver taught.
',That day I taught them everything I knewci rty minutes
an4 had to begin;iiondering what l-'was goin teach the
Test of the year. 'I hope that you can tak .me of these

pk that I offer you today back with you 'WI:your
rticglar situation, in your'particularOool.

I'd like to talk to you'this morningAbut changing
status- with students. I'have alwaWenjoYed a

It, ,ess that's oneketson why I',m teaching
--14-Ahave tried siver41

=
things sinpI'veAoeep

r is that were more or less pilot progefts.
rograi that I have' iii Mineral Wells was one of the

first in Texas that had,females in it, young-ladies. I

tried it -and it worked. I had a hassle like you wouldn't
believe from the administration and TEA and what have you,
but st e,did It I have tried in times past to bring
sptcia cation studentiOnto the regular automotive
prograrti

a,,.* . , John Hutton
Some of you this morning hive probably taught

, is an Auto
lvocationa education at one time or another. Whenever Mechanics

we look back a few years ago, particularly the years that teat*. in
r,44 was starting in teaching, vocational educatiod was Mineral

nothing, let's say,-but a dumping.ground.for thosemho- Wells, Texas.

191
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couldn't make it an here .else. I had students who couldn't
read,;I_haOtUdent ittlo couldnot write, .I had students.--

With a Ian uage barrier. :In;thesystem where I taught, er
90%_Of tft _were Spanish-American._ I_couldonly speak

onl; sPeak7Spanish. Needless to says 14

l earned bit of Spanish.

-We h re to sge if we can correlate vocatiorial
edUca on with special education. ,_Let's- face it, 'people,;

we'v been doing it for years. I think a lot of the past
problems between- academic and vocational classes have ,been"
communication problems. In Mineral Wells. I've-had a unique
situation in that the vocational direttor and the special
education director are real close frtends of 'mine,
particularly the Special education director. Lhave talked
to him about students, and,it really has helped.-

This year I have three
the program I don't have
-as with regular stu
that Einstein had .§
reported to his fat
forever in hiS'foolish

ur handicapped students in
ny problems, with, them

"was

heard
cho 1. His- teacher

e was ally s.ow, adrift
HiS.parents put him in a

special school whe6 he was taught in accordance- with his
learning style, and It' was there that he begari to produce
at,the level of his potential. In votatiqnal_educatioh,
I'll take just about every handicapped studerit orspeaali

lignge,education student that you will give to me.,
and I enjoy it.

6
Sometimes the Aues on comes up:.' -is the h cit,P40

student? To me the handicapped student someone. imai -in

certain areas a 4,and certain ways. .penerally, they s er from
educational malnutrition. -They 'are ,uhdereikposed to
meaningfe and productive leartling*periencls. Most of them
actually come tows us negativelmage, of themselves, ai_04#

Ao one has ever given them ,reason to changelliat image. They
geerally, lack. experienc$:540-planning-theirllives. I have

beerl4asked, too: What do-1'-OeY:reallY =want out ollife?'
PrtiTWy, they want nothirq; I believe that they want and,
*lbelitie that they de§erve dignity, respect, and
understanding from every one of us. They want a fair :chance,

an, oppdrtunityAo be admifted to the adult _world of_ Ak, a ,

world to which a social ihd. useful job is a bathe of -

admission.
t.

I wantto idenf/ty
understand'how to./Otivate
are 'very liffircuAt.* motj,
problem, '04Y arOien411i-

,spcial a
erstuo

ate, becalt
tarded, tif.';have

help
ent5
anguage

ea pig
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disabilities.' rSomelof them are emotionally disturbed; I

believe by_recognizing these problems we can deal_with
and help the Studedtt, I suggest that every vocational
education_ teacher look up the personal files:on every
studenti_handicappeO:or not; Study these files, find out
shortcoMings_and pObblem Talksto the Englsih teachers;
science teachers end the rest of the academic school system
about a particular student;

At_the_same time avod'becoming prejudiced because of
the -past failures of certain students; I take a student for
what he's worth what_he actually_shows'mei not - necessarily
on the word of_other teachers. I'm interested in the
failures that_this part:laler stUdent:has had, I try to
motivate him:if I can, but I try _not to get prejudiced.
Looking at.these_students behavioripatternsiyhat can we
actually see'in them?: Perhaps it will bp excess daydreaming
and very short attention spani_extreme impulsiveness, -

inability -to tolerate frustration, _seeking immediate _

gratification. You may have a student_who is destructive
with'property,.findsAt.difficult_to abide by general'rulesi
adjusts very poorly to;new situationsi_has'difficUlty in
making decisions. Some are chronically fearful, apprehensive,
or depresSed. I believe that we should-not_foftet that some
of these students simply fall behind,the_others-academically
and then' slip into what we call an undesirable behavior '

Pattern that is more or less a cover-up of their lack of,
academic skill's. With remedial help, negative behavior
traits become unnecessary-attention getters.

Teaching,actually involves Student assimilation of
attitude asmelLes vocational and academic skills. It'is
vital thatwe emphasize positive rather than negative
'attitudes'in;dealihg_yith 'problems that involve our students.
The 'best way to accomplishithis'is to develop specific.
guidelines, .clear organizations for each day's activities,
-and,carefully,thought-out responses to undesirable student
behaviors: Consistency is very necessary in teaching.
Specify, class rules in 0 positive way; Rules are made
important by providing reinfordement when they are actually
followed. ;Repeat the rules less frequently as students
learn to follow, thew but continue to preise desirable
behavior;; Be specific about behavior that exemplifies=hard
work and good conduct. In so -doing I belteVe-that'you.are
going to actually focus attention on the:desired behaVior
patterns while helping them:realize that undesirable 'behavior
is not successful; 3I had one particular student who stole
some ragsoff a rag truck; After the-. truck left; the student

-1951
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came walking into the classroom with about 21S or 366 rags.
'Next week; I made him give' back to; the ragman his 300 rags.
From then on we had noarobleM whAtsoeVer.

We need to set a daily schedule of activities -for our
studentsito assure that everythi g in the classroom is _

under control and to- provide the with an. idea.of how much

;there is _to be accomplished. to the student know exactly
what is expected of him; as well as what-he is .actually.
permitted to do. Spell out :the onsequences'to..unacceptable
behavior beforehand'but only if you -can carry them out.

.I'Veheard teachers -tell studen si.."Ilm going to_punch your
head off;" or "I'm..going to bea you with &board." Soanerry

orater theyare actually goine to_call_Your bluff. If_you
do not follow through; then. you have'actually lost. the class

wthis student; and you have des royed your motivational
structure; Do not permit the. tudents.to.do something one
time-and then forbid. it the net
have set rules. Hold students responsible for -their behavior.
I 'believe it will build selfrr spect if y06 will expect them-
to 'do what they are capable of doing.

*
pi the other hand, We Mu t be flexible. :Be lenient

-when the-student_ whe is actually trying to make some type
of progress. _I believe that we_should not set_standards so
high that it s- impossible-for these students to achieve.
It is frustrating and:it_willonly result in a "what's the
use" attitude from the students.1

Many_of the students have heardmiany:times; "YouJre
dumbi_you're stuoid;_you're:sorry," and it's not surprising
that they begin-to live up to those expectations.
classroom I allow no harrassmentwhatsoever: None. We °

teachers cannottolerate it We need to be positive; When
behavior is unacceptable, we must:deal with itin a
straightforward manner; do not get mad;

Many of these students show low tolerance for
frustration. In other words; a too complex task might give _

-a particular student failure instead of success.. Help him
with simply-stated or written instruct si a_job planned
for every student,- Many times when we ma - tests; or write

letters ; -we write in such gibberish that,no dy can
understand. If I talk.to you on a one-to-one basis;' we can r
get-through; we can talk to each Other;: but if:we put it
down on paper; we use Such long terminology that we lose
our thought.

I read an article several years back about.Joe _the
:Plumber; Joe the Plumber bought a chemical compound to clean
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some pipes, and he read thelabelAnisix7p
type that had_nothing-bdt:cheMical_abbrevi
"gibber4sh. tloe was very Safety conscious:
most logicalthing that he-knew;_he wrote
ancrasked:ifit was safe:to use_Chemical
this:particular copper pipe.: After seve
received a neatlytyped'reply from the
WhiCh_readi "TheMiCal:BZ is of_highiqual
a caustic- factor tri the reduction. of,lif
pipes: that are:non-ferrousin_hature, pa
with have a cupreouS Content.." Joe Stu
carefully; then he decided:he woufd.wri
manufacturer apparently -did not underst
the:safe use. of Chemical. BZ_on copper p
weeks_more the reply came from_the_co
"Despite the most carefully_contr011ed
poStible, we have Ueen_unableto devel
its=intrihsiC-pature:will_be non -delet
nature that youljet,ify."_ Joe wrote a
-compariy_for-their time and -for giving:
CheMidal BZ.tb clean out his copper' pi
reCeiVed.ari urgent telegram from the
Office: "Do -not useChemical a. It

Of copper pipe.. "'_ This-is what they o
first time!.

Thisj-s-bOW. we often make our_t s;:I:had'one
particular student1T./nocoulo not_rea r:writa, and he was ,

progressively Making zeros on.the te 'I__gave'him the

:test orally, and he:Made a 100% on_t e information. So we

need to get down to:their terms, to ialk'on;their
Authority_figures'such as siparents and ncMbeepconsistentIn dealing with these students, and thestudent5
have not been able tO predict logically the responses of
authority:'figureS to behavlot: We. should be- consistent. with
our students; we. hoUld'pOst;rylesi we should let them know
exactlywhat we expect froM them; _I believe the:less
verbalization that you have 'the better off you're going:to

:1j."'Simply state the rules, say there is no argument7,:andp

thatlis that;.

int light-4ace-
tions, and
so he did' the

the manufacturer
Z to clean out
1 weeks, he'
mpany chemist,
ty, but it will be
expectancy of4
ticularly those
ied.the letter
e again, as the
nd his request on
pes. After several
any's legal office:
anufacturing methods

p Chemical BZ so that
rious to metal of,the
thank y9m note to the
in permission tpuse
e. .=ihe next day he

ompany public'relationS
will eat the hell out
ght to haVe said the-

,

Each teacher should-be very flexible. While it_may
sound contradictory,to what we have already-stated, I believe
that rigidity is riot the same thing as -being consistent.'
Every teacher must possess; the ability to adapt to special
needs of every student, before: he actually .gets into what we
might call 'serious trouble. , .

Many of them have mental blocks. We nead to go back to the
basics with thesestudents. When you have established_these

1
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basics, the_ttUdent-will be able to progress; IiremeMber_

once we bUilt a hOt tank vat to boil out enging6lockt and
what-have-yoU._. I asked one of my special education stUdentt

`'to -fill it with water and _check it for-leaks.; I assumed_

that he kneW what_I_wanted dongibut whenA looked back there

15 or 20.iiiihUtet later, this_young,man was soaking_Wet.' As

I: watched, he took a qeep_breath and stuck his head doWn_fn

the water. Lwoht back -there and asked him what he was doing

and he said"I_AM checking for leaks." I didn't have the

heart to tell hiM any different;I patted him on the bad( and

said, "Yoergdoing_a_good job; go ahead." So go back_td the

basics with -these students_and then they will be able to

progress. DOn't assume they understand.

&Jibe students can be hostile and fbstrated and it's

hard_th deal Airith them. _We should respond in_a very non=

-emotional way. 'Always let_the student know that you -are

calMi_and that you have everything under control. There

have been times when I.have had to bite my tongue, and count

to ten. I_suggest that you never deal with a student when

yotvart mad. Deal with him whenever you're cool, calm, and

collected.

In blending handicapped with_non-handicapped students,

I believe that there are certain key attitudes for us to

take. Tfie first thing that 1 let_my students know is that

there is".no student harrassment whatsoever."_ Whenever you

have student harrassment, then you're going -to lose control

of your class. Pick your leaders in your class and let the

handicapped students work with these leaders. To More or

less give. you:. I've_got one Special education

'student in my class right now for a second year.. Last year

I carried this- young man on a dittrict meet, even though he

was not capable of having a-projectthat_would match regular

students. I took_hiM because he_had never spent the night in

a hotel; he had. never been away from his-parents; he could_ _

not count chalige; he couldn't read a menu; all because he had

never had the chance. -I got One of. my reliable studentt_tO

go along._ I said, "All right, I want Mike* to pay forall

of his meals'i I want him -to do all of his things; but Lwaht

you to be right behind hiffii_ so if theymake a mistake with

change, you can step in. _Don'tstep in until there is a_ _

mistake." It:Worked:dUt beautifully; Mike enjoyed the trip

and the studght_Whd helped him enjoyed it. Let the

handicapped perform what jobs they can by theimelves.

Automotive trade; most of you know; it.igettingtO b

such a specialized field.' I try to find out what. field a

*Nate changed.

edt
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handicapped_student likes to be in; Put a student on a_job
that he doesn't enjoy doing,II guarantee he't going to botch
it up; .so pUt_himHon a job that he enjoys doing,

Going back tiitke: last year I got him_a job and told
himLand his_parents'about:it; His mother would not -let. Mike

have the job; It broke his heart; and itAisappointed me.'
Yet I took him back tkisleariiand_I found him another job
recently; IJirst talked to his parents befOre'talking.to
Mike,_because I didn't-want to_hurt±him again., This young.

man is nineteen years old: I_finally convinced hiSnother
and dad that they were'actually_gqiing to have to turn loose'
and let Mike do what he can. If:hefailsi then maybe tie can
learn something from it;:-They allowed him to accept this
particular'job: Two: weekS ago he came dancing thrOgh the
hall to -the auto mechanics shop.. He had his pay check_, for
more than thirty dollars; and_it was the, first money that
young man'had ever darned in his. life. 4 was proud of him.

He was proud of himself.

I don't t0 to make all my, students mechanics.' If I
tried; I'd fail. _I dci_try_Ao motivate and direct them to
some -field that they mightniave_success in. I don't think
the follow-ups that many of us fill _out_do justice to a
vocational program or-to what_weactually do for these
stUderitS._ OUt of:a class_of 24, I dare_say we will make
three_or four mechanics_, but I_feel that we have helped
Motivate anddirect each one of them, put them on their feet,
Set a direction and a goal.

Take time to listen to the problems that these students

have. If they have a problem with school, parents, girl
friend, or whatever, we should be willing to listen and help.
I tell them that whatever they tell we will be held in the

Strictest of confidence. I also tell them that advice is
cheap, because you can either take it or leave it. I have

students come to the, young Tadies who have become pregnant
young men who have been kicked out of their homes, who
didn't have anything to eat, who were trying to raise a
family themselves.

Isn't it logical to 'assume that the handicapped might
expect something out of education? Isn't it possible that
the educational process might develop skills and competencies
in them that will enable them to find jobs at their levels
and at their capacities? Finally, isn't it appropriate to,
assume that the educational process might prepare each
individual to live his or her life in a community as a
productive citizen? Whenever it comes that my job as a
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teacher just becomesia job for a pay check, thats the time
that I'm going to quit. I love my students; I love working
with them; if there's any way I can help motivate them, I
am definitely going to do it.

Audiehce: John, are you saying that you don't find
any :particular difference in dealing with handicapped
stUdentt?

_ _Hutton:-: Not necessarily. Believe it or not, my feeling
it_that_handicapped are a whole lot easier -to deal with than
other- students, because they're more trusting, they have more
belief. Sure it takes more of your time, bUt they are very
edUcational:

Audience: These_people who you_have this year, whet
kind of handicaps do they have and what's it doing?

Hutton: Oneparticular_kid has dylexia, and a speech
impediment. You have to listen real closely to--hear and.
understand him. Sometimes we just stand there five or ten
minutes -while he tries to speak to me. Yes, I can understand
him, but I keep on working -with him, and I .have seen a
tremendous'improvement in his speech.

Audiente: Do you modify the objectives that your
handicapped students would want to reach? Does their level
of competency have to be less than the regular student inl
your'class? If they're, orking on a-particulacthing on a'
car, do you expect the same performance from them as from
the .others over an extended period of time?

Hutton: In auto mechanics class, I expect every
individual student to do the best that he can do in his
capability. In other words, I do not measure my students on
a one-to-one ratio. But, yes, I have had some special
\education students who have come out and made terrific
mechanics.

Audience: Let's say that a person does a particular,
thing in the first 30 hours of your program. At the end of
the program, the 800 hours or whatever you go through, does
his memory hold so he can repeat it?

Hutton: Yes, or I try to find out what he can do, what
he can remember.

Audience: You teach 24 .students and four handicapped
students: How malty peoale woo need your program and want
your program are ou di placing?
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Hutton: Let me put it thii way, The 24 that I have
are regular students, and generally I will take somewhere
around four to six handicapped and mingle them in with'the
regular students.

Audience: That means you're taking 25% handicapped
students in your class., Is this the,average?,

Hutton: Not necessarily, they fluctuate.
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.SERVING THE SPECIAL NEEDSHLEARNER
IN WELDING CLASS

Larry JeffUS

"There are little tricks, little things you
can do with a little imagination, that will
solve some of the problems you are asking
about."

The first thing_I want: to talk,abbut is the vocabulary
for communicating with the deaf. The deaf use a concept
'language in their day-to-day,communication with other
deaf. It's not English. It's a completely separate
language. That concept language doesn't lend itself- to
direct translation into English very well; For example,
you might use a-word like "run" in English; We use that
constantly. A politician "runs" for office What does
he really db? He applies for office; he volunteers fo'r I
office. A student "runs" a machine; What fs_he_reallY
doing? He operates the machine; If an-interpreter
interpreting in the-classroom hears .the word "run," he has
47. different ways of interpreting it to the .deaf-student;
I'm late; I have-to run means I'm late; I_have to -go: I

have to run off a test means I have to copy a test; If

you said in class; "I- would like you to rdn to that point:'
the interpreter is kind of lost._ What is "run" going to
be this time? It may be go by the library; it may be -try
this welder; I'd like you to "run" the torch. I'd like
to "run" by my office.

Other things -are problems in teaching the deaf -in
vocational education. One is -shop experience for the
interpreter, Whose signs really tie everything together
-4S far as presentation is concerned. I was talking the

Larry Jeffus
teaches
welding at
Eastfield
College in
Dallas.
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other' day in class and Deferred to the periodic table.
Most -of you _would-know thatthe periodic table lists atomic
weights; valences. symbols, etc. The interpreter wasn't
familiar with-that term and said a table you occasionally =

sit -at. At -the end of class, the student sald; "What's a
periodic/table? I don't understand." My pronunciation and
her interpretation blew him right out of the water;

.

Changes in language of math and language of
communication can be a prdblem. For example, what's math

language? What's a math word? "Is" for example. What
does that mean in math? Equals. Five times two is ten;

"It" means'equal. "Per," as in miles per hour; means
dOide.' If a deaf student is-doing stress analysis in
welds or doing any type of computation, he will have what
they call story problems, written problems; and will need :-

translation three times:, from math language.; to the English
language, to the deaf language; Sign language and the deaf
language are -a littler different; The sign language in many

cases vses idioms. An example of sign language in spoken

---rd would be, "Finish touched New York question." That's

complete proper deaf sentence; Translated;--it means,

'Have you ever been to New York City before?"

In interpreting or teaching a subject_withOut basic
knowledge of what actually_trantpires or of the conceptSi,
you can have some difficulties; In the technical area_many
signs are missing or,are notin common usage throughout the
United Statet;_so.we havetoJnvept them From timelto ...

time, sign creation done by_somedhe who has some basic
knowledge in the area.CanireAllybe more meaningful than if
an interpreter comes up with'i -gitial sign. A lot of
signs ary initialed using_th' t letter. Dallas f
example is signed with :a "D-_._ Chicago is *sign

with a 'C;" Boston_ with a "8.-' tobviously if you are from.
Waco you,wouldnItAnow_whatAhe ,eterborough, New Hampshire
sign might be; ,ho would really_' care? Some signs are'very
localized And others are re'stri'cted in communication. If

you hive some experience,_you can come up with a sign'that
makes more sense. Iri weld.ing WP use a lot of different -,

elements:and_materials anddlOrent terms that are very
i

technical; Allotrophy Is the_a*lity of srmetal to exist
in -two crystal lattice formations. Just try to Spell
allotropic everytime you want to use the term in a
metallUrgical lecture. You know it's difficult for me to
write it on a blackboard or a piece'of paper. And...for:an

interpreter to interpret allotropic crystal formation is
even harder. The kid:is sitting there saying; "What?,.
You've lost me." If you can come up with a sign or invent
a sign that can communicate-that concept quicker; more
understandably; do it; That's better.

.

2m
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There-is an attempt right now at Rochester Institute
Of Technoqgy in New York to come up with some sort of
technical signs, to use_in technical areas. Now_for the
latt six years or so, I've been in, New England; the signs_in
New England are completely:different from the ones we have
here. There are certain signs that are ithndard, certainly;
but there area lot'of others that are completely different.
The deaf world, being fairly involved wfthin itself; doesn't
spread the signs nationally. In fact, that_is_probably one
Of the biggest drawbaCks of putting sign language at caption
on a TV_program. They have. the technology to hook a little
box on the top of a TV for a deaf person. He flips the
switch, and in the -corner appears a person interpreting what
is going on. It's a great idea, but what do you do if you
have &New. England person signing; and a Southerner --
watching? New Englanders are people from the North,, talk
fast, right? Boy, they just spit it, out! Would.you.believe
that the deaf in New England sign.fast; as, well? Man, they
just:tear it up!.

; , .

We all think that what we are saying is important.
Everybody will payattention; But realistically, students
don't all pay attention all_of_the times One student gets
part of what,you said; one student gets another part;
someone understands a little better than another. Then
they get together out in the hallway and -talk aboUtit: , _

"Let me,tell you what I7understood he said."_ BUt What AbdUt
a deaf student? He does not have that outside-class
informal discussion; The only way the deaf learn is to_bt
taught; The deaf don't sit in the cafeteria and casually
listen to a conversation. :_They- have -to stop What they are.
doing:and watch.: All.of:their learning, all Of their:
Communication is a very definite, very7concentrated effort.

-In fact, if you watch someone sign or if you sign; y00
know that if you take your eye away for a second, you've
lost:something. Ws gone! I've learned some signs to use
in class; I'm in charge of__theclass if interpreters are
not.._I can stop .and say, "By the wayi.class,_the sign for
that is . . . i" Dnd give them as.i.gn. Or I help the
interpreter invent_a sign.,_So now My_regular student's can'
communicate With the deaf students-a little bit and that
helps A great dea).

.040 %

Let's talk about safefy,:in
t general working conditions.

I'd like to have a dime for every tiMet've heard, "The deaf
can't do'that. If the Machine goes bad, they won't hear
it." If you walk irito the welding shop and there are
eighteen thousand machines going and some guy over there.
Amith a three=pound hammer in the middle of a steel plate is
beating away, you can't hear either. I have found literally
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noarea in which the safety of a dtaf person was any more

in jeopardy than a hearing person. In fact; there are' e

some advantages. When I'm.teaching a person to weld an4.

he has his helwet down, he's restrkted; he can't see; he

can't talk. It's like talking right into your_hands. With

the deaf student, it's kfnd of nice, because if he's welding

away I .put.my hand down in front of his lens. He can see

my hands, he can see my fingers spell what _I want to tell

him_ 46 .wife and I do that from time to timer I'll get a

phone call when I'm out mowing the yard, so she'll wave

through the window, and she doesn't have to come out

She'll sign, "phone call'," and I'll answer, "Who is it?"

She tells me and sign "Well', tell. them I'll be in, t

a.second." It beats yel ing. ,b,

'Let's talk about other' handicaps. Th spinal cord_

46injury is probably the most dangerous person in the shop.

(,to himself, but; to no one els Without being able to fe 1,

they cannot tell when they a 0 being burned. If a hot

spark was to pop on them, th y would burn. Now prdteetive

$.devices, leather aprons and proper protective wear will

solve that problem without any difficulty at all; so it's

not an insurmountable obstacle. Blindness is_probably

the only handicap thatprecludes welding, because it is

strictly a visual, operation. There is no way that you can A

listen to a weld and tellthat,it is right. I've worked

with blind, deaf-blind, tunnel vision, etc., and that's the

limitation. There's just no Way that you can do it by feel.

.
.

_ _

Other physical handicaps_in the welding fi,eld:. You

know, we,have a macho thing in welding. You have to be

muscular to move this 'heavy steel'around, even though you

now have a hoist, you have cranks, you have any number ot
mechanical 4y/ices" to do the moving_for you A great many

women are in welding, doing small, manual dexterity jobs,._
doing what used to be called Heliarc.' Heliarc, by the way:,

is a trade term,,like Xerox. Tig welding is actually the

term for it Anyway, Tiq weldimg,or GTAW, Gas Tungsten-

Arc Welding, is very fine, verY4hanual, fine motor dexterity

operation. And it lends itself very well to a person whq

has that dexteritA, whether they are in k wheelchair,

physically handicapped in some way, or deaf. _So the idea

of the welder swinging around steel girders 30_floors up

is -only one small area of the-welding trade "Construction

welding is the only-trad that would probably have_'

difficulty with the pbysi silly handicapped. The other areas

of welding could often p esent no problem at Al . All

right, does anyone have any questions? .
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Audientei Yes; I teach metal technology. I have only

one deaf.student in my- program: \Unfortunately, we have
poor communication.' At.firsti she, was taking everything
down that I wrote on.the blackboard.._ She_ was, reading_her
book. She was doing,greati.except that-she just _wasn't,-
getting everything; I worked:with:her and she did very
wel4but it.became.obvious that she was falling further
and-further behind; 'But .after the interpreter came, she
closed her notebook and she sat:Withjler _handt- folded.,
and watched the.interpreter. What shOuld I have done?

.

;deffus: Nothing! The problem waS_thatvin addition to
an interpreter, you need a notetaker. There is 'no way for

erson to communicate or to get sign language and take.
es at the same time. Now. in my class, we either have

a notetaker provided, or I allOw the students to Xerox my
lecture notes at a later date. In sign language, and with
an interpreter, you are talking three,or four minutes

behind the teacher. It is slow communication. If you have

a fast lecturer, the interpreter is really going tope
behind.'

You need to allog a few seconds when you're4pointing
to,something on the chalkboard.- Educationally, it really
doesn't slow the class down very much, but it's important
to position yourself so that the interpreter and the_
student are in An ideal position, so that you can see the
interpreter and the student are in an ideal position, so
that you can see *be interpreter and watch the student.
When'he finishes ttie information he will look up; andcat
that second, he.can see what you're looking at and go on.
It doesn't.hurt'the rest of the students% In Yact it gives

them a little mortptime-to see what's happening and to make
thetr own notes. Diagrams could be made before time add
givem to the interpreter or given to the whole class. That

is why I ite(p very accurate lecture notes. Handoets are -.
excelleni,.you know, thermofax machines are wonderful that
way. If you make a thermofax for a handout, or for a
transparency, run it through one more time and .make,a coRy.

-,

Audience: You are a very unique instructor., I come ,-

from a smaller community, and:we hayen't had any deaf.,
just wondering, if 'one werejo come, do you think he'could
'handle this; if-we gave him the, written work and the

demonstration? I don't think we can hire someone to
translate, but we shouldn't)just close the door on the

'student: _Do you think we can overcome some' of these things

without Flaying an interpreter?.
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Jeffus: It is very difficult._ It is really difficult
to_ get into., especially:the deaf; - Communicating is not
just learning the _Sign language; _It's learning the_concept.
The total communication deals:with the_concept. Learning
a few signs helps, but to really'get the full benefit, you,
will need an interpreter sometime.

Audience: What kinds of special eq0ipment should we
ask for?

,Jeffus:.:In some eases it's Only minoroadjustments_
I have. a Braille:mitrometerthat we.-fabricated atPerkin's*
'School forithe_81ind, for_the Vocationa'rprogram that I was
in: We fabricatedlit in the school metal_shop_and any
blind: student_ can_read'the micrometer_ Little things_like
that, little special_devices_can be fabricated for-the
handicapped_. For other handicapped such as mentally
retarded, there are ways_around it there are little trickS,.
I worked.at_a center that was callVd.Crotchett Mountain
Rehabilitation Center ih Greenfield, New4ampshire. We had
multiple handicapped,:. a blind, mental-Ty retarded, cerebral
palsy; a deaf, cerebral palsy with a spinal cord injury;
some-really almost basket cases. We had a student who
couldn't make change; He could count, but he couldn't

'tell the siie difference in. things, so he:couldn't.make
change: He couldntt look,at-Something and say, " "Ice cream

requires this-type, fiVe cents." He could,readAt,'but if
he looked down here, there was no relationship between the
two: We used-!something simple -to get around that; -He was
18 or 19 years old; he,was kind of embarrassed -to come in
and buy something, but he could count; _So_what we did, was
to tell himito always carry_one_dollar bills; If- someone

says that somethingi'S eleven_dollarsand_anything, count
twelve. They -dive you-the change;'youLputAt in your _

pocket,-say- nothing, go one Now, if ieu buy a candy"bar,
if- you-buy a__Coke,. anything you want to buy, clothes, you
don' -.t have to_teIl_the_cashier the price, you just. put-the
Merchandise down, casually, look around, nonchalant._ The
clerk says, "Hid you notice the price on that item?"
."Sorry; I didn't." Don't_tell them, "I'm sorry, I can't
read it." You knowthat in the supermarket, the cashier
asks how much thatcan of_peas was,:and you_say, "I don't
know." Then they send somebody to look; That took a
little of the pressure off him.

So there are little tricks, and little'things that you
can do with a little_imagination,, after: working with the
handicapped, that will solve some of the problems that you .

are asking.



ADAPTIVE DEVICES FOR"THE TRANSPORTATION
OF HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Rodger Koppa

- "You're -only going to transport students
in wheelchairs when you absolutelY,have
to. If you can get them out of those
wheelchairs and into a regulan vehicle
seat, you're way better off."

We've betn working for the last 'eight yeart, and very
actively in the last-ithree years, with the Veteran's
Administration and the.National Highway Traffic Safety_
Administration, in the evaluationof adaptive equipment.
for transporting the handicapped. We do research,
evaluation, arld tests of adaptive_equipment, not only for
the'transOortation (that is, moving a felloWs body from .

here to-there) but-also for driver rehabilitation: Our
interests have:_been_with the_:severely.physically
handitapped, particularly the spinal cord injury cases;
Many- Spinal cord injuries; from the,tailbone_right on up
to the_Pecki_have_happened_as a result of traffic
accidents, which is why the' Texas Transportation Institute
-is -very interested in them._ They are also a-- result of
sport_ injuries; which happen a lot in schools; Of -the

injured; 82% are boys or men; that's why it's called a
young males injury..

Audience: That percentage surprises me. Are most
of them traffic related?

Koppa: Many are motorcycle accidents- Others are
sports accidents, particularly football. Theiv_are_about
40000 quadriplegics in the U. S., and about 200,000
spinal cord injury patients. We 'don't see as many polios
any more; most of them are getting up in their 10's.

'Rodger Koppa is
head_of the Human
Factors Division
in the Texas
Transportation
Institute. at_
Texas A8111 Uni-

vertity.



One pOsical disability which you see .a lot in school
situations is spinatifiida, where the spinal cord i6
partially exposed. 'This, essentially, is the same as a
spinal cord,injury, only it's congenital. I'll also talk
today about the cerebral palsy patient, particularly with
respect to rehabilitating hiM as a driver. One unstable
entity that we have to consider inNwehabilitation is
muscular dystrophyi which takes a generally downward course
over a period of years. Multiple sclerosis patients have a
very uncertain, limited life span. Syringomyelia is one of
several disease entities of the spinal cord which is
essentially a degenerative.disease. It also has a rather
unfavorable prognosis.

ErtTi for the time being, these patients are going to
need transportation. They're going to have to be moved in'
some-way; they are going to have to be rehabilitated to some
degree. So you need to consider them in transportation.

What's the process of transportation like? It's best

to consider it as an entire system. First, there's getting
into a vehicle. Second, there's,the ride itself, which
includes both-restraint and_accommodation, either as a
passenger or as a' driver. In this part of the country,
most of o r transportation is by means of the motor vehicle,
whether t at vehiclt is run by a bus system or a school
system. It may.also be a student's own personal car or
van that he himself drives. Third, and finally, there's
getting him back. out.of the vehicle again, which is the
reverse process for getting him in.. He'll have
rehabilitation requirements at each of these three'timest:,

..
k.

. . .

Tile first one we can talk about is'getting thestudent ,
-'in when the student, is wheelchair-bound: Now, if all you
have for a vehicle is a car, you're going.to have to get him
out of his wheelchair. You can't transpoMa wheelchair-
bound patient in the car unless you've got the entire
surface of the inside of the car; and even then you don't
have the head room. You need a van or -a bus for headroom,
and wheelchair room. If you have a patient you are
transporting in his wheelchair, then you're going to -need
a ramp, a loading dock, or a wheelchair lift. Now, let me
say some things categorically right from the start. If at

all possible, you don't want to transport a person in a
wheelchair. Why?

Audience: Wheelchairs have a tendency to roll around.

Koppa: Yes. Let's say we nail them down so they're
well secured. Even that's a problem. They're not built to
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sustain the force that's routine in a motor vehicle
collision, or even a hard stop. They are usually made out
of light_tubular steel, and they're not going to take that
kind_of They're net_ nearly as strong as that chair
you're sitting in, and they don't have the structure. I

know some school districts feel a little bad about hauling
a kid out of a_ wheelchair into a car, and folding up hi's
wheelchair in the-back. Don't feel bad; you're probably
doing that kid the biggest favor you could. He's much
safer;

For some spinal cord injuries, though, you've got to
think :very carefully abbut getting him out of:his chair.
If he it_usuallyiin his chair; he's got a special pad that
he sits on; and he's got a catheter for collecting urine,
so he's not easily moved: Because of medical considerations;
he may need to -stay in his chair; If he's a_cerebral palsy
patient and.severely disabled, you're going to have to
restrain him inside the vehicle, so you may want to go with
,whatever restraint system he has in his chair.

Now; for those folks who stay_ in their chair,. there are
.three ways to .go; A ramp that leads from the ground- into
the vehicle, Or a:loading dock which some_schools will havq,
or a_wheelchair lift. Let me -say first don't kid
yourself about these. ramps; A.ramp.thatwill support itself
is goirt4 to be a ramp too long_toiuse. The- Architectural
Barrier. Standardcalls for 1 in 12- slope.:-That meats you.
can come up 12 inches when going. forward. 12 feet. You'll
have to_come,uphearly two_feet to get -up to a_van, so -

you're.lalking_about_.a 24-foot ramp;1 Then _you're going to
.have_to.fold that thing up and_put it insidethe vehicle.
Now if youihavean attendant who is built like a gorilla,.,
then you:Might.have a_short ramp and shove the patient in
the.wheeichair. Or_if you have a small kid; it'll work
reasonably_well, and you can -push hiMAnto the van. 'Butfor
\about $2,000 you can buy_yourself:a very nice lift and have
Itinstalled'in a van._ A mOtordrive lift is.the way to go.
Like Lsay, $2,000,_but -you don'tneed an attendant; the
piitient-can fly_it himself, and:that is a big advantage;
You. want these_kids to be as mobile andiself,sufficient as
possible._ You're never even going to miss_the_$2,000,
because the van's going to cost you aboUt $14,000.

In a wheelchair you -sit somewhat_higher than you're
sitting_on that_chair._ Now_most people need_a pad when
they sit in a wheelchair._ I gives you_a_backache_after-a
yery_thort time. PLyou_haveJlever sat in a wheelchair for
a while, you should do it. Just borrow a chair from'your

;.S
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local agency and use it for a day. .Nothing will give -you.-
better insight into a handicapped persons.: problems than
that.

Audience: They used to have a program here at A&M
give students wheelchairs for one day.,

Koppa: They still do Anotherconsideration ishead
room inside the vehicle; which is generallybad. Now; if
your van-is'ooing'tO transport these students for short
distances then probably you won't need to worry about
headroom; They can scrunch their; heads down; particularl3q_.
if they're passengers; But ifithey'reidriving the van; or
if yo0re advising a:parent who As buying some adaptive
equipment for a_handicapped student; then it's a very
,important- consideration: You have about 51_inches.. Your
passenger's head is going - to be about four feet off the _

deck, which means he's going to.run_out of 'head room,:and is
going tohave to scrunch down. If he's_gottorso stability
problems, he's pot going to be able to do:that.

_

So you have two options, and they're both crummy.
Option one is- to raise the roof, antl option two is to:lower
the`floor. If\yOur school district or your agency is
buying a van for the transportation of the handicapped, and
you're going to lower the floor,panel or raise the roof,
then you'll find that the people in wheelchairs can't really
get good visibility through your windshield. You can't
raise your windshield very well, because that's a major job.
They have to either peek through a window up above the
\regular windshield or else do without visibility, if that's
))kay with them.

Jr) any case, if you're going to consider major. body
work on your van, there's only one van to buy, and that's a
Ford. Ford is the only van that has a complete truck
chassis underneath and a separate body; so you can do a lot
of things to that body and still have structure: The
Chevy and the Dodge vans are unit-body constructions; and
they. don't like to be modified very Much; because they depend
on that boxy body for their, structural integrity.'

Now; once the person is in the car; what is done with
the ,wheelchair? Fol. most ofV7ese patients there-are
adaptive devices on the market which allow you to hook a
crank-operated line to the wheelchair and yank the
wheelchair inside. Another option Ls a car-top carrier for
the wheelchair; which is very clever; and very expensive
too; Two hands come downi,attach to the wheelchair, and
then yank the whole wheelchair up; It goes into a boX On
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the top` about $3,000. I'm sure it's
no suipri Eta y to3ea0.that all adaptive_ equipment is
very PXPenSiv ..-.:44nfortunately; very little is worth
he cos 1 ,. k., ... -;;-!1:-

rioption that y,u have is to fold-up the wheel-
chair a mt..it behilld_t vehicle; like a bicycle. That'

has adv tags. For one -, ing; it'-s very accessible; but
it means`` hat someone else is going to have to get it for
the student/and then unfpld it. This could be quite.____
feasible inla school situation; but the disadvantages become
clear on. a rainy day; When you arrive at your destination;
your wheelOhair is going to be nice and drcoly; and probably
covered with dirt; That's not too neat.

One of the best situations is to put your,, spare tire
behind the seat -and put the wheelchair in the trunk.
There's a, device.t.hat:yoid can buy or make; a:pallet that
comes .out and'h ngs over; the lip of. the trunk. You lay

/1)

thezwheelchai in.:iti±ptck_it up, and roll it in the trunk.
It worksire well`,_ Thlre"s no reason -to rianhandle
wheelchair *ithere are evices available. L_Electro-
mecnaniCal lifts areveiry nice. SomeAre hydraulically
operated. That's okayilbutyou!re going to have higher
maintenance costs on th4 hydraulic ones; because in the__
winter time they're goin to get aWfully_slowiandyou'll

I

have to change to a lighter viscosity oil. But they do work
quite well. All of thes lifts cost about two grand
installed, so they're re py not too expensive, and they're
quite reliable. : A\

\

-_ Some exterior lifts Ae not primarily .designed for the
handicapped, but for cargo. \ They work well, but:lack the
safety features. If you tell the manufacturer you're going
to use it for hauling_people up_#nd down, they'll wash their
hands of.all responsibility: That's okay. It's still a

:4#

good hefty-lift -- Or a bus that, the school system might
invest in;'"the vantage is that you;don'tave any of the
hardware inside e'-,Vehicle.

. _
. 7

Most of this adaptive equipment has a'lot of. sharp
edges and protrusionsi:so you're looking at a liability
probleM. lour'insurance carrier may well have a few words
to-say to you about them, and there's not much you can really
do; because there's just so far you can go to make a
vehiclecrash7worthy.

.
,

.
.

One thing
.

to avoid for sure, never put in anything that
.requires your students to activate their chairs on a lift
when it's in-motion; that's a big no -no. A cerebral palsy
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patient, for example, with extremity tremors, could just
tremor himself right off that thing and kill himself. It's
happened before, so be warned.

Okay, we have the client inside with the wheelchair
stowed away. Now comes the biggest challenge. In

transporting these students, you've got to restrain them.
For restraining a passenger, particularly one that does not
have a lot of mobility, the standard inertia belt harnesses
that you see in motor vehicles will not do the job. -You
need a racing harness; which is quite inexpensive.' For
about $50.00 you can bura complete racing harness by
Simpson, a very nice unit, big wide belt, easy to operate,
so easy that even a quad can operate it. Its good
equipmept, what you want to have for restraint for
handicapped students in a van or a car.

But you'll still need to providetrunk stability. If
you have a patient who, unresteained, collapses on himself
like an aceordian, he's got to have a corset on anyway. You
will have to prop him up, or you could transport him lying
ddwn,il worse comes to worst. By the way, you can always
spot quad, because they're'the guyS who haye their arms
'hooked around the back of their wheelchair. Without some
support like that'they justIall over, and if they fall
over they can't get themselves back up again.

The big_problem once the client is in-the vehicle,. is
the chair._:Here aee some_guidelines you might want to keep
in mind. The most effective chairs are_occupant operated.
Unfortunately that causes a paradox. The most effective
restraints for the chairs are not capable of_beingioperated
by the guy in the wheelchair. _If he's so mobile_that he
can_put on the restraint for the chair; he- doesn't need the
restraint, because_he can get out of the chaie_and remember,
if_they can get out of the chair, do that. It'S safer.

I implore you, never buy .a restraint f wheelchair
that picks up the wheels,. They're just bicycle wheels,-and
_can't take the force. Any kind of side motion on them, and
they're loing to collapse on you. When they collapse the
least little bit, the wheelchair restraint will let go, and
it will start rolling. It's just os simple as that. And it
doesn't take a great4deal of force to make this happen. If
all you're doing is/holding down a wheelchair without the
patient; fine; use those. They'll do the job. 1,ft-he
patient is in the chair, however, you_wantlto have your
restraint come in and grip the structure of the chair down
low, about midway between the bigrear wheels and the small
front wheels. This wly you can pick the structure up and
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take tt down into the floor of the vehicle.. You want to
ido that if you have to carry a wheelchair-bound occupant.

In the restraint area, we don't really have an adequate
positional resttaint that will keer the-patient in one place
very well. If a guy's going to drive, he needs torso
support and position with respect to control. We don't want
these restraints to present pressure points. I'm thinking
here mostly about quads again, because you know,
quadriplegics have no sensation-below the level of entry.
You can stick a knife in them and they'll never, feel it.
They'll never say ouch. As far as they're concerned it's
somebody else bleeding. These narrow belts that you get
in a regular motor vehicle provide bad pressure points for
a quad, or for a paraplegic for that matter. That's why,
again, the wide belts are what you want to use, if the
restraint is to be operable by a disabled driver. A lot
of pebple like to .drive in..a captain's chair and just move
the wheelchair right along side with two cords: That. will
keep it down perfectly well if they're not sitting in it
I've already discussed the carrier on the top of the car.

Don't have someone go buy a brand new wheelchair.
,Wheelchairs are all made by Everest and Jennings, Inc. in
Los Angeles and have not changed, significantly since 1937.
Any well-built wheelchair -could 'be rebuilt so that it's as
good as new. If you go to your local friendly wheelchair
repair service,.they'll sell you.a very nice wheelchair for
a fraction of the cost of a new on ''You will get exactly
the same product. Ma"Ybe*we'llhave a few pits in-the chrome,
but so what? That means that'in many cases for a student
what you want to do is have a wheelchair at home, ary
transfer him into another wheelchair which Yvu keep at the
school. Wherever he goes, O's got a wheelchair.

Let me tell you about an honest-to-goodness, right off
the market-shelf, wheelchair restraint, seriously sold to
restra n a person inside a motor vehjcle. Ws piece of
junk h lds one wheel, that's all. Now, what kind of .

collisi n do you think that thing, could possibly pustain?
And I kn w of another one that holas-the top of the wheel.
It's very-elaborate, very expensive, and very ineffective.
Anothet commercial unit hdlds two wheels, not a bad unit to
use. It costs about $115. This is not a bad system to use
for holding just the wheelchair down.. It wdrks prettY well
forthat.DWt.expectit,to hold the wheelchair and a
patient.

Let me describe one that will work. It's got a nice big
ring nut. in the middle with a hook going down-to another hook
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that'$ secured_in the flbor of the vehicle. got a
spreader bar:_that goes across_from_side to side by the
ex-member: You can just_imagine the dexterity and mobility
a patient-would have to have to operate that by- himself.
If he could,' -he would have no reason to ride in a wheel-
chair. BUt if you've got an attendant and you're
transporting students in your school system, then thit
woul0 be a good bet.

Here's what you want_to do_ with_your Simpson belt for
the patient that -'-s going to either ride or drive. Go -ahead
and install the lap belt on the wheelchair._ With cables,
bring it down to your_spreaderibar that yoU're going to_
use for your wheelchair restraint, ortie it in.- A belt
is a_very good idea_or any_patient who must be in a
wheelchair. It would_keep him in there, and protect him;
it would give a lot of_security, and it's ready to go .

whenever the client gets in a motor vehicle.

A mechanical hand control _installation has a lever
drive with two lever's going down to the pedals. It's
nothing very esoteric. FDR was one of the first to use
these things. A servo-hand control coming on the market
now uses an engine vacuum to give throttle; forward
direction, braking, and backward motion. You don't have
the' long lever arm throw that you have with the mechanical
hand cOntrol, but you get very fine control with this
system. They're rat er expensive but the price will come
down. The main news is that with this control system you
can drive with some ing like three or four pounds force
and need only one control for both throttle and brakes. This
is nice. 4

The C-47 system has a very low ratiohigR gain, power
steering. This has a special conversion, because you move
the whole pedestal for throttle and you bring it back
toward you for braking. It uses about a three-to-one
mechanical advantage for steering, so thatsyou have a half
a turn lock to lock to drive this thing. This is
.commercially built. You can buy this system for about
$5,000 over the cost of the vehicle itself, a Ford Van, made
out in California.

To sum up, let me say this. You're only going to
transport students in wheelchairs when you absolutely have
to. If you can get them out of those wheelchairs and into
a regular vehicle seat, you're way better off. If you do
transport them in, wheelchairs, see if you can talk them into
being transported backwards. Whatever you do, don't
transport them sideways; sideways is bad news. The
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wheelchair=isn'timeant to take_any forces in that direction.
Try and_transporttheM_either facing forward, or facing the
rear; Any time you load up a van with adaptive equipment,
you're compromising crash-worthinessiand you'd better
accept that fatt.

_Better restraint Of the occupied_Wheelchair_is needed
to advance transportation rehabilitation;_ -Your biggest
area 4f concern_will_be_restraint_for both_the chair and
the passenger himself, but you willthave_a leg up if you go
to racing-type harnesses._ They will 'work for anyone'_ _

except a very young child. _For young childreN_I suspect
the best thing to do -is to lay them downin back of the van
on a mattress.

_ If you've got_to_brina a patient who's wheelchair-
bound or you want to transfer_hiq_after he gets inside
theyani_unless you've got a loading dock at both ends
of your trip, -you'd better go ahead and get alift,
because it's the best choice you've got. 't

Audience: About these vacuum controls, is there any
problem if the motor dies?

k

Koppa: With the vacuum controlS, or any of these
adaptive controls for handicapped drivers-, you have to
provide aback -upssystem. For example; you can now buy a
low-effort power steering and low-effort power brakes;
They both need a back-up system. Some:vehicle modifiers
will sell'you/;a low-effort power steering system; _You'll
get your effort of power steering down to- something -like:
half a pound at the rim; rather than three or four pounds.
It will cost you an armhand a leg,:because they have to
provide liability insurance for themselves; Most of your
rehabilitation equipment is made by verysmall manufacturers.
In most states; if you want to write a quarter of a million
dollars of liability insurance. for yourself as a
manufacturer; you're going to pay:abodt $46,000 a year in
premium costs. That lias to be passed down to consumers-
some way or another. :That'S one of-:the worst problems in
the whole rehabilitation eiluipment design areai_the
liability angle. That's why major vehicle manufacturers
aren't really in this at all, because it just makes their
problems worse.

Addience: Do_you_have any_idea how many disabled
drivers there-are in thit state`?

Kappa:_ The,Departmenf of Public_Safety-has "something
like aboUt 3,800 special equipment driverl. That includes
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people who have to have special mirrors or a left hand
throttle and stuff 'like that. I would estimate about 3,000
handicapped drivers required adaptiveiequipment. There are
very large numbers of arthritic patiets who should have
adaptive equipment, who'have never heprd of such a thing
and ate just getting by without. Some of them are really
badly disabled, and they don't even know there's something
availableto help them out. They can be very dangerous,
when some verY simplje adOtive equipment can be used to
really change their'whole world.

,2)
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THE RIGHT STUDENTS IN THE RIGHT PROGRAM:
IS GETTING THEM THERE AN ART OR A SCIENCE?

Margaret Lindsey

"Orient the specialeducation teachers to the
vocational programs. A lot of them really do
not have an understanding of what is involved
in vocational training. The more aware you
'can make them of what services you've got to
offer, the better the placements are going to
be."

Handicapped children are now legally entitled_tO a
free appropriatepublic education which assures effectiVe .
learningln the least restrictive environment. There are

iseveral mportant points-in Public Law 94 -142 which I:
would- like to address this afternoon. The first One is
that each -child must have an individualized education
plan (IEP) developed for them. -There_can be a definite
process for developing'thatIEP whether.for vocational
placement orotherq.programs.-

_ IlWant to introduce you'to the child-centered
educational, process for the handicapped. During the past'
year I_have.had the privilege of serving on a'district-
wide:task:force, developing a model for'the implementation-
Of the Policies.and procedures for the edytation of
handicapped students;

'Now inchild7cente education, public awareness
is one of the_greates emphases; 1 brought_alongtwo or
three documents_ which efforts to educate parents of
their. rights and- the righ of their7rhildren who are
handicapped. Child Find le lets are'being:disseminated
state-wide. _Another document-is called- Public- Education
for the Handicapped, put_o by_the National School of
Public Relations Associat n. The third dotpment put

Margaret Lindsey
is Vocational
Supervisor for
CVAE and VEH
programs in,
Austin.
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out recently by TEA is tolled The-Educational _Right of- Your

Handicapped Child. It goes along with,Policies and
-Administrative,Procedures for the-Educati_ondridicvped.
Students -TEA Pullet-Fp ADS-871-01-- You may_want to .get

-some copies c)f.these.

As a result of this public-awareness Campaign, we are
getting a lot of'referrals.% People reilize that their,

children may-have learning difficultie and might benefit
from special services: , These'refeYrals. come from.
parents, doctOrS, other te'abhers, people in the community
Sc).-thi.i leads-us into-step/two of ,,the child-centered

-education proceA of the han'icapped.,,_

This'sfellAkais mtanlyi,ith the educatiOnal liaison
assignment anttrara collectio For every child who iS,
referred,'anicational liaison person 'i -s named.": This

person advocate for.-=that child throughout-the

entire'process. The person collects certain types of data,

such -as gradeS', attendance recordt,,me-dice,records,
assessments, vision and hearing tests 'dnd other 'inforMation

which may give the-group a'lead as to what the child's
learriing%difficulty pr Problem may be..

The third step is the'referral-committee meetim. In

our district we-have been'doing,something similar totglis

for quite some' time,'sd don't think that getting organized
for the implementation of these new polic4es and procedures
is really going to be as difficult for us -as it may be for .

other districts. -01-1 eac/K campus we have,what is called a

local support team, This group pulls_togethee people who
have: expertise in support seryices. They take the data
collected bithe.educational liaison and explore
alternatives Jar the student. They try to make some -

decisions aifvut a proper placement for that child in-the
event'that the child. can qualify for special education.

°services,: The written report prepared by the members Of

that committee issent to :a parent Within, 30 days-after the

referral ;is actually made:. The people AO -serve on that -

_referral committee include the principal or the principal's
designee, depending oc-Lthe organizational structure of the
campus, the_educational liaison, and the regular education

support staff. This may include a lot of people. The

special education services department could include anyone
from an educattonal diagnostician to a visiting teacher or

a nurse. The actual membership depends largely upon the
problem_ that this child is having. Parents are encoulfged

to participate.
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THE STUDENW:O.THE RIGHT :PROGRAM 2.1.

After the referral committee has met and has detrmined
that the child does have a problem; a comprehensive
assessmentOs Ilieguri._-ThisThis, with three tahrareaS:./
The first,pbase would .require looking at 1.1ch;things as ,. -o,
.language problems, physica) problems,'emotional'6r.
'beha'vioral"problems, and'intellectual.probl,6ms
Phase two would require looking-at,ibe educational'
Performance level, Nand ;phase three requires looking at the'7
actual competency,level_of the child. 'Each one of these
Pieces of data is -very important when.you begin- to.lbok at
the wholelOiTeand the problems the ebild
this .infornationliS. puf together, therefer'ral committee
prepares itsfwrftten report to theilaThn-. That's a lot of
.tesVmPfor-one,thirty7day period: z.T,

Audience: rs;this done hyyoun'educational
iagnbSticiars3° *

Lindsey: Yes. 'I !I-recommend' that special
edudatton teachers do testing.

Neence:', is-vocatonal assessment pert of this
evaluation?. ,.%

Lindsey: Na, and. I think that is oiie of the great
meaknesses of this system'. , think that before vocational
placement' occurs_ there should 'be a series of tests given to
determine that child's vocational ability. In many instances;
this does not happen.

Audience:. Well, if you are getting this information
together for. yoUr,ARD committee meeting to decide ff the
student needs vocational training, then I guess vocational
assessment should be done before the, vocational ARD committee
meets,,

Audience: In oar district, if they think a vocational
placement-might be apprbpriate, then one of our vocational
teachers is invited. Then they review the diagnostic
material with the vocational teacher.

Audience: Our vocational guidelines require a
vocational ARD committee_witn.the vocational director and
thevbcational teacher whom they think the student might
like to.bwith._. You've got a vocational counselor involved
and an educational diagnostician, the special education
directOrs, printipal, and so forth.

aa
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'Lindsey: :These are the people_who_are supposed to -be
involved in this ARD process if it involVes a vocational
placement.

'Wien e: That's a misunderstanding though. The

special educ ion:people have their ARD_committeeS and
think theirs i sufficientto get the job done.' BUt thgir
meeting doesn't meet my guidelines.

Lindsey: But if -a vocational placement is going to
occur, wouldn't the RD committee be the vocational ARD
committee? \ .,J,

Audience: Only i ,yo u get:the right people involved.
' , -

Lindley: 1-lie right people should be-inVOlved.
.

Os A ,; \ - ---

Audience: But what happens -IS that the special :
education ARD Cammittee meets and the next thing you know
Johnny shows up in the auto mechanics room. The vocational
director, the vocational counselor, and the vocational
administrator didn',t,eVen know he wa .ing. That's when

direI go to the special'} education dire or and say, "We are
not accepting that kid until yogis o:this-thind' right
because the 'teacher has got to be prepared for it, and the
regular students in that class oughtktabe preapred for it."
Vocational teachers will accept these students if they have
he'd an opportunity to meet the students, learn about their
handicap, learn what speci.N, things they're going to have
to do to teach that student. But if a special education
student just'shows up the teachers are scared to death.

Lindsey: That's why it's important for you to
establish one ARD committee that has permanent vocational
"membership.

.
.

Audience: As a vocational director I don't need to
be involved in every ARD committee meeting. Notevery ARD
committee involves a vocational placement.

, .

--''' Lindsey: They can let you know inadvance. One thing
that we did to coMpensate for that problem was to encourage

,special 'education personnel to take.the student over to the
shop area in- which' -they would like to place the student,
find out if that student is genuinely interested in
learning that trade. You've really_got to work with the
special education personnel to develop that kind of rapport
with them. I would also encourage you to invite parents to
come out with their children. Some parents have taken_

O
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their children over to a shop or lab early in the Morning
when there are no other kids around so teachers can talk to
the child and -the parent and tell them a little bit about
what therwill expect from .the child. It works out to be
pretty successful. Are some of the rest of you having
similar probleiris?

Rk.

Audience: One of the things that concerns me* is the
number of meetings. We'have more meetings to attend than
we_say grace over We've tried,to solve that. Anyone can
refer a student to vocational education, but then the
process goes to the vocational counselor on that campus./
The vocational counselor will then startcompiltng
vocational data and arrahge for-the,student to visit the
shop. If-the parent wants to, fine: 'Then the counselor
will go baolgand work with the diagnostidian and the '

teacher. Bs% the time we come to an ARD meeting there's
jusqally agreement between the vocational department, and ,

special education administrators and teachers. We inform
the parents that their child'is being considered. `At 'the
meeting the vocational counselor will explain_why we are
recommending this child or why we are not. , If the student
-is recommended, then special education' people and the
vocational people sit down together and write that student's
IEP. If he is rejected, then it will go back to a special
education ARC meeting anu we forget it.

Lindsey: It sounds to me like you are designating that
vocational counselor as the educational liaison for that
child.

Audience: They are collecting the data but they may
not necessarily be the advocate for the child.

Lindsey: Any other comments that anyone would like to
make regarding the organization Of the ARD Committee? IEP
forms are different in almost every district in the state
but essentially the IEP is a statement of the goals and
objectives that are set for this child. They should be
both long-range and short range also. There should
be some sort of description of the behavioral characteHStics
of this child.

Audience: Do vocational teachers need to be involved
before the committee ever meets so they can know the child
and know about his abilities and weaknesses and what his
Handicaps are when they come to the ARD committee? If you
just invite the vocational people to an ARD committee
without involving them in this information-gathering process,
it's like the blind leading the blind.

220
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Lindsey: I would think anyone who has been involved
would -know enough about it to begin to ask questions. Now
you might make a mistake the first time and go wandering
into a meeting without any prior knowledge of what is taking
place, but think that after it happens one time you are
going to ask questions.

Audience: Besides placement of the child, special.
services such as transportation will be discussed. Services
Could include anything from occupational therapy to musical
therapy.

AUdience: How many parents help write the IEPs?

Lindsey: It varies I think.' If parents are fairly
knowledgeable about the entire process they can be a real
help. Now I just had a conversation with somebody before
I came in here Who told we that she had two handicapped
children and she was invited to an ARD committee recently
and when she got into the meeting the committee members
said, "Okay, what do we do with your children? The
children have neurological Problems and we've done
everything we know to do. Now what do you want us to do?"
She said they didn't present any options to her and she
really wasn't aware of the, kinds of services that were

available to her. She needed alittle prior warning about
what her roles and responsibilitites were going to be in
that meeting.

Audience: How much 'do the students participate?

Lindsey: I think that also varies depending on the
handicapping condition. I've been in some meetings where
the children really did know that they wanted to gp into a
certain program. They had a definite goal in mind: Other
Students were very apathetic. They were willing to take
whatever the committee set up for them.

There Aye a couple of other things that I would like
to pass on TO you. What I've done is try to develop
an action plan for improving vocational education services

for the handicapped. First of all, I think that it is .

essential for all-vocational personnel to become familiar
with this child-centered educational procesi' for the
handicapped. I would 'suggest that you consider presenting
this type of system in an inservice conference next yer
and that you invite some.people from special education
to assist you. I've done some teem work with special
education this year and my people were just thrilled to
havethe kind of input that they were able to give.
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Another step in this process would be to become
familiar with the organizational structure of special
education services Within the district and to learn about
the wide range_of services available for these students
through special education.

Next, I think_it is important for vocational teachers
to develop lists of'criteria foe predicting success of
handicapped students in the different occupational,courses,
particularly in the area of reading and mathematics.' If
you know that a child is_not going to ever read and if you
know reading is essential to your vocational program, then
I don't see how the child is ever going to succeed in that.
particular program. We have a problem right now in some
of our office programs with kids_who cannot read. Your
vocational education teacher will ,be able to see where the
problem lies in placement and for that reason _I think that
they:should develop these lists. They don't have to be
used as selection criteria but they can be used as_
guidelines. Special education people are constantly
asking vocational people for this information.

Another thing that you, can do is orient the_special
education teachers to the vocational programs. A lot of
them really do not have an understanding of what is
involved in the vocational training. The more aware yOu
can make them of what services you've got to offer, the
better the placements are going to be. The vocational
education teacher should alsopget to know the special
educational personnel and try to develop some rapport with
these people. A lot of times they are afraid to talk to
one another. They just don't do it and I think'it would
be a good practice for both of them-to'b'egin doing some
observation of each other's teaching and to pass on some
techniques that.would be useful in working with those
children in the VocatiOnal setting. As I said earlier, I
would encourage the visitation of prospective handicapped
students as well as their parents. This gives the teacher,
the oppOrtunity to actually do some interviewing% And of
course, I think it's.essential for the vocationalteacher
to participate in these ARD meetings.

So these are just some_things that I would suggest
'because I think there is _a lot that we in vocational
education need to do to improve services for the
handicapped.



. TEACHING SPECIAL NEEDS LEARNERS iN
VOCATIONAL AND PREVOCATIONAL PROGRAMS

Ronald J. Lut±

"I think handicapped people are just like
anybody. They're different, but the
differencei are individual. They're not
different as a group."

People ask Me, "Why do you work with handicapped kids?
Are you a Johnny-Do-Good or something?"

I say "No, I'm very selfish. I work with handi-
capped students because I get a lot more feedback from
them. I enjoy that feedback and -I enjoy the challenge
of teaching them. Some do not succeed easily, but that's
the challenge.

Today I'm going to talk about prevocational education.
I'd like to hear your definitions of prevocational
education so as you introduce yourselves, please describe
what prevocational education means to you

Hill: Pam Hill, Specialisi in the Vocational
Curriculum Lab at East Texas .State University.

Lutz: What's prevocational education?

Hill: In Texas, it means teaching job-seeking skills,
teaching attitudes about work, teachiyg an overall view
of work and of different job clusters.

Hayes: I'm John Hayes. I'm Director.of the
Occupational Curriculum Lab at East Texas State University,
and I would certainly agree with Pam. Prevocational
training.would be training provided for individuals in
preparation for either on-the-job training or employment.

223
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Boone: I'm Jim Boone; and I'm a Professor of
Industrial Education here at Texas A&M, so my work deals
with teacher preparation. Our students go into induStrial
arts ; _some of them go into vocational industrial teacher
training. From my view; prevocational would be that area
where students explore various activities so they can make
a tentative career choice. They develop knowledge about
why we work, why everybodyiworks, why work is satisfying,
and so forth._

McDaniel: Piii\eonway McDaniel, Director of Special,
Ed cation at Mount Pleasant. We're in the process of
try'ng to develop a etter curriculum for handicapped
youn sters. I think revocational is all these things
previ usly mentioned; but I see it going back much further

than t at. You have a lot of severely handicapped youngsters
who ha e coordination problems, for example, who have to

have p ysical development activities. This is also part of
prevoc tional; learning to use their hands, 4

Lutz: As you know, you don't VO looking for a job- when
you',ye down in the dumps, because employers don't even want

you. You get your sail high first and then go. I believe
that kids have to have their sail high,'to feel good about
themselves; if they're going to be employable. Maybe you
think that doesn't have anything to do with woodworking and

metal working, but I've found that it does. My two high
school kids have.a lamp on their desks that they made in
woddworking in the seventh grade,_and of all the junk they ve
got on their desks, that's the only thing that never gets

dusty. Almost every_ day when they do their studying, they
use that lamp. I asked them once if they'd like to have one
of those that has springs on it,-and they said, "No, not

really, my lamp's okay." That says something to me about
what they think, and what peevocational education has tit

offer.. Let's go on wtth the introductions.

Swift:_ MY"name islFrankie Swift and I'm -a student at

East Texas State Univ rsity. I think t4t prevocational
education is the exploratory phase of the child's attitude

toward reaching a permanent vocational ability.

_ Swift: I'm Bob Swift; I'm also a student at East Texas
$tate, and my only experience in working withany kind of
prevocational &-kills would be teaching agriculture. _I think
the emphasisAA prevocational training is being Irvolved in
the total person rather than just teaching-how to do a skill.

Lutz: There's a real challenge invol4ed in reaching

the total person. I remember a girl who came into my office
after school and said, "I've got to talk to you about

somethi'ng." I said; "What is it, Mary?" And she said,
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"I'm pregnant." Now what does that have to do with wood-
working? It's scary, but it's what you're talking about.
There's a lot more to this pr %vocational bag than learning
how to hold the hammer so you can go into the construction
building trade; In fact, I think that's what I like most
about junior high kids; that frankness, thdt openness, that
"I can't talk to my parents; now will you listen?" k d of
faith. I like to be involved with that.

Washam: I'm Dan Washam,-and I'm a shop instructor
at hland_Physical Rehabilitation Center;:Texas: Techni-

fr the Blind; Rehabilitation.Center, in Austih:' My
def tion.of prevocational education is_a lot like Mr.
McDan ells.'-We focus on the basic.concepts; anything from
size and shape discrimination to work plans and organiza-
tion; We also get -into basic manual skills. In our
rehabilitation center, we work with the physical aspects
of work., job application and job readiness;

_

Cascio: I'm -Tony Cascio. Dan_and I work together;
So many of our.clents have never hadiany .work experience:
A great many of them have been so sheltered -by their
families or. by institutions.thatthey almost fail; because
of that_alone. .They4re so accustomed -to being told
everything. I agree with what. you said :Whattheolient
turns outisooncrete. It is something tht.they can take
in_their hands -and -they can_see:that±it's good. We
display_thedlient's work, if they'll let us, and-ft does
fantastic things for their ego. and for their confidence
when they complete a project:.

Chappee: I'm -Betty Chappee. _J'in_Director of Special
Services -at La- Porte. 'I don't really know what
prevocational' is, although_I'Ve convinced the schOol_board
that I need a_prevocational unit at.the junior_high this
nextyear. I'm here -to find out what prevocational
teachers are supposed_to do. I know I want it to be a
doing class, a projects class.

Lutz: Yes, I'd like to have a whOle sampling of
everything so that the students can looMrback at what
they've done and say, "I don't like that, I kind of like
that, but I really like this." Junior high kids,
especially, like a variety. Let's say we have home
economics divided up into six things, and let's say-we
had general business divided up into six things, and had
general agriculture divided up into six things. There'd
be 36 little pockets that a seventh grade kid would
explore during this class. Then, as eighth graders; the
chunks would get bigger and the choices would get smaller;
perhaps four choices -in all, two per semester. Each would
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be nine Weekt in length.- We would build a pyramid that leads
to some_ninthArade full semester courses where they have
twoichol06$ out of -about five_or Six. Jc.t that point they, get
6- little more heavily involved in the knowledge and SkillS
of two areas..

dlWays_satd the pyramid_goes in the wrong direction.
When;they go:to junior high they -don't have many choices;
when -they get to _high_school_the'choices qpen up. With so
little background in junior high, they hate nothing to draw
from to make those choices,

We've been talking now about Prevocational for all kids,
and that's how I'd like to think about handicapped kids;
as part of all the_kds, as a person who is included as one
,)of the twenty people in class; a person who is handled
individually like every other perstin in the class. There
are some programs that segregate kids and if the kids are

Aetting a good shake there's no problemLwith that.- But I
think we have to accept that kids sometimes learn more from
each other than they learn from us. If we isolate all
trainable .kids into the same facility, what they learn from
each other drops way down.

My wife teaches at the trainable c ter. I went over
there one day, and there was a kid rocki g back and forth.
I said, "What's the matter with Andy?"!, and moved to him
and Said, "Andy, don't rock. You're making me sea sick."
He stopped fora minute dnd then he started rocking again.
Three or four days later I came back and there were two of
them rocking. They learn behavior from each other. I.

think it's inefficient for a handicapped person to be
isolated in what we call a special program. I think
handicapped people are just like anybody. .They're different,
but the differences are individual. They're not different

as a group.

We don't have any special kind of atLtachments 6r any-
thing for any of the eqUipment that we have in our shop.
Would you believe, last time I was in Washington, D.C., on
the President's Committee on the Employment of Handicapped,
a guy can up to me and said, "Would you do a Research
Project with a hundred thousand dollars on adapting
equipment for the handicapped?" I said, "Which handtcapped?
Who are you talking about? Mary? Charlie? Give me some

names." "Well, We want to adapt the equipment so that
handicapped people writ- be able to use it." That's baloney.
You can't adapt equipment until you do an assessment on an
individual person..

Name changed.
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I think that the ideahr nation of having a pre-
vocational _program for handicapped means that you deal
With an industrial arts teacher and home economics teacher,
.a counselor and special edhcation teacher; You put a
package together -for eact individual student who's going
to give them_a_PictUrebf employment possibilities; leisure
time possibilities, and Self-development, so that when they-
grduate they'llihaVe a picture of who they are and what
kind of career Yhey're_in. My kids are leary of a
permanent choice ofa jab. They don't -want to identify
something they want to:do the rest of their lives; They
want to identify something they might do for a couple of
years. They're really_hottonfident enough to -say, "I want
to be a veterinarian the rest of my- life." I think that's
healthy. My' dad thangedjobSiStX sines. :fie retired when
be was 71 years old, andnOW he Works'with(trainable kids
twice a week. I think it'Sfia:trend7howi going through
more than onetareer.__It Might have been triggered by
military retirees in the_ 160LS_. I think they received
much satisfattion froth thaSe changesi.and when other
peapleoberved it, they_started_doing_it as well So I
wouldn't want to try to lock StUdentt into One job;

Nor would I want to lock students into one kind -of
learning or a standard grading systems Cldtt tatOetition .
has always helped- to mark certain students as "handidapped."
Teach classes so as to remove peer pressurei_rettiVe the
standard curve which- says some peoplare.going to pats

_

an4 some are going -to fail. If they is any place in the
eduCational 'process where that egitimate°it would be
at the university, where a somewhat similar, homogeneous
group of people; all having basically the same entry
requirements; get together. All those graduates from. the
university system take -a first teaching job and thrust
that same competitive process on a bunch of very:heter=
ogeneous kids, and expect some to fail and expect some to
get "A's," and expect a lot of them to be in the middle.
That's a major mistake- because in public schools we're
talking about 100% of the population. I think all kids'
are - supposed to; go to the public school system,-and I
don't think any of them should fail; Nobody learns by
failing, yet:many of us use that competitive process as a
tool for motivating students; I doubt that anybody with a
"C", average gets motivated by grades. "A" students like
the_system very much, and "B" students kind of like the
system._ BUt for the rest of the kids; grades don't mean
too much.

The kids we're talking about are often in the last
group, so in prevocational subjects we have to make an
impact on that evaluation process. We have to get it away
from the A, B, C, D, some pass, some fail system: I know
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there are a good percentage of industrial arts teachers
in a 50-mile radius from-where'I work; who work with all
students on an individual°basis, which helps take care of
the process. At first that sounds terribly complex; it
sounds.almost impossible. But I think requiring projects;
and making every student lay theirs down side by side at the
end of the, semester_ is a bad thing. When I say this; my
undergraduate students always ask; "Yeah, but what are you
going to have if you don't have a required project?" Well,
I have a selection of projecti to choose from; or better yet,
let students make what they want to. Out of a couple
thousand students, I haven't had one who didn't have some-
thing he wanted to make. The difference between helping a
'person make what he wants to make end making him do something
that you want him to make is like daylight and darkness4 So,
I put a lot of restrictions on my industrial arts program.
It has to be individualized; it has to be evaluated on -each
individual student's progress. Buf this brings a challenging
environment 62; the teacher, one in which the teacher does'not
feel threatene by having some students accomplish very little
ans some students accomplish a lot. Teac rs can evaluate
each student based on the progress that t y make.

Audience: that are ybur specific objectives for
completion of this prodr(ct? I mean, how do you balance
'skill'development and exploratory opportunities?'

Lutz: Basically, thereare three=objec6ves that
industrialarts:teachers need to keep in'thei heads.

Number one: Prevocational exploration _Incl de something_
about graphic arts; and something about the inting_industrY,

11something in drafting;:something_aboutinater als;_soft
'materials; woodworking Number Two:____Alleisure time

'activity; As oursottetyiis more efficient_innanufacturing
products; more and more time is left_for leisure. I'think

we_asAndustrial artsiteachers_need_to_emphasize the.' '

importance' odeveloping some healthylleisure-time activities;
Number Three is hard to measurei_but the most important:
The developmentiof a positive self - image. ; When'a student
produces something out_of_metal _or _plastic or wood or
whatever; and Can put that on his desk it make) a difference.
I've seen -it have am.effect on thousands of kids. You-couldn't

buy.that_lamp from-the student for $150. Those are my

three objectives.

_.'.AUdience: You mentioned that the:students were
evaluated 0A the- completion of their projects To what

extent do yab rely upon_the quality. of the complete project?

LUtz. Very much..)/:
. .

AUdien---: This lehds itself More.toskill development
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than to exploratory experiences and trying to determine
,aeas of interest.

Lutz: I'm very stuck with that. Everybody can tell
whether a product is poor or not Even the kid can tell'
it So it's the teacher's responsibility to stick with
that 'product untillt looks socially acceptable., At the
same time, I wouldn't think a person at the junior high
school level would 5pend more than four to six weeks on
any activity. Then he wants to jump into something else.
Manipulating tools is a very normal process for junior
high school kids. The activities are what help handicapped
kids to gravitate towards home economics, industrial arts,
physical education. they like to work with materials and
tools and processes and each other.,

Too often there.is too little articulation between
that exploratory phase and some serious narrowing down of
the vocational decision phase. In our state there is a
great big chasm between industrial arts teachers-who do
career exploration:and the vocational teachers who teach'
entry-level skills for that occupation. In some cases
there's almost more antagonism between those groups, of
people than there are between any other groups'in the
school system. That's really disaserous for a kid who
gets excited about some activities, but then is never
told the relationship between those activities and a
two-year vocational blOck.

In'our state the division of vocational education has
not yet defined prevocational education. The department
of special education has identified prevocational,,and
there is much in prevocational that probably only a

special education teacher can do. But actually instilling
in a child's mind what kind of occupotion he will go,into,
I think, requires a team eTfort between home economics
and industrial arts, maybe a coach, and a special education
teacher. Special education just is not big enough to
cover oll those entry occupOtions. That has to be a
shared responsibility.

There seems to be a fear of working with industrial
arts teachers. Let me tell you that from my impression,
the process ought to be quite simple. Some vocational
teachers in our state have college experience, but at, 5el
least 40% don't have any at all All they have is WOW
experience. If you give a person who is severely rdtarded
or emotionally disturbed to a vocational teacher, in some
cases, they've_ blown a *plug. But most industrial arts
teachers who I know, are dumb enough to say, "Hey, I take
whoever comes in the room. I don't make any judgements
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about who I'm supposed_to teacP, and who I'm not supposed

tO:teach." You see, as they go through an undergraduate: .1
program they get bombarded-with psychology classes and,pick
Up various tools for dealing with whoever walks in their

elattefto. Industrial arts teacher* could build a bridge
betWeen the prevocational exploratorY activities and

vocational skills development.

5
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"If you as their teachers, don't always show handicapped
people that they can succeed, then they will probably
always fail." Shirley Price

J.R. Mathis: The future employability of a student
is a major consideration in vocational programs,.because
the criteria for placement in vocational programs is that
the student must have a potential to benefit from the
training. We have therefore invited this panel,of.
employers who have hired handicapped applicants, and
handicapped applicants who have been hired,to discuss

tqthe placement process from a personal perspective. With
out further-comment, I will turn it over then to'our
first speaker; Donna Williams.: . .

Donna. Williams: .I have Cerebral paTty-..%_T was_ orn

with this condition. _I thinkime_areall familiar'With
Section 503 and 504 of the RehabilitWOiyAtt of 1973.
Itstates_that we're to give handicapped people the same
job opportunity that any other applicant has. To explain
how it.alliworked for me; I want to tell_you how I obtain,.
ed my job in Houston withjinited Cerebral Palsy I

received # high school diploma, not through special
education, but - through a4regular academic program fn the
Dallas Independent SOool_District, I graduated from_
collegelwith a_degree In Speech and an emphasis in Speech

and Hearing Therapy; For_six months_after I graduated__
from college,:I did volunteer work at a Crippled Children's

Center in.Dallas just for the experience. After_I_got my
Masters froM SMUiim_Counseling,imy hardest job really:
started -- lookilig.for a full -time job. I contacted_- 157 >

:different agencies oven a two-year period looking.for a

Donna Williams of
Handicapped
Assistance in
Dallas, Texas,
has cerebral
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job., Even though they. advertised for a counselor or a
speech therapist, when I would walk into the door, they
would say, "You are either over - qualified or your qualifi-
cations don't meet what we're advertising for." .Many times
they didn't take me because I can't write legibly, even
though I'M pretty efficient on the typewriter. So,, after.

looking for twolfears, I came to A&M to work on my Pb.D in
Rehabilitation Counseling for Industry. 4-left after one
semester and started looking again for a job. this was a
year ago in June, and in September I got job as Project
Director at United Cerebral Palsy in Houston. /I'm working.
with people who have cerebralpalsy. They range_ from 20 to
54 years of age.t Most do not even know their ABC's. So we
work on education, social skills, and development.

In then very_ near-future.I'm starting .my own business in
Dallas. I will be leaving Houston. This busipess will have
employment services particularly for handicapped people, a
counseling service for-personal and job counseling, a healtlf
referral serice,-and a job seeking service. I hope to go
out:and infonm.the community around the metroplex of what'
we as educators are trying to do for our physically and
mentally; handicapped Persons. )

Audience: As educators, what could we do to supplythe
handicapped students with motivation and drive t keep them
look4ng for a job? Where did you get your inspiration?

Williams: Well, it really started when I was a smaller
child'. We can't start with a sophomore and say,"Here. YoU
are handicapped. Go the distance." You have to let,them
know how things are going'to be different once they're ou.:
of school, but you also have to show where help is available
when they need it.

J.R.'Mathis: If there are no further questions at the
moment, let me introduce Neal Barker.

Neal Barker: I'm with Home InteriorS and Gifts of
Dallas. Home Interiors and4ifts is a direct selling
company, something like Tupperware, specializing in decor-
ating accessories for the home. We have approximately
26;000 women. selling for us; Retail sales for last year
totaled $3,500,000. .Bhortly after the.Preqident of Home
Interiorsi'MarY Crowley; founded Home InteridrS,she was
joined by her _son 'Don Carter; who is Vice Tresident in
,,charge of merchandizing. Because of Mrs Crowley'S
and because of the loving and caring RhilotOphy Of_Home
:interiors,-we have_a unique business todaY. Handicapped
and underprtvileged people were taken into.consfderation
from the very beginning. Twenty-five handicapped people
now work in the wawthouses and offices. They include
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deaf-mutes, victims of cerebral palsy and polio. These
people are trrateki exactly the same as the other employees.
They, have no speHal benefits, they have no special train=
trig. They get the same pay, the. same job opportunities,
the same benefits, and-the same-promotion opportunities as
the other employees. They'-re very' efficient in their per-
formance, mainly because they are more appreciative of_
their jobs. Their duties include processing, order filling,
and working in the credit department. They also *Work on
similar responsibilities in the.award and certificates
department. For many, this is the first job these people
have ever had. Because of it they have become self-
supporting and responsible citizens. Jhe company has
found that these people bring distinct advantages., Employee
relationships are better; other employees become more
courteous and thoughtful. Furthermore,. I'm sure that the
absenteeism is much less of a problem: when employee's know
that just getting out of bed and getting dressed is a
problem for their fellow employees they will try harder to

'get to work. With the results we have had with employing
these peopfe, I am certain ttlat there will always be a
place ifor handicapped and underprivileged people in the
futui.i-of Home Interiors.

Audience: I know you have a lot of people working in
Dallas, but do you have handicappedtpeople actually selling
for you?

. Barker:. Our top salesperson in the nation last year
was i woman in California who, as a result of polio, is
crippled in one leg. If a person can drive a car, .answer
a telephone and get herself around, she's in business.

Audience: How good was her salary?

fter: It's strictly commission. This woman made
over $40,000 last year.

Audience: Are you sympathetic to slow learners, even
though they might take longer to learn the job?

Barker: Yes,, they can take orders and-go through the
warehouse and fill the bins and take it to the packers. If
it takes them a little longer, that!_s .okay because they stay
on the job ai d do it efficiently. They don't take ds many
coffee breaks, either.

Audience: Has your company alwaYs hired handicapped
applicants?

Barker: From the very beginning. Our deaf- mute -fore-
man has 19 years of service, and the company's only 21 years

AU
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J.R. Mathis: Thank you, Mr. Barkdr. Now let me intro-

duce Shirley Price.

Shirley Price: I'm Handtcapped Coordinator for the
Johnson Space Center at NASA, in Houston, Texas. I've been

working now for the Johnson Space Center for eight years.
,

Let me say right away that I was\never a part of the

Special education program. I had a special teacher until
-I was five and decided I wanted to_be a part of the total .

community. In elementary school, I had to encounter other .
kids teasing, fighting, .making fun of the and then treating

me like an outcast. It became my responsibility to decide
and do something about this. At that age, 1 had flaps hang-
ing down my back and I remember one girl liked to pull on
them. I told her if she didn't leave me alone that I'd__

tell my mother. My sisters wanted to take up for me but my

mother said, Now Shirley, I can dO one of two things. _I
can let you go out there and-fight that girl like you fight

your brothers and sisters every day, or I can go out to_the
school and tell the teacher to tell the girl to leave you
alone. Which do you want?" So I went to school the next
day and)I tripped the girl and sat on top of her, and that
won my acceptance with the rest of the school. -

_1 graduated third in my class in high school, but I

skould have been second. You know that the top two gei lots

of scholarships. Well, the Rehabilitation Commission had
informed my ,school that they could pay for my education if

ell
went to °liege, So the principal an'd the faculty decided

someone se should be second and bumped me to third. I did

go to college, but only after, allot Of hassle from TRC; they

would not allow me to go to college unless I had artificial

arms.. It took me .a year to agree to that, then they said

I had to goto school for clgrical work. I finally made a

;deal and gOi my degree in Sociology. I went to work at the
NASA-JohnSon Space CeniOr in 1871. I conk, sew; crochet,
knit, embroidery; I'm all' Artist, I've wrftten seloeal
stories, I type 50 words a minute, and I enjoy lifvt4, my,
car..isnarked somewhere around here, and even $f they put _a

,ticket on it, they_Can't.mOve my car. They could-Only look

at it and say, "Well, we can't drive it, so lef'S-leave it

alone." '
;

W -;

I enAiwdrking,at the SpaceCenter; -I -work with the

Independent School District from Houstonii.Galvetton; and'
til the areas surrounding; I work with the CETA program.
We have i total of 261 handicapped employeet.'.

Audience: you employ retarded students? Is there a

j)40,
4
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place for some of them?

Price: Yes, there is Two of our student employees
are retarded. One is presently working on the cap work
experience. The one who is still working with us will be
placed on a 700-hour appointment this summer, a temporary
position. When we look for permanent employment, she could
be hired. We train the students for positions where, if we
can't hire them permanently ourselves when they are done,
they will be able to go out and seek employment. I offer
an employment-service to these students. I give some
information as to where they can go in the Houston-Galves-
ton area for possible interviews or employment opportunities.

Audience: Can people come toyou from all over?

Price: Oh, any place.

Audlence:How can we place students with you?

Price: Weil, you can call me at (713,) 483-4918. Then
go to any government facility, ask.for a regular 171 appli7
cation, have the applicant complete the application and
send it to me. Then we .arrange for an interview, probably
over the phone. All we need is someone to let us know
what the student's limitations are Then they are treated
like everybody else. I have them filing; I have some work
ing in the mail room, I have some working in the astronauts'
office,,some learning to type. One young man worked as a
tour guide; and One young lady with cerebral palsy styles_
the astronauts.' uniforms for other kids. They're having a
fantastic time

Audience: Do you have a program for altering the
employer's attitudes?

Price: Weuse a program from TRC and another from the
Presidents Committee on the Employment of the Handicapped.
All federal agencies are expected to have a Handicapped
Coordinator, either part-time or full-time; As coordinators,
we receive special training; We learn how to deal and work
with:people who have negative attitudes; I often ask pro-
fessionals to come in; such as counselors; psychiatrists, or
vocational teachers; to talk about Supervisors and to visit
work sites, so that students have kchance to show off,to
theM.

I'd like
. _

to add_this_comment because those of you who
are teachers and need_to know that if you can just show them
one thing, just.- one -thing that they ian be a success -on,
then- that will W themthem over telves. As handicapped
people, they have a lot to deal with, trying to get other
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people to like them, but they have more trouble trying to
like themselves. I have to be honest: sometimes I stand
in front of the mirror and say, "My God, why me?" Then
other times, _I say; "You got it chick, go on." If you as
teachers don't always show these people that they can
succeed,-then they will probably-always fail. That is why
I. give these students sometimes up to six different times to
make mistakes before I finally let them go. Of course, if
I lind out it's just stubborness, I say, 'Three times and

you're out!" But if it's actually a physical problem, or a
learning problem, if it's something that they have to take
time in doing, then fine. It's a case of laughing with
them when they need someone to laugh with, and listening
when they feel they need to cry. Try to make them realize
that they can be a success just like everybody else.

2



PRESIDENTS' PANEL

J. R. Mathis, Mbderator

"I hope we are here next year; I ho'e we are
talking. There will always be problems, but
there is a tremendous challenge. Disabled
individuals are now understanding that things
in their lives are not privieges." Pat Pound,
President, Coalition of Texas with Disabilities.

Bonner: My topic will be current and future_problems
of disadvantaged adults in.-vocational programs._ I mil!

currently employed at Prairie View A&M University, I have
Bachelor's and Master's degree from Prairie View and_a

terminal degree from A&M,.so I am what you might consider
a black Aggie. I am currently Presidentof TAVESNP*._ We_

.are an association designed to_ look out for the vocational
'needs of:the adOti we are tertainly_interested and
concerned -about the handicapped population.

It is our association's. prediction that the out=of=
school disadvantaged adult will receive far less training
in the future._ That is a very unusual prediction, but it
is based:upon our analysis and study of current
legislation. Under the new 1976 Amendment Act, the set=
asideifUndt for the disadvantaged adult vocational
training have a stipulation known as ."excess cost and
relative ability to pay." If you have not become familiar
WIth_thit, l_suggestithat you do, because it's the same
requirement for the handicapped; It is my understanding

*Texas Association of Vocational Education Special
Needs Personnel.
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that, of course, there are funds that are not being spent
at the agency right now for the handicapped for this
particular reason: the excess cost and relative ability
to pay. We're really having, a very difficult time getting
a: clear -cut definition or understanding of the two terms.
The federal definition sounds very simple and very easy to
underStand. But how do you operate programs through this
concept? The excess cost funds, which will be the majority
of funds for the adult population, will be administeredi as
of July 1,'through post-secondary education, basically the
two-year junior college. In the past, 100% of the costs to
train adults was available from these funds. Starting July
1, the 20% set-aside funds will be going to post-secondary
and they will be required to mainstream these adults into
regular, on-going_vocational programs.

If that is the bulk of the money available for these
programs, stop an ask yourselves, what happens to that \-

adult that has to work in order to support a, family? What
happens moneyto that ,a tilt who doesn't have the ney who pay the
tuition to go to c llege? This, again, is one reason we
pay that- there will be less training in the future. The
federal law that will assist in this area will be the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. This program,
which has some seven or eight titles, does not allow adults
to go to school full time, while they're paid a stipend.
But, if you read the 1978 law, you're going,tto find that
they have changed the eligibility criteria. This has
brought about the criticism we're heard about since. No one
spent the time to make sure everyone knew that these were
basically the public service programs, and not theregular
skills training programs. Even when you have a CETA program,
whereby you can pay a stipend, you still have that
population that simply cannot stop to go to school full time.
They must work. Thus, we are going to have a large segment
of the underemployed population that is not being served.

Another reason there will be less training for the
adult disadvantaged is the current emphasis on serving the
needs of youth. Read the4ocational Amendments Act of
1976, and you'llnote they're alking about you. Read the
Comprehensive Employment d Training Act, and you will find
that the bulk of the fund are going to meet the needs of
the youth. It would be ver le to work with both age
groups simultaneously. We're going to push this concept
in the future.

There's another reason I see a problem in training.
There is really no statewide needs assessment Bing
conducted for Texas. Many of our programs do hequire a

'CO
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ldbel operator:to conduct .a needs assessment survey, but by
the time the data is returned, the agency simply does not
have time to utilize the input froM the local operators.

We also don't have anyone at the state level to look
out for the concerns of the adult disadvantaged; We
recommended that someone be assigned at,the*state level,
who would be informed of and coordinate the handicapped
program; disadvantaged programs and all other special
needs programs. This person will also insure that CETA
and vocational programs are interfaced and used
simultaneously;

I_would like to make just a few recommendations that
you might want.to_consider. We certainly -need to clarify
"excess cost;" and "relative ability to pay." We believe
that members of all the state associations conoorned about
special needs populations should prepare a letter of
recommendation andlobbyAo get that regulation changed.

It would Probably be to. our advantage to see all
disadvantaged adult progtems_housed uncOr one agency at
the state level; We certainly feel thdt programs should
not be split if theyare designed to serve-one particular
population.: There should be a better correlation_wqh
CETA, vocational, and youth programs. We're finding too
much duplication.

_

The 1.4-.1 recommendation_is for a statewide needs_
assessment survey of the entire special needs population.

Mathis: Thank you Mr. Bonner. Keith Dial is our next
speaker, President of the Texas Council for Exceptional
Children.

Dial: This afternoon when we were introduced, we were
told as a panel that we would talk about the:feelings and
attitudes of the organization of whichri the
president. I did not know that; I expect the Texas Council
for'Exceptional Children would take exception to some of
the remarks that I might make this afternoon, so-I want-to
make it clear thatthe Texas Council for Exceptional'
Children does not necessarily adhere: to the theories,
attitudes, filliOngsi or philosophies that I might project.

The Texas Council for Exceptional Children is a
professional organization of about 3 ;000 members, including
administrators, teachers; and support staff, who work with
handicapped children in public schools, collegeS, and
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universities in Tel'is. We're a-part of a national
organization which includes about 64,000 members, The
national Council for Exceptional Children tries to provide
additional resources through federal legislation, and so
forth. The Texas organization is more oriented toward
professionalism in the classroom and working with
handicapped children.:

I want to mention three things to you. One of them has
to do with vocational education, but what I'm going to talk
about isn't oriented toward vocational education. We've
discovered that teaching a skill to the handicapped is not
enough; certainly; and we realize, at least in public
education, that vocational training without personal social
adjustment in life skillsftdoes not necessarily make a person
an independent, productive member of society. Now, from
t t premise, let me make two or three statements I think I
can support. It's been said that schools give 90% of their
effort to the cognitive; or basic skills aspect of educatlon
and-10% to the affective domain, and that 90% of the ding',
success in life depends on the affective and 10% on the
cognitive. Now, _I think probably this is where education
has made a mistake, certainly in the area of spe ial
education for the handicapped, including vocational
education.

I've been recently reading and seeing on the market
survival skills materials. Though they may be good
materials, the connotation that we're teaching survival
skills to people bothers me a great deal. I want to say
that we should ask what the pupil needs in order to thrive.
What we want are thrival skills. let me explain what I
Tan when I talk about thrival skills for the handicapped.

I think we've come through about three stages in our
thinking about the handicapped since World War II. If the
liter%ture reflects properly the attitude and feeling of
people,-we ignored the handicapped up to about World War II'.
AS a result of the war, our nation began to think in terms
of providing the handicapped with educational opportunity
that would help them to become more productive in our
society. I think that we had a conscience-soothing attitude
following World War II. After many years of this
conscience-soothing, bringing the handicapped info society,
and trying to provide education for those people, we are
now on the threshold, I hope, of moving from a survival
program for the handicapped, to a thrival program.
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I think`of,5urvival, I think of'providing a
person with a minimum opportunity at potential success.
Maybe that person will make it, and maybe he wonq, but
my conscience is appeased, because I've made an effort to
provide some degree of opportunity for a handicapped
person.. You see, its just a-matter of degree. If we
talk about thrival, then we must strive to prepare pupils
to live full extendpd lives,.just like people who are not
handicapped. We must provide them with opportunities to
be interested and interesting in the world of which they
are a part. I think affective skills are just as easily
taught as the cognitive skilly that we give '90% of our
efforts to. 'When I think of affective training, I think
about trying to help a person know and understand who he
is, and a handicapped perton certainly does need to know.
Yousee, I think a handicapped person needs to know, "How
do I see myself?," and, "HoW do others see me in relation
to the world around me?" think-they need to be taught
self-confidence, or how to overcome the things that they
are afraid of. I think decision making, and accepting
consequences, and emotions have to becobe a major portion
of the training that we offer handicapped people.
Certainly vocational education is important, but they must
also begin to learn social coping and other life skills.

To achieve success with the handicOped, I think that
we must convert abstract concepts to concrete expdriences.
There are so many ways we can do.this, but when we stop to
think about what happens in public education to "a normal
child," we sit there with the textbook and expeet that
child to convert abstractions to concrete experiences of
those things which he or she must know to succeed in life.
Time after time after time, the abstract concepts we present
to regular kids go over their heads, because they just can't
bridge the gap between the abstract and the concrete.
In education for the handicapped, we must remember that
teaching a skill through vocational education is not
enough. If we're to make these, people independent,
productive members of society, we must concentrate on
attitudes and feelings-for the affective side of learning.

Mathis: Thank you, Keith. Alton Ice is our next
speaker, President of the American Vocational Association.

Ice: 'It'd a privilege to be here. David is passing
out a reproduction of some AVA resolutions that have been
passed. I was asked to speak both from the AVA point of
view and the advisory council. There is a National ,
Association of Special Needs Personnel within AVA; the
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6

President is Gary Meers, from Nebraska, and they're quite
active. This is the newsletter called the News Notes. 1

know they are pushing for division status with AVA, and that
requires 1500 members. There is supposed to be a national
conference on special needs in August. All I'm saying is
that if you have an interest in this area, this is one area
to identify with;

_ 4

Harold mentioned the matter of CETA; AVA has been.:
quite active in the area of that legislation; even though.
th principle_ people in this_are_the Department of Labor and
th CETA folks; We feel like_we've:made some progress._ We
ha e a long. woyAo go; but we're still working.:- I:think:if
we would work at the local level, try to fincLout4ust mfiat
the-problems .are.; these could be translated..." It:the_problem
is a matter -of national policy and rules:and regulations,
perhaps.:We can do something on:those. Also; the AVA it__ _

interested_in the excess cost issue. Frankly we donq think
itls a 'matter of .law; we think it's .a matter of:'
interpretation for the Offide of Education; Yeti:we-may_
havetd:hive a law in order to correct that._ Consequently,
there'May be some technical amendMents in..thit:Settibn of
Congress to do that;

-There is one section of the Texas Education'. code that
simply addresses_the.matter_of_recommendatiOns on the part
of the Advisory_Counel. The Advtsory-CoUhcil-iS a body of
24 people, redommended to:the governor'for:the State Board
of:EdUcation. _:They are confirmed by the senate and they
make.recommendations_td_the State Board. This particular
mandate_came to- theldVisory__Council in House Bill. 1573,__
which,addressed-the matter of vocational education for. the
handicapPed. Maybe I'd better just read that:

Recommend and_evaluate innovative .programs to

assure that physically or mentally handicapped
jpdividuals who cannot readily participate in
-Programs in vocational education offered-in_
public -institutions derive vocational education
benefits from sums-appropriate for vocatfonal
education by the legislative extending
vocational programs through the nonprofit
facilities.

This one talked about the responsibilities of theiDouncil_to
'illake-an annual report to the governor and a bi-annual report
to the legislature; ,The Council's report that deals with
the responsibtlities'is called A Joint Report to the State,
December_i_192a.
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Now then; some of the recommendations of the Council
that related to the handicapped populations through the
years: In 1972 the council called for strengthening_
vocational programs for the handicappeg. In1973, the
council called for assessing the effectivdness of
vocational prograhis serving special populations, including
handicapped. In 1974, improving educational opportunities
for the 'handicapped and other special populations. In
1976, ,strengthening preservice and inservice development
for vocational education personnel to enhance their work
with students with handicapping conditions. The Council
spoke to these same issues back when they moved the CVAE
programs out of a special unit within the department into
the occupational areas, feeling that you can't just,move
these things around. If the programs don't have some
special attention of people to understand our programs;
then you may end up killing the programs rather'than
strengthening them. In 1978, the council developed a
special_report on vocational education- for-the handicapped",
called Promising Practices. That*pulllicatiop and others 7,
are available "to those that might havertiqterest. Plank
you.

Mathis: Thank you, Mr. Ice. Our nextspeaker is
Brenda Plant', the President of Vocational Industrial Clubs
of America.

Plant: I'm from the Vocational Industrial Clubs of
America, and first I'll tell you a little.bit about what
.VILA is. It's the student organization for those enrolled'
in trade, industrial, technical, and health occupation
programs. In other words, We do for vocational education..
what FFA does for Agriculture. It is composed of 275,000
members all across the United States. In VICA; we're
working to create a common bond between students. Through
our national leadership conferences in district, and state
and local conferences, we create a common bond between
these students and together; we workfor VICA.

Until recently, we had no spoken special purpose for
handicapped in VICA; we had no involvement with them. But,
recently we hale been called am excellent vehicle by which
deaf students'can be introduced in a meaningful- way to the
competition they Will face in'attainint positions and in .

enjoying success in the careers of the fir choice. We also
had several handicapped winners in VICA. When I say
winners, I mean in the United States Skill Olympics. There
are about 26 skills contests at nationals. In 1976; we had
two winners; one was paralyzed from.the wais down, the

2
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other was paralyzed in both arms and both legs. One
competed in auto trades and the other in auto mechanics.

.

Both won first place at nationals and went to international.

Now we have a national, VICA achievement program for
handicapped students. This can be a success through their
involvement, because it's designed to find a mean of
recognition for their performance. Inrother words, they
compete against themselves, not against anyone else. This
way they can be a winner and be proud that they're a winner
for doing what they've done. There's a leadership side and
a s ills side; you work at both levels at the same time.
And you work against'yourself; There is a book'you have to
go y. When you compete it really gives your inner self
the feeling that you've done something great, handicap or
no handicap.

_ Mathis: Thank you very much, Brenda. Our next speaker
is Pat,Pound, President of the Coalition of Texas with
Disabilities.

Pound:_ Let me try to tali you a little bit about the
Coalition of Texans with Disabilities. To do that_I need
to'give_you_a little historical development of organizations,
ofthe handicapped.-- If you track theAevelopment of such
organizations,- you -find that most began in what we call-a
'union Of,ffsabilitie't for_development F or exampl*,:biln0,
people. got together to_solve problems for-ioltn0.0eopl
Oeaf people:Organized to solve problems of the deaf:
Physically handicapped people -got together to solVe problems
such as transportation', health care, etc Gradually, they '

began to work.On common issues, but separately;
-

begatAs each disability group began to learn about the needs
of other disability groups and disdoVered that there was
tremendous political advantage in gathering together and
working on common issues, there Were the legislators that
said, "You know when you folks can get together and decide
what you need, I'll do something for you, but until then
forget it." They decided that it was much to everyone's
advantage to begin working in a form/that now we call "cross
disability." The movement in terms of cross disability
began first with.people learning about each other's,
disability.

Now, as opposite as thf two handicaps may seem, deafness
and blindness have a tremen(dous number of things In common,
because many of the problems that are encountered are
communication problems. One, with printed materials, the

2 14
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other with spoken language: But, they can itill'be
.combined under the laberof communication. Those kinds
of problems can be com6ined with physical access problems

. into a whole area called access. Access to communications,
access to world, access to buildings. So,they are group
problems and increasingly you can find issues on which
larger and larger segments of disabled individuals can
cOordinate their activities.

Out.of this background came the Coalition of. Texans
with_Disabilities, an organization composed right now of
six local and state organizations representing many various
typei of disabilities: deafness, blindness, physical
handicaps,_developmental:44-sabilities, mentally restored,
and mentally retarded. We also have a number of individual
memberi. I have some materials which at the end of the
session you're welcome to come up and take. The CTD is a
young coalition. Because of that, there has not been a
tremendous_amount of involvement in vocational education
specifically, but there are many ways in which the members
of CTD would like to be involved. w

First of all, we'd like to see disabled individuals
as consultants in role models in all of our programs. This
could be of tremendous value to yocational educators
throughout the state. .CTD 011 at any time be happy to
develop. or RrOvid u with .a,pontact with disabled

andindividuals'Who und stand the laW,'who .know about.the
lives bf'disabled i dividuals, who know about development
of needs, development 'of programs for disabled individuals.

,
.

There's another area that _I think is very important
that the coalition has been and will continue to be
involved in And that is legislatively. We are a nonprofit
organization. We do not, lobby. Instead 'we educate people..
We attract large legislation on the state level and we have
some involvement with the American Coalition of Citizens
with Disabilities on the national level. In the past, if
you said the word handicapped in the legislature, everybody
jumped. up and voted yes. It's time that we all got -

together. There's some things coming in the future that
CTD is co-sponsoring. One is &conference-we have in
Dallas. Some of you may have seen this brochure. I have
a few extra that I'll be.glad to pass out. It's called
"Issues and Mainstreaming." It happens right after the
CEC convention, so if you're in Dallas just stay right on.
Patricia Neal will be the keynote speaker. It's a
tremendous 9pportunityfor people to come- together, learn
together, and get our act togettler.
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I hope we are here next year; I hope we are talking.
There will always be problems, but there is a tremendous
challenge. DiSabled indiyidualS are now understanding that
things in theic lives are not privileges.

Mathis: Thank you very much. Our next speaker is
Mary Ann Webb,President of the Texas Association of
Vocational Adjustment Coordinators.:

Webb: Tbank you I enjoyed what Pat had to say about
special group§ joining forces in solving problems. We
organized because VAC's have problems. Our organization
represents the majority of 500 VAC's acrdss the state; and
yet I must admit that if each individual program were'closely
i vestigated, one would find as much diversity in our
p#^agrains as one would find in the students that we serve.
No one,VAC problem s like another, yet we co,t1tinue to
exist. Our student ' successes

sl
give us our accountability.

TAVAC organized it elf around three prime objectives dealing
with this particular conference:

1. to aid the VAC in promoting the total development
of handicapped students in the cooperative work
program; .

to enhance communication at' the local and state
levels; and

3; to aid in formulating and establishing curriculum
for the handicapped student.

I want to refer to each of these and how we've tried to
accomplish some of these.

The organization, I believe; existed foP a long time
to achieve one goal, and that was certification for VAC'S:
Our present executive board feels that effort is a 'dead
_issue, because we've continued to get no answer. As Marc
mentioned yesterday, five years ago, we came very close,
but as time has cove along; we got tired of beating our heads
against that same *all. We decided to take up some short-
term goals to see if we could find some other reason for
existing. we did it in vocational training, and we did'
present to the legislature a certification endorsement
program for VAC's to receive vodational training. I ad
receive a lot of response from them individually, but we
haVe not proceeded any further.

In attempting to enhance our communication we hold an
annual statewide conference. This year it will be in Fort
Worth, the first week in August. -We do this without any
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assistance from TEA, which pleases us., because that makes
us very_ flexible; we can do our own thing'. If you have
ever attendedLone you would find it highly motivational_
and_inspirational. This yean.we'll be inviting VEH and
CVAE teachers to attend. We hope that someday all of us
Will be Joined under the same umbrella, because we are all
vocational special needs personnel.

In order to ineet the heeds of this special group, we
are spending an awful ,lot of time, money, and energy in
developing inservice where we could combine all these
efforts and have a fantastic*O. I was glad to hear Mr.
Ice refer to the TAVESNP* qrganization. _I have worked
very closely with Veers thts'last year in trying to
Affiliate our organt tion With his in some way. We're
not sure just what kind of relationship that we're going
to have jusf,yet because we have just contacted.TAVESNP in
the last month and we are definitelyAoing to join forces
in some way. I feelslike this is part of our
responSibility as an organization, in representing
professional educators, that we join forces with those who
are meeting the needs of these special kids that we've
worked with.

In the area of developing curriculum, we have
accomplished very, little, I'm sorry to say. When Tico
asked me to bring this presentation, I wanted to bring
something that was meaningful, so I went to a oerson in
our district who is Very Well versed in vocational
education programs. The question Wa§, "What would yo have
me do, as.the VAC referring a special student to on of-
the vocational programs, to.make the transition easi on
you and me and that student7" Now, I asked this of a
vocational counselor. And this is the dissertation I gpt:

Firit'of all, have you visited any of -these programs,
pertohally? Have you read:any of the texdooks or manuals?
Have you been to any of the shops at the area vocational
school? Have you met any of-the shop teachers? Have you
tried to understand their views and why they are skeptical
of having a handicapped student placed in their; program?

This dialogue didn't happen with_the,administration
building between us; This_happened'across our supper table :

because I'm married to this'man; I suddenly realized that
I' had been guilty of saying what Marc had said yesterday

*Texas Association of Vocational Education Special
Needs Personnel.
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.weriee not Supposed to say, "Well the law says this and
'you're:not doing BUti even though we do now have more
10 Vocational classetand_we're_going to have more next
year, I didn.'t let him get by without a revolt;

WebotWstarted_11 years ago as mainstream teachers;
his-field was English and_mine was math and science at the
Junior_High level. I_Suddenly found myself in a little
community having to find a job -and the only one that was
open was special education, and - that's hoWI got into
special_education. He became discouraged in the classroom,
_wanted to move up, and he became_vocationally certified and
moved inn the vocational_counselor field; I'd like to sac/.
that it has made:our marriage_strong._ _Let me put it this
way, tf our marriage wasn'tstrongthis_would have
destroyed it,-because we do :have a 16t-of professional
dialogue.

In order to educate the wholechildi we can no longer_
hide in our own little corner of_the educational_ field._; The
responsibility must be shared. In most cases, the_VAC knows
howthe students learn, but we do not know everything about
what -that student needs to learn._ We -are electives in qur
409soarces on the secondary level in skill training.. Our
4Mployers-have supported us in this effort; I don't know
What we would do without the fantastic' employers we have in'
Mesquite and across the state.

There are three.key factors involved in a successful
cooperatidn between special education and vocational
education:

1. Teacher preparati n.. Vocational educators must
receive training n,ipecial education and special
education pegple ust receive training in
vocational education. The two have got to meet.
There must -be modification of regular programs
to enable the 'handicapped student to acquire a
positive self-concept in vocational skills to
accomplish vocational goals.

3. A positive ,attitude of both sOcial educators
and-vocatibnal,educators-that these things can
be done.

Let me finish with-this. Most'of all, we need to make use
of feedback from the handicapped. completing these programs.
The handicapped students and the graduates have so much to
teil'us-professional edueators, that we need to listen and
we must listen.

ro.
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FOR THE HANDICAPPED STUDENT

Eleanor MikUlin'
James'Cogdell

"Our primary objective was to identify the
basic standards of quality education."

Mikulin: Secondary education for the handicapped
student has been-a priority in the - special education

Where we are comi from, two years ago we were working
division for the 14,:sttwo years. To give you an idea of

hard at trying to decide how handicapped students would
-graduate from high school. At the time we met with Dr.
Bob Montgomery, who at one time was the Associate
Commissioner for Special Education.. He is now the
Assistant Deputy ,Commissioner for. Programs anO_Personnel
Development. We met with him and his grey area
committee td try to identify means of graduation for
handicapped students. At that time we were told, "We
don't know how handicapped studenh can graduate from
high school or what,the best method would be, but you
make a plan and we will presentit to principals, school
administrators, and so on, and we will see if they will
approve it."

. That began a long effort to develop a plan.for
secondary education= for handicapped students. You may
be familiar with a plan with two formats. It was mailed
in January. 1978, and responses were received by April.
A rewrite was done on that plan from the 300 responses;
we literally threw it away and started over We renamed
it and started over with a plan for secondary programs
for handicapped students. We have been-working with a
committee composed of people from general education,
including one person from math, one science, one reading
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andEnglisb, one strictly_, reading, We have also been
working with people from the vocational division. When we

/began developing7the plan, every division or every area in
vocational education had a representative on the Committee..
For the implementation of the plan we are working with fewer
individuals from_general education and with Hayden McDaniel
and James Cogdell from vocational education.

I see some of the people in this room Are part of the
pilot. A request for volunteers for piloting was sent out
in November of last_ year. In Decemberwe had 49 schools
that had volunteered to be pilot representatives on the
project. We were asking for a commitment from the school
districts to send the building principal, to send the
vocational education, special education, and regular
education administrators. In some cases; it was simply
the teacher in the small district; in others it was an
administrator. They werasked to send these representatives:
and provide the transportation and per diem expenses for
their personnel. They are making. three trips to Austin to
work with and revise the plan for secondary programs: The
other,commitment besides personnel andmoney was that there
would be coordination and effort between eegulari. special;
and vocational education; to develop the plan in the, school
district; We have 18 school districts now that have met in
Austin twice -to develop the plan for secondary pkigrams.
The third meeting this -year will be on May 1 and 2. After
that meeting; we will be able to say this. is the, pilot clan
that we will be using in our school districtsfleXt year to
see whether it is workable. Then we are settingiup the
framework for eddcation of handicapped and for- allowing
handicapped students to receive credit andgraduate.

I want to tell %you our goals and a little bit about
the plan; and then I hope we'll have a minute for-- questions
and - answers. :Our_primary objective was -to identify the
basic standards of quality education Which would_lead to
graduation -or to completing identified competencies, The
second goal was to determine the - continuing cureicul_dm
elements for Onstruction and related-services needed for
secondaiy2edubational programs for the handicapped. .The

third goal was to provide guidelines for coordinating the
program resources within a_school district, including
academic, and_ vocational_ education and to provide for the'
education of_Kandidapped_students._ The fourth goal was to
encourage total coordination of school, and community
'resources for the education of handicapped students,
inclUding the use of any available community resources and
other agencies. The fifth goal was to identify methods by
which students may_receive_credit from regular and special
education courses leading toward graduation.

23f)
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.Briefly, we have taken the five essential
curriculum elements from the policies and procedures for
'accreditation. The.legislature says -that every _student
will receive instruction in English
mathematics; citizenship; health and physica education,
and science as required by'the State Board of Education.
The sixth essential that we are adding to this is:_the.
need for vocational instruction; We are saying that_
handicapped students should receive instruction in these
six areas- uring_their high school career (more or less
four years according to.the needs. of the student)._ We
are setting up an ARD committee in Conjunction with a
school counselor who sets up a graduation plan. for:.
,high-school-aged handicapped students; _This.:_committee

is to plan a sequence of four orkmore years_for _

developing a high school education for handicapped
students; In developing thisigraduation_plan, the ARD
committee members are assigned _or requested to consider
placement in either regular education courses, specially
designed courses, or highly modified courses.

_ This brings us to the meat of the whole plan_saying
that each of these six curriculum areas are essential.
Every student must, by law, be instructed ivthese six
areas.- 'Therefore, different_ handicapped students will
need to- receive instruction in different manners. We

have named the three_instructional _options. They may_
differ in method of instruction and the materials that
are used.

To give you a quick overview of what we are
suggesting, Option One will be courses taught by regular
teachers, attempting the same goals set for every student
in that course. At this point in time there is
discussion as to whether we should add a statement that
the instruction may have a different level of attainment
for the student. We have discussed it at length. Option
One is, typically, regular education with support by
special education. In some school districts,POpey may
place handicapped students in with all regular-courses
to the maximum extent possible, and the courses or
attainments by individual students may differ.

Option .Two is specialized instruction taught by
special education teachers. We had arbitrarily put the
IIEH units,or VEH teachers in Option Two, because it is
specialized for the individual handicapped student."
Option Three.jsgpr severely modified or adaptive ,
instruction for severely handicapped students. -It will
develop self-support skills.

The purpose of setting up the options is to show

"-4r.ro.
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that instruction may, occur id-Inglish,_whetherit is in
English literature, or- speech, or functional reading, or
working on a±sign_board._ The same type of_inStruCtion or
same_curricUlUM area will be.addresse with modifications-to
course content, so WO:haye beit_StU ho may-at-any time ,

during his four or tore"years in, hi WI receive__
instruction:_in_any of_the three opt For_instance, you

may have a handitaPped StUdent.wWi a non-reader. He does

okay:in math so Toiig as he doesn't eve Wread. -The choice
would be to take the courses geared_toreading in
-Option Two, or_td have a recorded = t or recorded
instruction. -And thit type Of_support would_beused in
Option One'._:The_stUdelit does fine in- math, -so
definitely in Option One._ History, you_need to read; so he

IS batk'tO Option Two-instruction. He Aoes great things
with his handtiSO he is in regular vocational education; but
he has support necessary .to_read materials. He has a..

physical disability and needs adaptive PE._ You,are going to

have a diffitUlt_time finding this kid, I know, but if he

has a need -for adaptive PE, that would be an Option Three.

SO one student may receive instruction in all three
instructional options at any given time, according to need.

At-the end of four or more years, that student is
expected tb have earned 55 quarter units of credit, or

more, according to local pOliCY. At that-time the:student
Will graduate. At our last review session we added a few

things abo-t graduation. Most of you are familiar with
the VAC_pr gram,- he work-study program; Our first draft
plan -said that a studentmust stay two years on- campus to
receive in truction-_prior to_placement in on-thejob
training. This seeme to cause a probTeM, since it was__
Arbitrarily decided that out of 55 quarter units, only 24

may be used foron-the-job training experiencbs: SO we are

going to discuss that at our next meeting.

We,hope_the kinks will be ironed nut:and:that in -the
__During this coming ytr, it is going to_be ;piloted.

following-year; 1982; it will be available for all school
districts. There_may:be individual regions that want to

attempt begin this year After this overview, do you

have any questions?
41 _

Audience: Concerning 55 credits, do you have it
measured out among the areas of education?

Mikulin: You saw the first plan. It specified the

number of credits in EngliSh, history, etc. We really got

a lot of input on it Now when the graduation plan is
wdeveloped, the ARD committee along with a local counselor
developing the plan must decide on the student's needs.
Special educators may feel that one student will need four
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years:of English and other students maybe able to learn
in onlytw6:yeai's; The one thing that we are saying_is
that every student will receive instruction in all six
-areas; at least one time.ddring their high school career.
We.are not spelling out so many credits forpne year.

Audience: Are you specializing levels? In other
Words, does it have to be. high school math for a
handicapped person?

No ;, He may receive instructionin Option
One, Two or Three;

Audience: And you don't specify what kind pf credit?

Mikulin: There is a portion addressing awarding of
credits. It says that the ARD committee for a more -

severely handicapped student will set up goals for the
-student, and for each goal they will give creditS. This
is a way that you can assign credits, assign courses,
without at the end of just so many years saying, that's
it

Audience: Will there,be different diplomas?

Mikulin: If you are going to graduate-a student,
and local policy right now controls graduation, they will
receive th6'same diploma- We are not saying that every
student will graduate. The legislature may make that
a decision for us, however.

Audience: How many students are we talking about?

Mikulin: I think I heard that there are approx-
imately 13% identified handicapped students statewide
A year ago when I looked at the staff report in detail,
there were some 90,00- the secondary level, from
grade.seven on up. When we are talking about this plan
it is teqhnically from the ninth grade up. Numbers
decrease kin the higher grades. )

.Audience: Are students with speech handicaps going
to be in regular programs or in Option Two or Three?

Mikulin: Getting speech therapy in gular
program would be letting them write a reg ar program
with speech therapy as a related servic

Cogdell: As far as vocational education is
concerned, we probably have more specialized VEH programs
(Option Two) than any other discipline in the secondary

4.;
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program. But we are stepping up our efforts to prepare the
regular tetcbers to receive handicapped students through
this mainstreaming effort. In fact, at our inservice
workshop this summer, we have presentations designed to do
so.

Mikulin: The easiest way to get inservice training is
'-to go to a service center and have a region bring their
personnel in. Then lie can contact more people. I know
it's simple for yoeto have it in your school district, but,
it will go further if you use the service centers.

Audience: It would be two years then, before the school
districts really start using your plan?

Mikulin: That's right, but school districts that want
to start going on this line can start putting it in place.

Audience: This wil)tbe a surprise for us who do not
participate then and are not geographically located close
to a district that is participating.

Mikulin: Service c nters have people involved in
working on the plan. The shoUld know what is being
developed and should share that with their people in each
region.

Audience: It sounds like you rely on service centers L-
a whole lot. Do you rely on the service centers more than
you, do TEA?

Mikulin: Yes and no. They are in the progress,of
things. They are the technical assistance and support to
school districts. TEA is supposed to develop administrative
procedures, to do monitoring and so forth. We are trying
to develop-this so that eventually service centers will
be working with the school districts.

O

o



FOOD AND CLOTHING_SERVICES_FOR
HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Betty Mitchell

"These kids just really didn't believe in
giving when I first got them. They always
had 'their hands out to see what they could
get. Now they're willing to share. When
someone's birthday comes around, they
always bring a card."

I teach a class in Home and Community Services to
handicapped students. Most of my students are retarded,
but I do have one CP.* And I have one of the best aides
ever. Today I'm going to share tome of the experiences
I have had, some of the things we've done in my class.

_ At the.beginninT:of the. year I started With my _

students where they:werei7ifid for most of them that.was'
dirty.. Really! Rightatithe_beginningl:had them all
hrpg-Tme a change ofclothes.from home and for the ones
who didn'tAlaveia-change.of clothes:, I got people _to give.
us Mme. Then I_washed_and dried theiriclothes'at-school
because so few .of them have washers at home.

You wouldn't:believe how dirty those_clothes,were..
One_of.the,guys who isMyearsold.pulled off a pair'
of shorts that were jet. black. _Honettlyi. _Which all goes
to show why they were smelling_soibad. Being clean and
gmelling clean reallyLchanges_their self- image. One
irl was crying.beca e the_kidt were making fun of her,
so_we sent_all_the o er kids to the academic teachers
and we washed_her cl_thes, sewed_them up, and helOed_her
.clean up. And_now_she's just a different person. She
comet to schobl, when before she was absent all the time...

Cerebral Palsk._

Betty Mitchell
teaches Home
and Community
Services in
Houston.
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So this is something I do before we can start cooking or
sewing;

Something else I do that doesn't directly relate to
cooking or sewing but is really ,important is getting my
students ,involved with the rest of the school. This way
they're a part of the school, rather than "those retarded
kids out there by the football- field." My students have
entered in the dance contest with the other students. And
for our F.H.A. - H.E.R.O. activity, we walked down"..ro FedMart,
selected roses, and planted them. We decorated our door at
Christmas. time. And we cleaned up the yardas our FHA
project. All ,these help the students feel like part of the
school.

As for cooking, to give the students some work
experience, preparing food, serving, and selling it, we
serve dinner to the faculty on Fridays. We have served
fried chicken, hamburgers, cheeseburgers. We had an
enchilada dinner and grilled cheese sandwiches. When we
served cheege sandwiches we didn't get any Black teachers
to come out, so we had to change our menu a little bit. We
went to greens and pigs feet. Even some of the Anglos tried
those pigs feet because they had never had them. They also
asked me to do chittlings, but I didn't go that far because
that's a lot of cledning.

. .
. . .

I really have to watch the kids. Once when we did -

collard greens, I ..showed my students how to wash the green
and _I went back and started working with some of the others

1/16on the cash register. .They. shed those greens, cut them up
and put them in the pot with me salt $ork and cooked them.
Well, when we served them, Of f the instructors came across
this white stuff in the greens And said, "Ms:. itchell, come-,
here and see what this is''t And do y .; know ? , It was

the twine tied around theegreens. .Th , z.F * lust dumped
the whole bunch, rope and all, into ..,. .- The next

i. time I was careful to demonstrate har. a, ,
.:',4;' ''

-.?..
=,.., 1,1;,

the rep olf, ..

,tsl
- .

We've done other things. At taAter t .-- -iggs
A'4.."

whenvit comes around, by baking a cake
and hid them outside: And we.celebtate. - rthday ..

.,.., ......,,

,... t,..

just really didn't believe in givtngt whe . ' htem.

, - -- kids

45-, . -
They always had their hands out to see wivt,,,. JO, 6 4et
Now they' re willing tO share . When4someone omes
around, they always bring a carci.

, t

To teach consumer education I shOW,the

0

*Future Homemakers of America,- Home.
.

Occupations.
S.

It 4
Irefated

2 6t.,
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comparison shop. ,Every Monday and Thursday when the 1
grocery ads come out, we find out where the better buys
are, like strawberries at 49t, or lettuce at 28t a head,
or six 32'oz. Pepsis for 99t. And they compare: apples
for 39t at one store versus 59t at another store. They
come prepared to-do this on Monday because they knoig_the
ads come out then!,

We work hard on trying to find jObs for them. This
summer Astr6world.will be hiring 3,000 people, and a lot of
my students would fill some of those jobs. We plan to go
out and help themHapply. This emphasis on employment is
why I stress food so much. Right now there aren't too many
clothing factories in Houston but' there are lots of food
places. I take them on field trips to show them how fast
food places work, then we try to duplicate that.

We have done some sewing though. When-we first
s arted in this program I went out with,the money we had,
ought material, and we made tablecloths.. Then when the
district finally supplied fabric-for tablecloths, we
converted our tablecloths into aprons.. We also Made
skirts for the girls and bow ties for the-guys which they --
wear when serving dinner on Friday. You would jot believe
what a difference it.makes in teaching them hyrtIme.

We work a lot on the cash register,' too. 4(e keep some.
of the money 6ut and drill them, They give us change and
then we give theifi.a problem that a custo1ier might:give .

them, so they have to decide whic 'button to hit to Make
the right corrections. We try to eep them thinking about
working, so we use a lot of role lo aying: Like, I'm the
customer and hand over my bill; then after they've wing it
up I decide to buy some mints or I decide I've been over-
charged. When they feel comfortable with us I put them
on the line whe we're serving the faculty. I figure if
they can't get job preparing food, then at least they
can get a job ding the cash register.

When we fi t started, the room.
have our equipment and they really h
building. So, we did macrame. Env
part in their training, so we wo
room look nice. We went-out on t
Pampa grass, boughtsome'baskets a
the students .help decide where'thi
room, and what should be done to k
them never had the opportunity to ma

Now, do you have a few questi6

didn't
inishe
Play'4$great
1naktkour
and. tut some

km. I -let
o 'irr'oury.

Mos t
isionsV

a , .

V

Audience:- What do you de w 14

/
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part? One of our students just_sat by the side all the time
becaUte her mother didn't want her involved.

Mitchell: Invite her mother in to see some of'the''
things that you are doing, even if you have to go get the
mother and take hqf ho- m6 afterwards. Mqst of my kids'
mothers don't know what their kids can do. I call the .
parents when I get home to tell them that I'm real proud of
the improvement in their child's grooming. I also call if
the kids act up. When I ask them to, most of the parents
come in.

If parents don't want their children, cooking, perhaps
they are on an ego trip, perhaps it's a matter of status.
Then I think its very important that you know why the parents
have this fear. Status is harder to deal with than fear of
equipment. Find out why parents have the attitude, then
deal with the mother, not the student.

Audience: Here again, it might be education. And to go
about educating the mother, invite her in.

Audience: When-you come up across the-status problem,
show parents that what we teach is. just the first building.
block and that their children can work up.

Mitchell: Does that answer your question?

Audience: --*s, I think that helps.

Audiende: Can you tell u5 about the udent
.mouth you Washed out with soap? .'

Mitchelq: That was Julie.* Julie u d y uql p two

so I called her father.ansi he said, "Well you c tie her
down. Just tie her down and whip her.'' took that to me
I could d6nwhat I needed to. Ihe next time she used the
words in class to show off, I !id, "Julie I don't want you
to use those words; You know this is not the time and.
place." 5he kept sayipg, "You ain't big enough to do'
anything." So one day just yent and got that soap and
washed her mouth out, and I did it three times before she
istopped. But do you know evep though -she has sinCejeft
school, she still calls me. She really wanted same' disci=
pline.

Audience:How old is she?

Mitchell: She's 17..

_11_* Name changed.
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Audience: Why.is she not in school?

-- Mitchell: Well, her - father worked at night and she
would have boys over until 2:00. One night her father
called and told her to get the boy out, and when she didn't,
he called the cops; So she ran away from home. She's
staying with her'mother outside of Houston; too far away
to come to school here; I gave her mother my phone number
and I've had Julie call meat 3:00 in the morning. That
just goes to showhow much she' wanted some' discipline.

I think that you. can talk man to man or woman to.
woman without being proifane. I tell my students that the
only reason people use profane language i5 becuase their
vocabulary is limited. I grew up in the third ward in
Houston, and I know those words and they know them all, too.
You just 'have to give them something to replace those words.
You_can identify with your students and with the world they
will' face in employment without lowering your standards.
These students need someone to look -up to I can be
extremely rough with students, but I feel that they heed
tobe taught respect for something and somebody. Most of
them are reaching out for it

/,
Audience_ To me it is the

doing with_thtclothing and the
them. shotting them_ another way,

Oftortunities'available.

` Mitchell: 'Thanks. Yotexe

same thing that-Betty is
body odor. She's upgrading
so they will have more

been" great group.



AREJOU BARRIER FREE?

Terry MOyhahan

."I would like to Lvelop some awareness of
potential preconceptions that act as
obstructions to the learning processes
of our students."

What I am planning to do today is to try and get us
involved: in some activities together. ,In recent years
'we've all become very familiar with the term, "barrier
-free," as it has been associated with facilities that
are accessible, to airindiOduals. Until recent years
very little thought has been given to the physical
impasses that have been actually designed in, drawn right
into architectural plans. Recently,- just several weeks
ago, on a CBS special report entitled, "How Much For The
,Handicapped." there was a gentleman being interviewed as.
he was wheeling, himself to the top of the Lincoln
Memorial. Some of you might have-teen that. That
memorial- has been ramped at an expense of over a million
dollars, which is quite, an amount: He had been there
before but at 'the expense ofanotbar individual who had
bodily carried him up to view tWonument that was
dedicated ta, one of our nation Most outstanding equal
rights proponents. But that'i=vdt2y humiliating.
Environmental impedimentS such as those are being
addressed now and corrected in existing facilities and
in buildings ,thati,are now being designed. They're
trying to work around those barriers and'provide access
to all individuals tegardless of';any'sort'of handicapping-
condition.

Terry Moynahan
teaches general
construction
trades in
Austin, Texas.
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In addition to those environmental factors, however,'

there are also other impediments that arise for the

handicapped. Those are what I like 0 refer to as internal

obstructions._ These come as a result_of our own conceptual

development. In othdr words, in growing into adulthood we-'

have all drawn from many different sources and different

experiences in making our concept of the world. Ps a ,

natural result, we act w4th preconceptions toward

individuals and the world around us. These preconceritions

are not in themselves negative or positive. On an

tndividual basis you could probably evaluate them properly.

As educators we have preconceptions built ,in. They develop

very naturally and ,we're not necessarily aware of them.

Today, I would like to develop sortie awarenesseS of.

potential preconceptions that. act as obstructions tothe
.learning process of our siudents. The first step will be

a little brainstorming session. I'm going_to ask thatve

break up into three groups of six. Nur_assignment in that

group will be for onW person to take a_piece of-this

newsprint and a pen and list some things that all of you

think might result in an obstruction to the learninp,

process of these students.

ber, these are internal things. Let me offer

an exa ",plea When I first_ started teaching dgneral

Cor*ruction Trades for the handicapped, one of the major

objeptives I set for my students was to learn linear

measqement. By the time we're in the sixth or seventh

grade we've usually picked up_that sort of skill, but

mankitandicapped students haverPt: So I went about trying

to_t41th,linear measurement. I had them me *sure 34 inches,

344ild.R13 inciies, or whatever; the way that I had learned

it. I thoughtlf this was the way to teach measurement.

set out tirtii to Ilevelop fraction skills. I drew

my'ple,and- I cut'.-t.into pieces and what happened? They

611'4got huhgry! hey 'didn't quite'relate the pie to
-measurement or to fractions. So we tried it with dollar

1 § and half dollaq and ouarters and what happened?

Of the MOney_dis4peared! %was really, buffaloed by

eto do with these kids and how to teacklAhem one of the

Stills in construction, trade. '_;t'

realfzed'that,th.6 reitOt1' i no a

was thet I had inily_mind4 :how

teach' that particulaiY0114:.
od:of learning in myintnd;. 'I -so

.would learn it this4War case.
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-I,had tp sq out to find some alternate methods, some
different ways to approach teaching that same skill. After
our' first_ activity, or:.actually at the very end of this
session, I'll past 04t a little learning guide. . It's just
a step-by-step.proceSs that I learned to teach measurements
that has been working very effectively with my students.

I woulc -like you t6 litt any.preconceptions you think
might be- Operating. There are many,possibilities. We base
preconceptions on sex, on race., on appearance.- Anyone who
45 overweight is alwaYS jolly. Anyone whp is thin Arid tall
should be a basketball player. So we have many ".

preconceptions. 41-1°

- In this session accept any idea anyone mentions, build
on the ideas of other people and don't edit anything. Just
write down the idea. Number them as well. Don't be
wbrried that I'm goIng to say, "Whose idea is this? Come
-op and tell' us about it." That's not going to happen.
You're just going to write them down. Then we're going to
,tape them up here Pn the wall and.then we'll have an
opportunity to discuss them briefly and ,go into another
activfty.

Okay,.now, that you've written your preconceptions
and barriers;, let's look- at these lists; We have
preconceptions based onoutward appearances and barriers
funded on messages we receive from parents; teachers and
atssmates. These are all very valid preconceptions that
do existin one forM or another in our-classrooms and in
other classrooms; We've seen them operate in different
area's of life'all the time; And what we'-d like to do is
to get you back in,your same group, pet your pens outand
try,addressing these particular problems;

Now I'm going to ask you to come up.with some ways
to overcome, alter some of these:stereotypes or to remove
them completely. I will have the resultt typed up for you.

(rhe_following is the summary _sheet prepared by Terry
Moynahan.)

ti
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PRECONCEPTIONS THALMAY ACT AS BARRIERS 'TO LEARNING AND

-SOLUTIONS TO ALTER OR REMOVE THOSE PRECONCEPTIONS

Third Annual,Vocational Special Needs Conference 1979

Terry Moynahan

APPEARANCE: dreis, body, cleanliness, haircut
SOLUTIONS: training for students and-teacherssame

reinforcement for handicapped and regular students

All people with handicaps-are disabled
SOLUTIONS: Publi-C awareness of the,advantaes as well

as disadvarttages of beir4 handicappeo; for example,
the advantage of _beiftg able to turn off a hearing,

aide

MODE OF TRANSPORTATIqN:
SOLUTION: Emphasto the, positive; for example, saving

gas with motorcycles, exercise on bicycles

Parents are resR
SOLUTIONS: Spen

problem chilhr

k Rs°

4.14

phavior probles
fth parents of behaviorf74

etti ARD's

. SAFETY: Hpndicapp ''t operate maschill r9

SOLUTIQNS: Awarenes bfliow handicapped conigtefts,4*

. '. with other,abilities; daptiie equiptv ioi,',
. 1

speci al Saidents, i .- . 4- "-,- .4

. Sex' stereotyping for vocational Programs , 41
SOLUTIONS: Changing policies , career educatjop -

encouraging girls to enter vocationarprograms for
copstruction.trades,, etc.

_

. HandiCrapped are retarded .

SOLUTIONS: Public awareness, T.V. shows, movies, less
use of general terms, i.e., "handicapped"

.Learning by lectu
SOLUTIONS: Learn by checking achievement on each child

. All,kids.learn the same way
SOLUTION: Public education about handicapped.

1O!" Handfcapped_are feared by people
SOLUTION: VOlUntett programs, work with handicapped

11. Some_bandieipped feel inferior_
SOLUTION: Treat as equals, build self concepts

2
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12 Handicapped need supervision
SOLUTION: Proper facilities for type of handicap

13. Handicapped can' learn
SOLUTION: Public education

14. Handicapped are slow_
SOLUTION: Individual attention (are they really slow?)

15: Handicappecklook different
SOLUTION: Education for children to prevent future

misconopptions

16. Specal edtichtioeans retarded
SOLUiION: MOrleOm"Public' awareness through TV and

demonstrations. Have edutation majors take a
special education course in college

.17: Uncomfortable with retarded people
SOLUTION: Community awareness programs. Demonstrate

accomplishments of handicapped persons

18 bind people can't see any fling, etc.
SOLUTION: Public awareness

19 Handicapped students arelisruptive in a regular
classroom
SOLUTION: Awareness - Show local examples of success

20. Mental retardation is perManent
SOLUTION: Public awareness,.

21. Slow learners are retarded
SOLUTION: Awareness

22. Black children tend-to be in special education
SOLUTION: More education in field of sociology

,

23: All teachers are prejudiced toward minorities
'SOLUTION: Exposure to minorities

24. Limited English speakers are retardedu
SOLUTION: Exposure to LESA students. Also'providing

programs for LESA students;

25. Handicapped students are not safe in a vocational
classroom-' -

SOLUTION: Awareness, demonstration show statistics
to refute this

26'4
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26. Behavior problems should be in special education

SOLUTION: Educatiiiin of teachers to show purpose

of special education

27. Retarded peopfe don't adapt socially _

-SOLUTION: Integration of handicapped into classrooms
to give them more interaction and to change

attitudes.



MOTIVATIONAL CHARACTERISTICS_OF
NANBILICAPPING CONDITIONS

Doug Palmer

"Self-mastery is where individuals try
different levels of difficulty; set up
their own individual -goals, and try to
maximize their performance. It rarely

occurs in schools." ,

I would like to begin by clarifying:a couple of
points. The first is acknowledging ti.4 difference
-between performance-and competence. When a student does,

Melothimg incorrectly; we often assume the student can't

0.0foritVthe But student could write down

;2 4:4f*:1#," 'for reasons 'tot4lly unrelated to math skills.

.test 4rPOle, it-could -haWbeen an attention problem.
ie Itve you _a more detatted illustration from

res ln:t_pese stOiehe researcher first -

opkresen4d#,-*Iiildien with ,fivge clay balls in a line with

ne inclf-6046eit-,eitch ball; ',Iben the researcher showed
the childrereTWrfeg :tifes#01in clay balls,_ but with only
half an inch between each ball; Younger_children will
often look at how much space the clay balls cover and
promptly say the first group of five has more clay_balls.
This experiment has worked -again and again. Finally, one
group of psychologists decided to see what other factors

or variables were involved. Instead of using clay balls
they used M&Ms. Suddenly, the five year olds had no'
problem deciding which group had more. Because they were
getting the M&Ms, they were not going to take the group,
with less. Obviously, motivation had an impact. So we

have to sk whether students lack ability or whether they

are perf rming the task for other reasons.

The second point 9! clarification deals with -the-
idea of success and failure. Our standards of success

and failure vary. I Vie students in my classes that
A

-266

Doug Palmer
is a pro-
fessor in
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get 90% on.tests and are depressed because their expectation
is 95%. In the same class, I have students yith C's who
say, "Whew, am I glad!" Whether you sutceedor fail depends
on your own expectations. You set standards for yourself
and if you meet those standards, you are succeeding,=-= even-.
if that standard is a D.

Research in self-expectation back,to the '30!s:
A familiar experiment uses a ring . 1When I illustrate
it with my classes _I use paper baskets and wadded u paper
balls. The only direction rgive is, "I want you t throw
a paper wad in this waste paper basket." Some stude is
will stand a little ways away and miss. Then they walk up
a little bit closer and make it. Eventdally they start
moving back again, maybe at the end of the session they,are
'back where they started. When people have a,minimal amount
of direction, theyconstantly evaluate their expectations of
performance; they constantly change their ideas about what
they can do.

Other research shows that when people miss from a long
Way back they don't feel bad. Shooting from way back is a
very difficult task == ,no big deal if I miss. But when
people missed from right up next to the basket they didn't
fe61 that great! So just doing or not doing something
not only makes you feel good or bad. It can tell you if
you're too far back or need to throw higher. It can tell you
if Au don't have the right skills.

It is also private information. Whether you make the
basket or nqt, your performance will not be written up in
the mornin4-newspaper. Self-mastery is where individuals
try different levels of difficulty, set up their own
individual 'goals, and try to maximize their performance. It

rarely occurs'in schools. First of all, schools are places
of evaluation. Students are constantly evaluated, records
are kept, rewards are given. It's no longer private_.
Secondly, school evaluation is "extrinsic." You no longer
performCbecause,you feel good or the performance feels good.
Ypp perform because you may receive praise
teachers or gold stars, a car from your parents, a diploma,
certain grades. This changes everything. In fact, some
recent resehrch has indicated that if you pay kids to do
things that they previously enjoyed ,doing, when you cease
to pay,theW they no longer do it. What often happens in
schools lerthat we doli't allow this self-mastery system to
operate. Are they learning a task because it is meaningful
to them or because it will help them get out of school?

The third reason school conflicts with the sslf-mastery
system is because schools have an expected performance level,
an accepted criteria usually established by the teacher.

2
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Regardless of the entry -level skills of the students,
teachers have certain goals. Many students in vocational
special needs programs can't make those established goals.

h scarcity _of rewards for these students affects this
individual goal setting,- on the curve is so
prevalent that even ifLthese students got up to 70% a

competency, because everyone else is doing so much better
the student will still get a C or D. So what can our
students do to try and avoid this psychological failure?
One way to avoid a feeling of failure is non-participation:
nothing ventured, nothing failed. If the student doesn't
try and does poorly on the test the student says, "Hey, this
doesn't reflect my ability. I just don't care!" Setting
ippossibly high-goals is another strategy that is used If

I stand in the hall and try to sink the paper wad in the
basket, I can say to myself, "Well, who cares? No one could
have gotten it from way out here." Another strategy for
avoiding failure is to insure success, to set very low
goals. This individual takes four years of Spanish in high
school, then goesr_to college and takes first-year Spanish.
Cheating also helps-to insure success.

It is odd, but even when you give these s'iudents success,

it often doesn't appear to help them. They are still very
unsure about their performance. These students ;are so
afraid of failing, that when they succeed they come up with
their own reasons. "Aw, it!s because I was lucky. The
teacher helped me a lot." They dust can't believe that they
have the capability. And what effect will this attitude
have? First, the student will expectnot exct to succeet inope
future, will not expect to perform that task correctly.''
The student will not feel good about the performance. And

when these students fail -- as they have expected tp -- they
say it's because they're stupid, because they didn't try

hard.

So what can you do? Well, first'you can train your
students to say, "If I.perform a task it means I am trying."
Communicate to them that through,effort they can succeed.
Also, train kids to recognize that what they do has 'an
impact on their lives. Another thing you can do is set real
goals;':Match your goals with-the student's current level
o performance. Try to vget giay from that conformity in

al-setting. These techniques will go a long way toward
eting their motivational needs.



PLACING HANDICAPPED STUDENTS IN EMPLOYMENT

Larry Patrick

"While it's important to s boundaries and to assign
needs, it's also important remember the unexpected 04

capacities of people, and to remember that behind all ouPu
efforts is our desire to show our clients just how much
they can accomplish."

When seeking to place a handicapped applicant in
employment, you first need a clear idea of the handi-
capped client's abilities-and linittatiOns infor-
matiOn-hel'Os Witch the needs of business and industry
With the abilities of the handicapped client. Matching C'?

these needs is what this whole session is about. o
begin by asking yourself: What are thepotential epploy-
er's needs? What are the client's needs? What are the
needs of my facility or program? What do I .need to be
able to bring all this together? How do I communicate
to that employer that this client is an asset?

From these questjons we get off into a whole web
of philosophy that I have collected over a period of
time, but before I get into my experiences and the atti-
tudes and techniqUes I have found important, let me
remind you of something. According to the theory of
aeroctynamics, as demonstrated through eiperiments, the
bumble bee is unable to fly. Theygight, and the shape
of his loot, in relationship to his wingspread makes
flying impossible. But the bumble bee hasn't heard
about all_these scientific truths, and he tries anyway,
and ends up making -a little honey every day. So remember,
everything that enlarges the spirit of human power, that
shows man he can do what he thought he could not do, is
valuable. While it's important to set boundaries and to
assign needs, it's also important to remember the

t 2C9
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unexpected capacities of people, and to remember that
behind all our efforts is our desire to show'our clients

justhownllichtheYmPaccomPlish
It

,

1When I first started trying to pl ce my clients,
dwelt too heav1ly on my own workshop's eeds. I would_
walk into an employer's office with crisis Written all

;

over my face, stressing my needs, and offering this
bagful of People I had, and get no results. So\ I camp
back to the facility, sat down, and worked out the prob-
lem. For one thing, we were trying to sell our need
rather than meet the needs of industry. As a placement
person concerne with communicating to industry, con-
cerned with pl ing people effect-00y, you must first
of all sell yoL_tlf. The second thing you must do is-
sell the facility ou're working with Describe selected
services and-the disability, group you work with. *It's

really impossible to go into a business office and-sell
the whole world of the physically iMpaired. This is
going to overwhelm the employer; he has a whole host_of
rumors and fears that will block off your message. St
you have to become very specific. Talk in very concrete
terms about your facility and about your clients. Help
the erryer think of your clients as people.

Thy the third thing you ao_is describe one tpeci=
fic persorkon your list that you're trying to_plate.
If inddstry js opposed to hiring handicapped_indiVi=
duals, we,harye to sit ba-ck and decide what the needs
of_lnduttry are; What does_a specific company manu-
facture? What are its:- services and commodities? How

are they succeeding? Before -you go out trying to sell
anything,-go oat there and find out the needs. Then
show -how' one:person from yourgrouvmeets one of the
specific needs that industry has.

One aperoach I've u look up_various com-
panies or organizations_ in the Hod 0/Gulf Coast Area
ManufactUrer'S_DirettOry. Then I can. the personnel
director, or the production manager, an ntroduce
myself and_my facility. I ask that per whither or
eitit_he would mind my mailing_out some additional infor-
mation concerning our facility. If he spys it's okay,
I send the information and give him two or three days
to digest it Then I call again to find out if he
received his information and try to arrange an -Indus-
trial site visit. If his schedulg does not permit me
to visit him, I try to arr ftWarIime when he can view
my facilities and some of e Services we have to offer.

(
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When we meet I do not try to sell him handicappetd-
as a package. At that time I'm just trying to g i6fe-i4-

ested, and I do'that by really getting in.Wwhat- nage1
or director needs. We discuss the number 0 his ems loyees
whit services or commodities he's involveein, whetke-r,h'
has ever considered employing handicapped individualt I-,

bring this information back and share it wi0,my sta Is
this an appropriate company for us to with? And more
importantly, how can I communifate, effectively with person-
nel from this company?

-,4

To Show yoriNzrilaNrarTt this P4esticri 'is, let me
just share .some in on put Out by EmOloyment tandafds'-77,
Administration of the U. S. DePartment of Labor. It starts,
"What is the ulOverse of the 'capped people?" The
answer: The orl.d d of handl '.population is estimated
at over 300 million." The known opulation of the United
States is overfOOmillion and conservative estimates place
the number of handicapped persons between 16 and 64 (work-
force age) at about five and a half million.i And this pro-
bably doesn't include people with cancer, %heart disease,
diabetes, and'many other disabilities which are barriers
to employment. What are the handicaps of these Americans?
Muscular or skeletal paralysis impair, approximately
5,400,000 people.. Mental retardation impairs 3,500,000.
In :the hearing loss category, we find 2;000,000. I threw
those numbers at you to, show that when you start'going in
attempting to sell the,whole world of the physically han-
dicapped, the. numbers and the different disabilities can
really swamp you. You have to sit back and decide whom
you serve; and then you have to come up with same identi-
fyina terms so you can qualify and quantify what you can and
can't do.

At our facility we do everything we can to get to know
each of our'clients pertonally. We do a big evaluation when
they come in; we see-that person every day; we find out
what he can do and what he can't do. I ask myself the.ques-
tions employers might ask about that client. I .ask ques-
tions about accuracy, manual coordination; counting, color
discrimination, following the diagrams and instructions,
finger dexterities, following a model, etc. I find out var-
ious aspects of this total person. You can't describe the
person as paraplegic, quadrVplegic, diabetio4 because an
employer is not.going to relate to this medical jargon.
What he's conceii0ed with is, "Can this guy make some money?
Is he a potential risk? How is he on co-worker supervision,
attendance; punctuality, all those work=relaXed factors ,

that are so important? Will he cause me problems'?" You



have_tolbe veil, Specific. nye seen some placement

people involved in the medical dictionary, coming,
with these hot terms. By the time they get through
telling tkie employer about this person, he's scared
to. death thiployers need a stable work force. If

ypu describe all your client's disabilities, why
would,the employer-hire hi? Ins'4gad, in the employ-
ees language, describe how your client'has overcome
those disabilities, ho W well he works, why he would
be an asset.

Stout University has put out a list of about 22
characteristics that you,might observe in a'worker.
The list:

hygiene .41

grooming and dress
irritating habits
inappropriate behaviors
communication skills
attendance
punctuality
Ability to cope with work

problems & frustration
tolerances

personal complaints
stamina
Steadiness (consistency

of work)
types of distractabilitjes

he perSon mighthave
nformities to shop rules
and regulations .

methods of ,organizing
tools and materials

These are what the employer is interested in Your

job is to collect the information, put it together,
and present it so the employer will see the value of
§our client .,0'

access to change
reaction to unpleasant
monotonous tasks

social skills & rela-
ti.onshi W/ coworkers

amounts of supervision
after. the'--.initial

training period'
reactions or acceptance

to the supervisory
or authority figures

amounts of tension.
aroused by close
supervision

-requests for.assts-
tance from supOvisor

reactions to criticism
and pressures from
supervisors at work

You know, it is easy to get frustrated in this job;,
it's easy to think all your noble goals aren't accounting
for anything. You think about money problems, staff
problems, pla6ement problems and you start taking these
Attitudes with you to the potential employer.. Its
written all over your face. Who could succeed with. '

all those self-inflicted limitations, thinking-that you
can't do it? When that happens, look back and say, "Hey,
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I'm not just a placement counselor. I'm also an employer

consultant." Remember that you have a very important role
working out a map for client and employer, matching their
needi. .

AudienCe:-1 find it difficult to get'emplOye'rs to
make accommodations. How do you handle that'

;Patrick:. Go out into industry and spend some time
observing that environment, then come back and educate you'r
facility. Look at yourjesources. Do you have contacts
with any industrial engineers? ,,Do you have any'contWs
with retired businessmen,'support groups? Start looking at
your resources and then go back and say; "Well, if you con-
sider hiring a person and if we could-provide some of the
,technical assistance. such as appropritte heights for tables,
appropria idths fOr doors and ramps; and eUch things,
would you Ilfreceptive to this? Our experience has been
that with assistance, employers have been receptive.

Audience: DO you go to large industries or smaller
ones?

Patrickt Both large and small. An industry with seven
to thirty-five employees would be small. We place people
there and on up to some of the major companies.

Audience: Would you say large or small companies were
receptiveto prOviding accommodations?

Patrick: Here again, I-think both would be receptive
to it, ed ybu show a very_ technical approach and that
xou re hatyou're talking aboqX. You'have'to look
at a - he industry_and know entry-level jobs in
that io.',st.:zcould be mOdified and what would be required,
right down to the heights of tables, And you have to-know

as much abott your client. Business people are verytusy,
and You have to respect that They don't want to do the
thinking for you I1 you)come_NithVt, proposal or a packet,
afld_it shows that you know what you're talking about, they
will be more receptive.

Your resources will vary.if you are in a rural community
rather than an urban' community: The state employment agency
places a priority on money and overlooks skill requirements
and advancement possibilities. So with state employment,
agencies, you have to help them see the information from a
different perspective. You have to say, "Well, we may have,
been overlooking something. We may have been looking at

271
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this position-from the wrong perspective. If yoy sit

down with the Texas Employment Commission managers,
and explain what your-goals are, describe the people
you're working with, the employment agencies will get
involved. But you've got to qualify and quantify what
you'r0 doing. You have to knolfwhat.you want.

Another source of support'Wbuld,be the Govern16 is
Committee for tne Employment of the Handicapped. Look-

ing at their innovativesprograms, decipe what would'be
appropriate in your enviroment. qlwy can give sugges-
tions and recommendations as to what other co ittees
you might get involved with, what groups could help you.

Remember, you want to stress your client's abili7
ttes, No one has to-employ handicapped applicants out
of pity. No one should. Instead they should hire han.=
dtcapped applicants because the applicants are quali-
fied, assets,, and good workers.

,
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:VOC1TIONAL FOR HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

wapil Pendleton

ti

4 "You're going to find that 'Most of the people
we Wbrk with can only name you'ten ortWelAie
jobs. More than likely, the job that they
would be better at than anyone else. in the

,world and would rather do, they don't. even
know exists."

t

We've'got ourselves in the maze of teaching school,
and not children:= I am trying to bet you to see thatlf
you'll find out,what a child wants to do and what he can
do and put the two tooether you can teach him. Lf I had

the power, I'd throw out all,of the academic books that
most of you use in your resource rooms, I don't think
'that they're pertinent or relevant to what we're trying
to teach them., _I would also like to develop some
-continuity, K through 12, in most of the schools 'that
I enter, including our own state department. ,NoKlikt,

intermediate teacher is not too concerned atmirt,Mikr't
students are going from hek classroom; nor is the-

'elementary teacher, 0

Last year-in my htme'region the'eleven VAC's took
374 students. they ended the year with them earning
V;283,opo.- They paid,$185,000 in income tax, and they,
paid better_ than $50400 in state Sales tax. So when I
go into a,place and sometimes I'm asked to address
administrators, schoal boards, etc.,' I use this
argument., You probably also know it takes $4,700.a year
to keep someone In. a state mental institution. The
average'welfare recipient in Texas draws $2,400, and the
averagds0e0fal edacation student, secondary level;
requires $1,200.' If we'spend $1,200 a year foryfour
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h It tyears, and if we've, one our J-, 1411 u in the

world of work. We",ve gar invested in him, and he'll
PitY4Katfbitck in: feur'Yearsno.-tf. we graduate him af 18 and
.119,retires at 6'% that's 47years.:,of,,Aislife he spends
working. Now *it el. me,,educati on of the special
population costs; fit paY'S.' What you /~ west in that fellow
in the penal 'institution, or that la 'in the mental
institution, or vice versa, it's gone f revue, you never
recoyet that; but you can recover what.-` spend ,,for

vocational training.

This vocational evaluation the simplest form of
evaTuation that I would even attempt -to use. You get any
more simple than this on a vocational evaluation, I, think

you're doing an injustice to the student. I developed a
vocational evaluation system, but'wheftJ gave it to the
teachers and so forth they talked about what a beautiful
work it was and how much infoi-mation there was, ,and put it
.tn,the back of the file and never used it. .I asked them

re I was missing/the beat, And they told'me if L put it -'

on one page they'd use it. 1, threw out the irrelevant?

ldaateri al , and got -1 t down-to three pages.

Let's go through what we're using,_ where I got it and:;
what I' paid fer. for mAntPulati/e skills, we're using a
new pep hoard. 'r" e,Perintylva0a Bi=Manual Worksample is
the bolts- and nu The Minnesota Rall0 of Manipulation is
this, one, the Minnesota- $patial Relations- Test is this one,
and the Practical Dexter4y, Board is over there- on the floon
I use some other boards 'br partisWar casesysuch-as a
child that's ill,grested in small appliance repair. We have

no way of tesattg him, other, than theyery_fine motor skills

with eye=hand.coordinatidn, finger dexterity, and we'll go
to such things as°-the Npoper small parts that has to be
administered with tweezers And the fine screw driver. We

don't use that on 'all clients', only on those with special
abilities 'and special needs.

esic

I call your, attentien to one thing that you rnight
think is a mistake on my Part. If you'll notice *he'
Minnesota Spatial Relations Test in the J. A. Preston 4,

Corporation is listed as 11,396.75. TAt is the correct
price. The exact, identiCal beard from American Guidance
is_$230 Shop around before you buy anything. For
interest inventories, .my_preference* is Becken the American
AsSociqtion on Mental ,Deficienc4s, Reading-Free. You ,can

get a -mole copy of thatngw for $10.00 and it'i_good.
Also, use the Wide-Range Interest Opinion Test (WRIOT).

All of-our commercial companies are capitalizing on 94=142
and the fac t were trying to keep up our evaluation
migram. -

.

,
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Audience: Who a m inters these tests?

" VOCATIONAL EVALUATION -2831

Pendleton: When we tirte.d several years ago, we used
VAC4s; beca`use-VAC's did not yet know what lir was they
could be hired for:. Thkil 'they ecame enyYloyed in other
'areas so that-I couldn'V'use t..,;,,Anymor,ezi' They -didn't:
have the .time So I started w34 iagnosticians.
Diagnosticians and,' differ'; 4pC8lispiI dorOt= hink IQ has
any place in 'a_vOca,tional ttainind for' the apped, and
I. certainly doriit: think a diA0oStic. report ; It is
totally void of work; You catffind but what a kid wags to
do and he may bust his insides;-foryou; but he may spInd
the. same athount of energy- harrassiricithat classroom teacher,
because, she's not teaching what he wants to,Metifr; I
rephrase that: Within- the 'last six months (I've h44 morA,
diagnosticians at my worIcshop, than anyOne;--nd we are now
working beatitifti.,11y toOther;.but,Isstill.say you can
write an IEP from a vocational evaluation; By the,s4me
token, you calj't write' one from a' diagnostic evaluation
Buti if you'll take a silagnoitic repbrt a vocati f 1..^4port;,.a

and any other Pertinent information you've got; an.
on :Eh _He; i t ' s very simpl e, to _write a bPaLitiful

IEP; No , ojurther address the question you arc;
had choice now of-whom I would go into the schools and

'work with, it, would beWith,the teacher's aide;

Audience:, My, question, really i =s t d out if there
has to be certain,: certification to. do evaluation..

Pendleton: No, ma'am. The very best evaliator.,,I hAve
working, now is an aide; I do have some resource rod*
- teachers that do well wven or eight real good VACss.4.

Audience:. Do nd that on these tests cross the
board the kids scor le 8re using it sinceyoU were in

4111"Ig.
.

:our region, and we nd s scoring awfullAlow.

Pendleton: iDepepds on the s that you.are ujing.
't,he lower level boards that you, expect the handicapped
population to achieve on they -score low. But on the.
Minnesota Spatial there are four. forms, 58 Cut-puts each
The.boards are marked A, tr, C, and D And should beiven in
that way only Given progreSsively, this part4cular -test is
free of verbal intelligence, free otvreviou.s experience:-
It's the best measure of mechanical'Iptitude Vve seen, and
it test's the ability to recognizP odd sizes and shapes. I
have had some handicapped people score as high ag college
graduates. By the same token, I have some who, after 10 or
12 minutes, obviously can't hack it. Then just put your arm
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around them, and hug them, tell them they've:,,done a good:
job, andthen go to something else.' For=soni:e'jou'll find'
that you haven't got a manipulative skill that they can do.

Cut I alS8 find some resource room rs that can't; sa
I .don't hol,a that against them- In workshops we
sometimes test the people who actua 'administer the tett,
and I norm-them on their norm sheett. It's very
disatzpointing to a lot of people. post of the educ-atort
I ,work with .1:14veAne very dominant hand and the other han4's
virtually u,..eleS4s4g They ,obviously haven't changed, any
diapers or played a piano, or strummed a cluitar, or typed
or any of these other things that require cooperation".
between, hands. a

'r.

a.
iNo.

This is what r think a cumulatme fo_lder for a
secondary handicapp.eci child should lock like. On the fly
sheet you'll see what.:;ia$ been administered to this child
and what has been done. I 'took this out'of the case file,
but I've changed it." The front page includes the vocational
write-up. I want them'tb know low interest as well aehigh
interest. I remeMberAtiis particular kid; Lookat his
interest on the front page. He had 100% interest in animal
care. His: tecond.,interest is patient care, his ,third is
horticulture, and then store-room messenger._ In an
interview we asked thisipartictilar,k+di "You'd yOu work TH'"::

outside' allzof he-time?' He said-no. "Would you work
where you glot.to do the, Same thing.,' everyday ?" He said nog y`
"W oUld you take a job wtiOreyou have' to work by yourself?i
No:. " Would you take a job where you, have tb cis heavy
lifting ?" Nk. Where would yoU reconMend,that we job train-
hiR, bated dlif what Vve told you right- quick?

Audience:,; With a veterinarian.

Pendle*: And he worked beautifully- ';vet4s' pr
of him. He's going, to graduate this time ands y
vet. The only thing wrong- with tht kid is thife.Me'S. getting
too important, he's getting over educat.nearly to the
point that I'd believe he'd do brain surgery if he'd just.
get a dog,to lay still long enough. We may have. .
overtrained him. He's having a little trouble keeping the
pauper prospectivr. He doesn't understand that he's not
yet an assistant vet.

When I started doing evaluations, it took me a day for
each one and-a day to write one up. Obvjously that was too
Tonga So we _started taking them in multiples of foati
Testing four idirldren starting at 9:00, II can, be through I
by 1:30, 2:00 at the outside. 'I have my write-ups typed',
so' that all I have to do is fill in the blanks ancthe

fx
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secretary knows enough about me to'know what I'm saying,
and we have our write-ups d41p.at.the end of the day.

Throughout the test, I ask thes6ids, "If you could
do anything in this world you wanted to do, what would you
do?" There's 44,000 jobs in Texas. You're going to find
that most of the people we work with can only name you ten
or twelve, because those are what relatives andkfriends
are doing. More than likely;'this job ittt the would be,
better at than anyone else in the world,Ond wduld rather
do, they don't even know existS, becauSe ohfcareer
investigation or job exploration/is no,t good enough to
expose these people to' enough jobs a.

Start with the Neale Pegboard. the instructions are to
pick these pegs up one at a time. I'm going to be°1ooking

JYAlli'see ifou use this finger, this finger, these -rimers,
if you go directly into the hole, if you get, overheated
andzhave to feel and bunt to the hole. I want to knbw bow
matare you are, vocationally. How well does you right hand
work? You do this three at. 30 second intervals.

l'Aga , .you tell them to.pio up pegs one at a time. Now if
.the kid cheats every time your head's turned picking up
three.° "four of these,-Jou call his hand on it and set on
him pre ty firm. If he'll cheat on this, he'll,cheat,on
the job. He needs some behavior modificeto-on.

..41166-
1

At he end of each one-of these profile sheets, we have
,a place o put notes. I'll 'get behind this trunk with the
lid raised up and keep-notes on that dude. I don't ever let:
WSee m4Peeping. notes, because he's going lo tell all of
the intimate gory :ietails of

%ii hale life,and his personal

pat kid's-confidence, you've To t it.

111,ife but he won't `want me 111a b 'm g it. If you ever betray

I dear19 love to dothe.,eValuattons, t:I hate to write
them up. So,'beCaust LArnow: that I'prova inats, I have_ =,.

now trained myself to do ii ,eight away. i is the way I
keeps up with the'childrenc.-but,as I am givinn the'test cir_
as we're- siting over coke or coffee; they'll tel me -at
of thin' ut their-personal,habits, their personal V
their family; I'll make notes. I don't always put them o,

the write-up, but I'll make a et of notes on the side. ,..

plan, if they don'-tliev4.the to -recorder ewnning, 'I will

When we go back t6 committe--'& meetings with a vocational

tell them the things that, I found out about the child (but
you'll never write tne4,v-Qicational plan that this boy's
smother is_a bootlegg'fqg-prostitute!).

t
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Anyway, you go back to the left hand,on this board,
see how many pegs they can get in 30 seconds and you do
that in three tries. Then you do it with both hands at
the same time. The fourth find final thing, done in 60
second intervals is to pick up in order a peg, a washer;
a collar, and a washer. ,You're going to have to take the
chilcPs hand' yours to show him. He's going to have tb'

ld some of these until he learns' how to build them, the 10..
yo go'back and let him do it on his own. Then when you're
through you'll t4 e a profile sheet, and show the child
exactly where he' toOd and what he's got to do to correct it

Now, I can tell you some things to do in the home; in
the resource room or in P. E. to correct these Aeficits.
Everytime yoAet a chance to do something with your hands,
do it: Squeeze a jOrt rubber ball, punch a bag, juggle rocks
from'the yard, type,on a typewriter, or play a piano, strum
a guitar,-dribble a basketball, do it, and rise both hands.
None of these things cost money. Get pn o4d engine or motor
steam clean it,,put it in the classroom,and take it apart
and put it together. The very population of kids that are
needing t greatest physical education are geltin the
least, so I quit trying to fight the elements and arced
trying to breed a concept in the resource room 0- 111 do
the same thing. When we finish up an evaluation, rite a
plaNfor the home, the school and the job. We call the
parents and say, "This is wha,t you'yefigot to do to help us
help your. Oild, because his hands aletnot saleable Al. this
time I'doet want him sitting his feet pnder your table
the rest of ''s life; I wantihim out on his own. This is
what he can but you. are going - to have to help us.
You're,,gang to have to give him defihit y es and,

:-1Ahresponsibrilities with reward and purr 4 ensurate,"
1Pr

One_of the picui-e interest inve s Be4er's
Reading-Free. This is what it looks likd. o,u,g4 dowW.

through your answer sheet. The first lady 4g'wor1 i*in
laundry, the second is repairing a chair, the third is a
mail clerk: WhichkeathAse jobswould you rather do?

You go-:to Ihe next page, next picture, and when you get
through then'you plot the scores. Now these are such that
the child cannot load it on you Now when you put it over
the profile sheet it's going to show you that there were 15
pictwes in patient chre and they picked 14 of them. You've

got f6 percentile it out This is probably their number
one interest. What areas did they have no iciatvrest in?
You also plot that.
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I am real, real, particular about getting an interest.
There's no way I'm going to play God to``' kid by saying,
"You look like you'd make a welder" and at 18 put him on a
job and find that it literally blows his mind and he feels
like he's hung there for the next 47 years of his life. ckl?

He's got to have an out That's whyl use a. job sample.'-
We spent six months training ekid"to be a wider. He was
good. I took him to my farm and started hini$ He built a
feed trough and sold it,and he got a job., They set him on
a little stool with a. big tank and a jib and he sat therq
eight hours every day welding. It blew that kid's mind.
He couldn't take it, so we had to find him another job.
Had we put the boy on a job sampling situation, we would
have saved six months of our time and his time. We should r
have tried him b5fote we trained hint

I think it's time to go. If I can help any of you.,
holler; I dearly love to work with these kids.

yn



DON'T JUDGE A PERSON BY A LABEL:
ATTITUDES TOWARD DISADVANTAGED.

MEXICAN AMERICAN STUDENTS

Olivia Rivas

"It 1,1infortUnate > t we have to Uii all
Of1011Ae label_ They probably have hurt
minority children more than anyone else,
because in the pa and evenCtoday, people

,form stereotypadltages."

I'm from -Brownsville, Te-ias, and we are lamely
Mexican4American. 'WewheVe elot of students coming from
Mexico this year.. DisadVantaged students can be found
everywherei, They aren't,netessarily Plexican-American
students." They can be Black Americans,4inglo Ateric ne5
they can be handicapped individuals. "DIsada
such a broad title.-4*student can liedts,adv
because of a minority-- g roup membership or'Pbe
actual physical disadvantage, and this all
a :lot of pebpre.

-

When i tel teachers that .they are going tig get
disadvantaged students in their classroom, they get very
uptight. If,I go to my Auto Mechanici, teacher and say,
"You-ire,p.ing to get a special eduCation student who has
e ea rn 19 ed sabi 1 i ty , aphasia, and he can't communicate
well because he has a limited vocabulary," the teacher
gets pretty gptight and says, "Well, how do I help him?"
When I say; "You're going to get a disadvantaged Mexican-
American student.," thatebrings same uneity feelings, too.
They have some preconceived idees-a$, t6'WhaeMexican-
Iterican students are like. But when-I add the

tle,"disadvantaged, Mexican-American, lea=rning disabled
_student," that re lly overwhelh them. They feel very

threatened about it. They say, "Well, I can't work with

Olivia_ Ri vas

works, as a
Vocational
Countelor
in the Rio
Grande Valley.
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special 0.01.4eatt00:#Udent Lhaveet been trained; And I :

. . ___, --- 1--- - - ---'
have never lexican,AmerUanstudents; They re probably

., . _migrant-rant_wor -,,A nowilow_tcread or write
in.Engltsh.. ,,, _MO 4,9 te?:.4 can't do it;" ..:i

.irf
Its mn Se,all of those

labels. I'm tic ecaUsg .think
they're necessarY, o labels
there are disadvah Ouija,
minority children me one 'else:, beteqs64PP the
past and even-today. rm'stereotyped images in
their minds. For exam p en you say "disadvantaged" you
think of someone on foo s, or someone who doesn't want

work. You have miscog epti s that may or may not he
r e, because 'you .genera- ize.yOur misconceptions. By the

time the student comes into our classrocm, hes.s got to
fit some preconceived ideas as to what he can do and what
he can't.

Of the popular misconceptions that people have of
disadvantaged Mexican-Americans, probably the one that seems
to bother me the most is that Mexican=American students
Rannot learn because they are_bilingual. How many of you
have heard this? I heard it last week with my.own little
girl who's in the first grade. She's in the,fyst grade,
and she doesn't speak a word of Spanish. Wspeak English
to her at home.- But her elementary teacher-believes that'
because she is Mexican-American, she is' bound to be
bilingu sb,she is going to have problems in school.

cAccordinTtourrent,misconCeptions, if students are
bilingual, they're cOnfused because they're learning two
languages. And yet, for every study that says bilingual
children grow up confused,-there is another study that-says
they do Rot. We do indlviadal staents harm when we force
.them to it our conceptions of a large group.

Another popular misconception is that parents of
disadvantaged students amnot interested in their children's
school. There'are'quite7 few parents to whom we Write
letters, who never come up, who never find out what thef_
Children are doing. So we say, "Well, parents of
0sadvantaged students are not interested in their school."
ie tend to generalize, and that hurts certain students a

q_lot, because their parents do care and do want to come to
school.

Audience: Do you getleany parents of disadvantaged
children who come up to the school?'



Jr
Rivas: LWell, we get ome. We get one group who is

really enthdtiasfic about education! -"This is the key to
successithey say. "Withou)t it 'you're not going to get
ahead. By God; yog're going it if it kills you."
Then, particmially among the more recent immigrants, we
find the attlitude that education i a frivolous thing that
isn't needetby.,girls (although this attitude isn't as

lOrevalent noViS it was eighteen years ago). When yogoo
to these parents and say, "Your daughter is not doinoV4ill
in school , 406's not passing the test," their question is,
"Weal, why' "she even have to take it?"

So you take each 'case on an individual basis. "Yes,
this student is 'going to. have problems being bilingual."
"No, this paicular- student is not going to have problems."
"Yes, .this ones parents care." "No, ttlis one's parents
,don't ,care." I tell counselors to try not to generalize.
You need to develop an awareness,.a sensitivity
for the group that they come fran, and_yet treat each one
individually, and this ts very difficult. I wish' we could
describe a student's problem, describe what extra help that
student will need, without using any labels.

Audience: Let me:tel how we've done that. We have
more dr' less abolished, except in special cases, our
referral program. We've encouraged our teachers to develop
a plan or each child. If that child's plan happens M be
in the area of special education, then it is the special
teacher assigned to tivt cluster,wheprovides for unique
needs while the other needs are' taken care,of withfh
confines of the cluster itself. Thu,s,ithe c4asseod6-teAcher
still retains privacy for the' entire education prOgram
itself, anthspecUlized help is,:feouired to coma into tiht
dust& ah4.work withiA it so at,each child receives4
basically the Same treatment; _sue tentionf The ,

treatment will vary dependiK the ividual

DON'T JUDGE A PERSON BY A, LABEL 291 1

Riva I wish 'we couid do _t, ar'6,1. Connir0 from'
a school 'strict that you.

.
Ituk wo !gyp a 'better

approach since we ti e%So- y imxi.su (n, . I am an ,

advocate for takin the in ividual ant ..1.put what

that student's p articular needs are. tel we get
. some dVte'as at thg Issues

Panel 'this morning, how to streamline the reffrraT process
..of the ARD committee meetings. Mr. Mcbani.1 answered that
he didn't sees how- itipuld be dope. It had to come from ..

us, fOcifn the local levee). 1

s .. L4 1

,.\ j0
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Let me give -you an example of something thathappened
earlier this ye r; I had a student come -in at the beginning
of the year He said he wanted to drop out of school: He_

was very upset; -: e didn't like his program;: He didn't_like
what he wasdoingi_and he had a 1pt of troublv, I found out
that he was'not happy with -his schedule; Hid= counselor

had given him:colTege-bound_classesi.and:he!was:having a
very difficult time.in coi)ege-bound English? Chemistry
and Algebra; He told me that he'had wanted to get into :

Appliance Repair but was unable to at the beginning :Of the
year His brother had been in Appliance Repel 4 as now
Working at Montgomery Ward and doing very wel el said,
"Well, fine; _Let me,checkyour reciird and Al- and

see if-I can't change youtschedule.,": I w -,,.he
Appliance Repair teacher1 7add said that I ha student with
a specie) _kind -of em, who needed some help;±"It't a
migrant student- --8 and only in the_tenth:grade."
And the appllanc:- r said, "Okay, I hav*0 for
someone.,"

N.-Swir;

Meanwhile:hi
?t-;!,

egebdund English teacher had noticed
,

hevasn't,passing in the classroom, and referred him for_
sge.dal eludation. Well, they sent the_-letter home to give
theAgrentsi because.as you know, parents havelto approve _

teterfig;- The_parents_never sighed the_letter,:never returned
it Two or three_weeks later-he came by and said, "When am
,I going to get -into 'your program?" Well, I couldn't do
anything forihim anymore because_the referral process had
started and I_could not_change his schedule until that
ommittee said_whatto do with it: If the referral hadn't
gone through, I probably could have done it.

About a month or two passed and he was still not in
the program, still failing.4:So, I called him down and
Said, "What's the matter? Why haven't-Air parents sent
the letter back ? " ?He said ."Well my father didn't
Understand the letter:" Now, even thmigh ttieletter went
home in both. English and Spanish, it.was written in such.
correct Spanish that the parents.didn't understand it PCS
not written in what we would call =local language The boy
said, "My father read. the letter; but the_only'thing he-
Understood was,that I couldn't learn and there's something
wrong with my head; and my father won't leteme test' it;''
I said, 'No, we're not sayingihere's something wrong with
youread;- we -just want to do some achievementotesting to
find out: what kind of special help you need; Ask your
father to come and see me and I'll explain'ititohim." _So,
the father came'and I explained what the special:education
referral process was I said; "We're saying he haS a_
learning problem;=he:vot.doing well, because sometfiing AS
.

. .
.
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wrong', andiwe're trying to find ou -needs help."
And he said, "You're trying to tell is crazy,
and.that_he-ip-going to take psycholo .;,,,,, . and 'that
you are going to send him away to a4o ." T -t's how
he interpreted everything / said, and all the lett- had
said!

The father finally said, "If you'll give me your, word
that you are not going to put tubes,:iiito/Ois hedd and ar
not going to send him to a hospilal, I'll sign the pailee:
I'll take your word. You don't have to explain anything.
And he,finally signed the paper, and the student went
through the referral committee. His problem 19What he
needed glasses, and that he didn't belbng in Arctrilege=boun'd
program, and, that he should go into AppliancdReflair.

% 0
But all mthat'had taken three months! By this time it

was ear* March and.the applia'ce repair teacher said it
was too late for hiM to come into his classroom. In all .

that_red tape and in all the system, the,individual stude
got left out. The whole problem had been a lack of
communication. And we seem to forget that these students
come with different values and different cuiti&es

'Audlence:i.Speaki4of that, do,you find it very
pre4lent in yo6r-part of the Country that se rely arded
Mexftan=American children tend to be-closete rom the
general public because it is a threat'to the fa
machismo?

\

Rivas: :Yes, it is. Children are either "loeo" or
"normal." There's nothing_in between, no degree of
handicapping conditions. "SO, therefore,....we either kehp/-
children hidden-or bring them.out. This-is prevalent and
_it's very, very hard to reach ;tie children. It's very-hard
to' understand.

1Culture'44 arbig effect on- our lives. .It's not just
with Mexica ;AMer(cans, it's with blacks ^nd an los, tob.

1:14

The disa_ an aged have a culture of _their own. .Klhere are ii
many_super itious beliefs. Ther,g4s a ist of the
school arid a fear of being "found out anciel, dd.

Let me mention some things before I run o t of time.
These are, some of the.common characteristics th t Mexican-
American students exhibit in a vocational program or a
special educationprogram

1. Short attention span;*

.

Limited reading and writing akeitity;
ftf,

9

.1

4
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3. Limited self direction (structure). Many of the
students become confused- when they get-into an
L/LD class or a vocational program away from the
regular classroom, because of the lack of
structure or order; Therefore, you have to have
some strict, firm, but necessary rules in working'
with the students.

'Poor learner self-concept and fear of failure.
Notice I said poor learner self-concept. Many of
'them have a good seTT=E6FEept once they get out of
that. schopl'room.

-

. Low levels pf aspirations.

Pik

,
1 0, D.
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MAINSTREAMING THE HANDICAPPED WHILE MAINTAINkNG SANITY

Chr.issy Rydman

"If we just take. the- ti your student,
this is what she can do . s n help her, .
this is how she can hel odr clots more.,of our-
placeinents would -Work:"

,
I'th going to start today Kithmainstreaming. Dr-

Marc Hull said yesterday that, mainstreaming a , ,

very good for some people?, and'rry very bad. for. .*-.i.
i.other peopl e. ,. .

z.

Some itudents need some self-eontaine -classes_ to
all back on 'for self aOreservation- Some' . theie. kidCV

will never be fli the real world., 3,9 "force -6

k
to go -1,11'

thr6gh mainstreaMing is not justifiable. It.!1,not their
leait'reitrictive environment. You'definitelk hove to
look.at mainstreaming very, yery individually,

hove;

don!t wont to, defeat its whole 'purpose.' . _

W- boy,et. me tell you about itAuldri Alegi c boy,
down

Whow's
paralYze'd froM.his neck own.,11ben- be was_ 10 years oldl
he was::011-ying army with his brothers, and with real gwi%,,
unfortunately: One of theni went off and shot him in the ,

neck and he was paralyzed from his neck down. 'At our t.

school, we had him in a Aelf7Rcontained class, but for
a 15 year-old, he,was very intelligent. We- onldi
get the regular high sdhool to tia4
the personal _care he recired..' Fi 11 142
came out, We mOinstrealned hinel o" ollin---..
I was .determikeAlpthif Roger* ing
lunch room_like,ever74 y, pt it go4 tit w
he wouldn't eat anynoreok One o . his reallr.good frien

*Name _changed

Ghrtssy Rydman
1s511 special
education ,coun-
selo for-Dallas
Indefienderit
ScIrol District.
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who had been in a wheelchair from birth came to me and
Said, "Chrissy, you've got to remember that Roger is not
like me. I've always been in a wheelchair so I can cope
With it much better. He can remember what it's like to run
and to Walk' and to do the things that he can't do now. It's

harder for. him."

She really woke me up to the.problems mainstreaming can
sometimes cause. I'm the counselor and here was this student
telling me something _I should have seen. She suggested,
"Let him come into the lunch room twenty minutes early and
feed himself, and then he can stay for the social part of the
lunchroom. But don't make -him embarrass himself." Now he's
coming to school,.he's doing great.in his academic courses,
he's just fine. It-was little things like that which would
have ruined mainstreaming for him.

Annther problem was that when we mainstreamed all the
students, we didn't_prepare anybody, principals, administra7
tors, teachers, or the regular kids' who were going to have
them_in their classes, or the janitors.or the people-in the
lunchroom, or the bUs drivers. It is really very.easy for
any of you to adapt yourselves to a handicap, but you have
to experience the handicap; You have to put yourself in
that handicap and try to be the student. Teachers need to .

be in a wheelchair for a while; or in a job blindfolded.

Also; before you -even start to put handicapped students
invocational training you need to do aistddy_on who will
hire them. While your task is doing this study, teachers
need to be in the classrooms; rathbrithan_at meetings
talking about what they're going to do. They need to he_
with students so they can see what. those StUdentS are -like,
so they can 0 back to whatever job hey're representing
and say,- "Fee, a deaf student could do this, a student-in
a wheelchair could do this. a blind student could dO
and then sUggest the right training.

.-To get our school prepared for mainstreaming, we have
a handicapped awareness day. Everybody picks a handicap to
haie'at least one day. Having_a handicap for one day is
such a small thing. but it really puts things in perspective

more. Once when a student was sorting somethings for a'
vocational assessment I couldn't understand why the student
in a wheelchair was having- trouble. I was sitting down and
I_could see it! When I_got in a wheelchair I was, at a_
different_angle to the table,''so understood. why he couldn't

see everything.

School districts need to start having workshops for the
regular students Who are already in,the classrooms. They're

curious. They've never seen kids like that. They want to

2g9
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ask questions but don't know how to ask or what to ask.
They often_tease or make fun or mimic just because of
their questions. We had a blind student and I saw three
students_in-the corner of the auditorium walking around
With their hands out; pretending they had a-rane out in
front of them. A just went over and said, "You kids
don't know how valuable it is for that person to tap.
his cane and find out what's in front of him." It's

amazing how fast a little' bit of awareness helps these
students become more sensitive. Even the custbdians and
the, people in the lunchrooms are glad to:know where to
set the plates so the kids can reach them; to know how
to help them in the bathrooms how to help them get.on J.:
the buses.

jnservice doesn't need to tale along time. For one

;g

student, y u can do,it.in 30 minutes'. "This is what' he
student c- do, this is what he needs; this is how he
feels, th S is -how you deal_with.him."_ But if you do:
inservice for group of teachers who don't know which
student you're talking about, your information has to be
very general. When a specific student is coming into
your program,-.you can gothrough some ery_practical
inservice. We:had a fUnctional ability chart on every .

student. We would list how long it took each to_malk
30 feet on crutches or how long it took them to push
their wheelchair; if they needed help carrying their
lunch trays at lunch-, or if they needed little_helpt'
(some of the muscular'dystrophy kids can't pus their:

eye glasses up on-their nose). When that studebtWAlked
Into a classroom the teacher had all that information
available.

_I'd like to be as specific asAcani_soA will give
you -some examples of the modifications we've made for
students. One .of our students -with cerebral palsy spends.
half'of her day in regularacademics; and the other half
in a VEH* businest typing class. When she entered' the

class it was really -too much-for her. SO rather than
just leaving thit_student in:the class; the resource
teacher sent an aide With the student. For the first
three, or :-four weeks;_ the aide would stay with her for an
;hour. After. about three. weeks Lindsey+ fit right into

the.program. The aide really helped the teacher, too,
learn_about working with Lindsey and understanding her
speech.

'Another:Cerebral palsy girl falls all of.the time.
Her teacher is always wanting to pick her up. He hasn't

*Vocational Education for the Handicapped_
+Name changed.
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Worked with_them before. He finds one of the hardest things

for him t learn is to let them'help themselves. Learning

this take a long, time and you'll feel guilty about it, but

you'll ge used to it. They want to do itthemselves,,and

if they d nq do it themselves they'll never be able to be

employabl .

Unlik LindSey's class, my next example involves a,

regular hi' iness=math class. One of our students has

muscular 'd strophy and was mainstreamed intothis class.

There't niothing wrong with Peter* except that he has muscular

dystrophy; He_can write and do everything at the same speed

as everybody else. But you wouldn't believe what we had to

go through to get him in that class. Now that hes in, he's

shown how well he fits in. He didn't even need an aide.

The only thing he needs is somebody to push his wheelchair

and that thingbe one of the.other students. The only change

made for_hiaS program is thatlie has to leave class five_

minutes lat or five minutes early and that was no problem.,

Some ac ivities you could use for raising the awareness

of teachers nd students include:

Giving them some IQ tests that take for granted

physical abilities. This helps show people: that

even' when physically disabled students test out
as- retarded, -they aren't necessarily.

Simulating handicaps. PeoPle know so little about

being deaf or blind or in a wheelchair. They

donft.know hOw,to start conversations with these
students, when to help, how to be friends.

(3) Asking impaired students to talk to regular kids,

to tell about having the handicap.

-

(4) Doing Something with the Paent/Teacher Association
We even hired babysitters and got transportation

so parents would come.

(1)

(2)

_

I've been talking about several physical dTsabilities,

but would like to go through a brief definition for each

one: what they are,'how people get them
,

I'll start with spina bifida, which occurs when the

vertebrae don't close. This condition starts at birth.

Part of the spinal column protrudes: The size of the lesion

determines the amount of paralysis. Everyone with spipa

bifida is incontinent, which means they have no bladder or
I it

*Name changed.
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bowel 'control; This resents a problem concerning
teachers.' attitudes but recent medical advances are
improving things for the Students.

You'll be seeing.a lot more students with muscular
dystrophy; :.Usually this condition occurs in boys. They
seem normal until they're three or four years old. They
have started running; walking; playing; and then suddenly
they start falling; Duchenne is the most coMmon: muscular
dystrophy; it is always terminal; causing death between
the:ages of 18 and 30._ Basically; muscles atrophy;: :After
kids start falling; -then they reach a point where they
have to walk on crutches and wear, leg bracesi And_then
they're'-in a wheelchair; then they can't push_theirown
wheelchair anymore; and then they can't even lift_their
arms up to scratch their nose. Jhey_usually die from
:some other- minor problemi'like a cold; because complica-
.tions_set No. Muscular dystrophistudents-Ate:Often very
bright; pecause they spend so'_Muth time in a7wheelchair
reAding.'.An-extremely difficultaspect'of_tecondary
edutation for the students and their families_is_deciding
which direction to go.: Because they are terminali_and
because they know it; it becomes' very hardAo think about.

Audience: Is it alWays terminal?

Rydman: Always.

Audience:. And you say this always happens.in males?

. Rydthan:- Almost-exclusively. Only about ope out of
two million females have the Duchenne form'of
muscular dystrophy. Females can have other. types -of

'muscular-dystrophy.

_Don't get multiple'sclerosis and muscular dystrophy
mixed up. Multiple sclerosik is the crippler of young
adultsi_and muscular dystrophy cripples children. Mutiple
sclerosis_happens to both males and females. Cerebral
palsy; .which'is. the handicap_ you're going to see most
often;_can happen before birth, it tan happen due to
lack of_oxygen during birth; or it can happen in a car
accident when yoU're25 years old." One student* we have-
rightnow.in the building and grounds maintenance cluster
had an accident last year on a Motorcycle; He has almost

no- speech. These are the students hardest to dealmith.
Andy* already had hits vocational career planned out
beforeithe accident. He was going to be &motorcycle
mechanic and he was going to face motorcycles; Row he

As disabled. It's, not-just putting them in something

*Name changed.
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they're interested in, it's a whole counseling process.

Just a few explanations like these'that I hale given
you could help prepare teachers immensely. This is especially
true at the ARD* Meeting when the IEP is written. If we
just take the time to say, "This is your student, this is
what she can do, this is how you can-help her, this is how
she can help in your classroom," more of our placements
would work.

Audience: Aren't students brought_ up before a.
vocational committee before they're admitted into vocational
educption?

Rydman: 'Yes, but often a placement is just decided,
rather than having a long discussion with parents, vocational
teachers, and the student. When it's the beginning of the
quarter, it's easy to decide that now is the right time to
start a student. But you just'canrirush things with
physically handicapped students.

Without the right preparation, there goes our personal
relations. That teacher goes to all theother teachers
and says, "You wouldn't believe what they did to me today!"
It ruins the.whole system. You have to have positive
things going through. If you get.a*good. placement and get
the positive feedback through one teacher, the other
teachers are going to be'more acceptable to having handi-
capped students.

)

A few words on the IEP. In order to get everybody
required by 94-142 at the meetings we have to have somebody
from the home school, a counselor, a regular teacher; some-
body from vocational education downtown; an adMinistrator,
-from our school, 'a counselor from our school, a teacher from'
our school, and a parent. We also like to include the
student. Well, in comes the student to-see:all these adults
sitting around talking. Wow! So there's an educational
process that you have to go through with the students:
'What we're going to do in this meeting today is.talk about
your career goals." If the student wants to help, then
good. But.be prepared for this. Students and parents have
different vocational goals:, Do' some. counseling with the
student before you sitdown to write that IEP.

Audience; How specific areyour goals in theIEP?

Rydman.: Our long-term goals are very general. Our
short-term goals are very specific._ An example: in the
buildings and grounds maintenance' cluster, John will be able

*Admissions, Review, and Dismissal Committee
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to use and identify Th la nmower, the electric scissors:

Audience: Do4ou inc ude regular education
objectives and goals?

Rydman: Yes, but the are prepared in conjunction
with vocdtional goals. Fo example, we give them a
vocabulary list.

YOu- know, the IEP can e anextremely beneficial
tool. This year, with the rogram just beginning, we
had trouble getting through an IEP for all the:students,
so some didn't have any. Wien we finally did, they had
missed pia on. a lot. I can't really saythere's an easy
way,-to do them effectively. Right now we're trying to
make the process a little 'le s time c_ onsuming. First,
the vocational teacher makes up a vocabulary list for the,
academics teachers, so that he student's math and
Oading can relate to the vo atjonal trainitg. Then we
all sit down and have the ARi meeting'and_we do a lot of
discussipn and talk over wha 'will probably appear on
the IEP. We started trying o write the IEP at the
initial ARD meeting,-but it idn't work: With all those
seven different people there were too many ideas. So we
just had one person take-not s from everybody (usually
me). After the ARD meeting would look at what_every-
body,said and try to make on IEP out of Then I
would pass that around to ev rybody else. If it was okay,
then they would sign it.

It's ridiculous to keep having meetings. If you
can take the notes at that initial meeting, when you'put
it all down in writing, then all those people that had an
input can decide whether that was what they said,
whether it coincides with what their goals were.

Audience: How do you write a valid, IEP at the
initial ARD committee meeting without knowing the student?

Rydman: You can't.' That's another problem. Here's
a student we don't know frbm Adam, and we are supposed to
write an IEP. You just can't write a worthwhile IEP on
somebody who just walked into a school. I know 94=142
says that you have to; but it's not going to do any good
for anybody. That's why at my school, we discuss the

. student's test results and any vocational assessment
done on the student. Then two or three weeks later I
take the IEP around to everyone. Since by now they've
shad a chance to have the student in their classes,'to
talk to them, they can better evalAte the IEP,

The whole placement process is really important.
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know it.sounds like there are a lot of problems, and there

really are But with the right preparations the whole
thing can work really wT, It is for us in ballas!

eT.
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Al Sullivan

"It seems to me that the fundamental act of teaching is
giving frustrati6n-in manageable dosages."'

I'mAoing to talk about what I c double exposure,
issues-related to the trainin and employment of,
handicapped minority youths;-11 say exposed because they
get a double dose.of Sfiginai.being both handicapped and
minority; A third exposure comes from just being youth
in the United States; V

Actually; I would like to look at four different
levels of exposur The first is exposure to schools;'
I'd like for yo just to -dream with me a little bit, beck-
to that_partic .ar_time when you were just getting ready
far school; That's five or six years old depending on
what7state-you_Were in Big people started to ask you
questions; sometime near.the:end of July; "Do you think.
you'll .like school?" Now justthiiik about that and think
about kids; . Usuallyiltttle kids know-that when -big folks
as them - questions; especially questions like_tivet.; they
have a. hidden agenda;. There's something about school -.
that you're not supposed. to like:or big folks=would never
ask about iti:so.you_have a whole bunch-.of-little kids_

-shrugging_theirishoulders; That's the best thing to do
when you_don't know the answer to the ques4on. or you don
want to answer --you:just:_shrug:yourishoulders.; .4japt're
hoping that you'll. like school_;. but big. folks woullMt

--_Ask_that question.unlesi_there_was something. about:school
that youweren't supposed to like That_quesiioh'tself;
To_yoU_think you'll like sehool,',! produces fr ration
in little Kidt; 4-

Al Sullivan is
Deputy Associate
Superintendent
for the Dallas
Independent School
District.
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,

Then the next .king you, do is get your school clothes.
You go_doWnito=Penney's or SeOrs, or Montgomery Wards with
mommy and little _kids don't like to go shopping with mommy,
because mommy seems to pinch you_in pTaces..that_you don't.

_like to be pinched in. Just in getting their school clothes
little kids are frustrated. Thenjt's. time to get.your._
school shoes; You go into a school shoe stored and there's
so many kids that you have to take a humber.., It takes 45
minutes just to get waited on; You can always. tell if a

f Child likes shoes if..they ask.to wear them home. Now you
see.a whole lot of school shoes being brought home.in a box,
so that tells -you. about what kids think:Atout_school shoes.
,So there's all thosequestiontand getting those -clothes and
shoes; .. Okay, then_they take you_up_to. kindergarten round-
up. and IgetiyOurschool shot. It's frustrating. I didn't
know anything about state lawi I couldn't read anything. _All
I knew is_there's something about this school thing that
wasn't to

0

Now, I also knew, my'older brother had to do something
called homework tHht he brought home from school. We used
to li ten to the radio, the Lohe Ranger, the Green Hornet,
and could just sit and listen but he had to leave and do
some ing they called homework that came from school. I-

didn't know anything about school, but there was something
about that homework that didn't seemstoo appealing.

d

So the magic day,c6mes. Just, before I go out,the dOor
my mother comes tp me and-says, to not get your school..,
clothes messed up. Do you understand' I said, 'Yes; mom.41
She said, "When you come hope frOFLschool you change your
school clothes. Do you understantIV-%1 aid,."Yes mom."
"When you come home, bring home ae nd coat. Do you
understand?" "YeS, mom." "You it o what the teacher*:
say, and do as you're told. Do yOu erstand?" "Yes,
mommy." L.

My kihdergarten teacher's name Ullivan and
my mommy's name was Mrs. Sulliva0F.,.'^fhp ook pictures of
every_child when they came up at kindergarten round-up. So

'when Ii came up, the teacher.cani Ou r.the door and 'she knew

\s
my name. "Hi, Allen;"how are you'r-.,-'n yournew teacher,
I'm Mrs. Sullivan. I'm going to be j- t like your mommy,."
I'm kind.of checking my mother; she's black and my teacher;
she't white. -My mother says pay attention to her, that was
instruction number four. I. wanted to,ask her, "How are you
going to be like my mommy?" 'I didn't knOWwhat was going
on So my mom says; "You can go with the teacher now." So
I kind of hold my mommy's-hand a little tighter; and she 7'

says, "No, go with the.teather now:" Think about that
symbolic interaction. I've been with mommy for five years - ,

and now, all of a sudden, she's giving me up and i'cant
---.
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understand why: But I take this teacher's hand reluctantly
and my mother walks down to the car. She takes out tile
handkerchief and starts to wipe her eyes, and I wanted to
break loose and say, "Mommy, don't cry. I'll stay with you.
-I don't want to stay here anyway."

All I'm really saying to you is,that :schools. by their
very nature, from the beginning to the end are frustration-
producing to all children. -Jyst as soon as-my mother takes
off around the corridor, the teacher saysi,"Take your hat
and coat-nd put it 'up on that hook." Now the hook is .'
outside the classroom. Instruction number three was:
come home with A hat and coat. Now I,know,that the
probability of my hat and coat beinginissing increases
with my inability to keep. my eye on know that.
Instruction- number four: says -pay attention_tofthe teacher,
so I put it up on the hook reluctantly: And:I. get ready
to go into the door-and I find out that I not only have a
new mommy.. but I have new brothers and sisters and the new
brothers 'say; "You have to share." Now. I said I had_an -
older brother. Sharing doesn't happen with older brothers,
because any time there's trouble the bigger one gets in
trouble because he should have known better. So, you don't
have to share when you're the youngest of the,two. And
so; when I began to look at new brothers and sistert; I

couldn't scream, couldn't shout; couldn't cry,couldn't
yell; couldn't -run around; had to do as I was told when
I was told; had to ask permission to go to the bathroom
All these rules don't make ;sense to me:

-Then they sit me down and they want-to teach me how to"
cut paper; Every kindergarten teacher is right handed; but
just suppose you're left-handed: Then your're in-all kinds
of trouble; And just think about these little muscles
trying to -get coordinated with all those expectations of
school. It's frustrating;

-Then_Ws time to socialize; They tell us to hold
.handS, and all circle around the piano, and:tit on the floor.:
But mommy told me, instruction numberone. doet get my
school clothes messed up. The floor's'Orty; they didn't
have rugs -and allAhat stuff in the good old days, tSome
Of- those instructiont I-pally:competed:with what I was being

homei_and it was prodliting4frutration. If you
really check it out.. when you givelids tgst%,, you're_;_
trying to give -them a test_to_findoiout what fhey don't know;
not what they:do know. 'AndTight in.the test it says we're
testing for the child's_frustrationJolerance. So in
essence, the very act;of teaching kids what they don't know.
when they don't know what they dOn't.know, and they're not
supposedito-know.,isfrustratIOn. Learning, by its very:

-nature..is frustration-producing. It seems to me that the
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fundamental act of teaching is giving frustration in
.manageable dosages.

Frustration is there for all kids; for:handicapped kids
it's increased: The exposureAo schools, the_exposure_to
'competition produces frustration. Report cards,the blue
jays;.the red hearts,:all,herp set up a competitive process
that; for:some,kids who cannot master_in_the'sqope and
sequence that.people expect them toi_is frustration- produc-

ing: So 4eystration or exposure to:frustration is the first
thing that all children have to -deal with.

Then there's an additi nal problem, th_SOCietal
expectatiOns of handicapped oath. Youcan look at,some of
the literature where they ha e tested counselors who ar8

supposed to be trained. They are gimeri.a.roqui.with two
chairs leanedup against the wall%'..They'are ."You're

going_to..interviewa person_thataileotic." The pers 's.

already sitting down, but the cou or can.move the'other
chair any distance that he or-she:wantS, They measure the

distance that a counselor places the chairs apart, and they

did)this with various handicaps -- epilepsy, blindness;
simulated amputation,_ deafness,.-etc. TheS, found that the

more I6verely Perceived the handicap, the farther away the
counselor Moved the chair!, They also did that with black

and white and found'out that the counselor Sat closer to the
white person and farther away fromizthe black. With the

black. interviewi the counselor_made more speech utterances
thatwere mistakes, stumbling for"'Words. They.actually

measured it on the_tape in ashorter,period during the

interview. You-had to get across _the same information in
,a shorter_period with less eye contact, more distance if

you were handicapped_or_minority folkS in that particular

process.. !I thought that was very interesting._ I think

the_same thing happens in employment=interviews; when you
begin_to look at class-instruction, or when handicapped

individuals work with their peers in any trairiig or

learning situation.

I've gond to a restaurant with a .blind person who's

treating me to lunch. 'The 'Wa4ress comes to me and asks,

"What does he want?" I say, "Ask him. Bon't,ask me, how do

I know?" He pays for the meal and she'brings. me the change.

'You see what I'm saying? There are some societal
expectations that need to be dealt with. If I had a bigger

group I'd show you how that gets oPerationalized, but let

me give you an example of what I'm talking about:. It's,

called an A over B process. is a,person or a group who

is superior and cffminant." And a is a person or4fipup who

is inferior and subdominant. For eiample, let'sut women
in the B group --subdominant, inferior., Who are- they

.

V
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subdominant to in this country? Answer what you feel most of
the people in the United States would give for an answer.
If women are in the II group, Subdominant and inferior, who
are they subdominant and inferior to? Children are sub-
dominant and inferior to adults. I'd do the same thing
with the students -- they're subdominant and inferior to
teachers. I'd put the teachers in the B groups and they're
subdominant and inferior to administratErs. I'd put the
administrators in the group and they're subdominant and
inferior to whom? To alperintendents. I'd puithe
superintendent_in the _B group -- who's he subdominant and
imferior 'to? Then I just switch a little bit and I put the
Polish in,the A group ---who:s in the B? And weswitch
from ethnic grEUps and they can't give me an answer.- I

put Italiahs and they can't give me an answer. I put
Blacks in the A group, they still can't give me an answer,
because we're Wmerican. I put Blacks in the B group and
all of a sudden folks say White ; _I put native-Americans
and Indians in the B group and all of a sudden they say
White. -I put handicapped children in the B group -- who's
in the'A group? Non-handicapped.

So we have bipolar thinking in the -United States.
That's the role that you're supposed to.play. There's a
script that goes along with it. There's a merger between
racial groups and handicapped groups in terms of how they're
treated within pur society: At one time, I lived in
Minnesota._,_ Cveryone used to tell me. this was a very liberal
state. Hubert Humphrey came from there. Mondales from
there. They don't havLany race problems there. Well, I

found out that they don4t have many black folks in,
Minnesota.- lived there for five years, andA could go for
weeks on end and not see anyone,black,except the meMbers of
Iv family. So I went to,a little shop And a little white .

girl came up and held my hand and I thought how cute this
was. As I was praising her for her virtue,-she took my
hand and she bit it: 'I said, "It's-not chocolate!" It, was

just fascinatfni tp see mommy grab the little girl and
"shhh, shhh" her right out of the Shopping center. I used
to call that the "Shhh, keep quiet".phenoMeha, you knoW..:
And ft was very interestin how that little girl learned - ti
that flesh was the same the world over,that she could
bite someone and not .say she was sorry and-thatthere's
something about the_manlhat mammy doesn't want to talk .

about. If there were-a child in'a wheelchair, that little
girl would have still been askin9 the same questions of-how,
and Why is that person differentlfrom me; arid mammy would
A ve.still said, "Shhh, 'keep qui'et." If a congenital
amputee or a seeing eye dog, or a cane came along; the little
girl would.have still been,asking the-same question and
mammy:mould have stillIbeen saying, "Shhh', quiet," like
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the differences didn't exist.

Now, we assume that it's embarrassing to the -

handicapped person. When it happened with my kid, I'd,say,

"Go ask him. If he doesn't want you to know, he'll tell
you, 'None of your damn business,' otherwise he'll tell you."
Why should we make the assumption that folks don't want to .
talk*about themselves? When-a little girl asks that
questielp in the_shopping center now I say, "No, she needs

to know." And I follow right behind them chising them
when the mother is "Shhh, shhh" running around. I'm not

-ashamed to talk about myself. If the little girl has some

questions, that's okay. I'll let my daughter bite her and
see if she's vanilla; then we'flbe even. These are some of
the-expectations- thatggo with the script.

: : NOW,':in reference to vocational_education,_we're doing
halfoUrJObSchbOls are frustrating.- ,Schools are so
.competitive nOWJhat-they don't_pay-attention to_the-i
competentiet and skills that the kids shoulChaye. _KidS

are :CoMing_oUt very incompetent ih_terTs'At'raihing:V
Handitapped individuals are jusf_gettingdoles.-on the -

pUblit rolet; racial groups aren't really_interested...: The

employment_ reality is this: There are unemployed of

all ages within the United_States. For_white youth between
the'ages-of 19 and 25, there's 12-18% unemployment._ For

black youth of thesame_age,. -.37%. In some cities, it's
as high'as 50% unemployment. -ven if your vocational program
trains you very competently; Wh t if you can't get a_jOb?
We're doing half our job if-we_g t them competent and
skillful, -but the other half is to create those societal
changes; those changes in the system.

Take Section 504, Public Law_94-142; I can predict

already that there are going_to:be_second generation
problems for_children getting_educational and_training

Opportunities, What's going to happen when these folks are
skillful and trained? _They'r goingto come intO_the.
"mainstream" of minority youth in care cities that_has_

40-50% unemployment._ Now,_what's:going_to happen_tb these_
handicapped kids that we're training?. I think -we're sitting

on a time bomb that we haven't paid much attention to.

What are the implications for non-traditional training

opportunities for kids? We have McDonalds and Burger Kings,

which all these people think provide significant training.

experiences.. But is that really what a vocation is?i Should

we not be training for more meaningful types of experiences?
What's_going to happen to this society when they'te

projecting that job opportunities are going to decrease?

They're talking right now about 35-hour work weeks so
they'll have more opportunities for jobs. What are we

3vi
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going to need no matter what?

For one thing, emery vocational training program is
,going to have a critical eounseling fgpction. It's Oing
to be.a very difficult job to motivate and-train children
or youths to look_at their vocational future when their
parents are unemployed._ It's going tote very difficult
to elicit community and parental support for extended
training opportunittes'for students using family resources
while family members are unemployed.

We can look-at programs such as CETA and VISTA, and
begth to say that handicapped children should be included
in those programs on an equitable basis. There are all,
kinds of prpgrams.for youths and for youth employment._.
This week, forexample, the'forest service is talking in
Dallas about the oppprtunities for youths in terms of
employment. In Dallas,.we employ 14,000 individuals each
year. It seems to me thWt at.least 1000 positions should
be set aside within Dallas for our own products. How can
we talk about other people employing our kids if we don't
make a commitment to-emplay them ourselves?

Another thing. In Texas; significant number of the
_jobs are gone because of the I'inclusion'of women n!the last
few ypars. There's been 1.9 millian_mgfuen included in the
job field within America itself. Some 0.4 million of
those are minority women. The whole issue of illegal
and legal-aliens taking jobs that were previously
available has treated a problem.

When I talk about women, when I talk about aliens,
both illegal and legal, I'm not setting up competing,groups.
All I'm saying is give us our quota of handicapped
individuals within any of those categories. They don't
have to-be mutually antagonistic groups.. We're not. talking
about any spetial favors; we're ayin9 include the
handicapped within that particular process.

Everywhere, especially jn Texas, people pride
themselves on a favorable business .climate. It seems to
me that we reaily need to work on getting some of these
favorable people in and having them make some very serious
commitments to handicapped youths. And I think'that the
climate is right in Texas; you just need a systematic
approach.

It.seems to me the last thing that we really need tai
deal with is the future. We're so caught up in the prase
that we forget to ask What the future holds for
handicapped kids. How do we help them deal with that?
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The kids that we're tOlking about in schools right now
will spend the essenOal portion of their life in the
twenty-first century. How can we begin to elp children
understand that society aboikt to change? How can we
begin to have folks understand that there ar not going
to be as many Sobs? 1 hav4hsome Questions about how
meaningful the jobs will be, with the increase in
technology. I go to the Safeway storemdown the street
from my house. They have a conveyor tplt now,'recently
remodeled. And you put your bread, MT1k, and bananas on
-the conveyor'belt and they go down past a little space with
a light beam. All of a, sudden, there's a little_ screen
that says bread 69t. Untouched by human hands, just press
a little foot pedal -- bread 69t, milk $1.05, bananas get
weighed and get a price.

..e'

We have the capability of giving a $10 bill to a
mi6hine that can tell if it's counterfeit better than the
cashier can, and then give you your change. We also have
the 'capability of having that same machine writing and
speaking'to us. We have a voice synthesizer that is very
clear; it slpeaks

f

to us and we can even talk back to it.

Right next dooriPin Houstob, Texas,_they're talking
..

about a space shuttle capable of interplanetary travel.
Just about a month ago we saw nictures of Jupiter. People
have already walked on- the -moon. The space ship_is headed
out to take pictures of Saturn, millions and millions of
miles away.

Right now we have the capability of-doing surgery
from here with an exact replica of a person who's in San
Francisco, and_ have_ impulses sent.to San Francisco where
the surgery will actually be done. Not only done, but done
better than the surgeonrcould do it right here, because one
of the problems a surgeon has is hand tremors,and the gloves
correct for hand tremor in San Francisco. When I left the
University of Minnesota they gave me a special number to
call, any time I wanted to dictate a letter. I'd just get

'.ion the telephone, and when I got there the letter was
sitting on my desk waiting for my signature.

Do you understand? I'm talking about reading, writing,
and arithmetic; and is that really going to be the skill
of the future? Is it the skill of the future now? Over
50% of the people get their income tax done by H &R Block or
Sears, so obviously there isn't anyone calculating. When
was the last time you looked at your little slip from the
grocery store to check on its accuracy? Everyone says that
all these skills are important; I'm !lot saying that they're
not, but once you understand the function that it serves and
once you understand what division really is, there's no
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redeeming value_to sitting down and doing division when
you have a little calculator you can pull out and do it7.
They have machines that will make themselves, and that's
going_ to go on in the future. We have all kinds of
questions about safety standards. You don't have to pay
insurance policies for machines, and I'm really sure that's
the direction we're going in!

The last thing that I need to say is the whore concept
of retardation is going to disappear. The whole concept of
speech impaired individuals is going to disappear. The
whole concept of mobility-impaired-individuals is just
going to disappear, because we're going to come up with an
alternative system for transportation._ They're already
talking about_ individual modules for transportation that
will come to your house and pick you up and take you to
another point. 'I don't think that's too far away, because
HUD has already funded some- cities to do it now. After
making some decisions, small decisions, you don't have
to think through mathematics, you don't have to thirik about
a whole lot of things. .Therefore, retardation is going to
disappear. The challenge is not only to deal with the
here and n w, in terms of the whole employment question,
but to dea with-future in terms of the way a kid's gofng
to be, an to dream a little bit, because we're going to
have to kitis really anticipate some things that are
unantici atable to us.

7\rhe7'major thing that I'm asking for_is a critical
counseling function. Usually people call upon success__
models to help motivate Black kids. I can talk_kith_kidS,
but I'm a role model only for a certain segment of ki_dS,
not for all. So it would appear to me that you would need
some folks who wanted to do someihing bUt failed:to talk
to those kids about what some realiitic impediments are.
And so I think we need to deal with how realistic our role
models are and then to actually look at graduates:from our
own programs as helpers and piers who can give kids some
feedback. Incrude some successful and unsuccessful
graduates from your program in a critical counseling, peer-
relatuLfunction. If I had anythingto say I think that
would be the most important thing. Let's remember how it
is -- the frustration; the lessons (and not just the ones
we know we're teaching) -- and let's tell it like it is to
the handicapped kids we're mainstreaming. Let's talk
about that mainstreaming like it really is.
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MAINTAINING THE QUALITY OF VOCATIONAL PROGRAMS.
WHILESERVING THE HANDICAPPED

Leonard Thielen

"Consider the handicapped. If we give them
a free ride, then we won't help them. We
will hurt them even worse by taking up more
of their time and keeping them from achieving
something that is worthwhile."

Today I'm going to address one of the common concerns
that vocational instructors:have expressed about having
handicapped students in their classes. I'm_going to giver
you some of the ways we have handled the situations we
have:run into in our mainstreaming.

One of the problems that a director has is keeping
teachers motivated; How do you keep your teachers from
being turned off as -far as kids are concerned? I'msure
every one -of you has had instructors come up and say,
"Hey:, Lgive up-on that They just throw in the::
towel._ And the directors just cannot allow that to happen,
so we have to:be:very careful about our teachers' views on
working With handicapped students;

Whenj_talk to instructors about bringing in special
education kids, they become concerned about accountability.
They ask, "ht I going to be held responsible for training
a youngster who has so_much trouble learning? What about
safety? Are_ my_other kidS'_lives going to be in jeopardy?
What bout the.hyperactives? -What about the emotionally
disturbed? If they start. throwing things around the.
classroom,:are they going, to hurt themselves?" These are
all fears instructors have and we need -to help eliminate
them if our programs are going to retain quality.
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I,' 4h.et 1 m .wyth working with any youngster that you
° m claSVfy'a,

,

rspecial education student is that_there
,probably4s",*any answers as there are students. There
no tet tflins"Wers, no set of magic solutions, If we had
nswers, we-eould read books, or collect them from

le and put them,,in practice. But we-can't do that.a in the 1960'7we watered down education; we figured
:tlieNwthing' to do frn_just, sodially promote everybody. "Let's
pro,tect the feellingg of these youngsters; let's just move
them along and th$9'11 be happy." We found out thatdidn't
work, because we passed them up to where they could no
longer help themselves. We may have saved their feelings
but we 'ruined a lot of futures. We ended up depriving them
of learning what they should have received in the lower
grades.

Even special edu6ation found out they couldn't do it,
so they said, "Hey, let's involve vocational. education." ,

I'll be the first one to admit that vocational education I
can't do.it by themselves. It's going to take resources
from special education, vocational education and whoever
else we can 'get to help. The handicapped people themselves
are hollering at us and saying:,' "Hey, give us some skills.
Give us an opportunity to go and be part of the mainstream
life. We want \to be there. We want to be involved."

And, folks,\,we cannot do this if we water down the
quality of our prOgram. This really is the thrust of my
talk today. We cannot help these youngsters if we just
make it possible for' these students to exist in a
mainstreamed sitUatibn. We can't just let" them get ,by 1 ike

they have in the past. We have to maintain quality. We
have to bring that youngster along.-. We have to be able to
account for the training and document how far the student
can go in a particular class,

Now in 'McAllen, where I work, handicaPped students
havbeen run through the vocational_education programs as
mainstreamed-kids right along, primarily because we don't
have any sPecial- education programs in high schooL We
don't know a special education student from a regular
student, because they all come through there together. We/
could go to the records and identify them as such, but we (\
avoid that. We try to work with each student individually
at they come on through without assigning labels. YOu can;
walk around our campus and you'll see kids with physical
disabilities, or with eye problems, with dyslexia, or with
hearing problems. They're all mainstreamed.
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The fact that we dorr't label these kids is both good
and bad; It's good in the sense that we require more of
them; We dethand that all of these studentS' meet our program
requirements And believe me; when you require:something
from a-student who wants to succeed in vocational education
they come,through; I firmly believe that special education'
underestimates their abilities and -unfortunately many of -us
in vocational education are following their lead; By not
knowing who they are; we in McAllen have so far avoided that
problem;

Not knowing about their handicaps does cause problems,
though; When we don't know, we can't provide: the special
allowances that they need: I can think of one student in
particular. We almost threw him out of the program; because
we didn't know that 110 had dyslexia. To begin with; he was
in electrical trades: He got through one year-because:he's
a good worker; but he realli.couldn't grasp the information
and 'the instructor didn't want hip back the second year.
So he changed over, to buildipg trades and learned something'
about carpentry. But the instructor there.beganicoming
apart at the seams; That's when we found out this youngster
had dyslexia; Well, that helped us solve someproblems% _L
We didn't ask him to take any more tests; Weididn'A ask hith
to learn by reading the book;-_ If the:instructor was absent,
we just let this kid go _bn'and work, because_if we put_him_
in a three-hour study - period, orLhad him work_in:a textbook,
he wouldn't get Anything out of it._ So_we let him keep
working.; Now, he is an_eiectriciam's_helper in the city.

PhysicallAandicapped I dOn`t think scares any_of the
people in our ISD* whatsoever; You -care accommodate for the
physically handicapped; You can raise the de k, you can

;ng
lower the desk; You can eveg.take a p4rsbn w o's completely
bed:ridden; and :suspend a sling'ifromthe_ceili so they can
work with their hands; So physical ditabilitieS aren't so
much of a problem.

But we do have problems with our mentally
handicapped. The problems snow up in two -areas; really:
discipline and non-invo)vement. The thing that bothers me
more than anything else, I guess, is to walk into a cfassroom
and see five people busy working onitomething, another five
people looking like they're getting in the process of working
on something, and another five just hanging around withlo'
intention of working. I'll go over and ask them, "Hey;
what's going on? What's happening? What are you doing?"
"We're through," they say. This is a three-hour class that

, )

*Independent Sthool District.
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started at 8:30 in the morning and it's now 9:00 and they're
already through for the morning. You know that can't be
true. When you talk to the instructor, you find'that he's
given them a job; in fact, every day he gives them two or
three assignments, As soon as he turns his back and helps
someone else, they're all doing nothing again.

These teachers really.worry about getting special
education kids coming in their class, because they don't
have enough time to take care of the people they've got now.
If they're going to have someone else in there who's going
to require even more time and more concern thAn the students
they have now, they ask,, "How can we do it? We simply
can't handle it." And one thing ve cannot afford to do,
if we're going to maintain our programs, is let our teachers
down.

What do we do now with students who won't work? Quite
-frankly, most of.them end up in my office at ort time or (-
another. My first reaction is to sit them down and try to
make them understand why they have to work, and what they
have to do. Then; I take them back out there and try again.
If they're a discipline problem; probably I'd give them
some sort of mild punishment on the second or third go
around. Eventually, yme have to increase the'amount so
that itgets through. Occasionally we just have to move
them on out. The program must come ahead of any individual

I; believe that strongly. ,Maybe some of you will
disagree with that; but -I believe we have a program ,

established to treat the bulk of the kids that come through'
and to see that they get an education. If these kids are
not given that education then we fail. So we need to get
the kids out who don't really belong there, because we've
got to maintain quality. You can't do it any other way.

At cAllen High School, we guarantee that every student
who _corn Tetes our program will hevea job at the end of the
trainin We just\flat tell them teat when they start.
"You go through our system and we will guarantee you a job."
We have a placement director. His job iO to work with our
shop people. If a student applies himself we defy him to
take us up on that offer and not get his job. Now, if the
ihstructor has a student who is not getting the instruction,
or is not trying to get the instruction, we want to know
about it, because we want to move that student to where he
will. get training. That student is not doing himself pr
anyone else in that program any good at all.
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.__ Before an instructor can move him out, however, we ask
that he_come up with some objective-based criteria so that
we can be sure and treat all the_students fairly. We dorC:t

want the student moved out_just because the -instructor
doesn't like Johnny_or Sally,_or just because-the student
happens to be a girl in what the instructor thinks should be
an all-Male program.' But if the instructor keeps the
strdergs for two yeans, we don't.want, him walking into our
office_and saying,_140h I can't recommend this student for
'6 jOb." Don't tell me that you. can have .a student _in your
program for two years, and then not-recommend'him for a job,
because if you're telling me that, Tou're:telling me you
like having the student around because he'isn't any prOblem.
He didn't_get in any trouble and you didn't;have'to bother
teaching him anything. .Wecan't_have that We want our
instructorso guarantee the quality of the product that
they're turning out. I think it's a necessary part of any
program.

-

Now this means that we'reAoing to lose some students;
but let me go back to the building.tradesinstructor who
Ooesn't think Johnny should be in his program. That doesn't
mean that we keep_Johnny out completely. Net at all. It .

probably means.; though; that,.building: trades is not what
this:student wants. So; we suggest_some other vocational
prsigram; perhaps adding some_restrictiont. We_want the
student to know why_ he didn't-like building trades; if he
was a problem orjust failed to_work. If he_didn't work;
we Want some guarantee that_he_will work in some_other
vocational program; He's got to convince us that hes grown

-tipi-alittle bit and is ready to turn the page and do a good
job; :We'll -put himon probation; and if it doesn't work out,
if_he goes back to the same thing within the:first monthior
two; we'll just decide he doesn't want vocational:education.
He's not ready yet; If we're going to be realistic:we have
to realize that:we can only reach a percentage of the
students and only Some of the students really=want what
we irave:to offer; :And what_ we have to offer better make
first class_in quality and be_given to the youngsters who
Will take advantage of it. If they_can't; we really can't
help them. We have to face up to the fact that we can't
save -eve youngster. If -by trying to save- everyone -we do
anything Tessess than keep high standards, we have not helped
anyone.

Eonsider:the handicapped._ If--we give.them a free ride;
if.we just bring themiin_and'sayi:Ney; were_ going to help
you out; were_going to let -you play around in herein_then
we won't help them. We wtll'hurt them even worse by taking
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up more of their tim d keeping them from achieving
something that is Worthw e. That's the way I look at it.

I'M rel-happy with what the IEP-can do for.us;._ I_

can see where it can do a lot of good. If you sign up a'
.nonhandicipped kid_yOU'Ve got hiM-for.ninemonths'whether
.Y9u want him or_not._ BUt ifWe have an IEP for a . .

handicapped-student_in an auto. Methanitt Class or building
trades class and_after threeior_four montht_we find out
that,this is_at far as thiS kid's going to go; we can take
him out of_thereigo to the VACiiget him a job and put. him
to work._ You have moreflekibilltyibuilt into thesystem
for handicapped students:_than for the other students.
The IEP can be very promising when it comes to being sure

,-that vocational education really does what's best for these
-sOdenqc.

And remember, that includes keeping the quality of
your program up.

r
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A "CAN DO" APPROACH TO BUSINESS EDUCATION

Berniece Thompson

"By communicating realistic goals to
the student, by giving appropriate
activities, the teacher can implement
a 'can-do'-approach to.voCational
education."

WhewI first started teaching Office DOplication
.Practice - Vocatipnal Education for,the Handicapped
(OPD-NEH); my classroom was 'next to the Vocational
Academic teadher's :Parents of students with special-needs
would frequeritly come by to see the schooLand-its
facilities in preparation for enrolling-their chtidreh.
Without fail -;-they would begin to -AM* aboUt what theirs
child_couldmot do; The-Vocational Academic teacher had
a masterful way-ofturning the direction of the
conversatiO6 and getting the parent to talk about what the

child could do,_ It was interesting to note the difference
in tone' Fia in parent-child ulationships t t developed
when the parentsTwere describing those thin s that their'
Child could do;

_ This -is the source of the title "rCan-Do Approach."
Instead_Ofitalking.about what students cannot do and how
'difficult-It is to accomplish learning goals, lee's look
at what -they can_dcvand.redoice with them -in the
accomplishment of_gOals-that are attainable. want to
discuss -with you_these`goals an activities and
evaluation useful in reaching th m.

Goals for the course shoUl 1Je:realtstit and
the' student should'measureable fOr each student

Berniece
Thompson
teaches
Office
Duplication
in Bryan,
Texas.
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always know exactly what isAxpected. To begin with in the
first week give each, studeRt a copy ofthe plan for the
year, showint-each skill the student will be, asked to
demonstrate and all the information the student will be
responsible-for mastering. To implement this, make and
hand out plans each week, showing goals for that week.
Each student_getsa copy of the same: plan; possiWy with
some. activities Modified or leftoUt depeOing on the needs_'
otthe.student. This helpstta avoid making the student look,
different orrlesS capable in front of peers. With written
goals for the year and ,for the week, the student can '

understand where he or she is,where the student is going,
and how to get there. The student's,assignments are based
both .on what the student needs and what the teacher needs,
and all is done without making the student conspicuous in
front of classmates.

.;

teaming activities should have a present purpose as
wellas a learning purpose. For instance, it is better to
leArn ta operate a ditto machine by making a class, newspaper
or a student telephone directory than by making meaningless
marks on a scratch paper to throw away. Activities should
be bated on students' - interest and prior knowledge. They
shouldbe-short and make the work seem easy, and they should
result in some written evidence of the activity, so the
student will. have work to turn in. The activity should make
it necessary for.students'to work together and cseunicate.
effectively. Activities I have found successful in ODP-VEW
include the newspaper and directory mentioned above, band
programs, and football programs. These activities also
provide immediate intrinsic feedback without waiting for
extrinsic feedback from the teacher's gradebook.

Student evaluation is also a measure of how well the
course is meeting its goals: Can the student operate the
machines for which he or she has been trained? Can_the
student follow a work order? Can the student get along in
a work environment? The evaluation should also reveal.the
extent to which- the - student accomplishes objectives in
relation to disabilities. By commlinticating realistic goals
to the student, by giving appropriate activites, the teacher
an implement a "can-do" approach to vocational education.
The evaluation at the end of the course will give both
student and parent a clear picture of all the things the
student can do.
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MINIMIZING HANDICAPS IN .VOCATrON#LHOMEMAKING

Arie 14anza

"I t 1 rt students:all the Aline: that: becaute they: are
hand capped no one is' going: to'_giye them a jbb. They're
going to have to earn:it, they're going to have:o work

it, and they can learn to do that in their Homemakin*g
clASS:"

Whenever.we work with handicapped students,:_it is our
responsi bi 1 ity ,to minimize their : limitations What _ you_

do to minimize handicapping."conditions3yill:ficit always .be
something. you found- in..a textbook. .You..will probably
have, to come up_with something:on your own,_ innovate, or
change an old teChnique slightly; I would like to
discuss a few: things I think _are 'most _important When
working _with handicapped students, things_which are
important with ani_studenfs'i_but especially important

.
with - handicapped: students..., -FirSti. a _vocational goal

thould_be chosen. The_goals set up in the individualized
education program (IEP) will notalways last. Once a_

student: starts workingi, many goals are thrown out the'
windoty because they just don't ,:fit the person. We

screen,:.but how_ on earth, an you really'Screen a_person
to_ the extent that you can get specific goals? So you
Will probably .have to keep setting newer goals.

When Setting goalsilit is more important toPrOVide.
competency skills than just to teach a certain pattern,_
because if a student can operate the equipment, . then the
OffiplOyer can teach the student on thejob. Instead of
dwelling on specific 'projects, teach back-up skills;
These are what .the:youngster needs tO'keOp a jobt__
information .about employMent, employment strategies,.
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-everrhow to move up in a job. Just because a, student is
.: handicapped does, not mean we say, "Look; honel, we had a
hard.. Ogle getting you this job in the first place, so this
is4it.,,o' ., tyinic,handicapped students-Should lObk forward
te,ladvancement-. If we don 't. p.th: oh fhat). c'onfidencewe'

-are short - changing. theM. , . , -;

I feel that a job-like's'itUStion is ,very ,necegsary.
In homemaking We_:have a tendency' to be. less job =or-rented '.

, than Some- shovclasses. 'I believe that 'every lab' can have
4,job-011(e ,a,tmospher,ej:_. Even though_ industrial careers : '
nitghf no.,t.. be glattorfous-, th .&n be, very interest-ing-.

7L'i.lok, for?_ -the industrial. name 'rbf1,obs (sewer, stitcher);
and. Use 'those; names in your. to h,ing. We decided'iwe wanted

tb:'Creat6'som6 Inter'est',on thelt pus sp, I put a notice on

-V.E1.1*- Boutique will be, Wring:January 16, -1979." We left'
the bUlletfn,tbard ai yu enter thci cafeteria saying!, !1-The, ,-

it.'thqre for 'a few days then 'announced the job openings .
thatwe had The first' was machine, operator. Weitl, all
the machine shovrel lows wasnted to apPly for the -job; but
I made - :sure, each p-ositiibn cifiUld,;be'fil led, ,by a'VEH student;
The VEH. students had to 'decide 'which one,of these jobs
they Cotild best fit in; which, one they were going ,to, apply
for. =,They filled out the,a`PPlication and I had them_
complete a' regUlar resume. :fdrm. , I 'thi nk I -brainwashed them
so that''when they 4ppTied for a !lob they, applied for :the 4.
one I -was going to give. them anyway, but 'you can do that
withbut making them feel badly. They also have to be
taught evaluation so they 'can look at their own work and
see whether it's okay.'

Inlorder to keep their jobs," students need to be
taught to use their an evaluative tool. if you are -going
to,us,some device to eValuate a student, that student
should be. familiar with li t. If: he is familiar with it, then
he knowsrwhere he. is going and what he needs to do to

aCcomplish; and how to improVe what he's done.

' I. want to show you: some thingt that :we have used in:,
our class; Houston Technical Institute, Where_ I work, has
the:fifth VEH center: in - Houston teaching section of
clothing service's; ,Students participate-in FHA and proudly
support their.cause;_ :,Our program -includes _simple repair

ke buttons isna-ps .hanks and eyes, replacing.- zippers,
alterations conversions, and.construction. Since everyone,

talking about' industry .and the asSemblyline, our
Students are given .experiences in the assembly line

*VE: Vocational Education for the Handicapped.
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techniqueStudents are shown laying out; pinning, and
cutting tiOric, assembling lining and top fabric; stapling.:
labeTsi:Meekihgup:a section of cases; turning; end closing
the_IowersectiOn of -the- lining and pressing the finished
product; these steps make up the assembly line for
an eye -glass case._ Clothing services would be incomplete
without- alterations the entire campus can benefit while
VEH students practice; Our students had the honor of
sewing on patches for the Marine Corps jackets.

I believe -that iflundamentalsare taught,-specifics
will be easy for an- employer to.request; Students work
with_figures using standard equipmeht like a yardstick;
T- square and marking chalk; Learriihg to use commercial
equipment is funAf.it_is for a purpose. We have used the
serger on many_projects aneeach prolect givesa little
more experience. The projectS are much more interesting
than practicing on scraps of fabric;

To give students repetition in construction; small
garments are made first then fullsize,iduplicates are
constructed. Studentsmake their oWrismall_patterns;
completelyLmArkediand have the opportunity to use figures
and measuring devices with stepLby-step instruction and
demonstration.

Audienc'e: Do you have TARs as well as EMRs.in this
class? Wh0t is the composite of your handicapped
situation?

Wanza3 I have two sections. The morning class_is a.
multi-level class,-with all kinds of disabilities,= The
evening class is labeled orthopedic, but I have only one
-student in that.,evening- class with a regular credit
structure. The others are graduating,fromPthe special
education department.

Audience: I was curious to know_how your Tilts handle
measuring. ,

Wanza: Everione is Oven a sheet of butcher paper,
a T-square and a yaH stick. I will have already explained
basic measurements and I started them using the T-square
as soon as they walked in the classroom. They start by

,drawing: a straight line, then 'I tell them how,many inches
over to 'measure from the straight line. That would be the
distance for the lay-on-fold line. Fob every measurement
after that I 'say, "Now, using this many inches.go ovdrfrom
yotir folded edge," and .tell them what to do. They do theit
own marring; with clips most of the tie. We haven't used
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any carbon paper as some teachers do. An ihd-Utry they
don't use carbon paper and Iitry to keep training as close
to industrial sewing as possible.

Audience: Do you let them use a:seam gauge on the
machine?

Wanza: Yes. I allow theM to use the marks on the

machine. I have even considered putting a piece of tape
on the machine like they do in industry.

Audience: Do you have all commercial equipment in
,yOUr lab? ?

Wanza: No; I start them off on domestic machineS, then
move them to the industrial machines when they're ready,
If my cerebral OalsY stUdehfs are too shaky, -we spend some
extra time on safety. give all my students a safety

,

chart and then let them decide what is safe in the lab and
what's not. When they say_our store roonvis not in safe
order I.have them do down their list, decide why it's not
safe, and then let them make it safe.

Audience: Is your class two or three hours long?

Wanza: Three hours long. .I only give them regular
breaks like everybody else on campus.. You -know, -I have

really_enjoyed teaching VEH. When regular-I left rela
preemployment no one thought I_could work with this group;
but they are beautiful kids. I just keep them moving.

Audience: Did you develop your own curriculum,outline?

Wanza: The district gave us some competencies that
they wanted the students to achieve and I did my planning
from that. I had to wait so long for the students to go
through the ARD process tMat I ended up doing a lot of
individualized planning. For instance; one student wanted
commercial arts, but they_wouldn't put him in commercial
art because he was handicapped._ I_think he could have
performed real well in commercial arts, and I hated to ,

see him stay in, self-contained classroom when he wanted
vocational training, so I told the ARD committee thatA
Would prepare a program for him .n window dressing. That's

how we worded it on the objective and the goals for the
year.

Audience: Does eah one of your students have an
Do you work it 0443
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Wanza: Yes. each student has an IEP, written by a
team. I write the objectives because I know where I think
they should go. I seldom look at the'student's records
because I think aft-r_ reading all those test results I
would block all the student's strengths out.

In cloiing le me restate some of my points. It's
important that you establish a job-like atmosphere in your
lab and that you give the back-up skills necessary for
employment. Probably the most important techni e for
teaching these students is to simplify procedu es

I tell-them all the time that because t ey are7
%

4
handicapped no one is going to give them'a job. They're
going to have to earn it, they're going to have to-work
for it, and that they can learn to do that in their VEH
class.



RELATING TO HANDICAPPED STUDENTS

Donna Williams

"As teachers, counselors and administrators
we have a responsibility to each other and
to our students to help them become the

people they should be."

Section 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act cf 1973
have started to change the attitudes of employers, but even
now we are just beginning to see the results of this
Rehabilitation Act. It has taken approximately six years
for it to come into itS own right. This is like many
other pieces of legislation. It takes years to see
results. Now many employers are having to change their
ideas about the handicapped. It used to be that an
employer could see a physically handicapped person walk
through his door for a prospective job and automatically,
decide whether he wanted that person to work for him.
With this new legislation, even in high school ind in
junior 'high, the vocational teacher and the special
education teachers are having- to look at these, handicapped
students differently. The handicap may be from mental
retardation or being in wheelchair or-a slight hearing
loss.

vocational teachers sometimes are skeptical of
having special education students or handicapped students
in their classrooms or in their labs, because of the safety
factor. Other times it's only,_because of wives' tales and
prejudices that they don't want to take the time to work
with the individual student. As a handicapped student
growing up in the Dallas Independent School District, I
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felt this many times._ I had- cerebral -palsy and before

the psychologist -or the:special:education teacher would
even test me asjar as my capabilities mentally _and_ ,

physically; they would decide -that since_I could not write'
and I could not talk very plainly that they were going to
put me in a class where I could not progress at my own
speed;.

Society is beginningi_to_look at_handicapped individuals
differently; We arenow being'forced_to_decide.whether to
sit at home: andwatch:TV or be_as productive as possible.
The students -are willing to take the_- nce more readily
than_the employer or the vocational teacher. We just- cannot

educate -our handicapped_ttudents or_ourinonhandicapped
student*, in the Three_R!s and then -let them go out into
totiet7' We need_to'help them realize their full potential
and -help them to be wpll_adjusted citizens as they go into
college or-their chodn life's work, These people will
feel much more productive, in'my opinion, if we can show
them that we're behind themi-and that we want themito
succeed.

On the note of showing the attitude of one individual
toward.me_even-at Texas A&M, I would like to-relate a story
of a teacher that" had in a Vocational occupation course;
as I_began to work on m Ph. D. The first day in class; I
met this man on the steps of the building where -the class
was held. His name was.Dr. Dick Swinney; 'I feel
comfortable about naming him now, because we have become
good friends and he understands,my positiwand I understand
his. My advisor-introduced me to Dr;_Swinney as I _was
going into the building; He seemed cordial and-nice; Of
course, I was scared toAeath; because this was"my first
course;at Texas A&M under my Ph; D. program; I really
didn't know what I was getting- myself-into; Several weeks
went by. He gave us some options as to -how to make an "A"
in his course; or -a "43;" I set my goals high and decided
to stir Ve for an "A.,;m

One evening the class was to ga_to_a local high_sehool
that had an exceptional vocationalprogram;:Wemere to tour
the facility; _I rodd over to the school with Dr; Swinney,-
and -much to_hit dismay, hediscovered that_the.doors:that
he thought to be open_for easy.access_for me were not. _I

told him that it didn't matter4A cotild:walk_around-t0 the
next door;-_ This really shook -him up._ He had never dealt
with A handicapped:student before, and was_surprised when

I -could walk the rough terrain. After the tour he
didn't say too much more to me.
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Several weeks afterwards - wereasked to go on a
local ,TV show together with r; Parrish; the Head of

Vocational Special NeedOiow. For the TV.showweiwere going
to discuss Section 503 And 504-of the Rehabilitation Act;
and Public Law 94-142;A he Right of Handicapped Students to
a Free and Public Educatfbn Dr; Swinney; Dr- Parrish;
and I, and also the hbst of the-TY show all slt down*to map
out what we were going to talk abaft. As we'began to_
prepare, Dick Swinneybegad to let his geelings show about
handicapped people. He began to tell the how apprehensive
he,was-to evenhave-me in his class anhat_he did not like
me from the very beginning. This was qbate_a shbck to me;
lbecause I had never had:a teacher be_quite so honest with
me. This made me feel extremely good to know that someone
would actually level with me and give me their feelings so
I could help them work through ft and respect me as an
individual.

We continued to work trough_bur problems throughout..
the semester; Dick and I became good friends and he Iles the
one who persuaded_me toward the end of the semester-to go
out and look for-a job. and not stay inischool.for the rest
of my life; I really have him to thank for where I am at._
this moment; because I.was: ery scared to get out into the'
real world;

,
,

As_teachers; couriselort; and administrators we have a
responsibility_to_each other and to our students to_help_
them become the people thatthey.Should be whether they -have
a physical handicap or athental handicap. Mbat_we do with
them-today as students and how- we- help.-them to-look at
them *Ives Will undoubtedly make a difference in their
fu e. The thing we need:to_look.out'for:_and hopefully -be
quite aware of is that _we_look at them_pbSitively-and help'

0 them to see that they do_hame great_potential in.life. Then.

we can make them first clasS.possible citizens of the future.

sa


